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FOREWORD 

In writing this book about Grlisebach's philosophy the difficulties that had 

' 
;to be overcome were considerable. In order to gain a full picture of the deve-

lopment of his thought, it was necessary to consult all his writings, from his 

philosophical beginnings to his final works. Grisebach, unlike Schopenhauer, 

for example, is one of those writers whose ideas were in constant flux and 

change. It is this very flux and change, however, that gives his works such a 

s'ncere ring and that show him up as a genuine searcher for truth and reality. 

Griscbach's works, particularly those of the earlier.period, and his articles, 

were not readily obtainable, some of his articles not being available at all. 

Some of his wr.i tings to be dug up from his publishers o It is now with the grea-

test appreciation and with the most sincere gratitude that I wish to .make men-

tion of the invaluable help extented to me by Eberhard Grisebach's son, Dr.Lothar 

Grisebach, residing at Hilchenbach in West Germanyo Dr. Grisebach not only 

approached his fathe.r's publishers for works that had been sold out, but he also 

placed. at my disposal articles and even unpublished material ot Eberhard Grise-

bach that were either in his own or .in his mother's, ~Irs. L. Grisebach's, posses-

sion. He also provided me with his father's curriculum vitae, with a complete 

list of his publications and gave me valuable hints as to the true meaning of 

his father's philosophy, which was so often misunderstood. 

In addition, I also want to give thanks to my wife, ).frs~ Ursula Rauche, who 

typed the manuscript and helped correct. it •..• 

Finally, I wish to express my sincere appreciation to the Department of Edu-

cation, Arts and Science and the National Council for Social Research for pub-

lishing my book in their own Publication Series and for defraying the cost of 

publication. 

Fort Hare 

January, 1966 

G.A.Rauche 



THI!; PROBLEM OF TRUTH AND REALITY IN GRISEBACH 1 S THOUGHT 

by 

G.A. RAUCHE 

Introduction 

It is the purpose of this work to give a critical assessment of the lifelong 

struggle about the problem of truth and. reality by a man who has nearly been 

forgotten, Eberhard GRISEBACH. Particularly in our time, however, a time ruled 

by tt isms n and ideologies, that are passed off on gullible man as !!!.!.. truth, 

and that are hung before his eyes like veils preventing him from ever exper

iencing the " real " and coming face to face with it, Grisebach's teaching de

serves the closest attention. This work is thus meant to pave the way for a 

further study of his philosophy, which may help man to adopt an attitude :towards 

life .~ which is more suited than the present on.e is to coping with the problem 

and the difficulties of the actual situation. The first lesson we learn when 

studying Grisebach is from his refusal to placate any doctrine, ideology, creed, 

etc. from the courage with which he puts in question man's s.acrosanct truths, 

values and beliefs, and from the inexorable and uncompromising honesty and 

sober reflection exiibited by him in his search for the real. This undoubtedly 

great thinker, whose search for truth and the real was inspired by a genuine 

need, and in his later years by a great disstress, passed. his formative years 

at a period, when a young generation .in a young striving German Empire was hope

fully and. confidently searching for new values that corresponded with reality 

more than the idealistic past of an a priori metaphysics did. In all walks of 

life - the sciences. the arts. technology, and economy - unheard of possibili

ties seemed to present t~emselves. The new, rapidly developing Empire certainly 

was a challenge. The full-blooded deed• the creative act were what the young 

generation called for. Hopefully and expectantly they turned away from the past 

and enthusiastically tackled the task of building a new future. But soon their 

hopes lay shattered on the battle fields ot France and Poland; a period of chaos 

and contusion followd that was filled with the weird battle-cries of ruthless 

and ............ . 
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and unscrupulous political parties • socking to destroy each other, until on.c 

party emerged victoriously" Dut, again, the hopes nnd expectations that were 

roused in the German youth were f'oile<l by another war, more terrible even 

than the previ.ous one, which ended .in total defeat. It was during this event-

.ful period thnt Grisebach: spent his more mature yenr.s and that his thinl-.:ing 

under\Vent a decided chango., atter, in his formative years,· he had fallen in step 

with his time by exhibiting a dooi.re for the erontivo act as the real act. 

Griseba.ch wns born in 1880 in f!anover 1 tbe son ot a Prussian official, who 

fanally held the post of Vize-Regieruncsrat in the Prussian province of 

Schleswig, and who, since 1890, wns Krunmerprasldent of the Prince ot Stol~erg-

Werr.igorode. Grieebnch 1 e mother, .Marline born von Rarnier, di.od in Frankfurt 

( Odcr), when he uas st.ill a ,child~ 

Griaebach spent his early years at scbool in Franltfurt (Odor)., later .in 

Schleswig and Star~ard (Pomerania ) .' He attended the G,ymnasi•m at \"lernigerodc. 

Grisebacb 's architectural and creative vein, \vhich is so clenrly HHdxpms:ni:«K 

traceable throughout his thinld.ng, oven lntor when it bad turned eritic.al and 
~·· . 

po.stulated the dismantling ot the system, caused .him· to take up the study ot 

arcbitoct.ure in 1900 at tbc Technical Univcr.sity in Darmstadt (Hesse). After 

having served bis ,cQmpnlsory period of training as a .soldier trom 1900 - 1901 

in Dnrostadt, Grisebacb continued his studies in architecture in Berlin .from 

1902-1904, during which :period he also performed practical work on the Kobel-

nick palace J.n Posen • 

. In accordance m.tb the migratory habito of German students and artisans ot 

tbe time, Grisebach biked through Southern Germany, and finally studied tor 

a while in Stuttgart, WUr.ttcmberg. IUs health seems not to have been ver1 
,... 

good at that. time, for f.rom 1904 - 1908 we f.lnd him at the Stdes health-resort 

of Davos. 

~~ . 

In 190?, Gr.iscbach had col!liDenccd his studies ln philosophy at the University 

ot Zurich in Switzerland. ln his book Die Schicksnlsf'rase des Abcndlandes, 

he describes ••••••••••••.•• 
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be desribes the devious poths be travelled in his quest tor truth.l) From 

the lofty idealisa of Plato and the ,crusading, sncrificial spirit ot Socra• 

tea and Giordano Bruno, Grisebnch possed on to the critical analytic thought 

of Descartes and Kant. The doctrine ot the eternal logos of the Kant tans, 

especially Rickert and Windelband, mode a tremendous impression on him. r;e 

shall see that it ,tormed the core ot his idoal.tstie writings, but even :in 

thas .his critical works tho logos is retained, nt first as a dialectical prin

ciple that is reflected in the world• nnd later il8 a multiple logos that leads 

us to the discussion of the existing c.risis w.ith one •s tel lowman. 

Afraid of gett.ing stu-t:lt in a mere .logical formalism, Griacbaeb declined .Rieker& 

invitation to atten,d his seminar at Freiburg and, instell~; made his way to , 

Corpus Christi College, Oxford, where he re.eided in 1900. There be was .greatly 

attracted by the p..<i,Ychologico-g~netic method ot. the pragmatist school of 

tllougbt: the idea of tile realisation of' all values t.hrough social lif~ and the 

doctrine that tbe value·of truth should stand the test of experience. The ana• 

. lytic method ot the pragmatist school seemed to hira the ansner to all verba

U.sm. But soon he began to realise its flavs. He ~as dissAtisfied with tho re-
•. ot.:. 

t'lective character of truth, the aesthetic nature/the net or thinking, and the 

mere psy,cbologicnl interpretation of histortco~social processes. Was it true 

that all values depended on the continge-nt assent of society, its tastes o.nd 

judgment1 'l'l.ere was som.oth.tng mlfising tbore. It truth wa.s to be A truth of 

real experience, .it could not be only reflective., .It had to -find its ground in 
which, 

real action/' in turn, bad to be .rational or meaningful action, ond was it not 

by tbe cultural act that oan created values? 

Driven by such doubt, Griscbaeh returned to Germany, looking tor a syn.thesia 

between tlle psychologism of' the pragmatist school and the rationalism of the 

neo-Knntians. In the 'l'atpbtlosophie ot Rudolf Eucken, he believed that he bad 

found uhat be bad been searching for. In the cultural act, at whlcb Eucken 

ba,d arrived by his noological oothod, science and hist,ory., logic and teoU.ng, 

the rational and the empi.r1cal, the finite and the i'llfinite, subJioct and object 

seemed ........... ·• ••••••• • 

1) Pp. 176-185 



seemed to be conjoined. In short, the problems of freedom and infinity seemed 

to have been solved in the rational-irrational world-spirit which also grati

fied man's religious feeling. Through Dilthey, Simmel, Rickert, Windelband, 

and Eucken, Grisebach's thinking was focussed on the phenomenon of culture. 

The problem of its relationship with the absolute and the value and meaning 

it had for man's existence were ~o .occupy Grisebach for the rest ~f his life. 

During his time of study at the University of Jena in 1909 and 1910 under 

Rudolf Eucken, he, in accordance with the spirit of the new epoch that seemed 

to have dawned for Germany, conceived man's creative act ~.r the cultural deed 

as a mani.festation o:t the absoluteo His marriage with Lotte Spengler in 1909 

fits in well into this picture of a new vigorous creative beginning. In 1910, 

as a first award :tor his con~tructive labour, Grisebach received his degree 

of D~ctor of Philosophy on a dissertation called: Kultur als Formbildung, and 

in 1913 be became a Privat-Dozent on a thesis entitled: Kulturphilosophische · 

Arbeit der Gegenwart with Rudolf Eucken as his promotor. 

Grisebach was however not the man to content himself with the results so far 

achieved in connec.tion ~i th his enquiry into the vexed and complicated prob

lem of truth and reality. A comparison between the vague psychologico•genetic 

method of Dilthey•s, Eucken's, Bergson's, and Simmel's Lebensphilosophy 

( which led to a relativism and historicism ) and the strictly scientific and 

logistic method of the neo-Kantians, seemed to establish the decided superi

ority of the latter. Yet it would perhaps be unwise for him to commit himself 

befo~e .. having_.consultcd the masters, Kant, Fichte, Hegel, directly, from whom, 

after all, these new methods had originated. But did not the new phenomenolo

gical method of thinkers like Bolzano and .. Brentano suggest a possible synthesis 

between the followers of Kant on the one hand and Eucken and Dilthey on the 

other? Did the phenomenologists not move into the foreground the problem of 

ontologism again, and did their method not open the possibil.ity of proceeding 

from the understanding ot the historical world to an understanding of the crea

tive act of the mind? 

The at tempt •• · •••••••••••••••••• 
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The attempt at synthesis between Kantians and the followers of Eucken and 

Dilthey, according to the phenomenological method, seems to have been made 

by Grisebactilin Die Schule des Gcistes. The question mark which he began to 

put behind the Tatphilosophie and the creative act, as the act that solves 

man's problem of real existence, coincided with the question mark that the 

years immediately after the First Uorld War had put behind man's cultural 

activity. In Die Schule des Geistes the creative deed no longer embraces the 

cosmos, as it did in the works preceding it. It is now reason that is the 

creative subject, and as such bestows reality on the world. The universal 

rational principle brings forth the cultural act, thus restr.icting man to 

the sphere of becoming. It is through this principle that the historic and 

scientific world, life and knowledge are one. The principle of reason clearly 

delineates the b6undary of the real world, i.e., the world of becoming or 

man's perpetual cultural activity and marks it ott against the metaphysical 

world of being, i.e., the world of faith. Man's permanent cultural activity 

results from the eternal question of theology about the absolute. In other 

words, the reply that philosophy gives to this question never reaches up to 

the absolute. The latter always contradicts man's creative effort, so that he 

has to rebuild his systems of culture over and over again. The putting in 

question of man's existence by the absolute clearly reveals the note of in

security and. uncertainty that has crept into man's cultural and creative 

activity in Germany after the war, which stands in striking contrast to the 

unbounded confidence the young generation had in its creative powers and 

faculties in the years before the war. But the collapse of the promising young 

Empire had definitely been a severe shock, which cou.ld not tail to disillu

sion so zealous a searcher for truth and reality as Grisebach, and in 

Die Schule des Geistes the swtng from a more idealistic towards more critical 

philosophy is already obvious. Grisebach, probably due to his precarious con

dition of health, had. spent the war years in garrison at Ulm (WUrttenberg). 

In 1922, he was appointed Professor Extra-ordinary at Jena, and in 1931 was 

offered a chair by both the University of Basel and Zurich. He elected t~e 

chair of philJltSophy, education, and. psychology at Zurich. 

Conditions ................. 
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Conditions in Germany, during the first decade after the First World War, 

were desperate and thoroughly frustrating. Economic: and political conditions 

were chaotic. Each of the great number of political parties that had sprung 

up after the war preached an ideology which it ottered as ~ truth guaran

teeing an existence in peace and security. The more or less dogmatic charac

ter of the doctrines ot these various parties, which was particularly rigid 

in the parties of the extreme left and the extreme right, brought about a 

head-on collision that made cooperation impossible. But the same picture pre

sented itself in the European scene in general. It was only a question of 

time till the opressive and repressive treatment ot the defeated Germany by 

the victor nations would bring about a sharp reaction in Germany and till the 

communist creed of the East would develop into a substantial threat to the 

existence of the western way of lite. In the fields ot education and philo

sophy· simitlar chaotic conditions prevailed .• Dogmatic ideological views, 

party-politics, and religious denominations vied with each other in their 

attempts to gain cont~ol over the young generation. 

In view of the above, it was not surprising that all the existing philoso

phical methods and currents of the age, Idealism, Materialism, Scientism and 

Thomism began to become suspect to Griaebach. Their self-constituted real 

grounds as well as their historicity could not but cause man to mi~s his real 

existence. In all these cases, be would be estranged from real experience 

and would be neatly and ingeniously blended into some absolute, which repre

sented nothing but the making of his own self absolute, so that, by the con ... 

struction of all these various methods, he really kept moving within the 

circle of theself. The newly arisen Philosophy of Existence, with which 

Grisebach no doubt was well acquainted-and which also influenced his own 

thinking, was no exception to 'this. Its historicity, as the result of the 

inclusion in man's existence of the nothing or death, representa,to Grise

bach, as much a defection from real existence and an artificially constructed 

circle of the self as any other system. 

The conclusion ••••••••••••••••• 
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The conclusion Griscbach draws from the above is that, in order to guide ·.man 

towards the experience of the real,· philosophy must abandon its constitutive 

efforts entirely and must turn totally critical. It must reveal the purely 

academic., theoretical character of the humanistic world, and .from the historic 

sphere of tlte past ( all systems are historic in that they represent not that 

which is becoming, but that which has become),- i.e., from the immanent world 

of human truth or knowledge, which rests on memory, must seek to push through 

to the real sphere of contingent experience, i.e., the emanent, which it en-

counters in the foreign other, one's fellowman. By this contradiction he puts· 

in question the truth and self of man, who at the moment of bearing this con-

tradiction in passion is enabled to .·lead. an ethical existence, and experiences 
This experience peace. 
~is, however, completely contingent. ln it all .knowledge, virtue, attitude 

on the part of man, of whatever kind and however modest, have been contradic-

ted; man's self has been terminated and. historical time and continuity have been 

absorbed by real time, i.e., pure contingent experience. 

Naturally,Grisebach arrived at this concept~on of the real, which was the very 

opposite of the humanistic world truth, only gradually. It v;as fully developed 

only in his chief work Gcgenwart, published in 1928, and. was further elabora

ted upon in Freiheitl:und Zucht ( 1936 ) , Die. Scbicksalsfrage des Abendlandes 

( 1942), and Jacob Burckhardt als Denlter ( 1943). In his earlier critical wri-

tinge Erken·ntnis und Glaube ( 1922) and . .Die Gr.enzen des Erziehers und seine 

Verantwortung (1924), Grisebach is still influenced by the method of dialec-

tical theology, which he later repudiates as yet another attempt at brin.gi.ng 

back within the human grasp the absolute, so that,, again, it bee omes an imma-

nent truth. of which man disposes, thereby missing real experience. 

Whether we now agree with Grisebach or not ( and we certainly do not agree 

with him in regard to his conception of truth and reality·), it cannot be de-

nied that his philosophy is of the utmost importance to-day. The outbreak of 

the Second World War once more confirmed thenecessity for man to break down 

his ideological barriers and to face reality. it was the very catastrophe, 

~l1erefore ................... . 
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therefore, into which man had plunged himself, that fully justified Grise-

bach's mistrust in human truth and that led to his attempt to break through 

to real experience in its purest contingency. If in so doing be went too far, 

calling man's truth evil or untruths and lies, 1) which must be broken down 

altogether, this must be explained from the acuteness of the crisis in which 

Grisebach wrote. But he must be given the credit of sounding a clear warning 

to us, of opening our eyes to the dangers of the dos-atic character of our 

truths, ideologies and beliefs, which, so often, cause man to be intolerant 

of his fellowman and intransigent to his views and interest. Naturally, Grise-

bach's bugle call was drowned in the hubbub of the voices of all kinds of 

" leaders of humanity "• pretending to know .lli, truth, outshouting each other 

in offering to their fellowmen their " infallible solution " of the crisis, 

and inviting them to follow their lead into the promised land. But even, then, 

when the'inevitable disaster had come, in the midst of the greatest cata-

strophe that had ever befallen manltind, Grisebach relentlessly and indefati-

gably con.tinued his efforts to bring man to his senses. In Die Schicksals• 

frage des Abendlandes, which he wrote in the middle of the Second World ~ar, 

he showed man that, by his blind trust in some homogeneous universal logos 

and some rational purpose of the histrndml process, he had been chasing a 

will-o'-the-wisp. He referred man to his fellowman, in cooperation with whom 

he had to carry on his work on the components of culture, in the face of con• 

tradiction and the permanent crisis. The logos is thus not a homogeneous 

logos offerin.g certainty and security, but a multiple heterogeneous logos 

causing pain and suffering. But the reward of the workman, who, in the field 

of the crisis, i.e., in the face of contradiction with his fellowman, was 

peace. Peace, by accepting the permanent crisis between man and his fellowman 

as inevitable, was the call Grisebach sounded in 1942 to a war-ridden Europe, 

which, as a result of a misconception of truth, reality, knowledge, history 

and from a false appreciation and overrating of human reason, culture, and 

civilisation, \Vas bleeding from a thousand wounds. And even after the most 

terrible of all wars, Gri.sebach kept pursuing his labour of bringing man 

around •••••••••• 

1) Cf.ehapter X in Gegcnwart, entitled Satanic und Ilurnanitat, as well as 
Was ist Wahrheit in Wirklic)!!teit, p.30 and Die Schicksalsfrage des 
Abendlandes 2 po43. 
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Why? There were two reasons. Either the true impact ot his teaching was 

not understood, or it was uncomfortable to those that preferred to live 

in the false security of their self-constituted truth, ideology, or be

lief, and was consequently rejected, in spite of the fact that his assess

ment of the situation into which man had manoeuvered himself on account 

of the absolute nature of his truths, ideologies, and beliefs had been 

proved correct by current events. And at the present stage the situation 

has even deteriorated. There has hardly been an age in which man was 

further removed from reality that to-day in the so-called realistic age, 

when he constantly talks about it. There has hardly been a time in which, 

supported by scientific and technological implements and apparatus, pub

lic opinion, mob ... thinking, automatisation, and a:taaxet standardisation, 

ideologies have played a bigger part. In the face of all this, the criti• 

cal philosophy of Grisebach and the question about what is truth and rea .. 

lity as bound up with human existence have never been as important as they 

are to-day, and this is the reason why, in this work, we treat this prob

lem in reference to Grisebach's thought. 

The method we apply in debating this problem is the analytical one. By 

the critical discussion of Grisebach's major \Yorks mainly in their chro

nological order and in relation to their respective historical background, 

we become the witness of Grisebach's tenacious struggle for truth and re

ality, and h~s consistent movement from the construction of the essential 

world of the mind to the world of contingent experience, from the inuna

nent to the emanent. The cleavage between truth and reality in which 

Grisebach's movement frQm mental construction to contingent experience 

results, which also halves man and puts an end to all his cultural acti

vity, raises the problem of the relation and value to human existence of 

the sciences, the arts, philosophy and theology. 

Arc they of a mere technical, academic, or theoretical quality, as Grise

bach holds, or do they also possess real characteristics? In short, do 

they belong to the world of truth only and have they nothing to do with 

the real •••••••••••••••• 
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the real world, as Grisebach argues, or do they also belong to the real 

world? It is this question that this work seeks to answer; for it is ob-

vious that the attitude man is to take up towards life and his fellouman 

depends on it. We can thus form our principal question as follows: Is 

Grisebach correct in saying that the!!!! is the eaanent only, i.e •• that 

which accidentally encounters us froc the outside, thereby putting in 

question all our constructed truths, ending all our egoism thus leading us 

to an ethical existence? Or must we, if we wish to stay within the bounds 

of the real, include the immanent, i.e., our constructed truths? 

All in all the purpose of this work may be described as follows: 

1. To show the significance for us to-day of Grisebach•s 
struggle for truth and reality by presenting a critical 
discussion of this problem, as it develops throughout 
his major works. 

2. To discuss the implications of Grisebach's cenception 
of truth and reality and to show where and how, in his 
attempt to push through from truth to real experience, 
lte, in our opinion, himself transgresses the bounds of 
real experience. 

J. To stake out the bounds of true reality afresh in terms 
of human existence, with the object of preventing man 
from transgressing his licit in the future. 

Truth and Reality •••••••••••••• 

- 12 -
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CHAPTBR J 

TRUTH AND REALITY . IN THEIR InSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

In. this chapter, I i:ntend. to 1nvcstigat~ in very uroad outline the 

philosophical systema·or the past in regard to tbe problem of truth 

in reality. I shall make the attempt to show their ,egocentric and purely 

technical nature. In other words, I shal.l endeavour to show the pbiloso-

phical systems ol the past from Greek to F.:Xistentialist thought invari

ably represent a cycle.of the sett·a~.d that as a. result of this they miss 

true reality as a contingent encounter and arrive at a self-constructed 

essential or technical real. Th'e necessity of showing the. purely academic 

or rationaf Vcll\:UO of truth and. reality in the philOSO)lhical systems of 

the past arises from the fact tha.t this is Grisebnch 's central a~gument. 

It is this insight that caused him to set out in search of a real,whic.h 
. .... ''. 

be actually experienced. But the way from the aca.demi~ 't.o the actual real 

was a slow, laborious journey.· Grisebach in his early n idealistic n / 

writ.lng.s was ·hirDSelt strongly ut'ider the influence of those who, a.ccor-

ding to his later works, had built up mere technical or academic dream-

worlds.; In these late writingsi·especially in Schicksalsfrage des Abend-

landes 1 be points out that the hist«icalcontinuity of our thinking from 

the time of ancient philosophy as a rationalistic philosophil;l eerennis, 

Whicb was used to show not only the rational character of Christianity 

in the Middle Ages, but which survived till the pre.sent, is the cause of 

our present plight and. dilemma. Accor:':· ;_,, · to Grisebach it is this thinking 
';f<. 

in histOJ;'~ time and continuity, which caused us not only to miss t.he 

·actual real, but also to estrange ourselves.·trom ·our real. nature. 

lt is therefore. very . important .for the under~ tanding of Grieebach • s cen• 

tral argument that we investigate the nature of the philosophical systems 

ot the past i.n respect t,o the problem of tru.th and reaU.ty, which, after 

all, are the starting point of Grisebach 's thought and from whos·e consti• 

tutive natur'e he gradually __ moved into a position diametr.ically. opposed to 

·:theirs. tie himself acLt,nowled.ges ( as I said in the .11\troduction) that be

f.ore committing bimselt as to the nature of truth and reality he at fir-st 

decided ••••••••••••••• 

- 13 -
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significance of Grisebach's break through to contingent reality and there

by to come to the realisation that this break through, whereby the true 

meaning of man's constitutive nature for the experience of the real is 

missed, is too radical. 

H.J. de Vleesehauwer has contended that metaphysics ought not to consti

tute a separate discipline of philosophy, but that they are synonymous. 

It is our opinion that this view can be supported very well, indeed. If 

we ask the question: Uhat is man's chief business in life? We could ans

wer: The attempt to discover the truth, i.e., the absolute. Chy now should 

man, in spite of the many failures he has experienced in his striving 

throughout the generations, keep up a struggle and search that appear to 

be hopeless? Is it only wonder and curiosity? be believe that it is much 

more. It is the permanency of change and becoming that causes man to 

stretch out his hands for a firm anchor, namely, absolute truth. The un

stable and unreliable character of his environment rouses in man the fee

ling of uncertainty, insecurity, and anxiety. It is experienced by him as 

a menace to his identity, his self and his existence, unless he can mas

ter it by knowing it and bringing it within the grasp of his understanding. 

Ever since his consciousness emerged during the evolutionary process of 

nature, man realised the need of mastering and taming his environment, if 

he was to survive; for his chief weapon in the struggle of life was not 

instinct, swiftness, or brutal force, as was tho case with animals, but 

his rational power. It was this faculty that enabled him to tame, culti

vate, and civilise his environment, to press on it his stamp, and it was 

through his cultural activity that he was able to look at himself as in 

a mirror, that he realised that he existed apart from his environment 

and yet was one with it. From the very beginning, therefore, at the pri

mitive stage, man, to speak with 8.A. van Peursen, knew~ there was 

something other than himself, and he attempted to influence it by magic, 

so that it would conform with his wishes and satisfy his needs. Later, 

when man's consciousness had become brighter still, man began to enquire 

into •••••••••••••••••••• 
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into !:!!!1 that something was by which he was surrounded and in which he 

seemed to be embedded. In other words, he now enquired into its substance 

or essence. In our contemporary age, man no longer looks for !h!! is hid

den behind the phenomena, but he realises that his environment consti-

tutes a field of his orientation. Man is intended towards hins environ-

ment in a perspectivistic twanner, in which the question !2!1 a thing is 

has been superceded by the question how a thing is, i.e., how I am rela--
ted to it. The absolute is shrouded in mystery. It speaks to me only 

through my. being-there, or the situation in which I am, or the mann.er in 

which I communicate with my environment. In short, though I no longer 

know the absolute, I border on it in my situation, as each field of orien-

tation and communication is a meaningful field, not only in the sense ot 

a logical or logically Qrranged field, but in the sense of pointing beyond 

itself. In other words, it possesses a meaningful horizon on which the 

absolute dawns. 

Thus no matter what method man applies, the primitive magic, the rationa-

listie, or the functional, they all represent his cultural activity, the 

common aim of which is to move from the finite world of becoming and 

change to truth and reality as such. For only if man knows the absolute 

( or the real ground of the world) or at least borders on knowing it, so 

that it gives meaning and value to his activity,. does he know himself. 

Only then does he really exist, can he have confidence in himself, and 

is life meaningful. It may thus be said that man's cultural activity 

springs from the characteristic of change, perishability, and contradiction 

of the finite world, which he seeks to overcome, only to find that his 

cultural system or the truth he has constituted is put in question again 

by the contradiction of his fellowma.n, i.e. • by other cultural systems 

that were built by different people in a different situation. ~tan's cul-

tural activity, which appears to have been set to him as his permanent 

task by a permaneatt crisis and which therefore is itself becoming, we have 

designated by the term of actuality. But man has not realised the limita

tions, imposed upon him by the contradiction of his fellowman. Instead of 

accepting ••••••••••••••••• 
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accepting the crisis and, in the face of it, working together with his 

fellowman, to whom he is related by the very crisis or contradictory re

lation, aan, through the cultural act, has always sought to arrive at 

truth or the absolute. By so doing, however, he transcended the bounds 

of actuality and himself, or, to put it differently, he posited himself 

as absolute. There is an inherent contradiction, however, between actua-

lity and truth: Whereas actuality is dynamic, changeable, relative, and 

contradictory, truth is static, immutable, absolute and self-contained. 

It is reality in its pure form or the real ground to which the finite 

world, including man, owes its existence. But this contradiction is over-

come by man's self-transcendence. What happens is that man thinks of the 

relationship of the real sround to man, as a dialectical principle. By 

the rational act of comprehending the dialectical relationship between 

man and the real ground, therefore, the contradiction, as known and under-

stood, has virtually been suspended.Man is now rationally merged with the 

absolute. It manifests itself in his actions, and he, in turn, can con-

template it intellectually, or merge with it ecstatically. It, therefore, 

stand& to reason that the knowledge or the consciousness of the absolute 

or the real ground by man, in r.hatever form, represents nothing but its 

constitution by man or man's self-transcendence. In other words, the real 

ground is immanent, even there, where it is supposed to be emanent; for in 

every case, it is man's self-constituted goal, his haven of refuge by which 

he orientates himself in his situation of uncertainty and insecurity, 

and by which his life becomes meaningful and his existence real and ethical. 

It is for this reason that man stretches his rational powers beyond the 

empirical province, thereby really absolutising or transcending himself. 

C.A. van Peursen says: 

Die Trennung zwischen Transzendenz und Immanenz, wenn Transzen-

denz sicht mehr als Dimension der Immanenz erweist, ist cine 

Sicherstellung, eine Camouflage der tiefen Unruhe des Daseins: 

denn die Hohe des Seine and der Abgrund des Menschen hangen 

aufs engste zusammen.1 ) 
In the ••••••••••••••••••••• 

1) Cf.C.A. van Paursen,Martin Heidegger zum siebzigsten Geburtstag,p.51 
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.In the previously mentioned primitive that stage, it was magic by which 

man bumanised tho deity. In ancient Greek thought the real ground or abw 

solute was arrived at by rational powers. This applies to the Apeiron of 

the Ionians just as well as to the Logos of Heraclitus, the One of Xeno-

phanes, the Truth of Parmenid.es, the ~ of Plato, and the Unmoved Mover 

of Aristotle. By abstraction the real ground is discovered behind the 

phenomena of opposites ( Ionians ). Next, change or becoming, by rationa-

lisation, is structuralised and becomes the law or nomos of the cosmos 

(Heraclitus). Again, the real ground is found by the ide11tification of 

thinking and being (Parmcnidee). At last, it is found in the speculative 

ideas or universals of Plato, and in the purely abstract first cause, the 

actus purus of Aristotle, which causes potentiality (matter) to become 

actualised (form). It is interesting to note that, in Plato's case, phi-

losophy is the messenger of the Gods and ends beyond that which exists, in 

wonder about divine exaggeration tf£-iJ!hiJri~:,s ij7ft.?po}:)ri,s ) • l} 'Here we 

have already the beginningof a meaningful horizon on which the absolute 

dawns, which man cannot entirely grasp by his rational effort. But it is 

precisely the realisation of the not-understanding of the absolute upon 

which the dialectical relation between man and the absolute depends and 

by which this relation is understood, and. it is this very d.octa ignorantia 

that causes man to Ji.eep st.riving for the absolute. 

It is thus obvious that~ in.ancient Greek thought, the real ground. or the 

absolute is man's own constitution. The absolute is therefore always im-

manent and represents the cycle of the human self or its absolutisation, 

even there where, as in Plato's case, it is supposed to be emanent. For 

there, the absolute is brought wi thi.n reach of the human mind by the dia-

lectical method. 

In the Middle Ages, it is rationalised faith that makes us become certain 

of the real ground as either God's word, i.e. wisdom, intellect (Thomas 

Aquinas) or God's will, i.e., love (DuP..s Scotus, William Occam). Whether 

I start •••••••••••••••••• 

1) Cf. C.A. van Peursen, Martin (JeidQgger: zum~siebzigsten Geburtstag, 
Jh 50. 
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1 start from faith to arrive at the understanding (Anselm) or whether I 

begin with the understanding to proceed to faith (Abelard and, in High 

Scholasticism, Bonaventura, Albert the Great, and Thomas Aquinas ), in 

both cases God's word of creation is a rational, i.e., logical and onto-

logical word. Through God's creative word, truth and reality, faith and 

reason are really one. Divine illumination cannot fail to orientate the 

lumen naturale 
I 
l 

towards ~d and thus, to a certain extent, grasp Him, 

even though the 'perfect union with God is achieved by an act of the will 

(love). This is the doctrine of ideation plus assent, already taught by 

Augustine and retained by Thomas Aquinas. In some cases, Thomas or Cusanus 

for instance, love for God is a highly intellectual love. It is the in-

tellectual contemplation or intuition of the deity, which sets in after the 

scientific enquiry of the understanding into the deity has exhausted it-

self and God remains hidden. In mysticism, too, at least the intellectua-

listie kind of Master Eckhart , the fusion between God and man takes place 

by pure intellectual vision of the deity. The opposition between intellec-

tion ( God as pure thought ) and the world of being ( the whole created 

world both conceptual and physical ) is overcome by man's complete with-

drawal into the inner fortress of his soul, the indestructible, uncreated 

divine spark. If man has succeeded in retiring from the world, and his own 

self to this fortress of the divine in himself, he then is merged with God 

in ecstacy. In this state, he has lost all desire for anything, even for 

God; for what I alr4ady possess I need no longer desire. 

But even where, in the case of Duns Scotus and Uilliam Occam, the irratio-

nal will or the love of God has been declared the real ground of the world, 

it is yet a self-constituted ground. In the first place both thinkers arri• 

ved at their view by a critical analysis of reason and will. As it appeared 

to them that reason was bound up wit~ necessity, they argued that God's 

omnipotency would be impaired if, as was thought by Thomas Aquinas, truth, 

reality, and the good depended upon God's wisdom. If God was to be omni-

potent and free, the will must not be subordinated to reason, but reason 

to the will •••••••••••••••• 
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to the will. For only the irrational will was free from all limiting ne-

eeasity. But as some thinlters pointed out, e.g., Hermann Glockner in 

Die euroeiUsche Philosophie 1 P• 356, Duns Seotus merely completed what Augus-

tine llad begun, namely: n dio voluntaria titu:h .. dynamiscbe Indi vidual.i-

sicrung der Schopfung, ihre Durchgottung mit 'l!n0ndlich-mannigfaltiger moeg

licher Freiheit ,., • Divine illumination as rationa~(predcstination,gra
tin irresietibilia). \that is stressed by him is the irrational nature of 

divine .illumination, tvhieb as the divine free will, takes effect every

where anc:i at all timco ( hie et nunc), It is rofilqcted in man's tree \Vill 

as a sign of God's grace, i.e., permanent assistance to mnn. Through man's 

free will, Ood'a .love for hia can be. reciprocated by him. In tak_tng a de-

c.ision for tbe good or God, man is merged with Dim just as he is merged 

with Him by the divine spark of Master Eelchnrt • n. Glockner write.s: 

In dcr von Gott gcschnf.f·enen, ale Tataacbe cbenso unleugbaren 

wie unbewcisbaren ' hnoeccitas 1 
• dieser ' christlichen Scele 

bcstebt.jeweila zwischen dem. ' natiirlicben Licht ' und dem 

' gnttlichen f,.icht ' die namlicho Ununternche1dbarkeit wie io 

1) 
dem ; Funken • ,.feister Ec~lmrts und llictr.ichs von Freiberg. 

In. the teaching of nuns Scotus and William Occam, in spite ot all irf\a-

tiona.U.am, tai.tb is still rat1onal.ised, in as much as the will, urging 

towards the good and the divine., still r,equires .reason to illumine the any. 

\U tbout renson, the will would keep· groping in the dark. Reason enlightens 

it as to the decision it must take, if it wishes to be one with God. It 

is reason that, on tile ~ound;ot ita own inadequacy to know nnytbing apart 

from the outside world towards which it .is intended, tells the will that 

the good or God can be reached tbJ~ough love o.nly. In tbe ca.se ot Duns · Sco-

tu.s -t'md Uilliam Occam, t·herefore, love is based not on l~nowlodge but on 

faith, but thls faith is founded in the consciousness of the inadequacy of 

our, reason to l'now God, hence it is rat lonal. to any case, by a dccisi on _ 

of the willt we again are able t.o possoes God a'ld are one with him. 

'l'he various ••••••••••••••••••• 

1) Die Euro;eiiiscbe Pbi,losophie 2 p.35S 

Jfillumination is rejected by Duns only be~ause of its character of necessity 
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The various forms of dialectical relationship between. the divine and man 

in the )Iiddle Ages as well as their respective form of the dialectical 

process of their fu.c;ion have been admirably described by llcinz Heimsoeth 

in Die sechs grossen Themen der abendlandisehen Metaphysik and Walter 

Schulz Der Gott der neuzeitlichen Metap~ysik~ Both authors, in the meta

physics of the late Middle Ages, see the beginning of modern metaphysics. 

From the above, it becomes obvious that, irrespective of whether we con--

sider the rationalistic, mystic, or voluntaristic theology of the Middle 

Ages, the fact remains that man takes part in the real ground by the pre-

sence in him of the divine. He is analogia entis, and the divine power in 

him enables him to know the truth and to experience the' real, at least to 

a considerable extent •. It is through this knowledge and experience that 

he is fused with the absolute, even though, to embrace it entirely, he will 

have to resort to faith, which is nevertheless founded upon reason, i.e., 

the realisation of ultimate ·not-knowing. As this process is entirely logi-

cal and consistent, it stands to reason that there is no real contradic-

tion between man or the absolute, or, to put it differently, by comprehen-

ding the contradiction as a dialectical principle, the contradiction has 

virtually been suspended. The fact that the real ground can be though-t by 

man only as a creative subject in whose creative act he is included, makes 

him realise why the real ground remains hidden to him. It is not true that 

he merely accepts God on the ground of the Bible and follows Him in abso-

lute obedience, but he moulds and shapes Him according to his own facul-

ties, by which he also determines His relation to the world. The real 

ground, in the Middle Ages, in spite o7\a11 the talk about God's transcen

dence, than any other real ground. That this is the case is already proved 

by the fact of the varying nature of the great number of real grounds that 

have been constituted. In Thomas's case, for instance, wisdom may be called 

the real ground of the universe, in Eckhart's case it was intellection, 

and in the ease of Scotus and Occam it was the will. It is easy to see that 

these real groUnds merely constitute an absolutisation of various human 

faculties. Therefore, in constituting these grounds, man keeps moving 

/fits Christian trappings, is no 
constituted ground on the part 
in spite of •••••• 

within ••••••••••••••••• 

less a self• 
of man and therefore no less immanent, 
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wi ~hin the circle of the self. Truth and. reality are what he determines 

them to be, and after he has determined them, he strives towards them by 

means of a philosophical or a theological doctrine or system, and it is in 

this act of striving that reason and faith, philosophy and theology are 

dialectically referred to each other. Actuality, .i,.n this ease, consistsin 

man's striving towards the absolute, but it is overcome by man's embracing 

the deity in faith. As, however, the real ground is a self-constituted 

ground, it follows that man's merging with it is nothing but an act of 

self-transcendence, by which the experience of the reml bas been missed, 

because the bounds of actuality have been transgressed. 

In more recent times, i.e., during the period of Enlightenment, which 

covered the 17th and 18th century, philosophy split into a rationalistic 

metaphysics on the one band and an empiricism on the other. The first 

school discovered the real ground in man's mind, either in the form of 

innate ideas ( Descartes) or analytical judgments ( Christian Wolff )~ 

In both cases, the deductive method was applied. That is, the rational 

structure of the sense world was worked out by the application to it of 

the clear ( mathematical) ideas in the mind. In this way, Descartes arri-

ved at his metaphysical concept of res_extens~,which he contrasted with the 

res cogitans, the thinking mind. Wolff found the logical structure of the 

sense-world by analytical judgments. He judged the phenomena in the light 

of the laws of identity and contradiction •. By so doing, he conceived the 

ground of the essence ( ratio sufficiens ) and of the real existence of 

the sense world as being lodged in the mind. In both cases, therefore 9 in 

that o·r Descartes and tfolfl, truth and reality were immanent, for even 

Descartes's ontological proof .-'of· Gpd 's existence started from the idea of 

God in man's mind. The contingent sense world was rationalised and brought 

in line with reason. In. this way, man was believed to be in possession of 

certain unfailing knowledge. Imt as he again found the metaphysical ground 

in himself, he again kept moving within the circle of his self and again 

missed the experience of the rea~7'~y identifying the real with his self

constituted truth. 
In the ...................... 
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In the empiricail. school ( Lock~, Hume ) the inductive method is followed • 

. The real ground is now found in the world of experience, which it is the 

task of r~ason to make intelligible.· In Locke's ease, therefore, subs.tance 

and causal! ty are proved. from· sensati~m and reflection, i.e., outer and 

in~er experience. 'through sense-perception, we obtain the idea of poten-

tiality in matter; i.e., inert bodies are set in motion by the impact of 

other bodies, e.g •. , the sun melts wax, but all these mot.ions must have 

their ultimate cause .in·mind,·e.g., man's mind (his thinking and willing) 

directs the moYements of his_ .own body, which movements set other bodies in 

. mo~ion. An ex~ple is the man who, by the moYemente or his hands; conducts 

the queue and gives a shove to the ·billiard ball, whi·ch in turn migh~· set 

in motion another ball, .etc •• Bene~ .Locke's idea, of the potentiality ·of 

bocb; is supplemented by the actuality of mind. The idea of power, there-

fore., both as a passive and actlve phenomenon, gives Locke the idea of . 

. substance and causality. These 'complex ideas have thus no direct under-

lying sense-impressions. 'They are abstractions from sensation· and reflec-

tion. They follow .from the logical consideration that the changes effec-
. . . 

ted in body and caused by mind reveal. an underlying substance, namely, 

sC)mething that is changed and '!J.omething .causing change. In this way, Locke 

arrives. at the notions of materi.al and immaterial substance. nte ideas of 

reflection giye us more certainty than those of sensation. Through our 

i.nner operation of thinking and willing only, do we get the idea of the 

beg.inning of motion, i .•. e., first cause. Thus Locke, t>y demonstrative 

proof, . i .•e., by abstraction from himself, arrives at the ideas of !.!:!!!::, 

stance and e:=tusality, and from the idea of pure potentiality (matter ) · 

advances towards man as representing both potentiality and actuality,· 

until he.finally ar.rives at the idea of actus purus or firstcause, i.e/, 

God. 

The, circle of the self 'is thus clear. Locke builds up the cosmos from his 

own experience~ sensation and reflection. The real ground is found in 

man's reason; for it is the mitid, i.e., demonstrative proof, that makes 

sense-knowledge . • •.• • • • • •e • • • • • ·~ • • 
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sense-knowledge certain, which Locke designates as probable knowledge, 

while he agrees with Descartes that we have intuitiveknowledge only of 

ourselves. The self is thus the pivot of the universe. Through it, i.e., 

from our sensory and reflecti,re acts, we again constitute the cosmos 

(reality), which is intelligible and rational ( truth). Again we see, 

therefore, that, in spite ot starting from experience, instead of from 

the mind, Locke also mer-ely absolutises his own self, thereby side-stepp

ing the actual experience of the real. 

Burne, too, in spite of criticisingtthe metaphysical character of Locke's 

substance an.d causality and declaring the self to constitute nothin.g but 

a bundle of feelings that arc habitually found together nevertheless starts 

from tnan in his search for knowledge. He makes the sense impressions the 

only source of certain knowledge. Ideas are merely the reproductions of 

our sense impressions and possess a greater or lesser degree of v.ivaci ty. 

Only those ideas are true ideas that can be traced to an underlying .sense

impression. Ideas of substan.ce and causalitY. cannot be traced to such 

sense-impressions• They rest on the frequent togetherness of certain phe

nomena that fol.l&W each other in succession, e.g., l.ightning is usually 

followed by thunder. The ideas of substance and causality are logical 

chimera. They emerge in the mind through the psychological act of associ

ation, according to the four laws of association, namely, resemblance, 

contrast, contiguit;y 1 and cause and effect. It is habit, i.e., the con

stant observation and experience of the togetherness of the same pheno ... 

mena and feeling~,that makes us believe in a material and immaterial 

substance ( the self ), and the regular succeRsion of these phenomena 

gives us the idea of their necessarily being connected with each other, 

causality. Thus Hume concludes that science can only afford us probable 

knowledge, i.e., the more frequently natural phenom.ena are observed to

gether, the more probable :i.t is that.they belong together. Science its 

therefore in constant need of revision. Only mathematics, on account of 

its analytical or tautological character, can give ua certain knowledge. 

This division ••••••••••..• 
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This division is very important and reveals Hume's greatness. tle has 

made the important discovery tb.at we do not know for certain anything that 

we have not constituted ourselves. In other words, we cannot prove any

thing but ourselves, i.e., that which we have ourselves constituted. Hume 

has therefore discovered that certain knowledge constitutes nothing but 

the cycle of the self •. In this discovery lies, in our opinion, the great 

importance of Hume's division of truth into truth of reason and truth of 

fact. But the latter, too, is constituted by man, for its real ground or 

source of verfication is not the outside world, but man's impressions of 

the world of things, so that it, too, depends on the circle of the self, 

even. though Hume has dissolved the self into a mere bundle of feelings. 

But this definition of the self, by which the concept of immaterial sub

stance is deprived of its empirical source, is only the result of an ana

lysis which itself is made within the circle of the self. In other words, 

this analysis starts from man, i.e., his feelings, and ends with man, i.e., 

the experience by man of the constant togetherness of these feelings in 

himself. It may also be said that this investigation of the self is made 

by the self from its existential hunger for truth and certainty. With Hume 

the true state of affaire is that., apart from mathematics, demonstrative 

truth is impossible. Man can thus have no demonstrative knowledge about 

the outside world, but coacon sense and the practical needs and interests 

of life make habit and belief the foundation of human ecistence. 

Hume's is also the merit of having made the attempt at a clear separation 

of the scientific from the metaphysical sphere. By doing this he became 

the foT·erunner of Kant • Like Kant, he argues that God cannot be kno-rm, but 

must be believed. Belief for Hume, as for Kant, has a practical signifi

cance. It determines man's actions, his attitude towards life and his 

felilowman. With Hume, just as with Kant, faith follows from the limit of 

our knowledge, and, in this sense, has a rational, pragmatic, and common 

sense quality. In the end, therefore, Hume may be said to arrive at abso

lute truth by faith, which, by its practical nature, gives it the cha

racter of reality. In faith, again truth and reality appear to be combined, 

and by •••••••••••••••.• 
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and by the act ot striving tni th. r.mn seems to be hlerged wi. th 1 t. 

After these few remarks, which, we hope, have revealed man's untiring 

search for truth nnd reality, this striving manifesting itself in his 

continual effort of transforming becoming into being, the contingent into 

the essential, the changing into the lasting, the multiple into the ge

neral, so that truth is man-made and immanent, we spall proceed to a 

brief discussion of the problem of truth, reality, and actuality in Kant's 

and Hegel's thought ns well as in the philosophy of Existentialism. \':e 

have already noticed in our discussion of the development of Grisebach's 

thought in our introductory chapter that Grisebnch was fundamentally in

fluenced by the two masters, by their epigones, and by Existentialism. 

Knnt's Transcendental •••••••••••••. 

- 26 -
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A. Kant's Transcendental Reality as the Foundation of Truth 
(Metaphysics ) 

The controversy that was going on in the 17th and 18th century between 

dogmatism ( rationalistic metaphysics resting on f\nalytic judgments ) 

and empiricism ( stating categorically that all knowledge originates in 

experience) called for criticism to unite the two opposite " truths "• 

Kant accomplished this uni. fication by this transcendental method, which 

consists in prescribing to nature, the "Stoff •••• de;r aus der Erfahrung 

zu uns quillt "1)• the laws of the understanding (categories). Thus 

nature becomes transcendental reality., i.e., it receives the character 

of functional laws, which possess universal validity. This transcendental 

reality must however not be confused tvith actuality, which is becoming 

and therefore dynamic. The former, however, is static and scientific •. It 

is only part of actuality or else .systematised actuality, in r.s much as 

Kant constructs it in his attempt to reconcile the ~arring factions of 

dog.matism and empiricism. 

On the other hand, Kant's transcendental reality, though intelligible in 

character, is not !!! t~uth either. Here the nature of the concepts of 

the understanding as being composed of opposites is clearly revealed· by 

the dialectical nature of the list of categories. Transcendental.reality 

thu.S indicates the limit of.human uuderstanding or knowledge. 

Kant, apart from the functional character of the mind,also realises the 

dynamic nature of man, his striving for !,!!! truth, which is an indispen-

sable factor of actuality, i.e., of ma.n's self-realisation in the form of 

continual cultural activity, which, as we have alread,y pointed out, occurs 

in the face of contradiction on the part of his fellowman, and, on account 

of this conflict, is in a permanent stage of becoming. By actuality is 

thus meant the sphere of man's continual action on the grounds of the pe.r• 

manent crisis. It is the sphere of " Wirklichkeit n and " Geschehen n in 

the literal sense of these German words. In Kant's transcendental dialec-

tics, the existential factor of self-realisation is accounted for by 

1) o. Ki.ilpe, .Immanuel Kan.t, P• 29 

... _27-
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~~·cribin-g to the understanding not only an analytic, but also a dynamic 

quality .• This latter quality causes the understanding to strive beyond 

itself in its attempt to conceive the conditions that determine the re-

lations between phenomena in their :totality, i.e.,· to comprehend the un• 

conditioned. In this act of striving, the understanding changes into 

reason as a higher form of the mind; and thus forms the noumena or ideas, 

-~hich, ~ccordin~ :as they -are _outside the two perceptual forms of space 

-and tin1e through which. the world of knowledge is constituted, so that 

theycannot represent knowledge. 

By showing the dialectical character of-the concepts of the understanding 

( categories ) as well as the contradiction in which reason gets involved 

when pushing beyond the limit ·of the iinderstand.ing ( · antnomies, which 

clearly r(}Veal thfl.t the mind makes ~ its object of thinking which it 

bas itself constituted, and then takes that for real which can in no way 

be verified by experience, which error Kant calls transcendental illu-

sion ) , Kant has clearly pointed out the .inaccessibility· of the truth to ·-
the human mind, and, in accordance·wtth the transcendental method, has 

confined philosophy ( knowledge ) not to actuality, but to transcendental 

reality. 

But this solution of the Critigllit was not a final one. Kant clearly rea

lise"d that man's striving for the absolute, the Ding-an-sich, was a fact, 

and that man would f?e satisfied only aft·er he. had found .it. For only then 

would he get to know him:self, his pur_pose, and the meaning .of his exis-

tence, as Plato had.already shown. Thus the search had to be continued, 

and The Critique of Pure ReasoJt must be 'regarded as t~e pathfinder tor" 

The Critigue·of Practical Reason. S~cause Kant was unable to find the 

Ding-an-sich in the outs.ide wor:ld, and by applying to the latter his 

mind found 'only the J!henomena, which, however, pointed to\vards the Ding

an-si chi he began to analyse himself. There, beside reason, he found the 

will •. Now this will did not fit into his functional scheme of the cate .. 

gories • ln factt , it represented a category all by itself, in· as much 

as it was •• ·• •.••••.••• • ••••••••• 

/(to kant, have .no constitutive, but merel;: regulative character 
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as it was an initiating' cause that could produce various effects. It,· n.a-

turally, in the first instance, was directed towards the objects of the 

outside world. and spontaneously aimed at happiness. In British thought, · 

for example in the philosophy of John Locke, Jeremy Bentham, J 0 hn Stuart 

)fill, etc., the achievement of happiness is regarded as man's chief pur-

pose .• The German popular philosophers of the 18th century, too, notably 

)loses Mendelsohn, proclaimed that 11 The last desire of all creatures is 

joy "• Kant, however, considers rnan•s·pursuit of happiness to be below 

his dignity as an autonomous being. To make happiness the goal of man's 

striving is for Kant the enslavement of man by the material world and by 

material values. Reason enabled man to become free, therefore it was in 

reason that man's autonomy consisted. And since man was able to free him-

self from material bondage, it was his duty to take a decision in tlii.s 

situation to be free and autonomous. This free act of the will, this choice 

of freedom would consist in the subjection of his will to his reason, or 

else in the rejection of all material aims towards which the will was pre-

viously intended. By this free act, the will became formalised and its 

previously material content was substituted by a rational one. In this way 

man from a world of experience would proceed to a rational world of form. 

As man was able to tree himself from the material world if he so wished, 

it followed that he ought to do so. In other words, man could move from 

the world. as it is tc the world as it ought to ~· In this ought, i.e., the 

subjection of the will to reason, consists Kant's categorical imperative, 

or the fulfilment of his duty, which puts man in a position to live up to 

the moral law and. to standardise his actions in such a way that each of 

them could represent a universal law of action. The world of the ought was 

the new category which Kant had 'found by the subjection to reason of the 

will. Through this category, the universal law of action, i.e., the Ding-an-

!!.s.!!. had been found. But the execution of duty and the living up to the 

moral law depended not only on reason, ·but just as much. on faith. Kant's 

principle of performing one's duty for the sake of duty and of acting 

virtuously for the sake of' vir.tue and not for the sake of any matcJ•ial or· 
0 

selfish ••••••••••••••• 
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selfish gain rests on the proposition " Thou oughtest, for thou canst "• 

This proposition implies confidence in oneself and one's rational powers. 

In Kant's categorical imperative, th~refore, faith and reason are combined, 

and in faith the categorical imperative links up with God's commandment. 

According to Kant, God desires man to be free, in tact, he has commanded him 

to be autonomous, but, as He also knows how weak man is, He has sent his 

Son to support man in his struggle for moral autonomy. l~hat he tails to do 

by the rational act, he can complete through faith in Christ. 

'Dle above mentioned made it clear that Kant found the Ding-an-sich in the 

act of subjection of the will to reason. Here truth and reality fell to

gether. In other words, in the formal ethical principle of duty, man was one 

with God. In performing his duty, he was siaultaneously obeying God's 

commandment. Thus Kant believed that he had found !!! truth in the principle 

of duty, whereby he had overstepped actuality, because in this principle, 

all tension, conflict, and contradiction, on which all action depended, had 

been eliminated. This truth, therefore, stands in flagrant contradiction 

to Kant's transcendental reality, and yet the antithetical relation and mu

tual reference between the two can easily be recognised; for the moral law 

and freedom would be meaningless without the deterministic world of exper

ience. The latter, therefore, serves as a foundation of truth. The moral 

impulse of man, which causes him to push beyond the deterministic, mechania

tic world of experience and which, to Kant, was more certain and real than 

the existence of the outside world, leads him to his metaphysical postulates 

of freedom, immortality, and God, which do not represent knowledge, but a 

rational belief. Faith, therefore, and not knowledge, leads Kant to !!! 

truth. But in as much as Kant's faith is based on rational willing and not 

on experience, it is apriori faith. In other words, by formalising the will 

and making reason its content, Kant carries philosophy into the sphere of 

faith, or we may also say, he has rationalised theology. 

From the above, it thus becomes clear that, according to Kant, truth and 

reality originally are separated and stand in an antithetical relation to 

one another •••••••••••••••••••••• 
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one another. Reality, i.e., transcendental reality, is the result of the 

constitution by the mind of the world of experience. It is the limited 

functional world of man's understanding and knowledge. Truth, on the other 

hand, is the a priori world of rational faith. It is the result of man's 

dynamic striving beyond the mechanistic world of knowledge. It regulates 

man's lifo and makes it possible for him to free his will from the material 

world and direct it towards reason. Actuality is the process of man's 

striving towards truth, by which process man is led to take a decision and 

to move from the material world and direct it towards reason. Actuality is 

the process of man's striving towards truth, by which process man is led 

to take a decision and to move from the world as it is, i.e., from trans

cendental reality or the world as it appears to him, to the world as it 

ought to be, in which the Ding-an-sich reveals itself and in which true rea

lity is found. In this moral world, 'A which is the world of moral duty 

and of moral faith, man at the same time obeys God's commandment. It follows 

that, in this world, where truth and reality fall together, actuality has 

been transcended. 

Though Kant's merit in drawing a clear line between knowledge and faith, 

the finite and the absolute, cannot be denied, it is a pity that he moves 

morality into the sphere of the metaphysical, thereby separating it from 

the province of experience and knowledge to which it, in our opinion, be

longs. r.e believe that be overestimates man's rational capacity, and, in 

requiring man to perform a purely formRI,ict, the imperative of which con

sists solely in man's ability for rational autonomy and which lacks any 

material content, he imposes on man a task that is beyond his power. Man, 

as we shall yet see, cannot be autonomous in Kant's sense of the word, but 

is inextricably bound up with actuality or becoming. By the separation of 

morality from the sphere of knowledge and experience and by making the mo

ral and metaphysical almost synonymous, so that the former linl~ up with 

the absolute, Kant bas induced the philosophers following him to reinte

grate the absolute into the sphere of human knowledge. When this happens, 

truth •••••.•••..•.••••..••••.• 
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truth and knowledge again become identical, and man virtually becomes God. 

The disastrous effects that flowed from such thinking are too well known to 

need retelling here. 

Truth qua Reality ••••••••••• 

- 31 -
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B. Truth gua Reality as Knowledge ( Hegel ) 

Kant had restricted knowledge to rationalised experience ( transcendental 

reality), and truth was accessible only through rational apriori faith. 

But Kant's harsh metaphysics of duty and the struggle for freedom based 

on man's capability of being autonomous stretched man's resources to brea-

king point. Man yearned again for a rounded-off picture of the universe in 

which his part was more clearly determined and by wpich he was able to 

know the truth with certain.ty, and not only by a decision in favour of duty 

based on the faith in his ability to be autonomous. For this purpose, it 

was necessary to overcome Kant's dualism between functional mechan.ism and 

teleological dynamism, rationality and irrationality, knowledge and faith, 

subject and object. 

To achieve the coincidentia oppositorum, Kant's dynamic reason or ratio-

nalised will in the new metaphysics became the absolute, i.e., the real 

ground and the essence of the universe. In this \Yay Kant •s personal moral 

God was converted into a pantheistic one, and truth •anifested itself in 

the act of self-realisation or self-creation as a meaningful or rational 

act of purpose, i.e., the blending of man with the absolute. As~, however, 

and act presupposes something on which to act, truth needed a counter-pole, 

which was posited by the subject, i.e., the absolute, as an object for the 
i-

f 

purpose of self-realisation. The subject constitutes the object in its act 

of externalisation or self-estrangement, which is the real world of oppo• 

sites. Actuality takes its origin in the antithetical tension or contradic-

tion existing between subject and object, which tension is finally overcome 

by the process of the sub;ject•s returning to itself, i.e., its original 

self-contained state. By this dialectical process of the absolute's re-

turning to itself, which follows the pattern-thesis, antithesis, syn.thesis-

the real world or the object is gradually overcome and is merged with the 

subject. Thereby actuality has been transcended and therefore ceases. 

Whereas Fichte deduced the obuect or reality from the ego, i.e., by posi-

ting itself, the ego, via the individual selves of man, simu.J..taneously 

posits ••••••••• ~ ••••• 
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posits the .non-ego ( which it is necessary for the ego to do 't if it wishes 

to know itself as an ego and if it desires to overcome the non-ego as its 

limitation in order to be free ), Sch*elling breaks through to reality by 

declaring that the universe is a subject-object which dialectically ( on 

the pattern thesis-antithesis ... synthes'is ) struggles towards self•conscious

n.ess in the human mind. In this creative process, Schelling recognises the 

self-realisati·on of the Indifferentiated Absolute, _!hi .... c~ is known by: man 
. ,.. 

through intellectual intuition.1 ) In other words, Schelling really breaks 

through to actuality ( in the s.ense of the creative productivity or pro• 

·cesses in nature ), which reveals itself by a hierarchy of natural powers. 

This dialectical teleological process becomes conscious of itself in man's 

mind·. When understood, however, subject and object; the ideal and the real, 

-spirit and. nature merge in man's consciousness. In Ftchte•s as well as in 

Schelling • s case; actuality really ceases in man's mind in the event of his 

comprehending the dialectical relat.ionship between subject and object as 

•, a rational principle. And whet:I, by intellectual- intuition, Fichte arrives 

at the Pure Ego and Schelling at h'is · Indifferentiated Absolttte,r_!!!~~h~~h 

the breach oftruth and reality~ subject and object, the one and the many, 

has been healed, this act of intuition. is nothing 'but the absolutisation 

of the human self, by which the absolute has become immanent and identical 

with man,'and actuality has been transcended. 

Hegel objects to the intellectual contemplation of both Fichte•s Pure Ego 

and Schelling';s. Indifferentiated Absolute •. But he returns to Fichte in as 

far as he insists on the logical method ancl the rational character of the 

absolute. He, however, rejects .Fichte•s ethical metaphysics,. which in the 

non-ego only sees the training ground for duty that enables the self to 

free itself from.material knowledge and to strive for virtue for virtue's 

sake, i •. e., to be autonomous, and id.entifies logic with ontology, thinking 

with being. Not a Pure Ego or Indii'ferentiated Absolute, which man •• in-

tuits ~·in pure contemplation and which realises .. ;it.self :1 in. a more or 

leas ••••••••••••••••••••• 
/ 

1) In connection with the above,cf.F•Sphelling,System des transzendentalen 
Id?alismus, esp. the 3r~ .main-chapter-entitled, System der theoretischen 
Ph1losophie nach Grun~satzen des transzendentalen .Idealismus, and the 
chapter on the Dedukhon der produktiven Anschauung. 
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less.rational manner, but reason itself is the truth and the real ground of 

the world. The absolute cannot be a Pure §go, which it is only in terms of 

a non-ego and therefore is really nothing, because it has overcome the ob-

ject, which is the presupposition for Fichte•s subject, nor can it be a uere 

indifferontiated something, " a black cow in a black night " ( as Hegel 

called it ), for nothing definite could possibly come from it. But it is 

re~on itself that differentiates and externalises itself, thus bringing 

about the external world, which, therefore, is subject to the dictates of 

reason and only in so far, i.e., in the form of notions and concepts, con-

stitutes reality. That is why, for Hegel: ~bat is reasonable is real; what 

is real is reasonable. It becomes clear, therefore, that reality is identi-

cal with knowledge; for the concept is the true object, which in man's mind 

is identical with the subject. Man, therefore, is the mysterious subject

object being in whose mind God ( truth and reality ) inhabits. 1 ) 

4s the Absolute Spirit ( reason ) aims at selfwemancipation from its state 

or self-estrangement, externalisation or otherness, which state consists in 

nature ( science) and history and in which process the Spirit passes through 

various phases each representing a greater measure of rationality or free-

dom ( in science, these phases are represented by the mechanical physical 

and organic stage, in history the Spirit moves from the oriental period via 

the classical epoch, from Thales to Proclus, to the Christian era ), it 

follows that in this process of the Spirit's returning to itself, objecti-

visation ( licitation ) must be overcome by the dialectical method. By the 

tri~d thesis, antithesis, synthesis, the Spirit finally combines all anti-

thetical concepts in the Pure-Concept. Here form and content, finite and in-

finite, subject and object are merged. The Pure Concept in its logical form 

is Truth, in its •ntological form Being, in its ethical furm Goodness, in 

its aesthetic form Beauty, and in its religious form~ It is in the dia-

lectical movement of the Spirit, as it becomes conscious of itself in man's 

mind, that Uegel 1s actuality consists. But again it is tcrr.:1inated in man's 

consciousness when the movement of tho spirit is comprehended as a dialec-

tical principle and is transcended by the self-transcendence of man in the 

form of the universal concept. 

In the •••••••••••••••••• 

1) Ct. J.llommes,Kommunistische Idcologie uno christliche fbilosophie. p.lS 
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In the etb.ica.l sphere, we find the of)jcctive spirit, :i.e., the Spirit re-

turning to itocl.f in the fom ot history. There the individual is U.nk:od 

tli.tb tho absolute through tho state, \'ihicb, thPough individual states come 

alld go and are superceded by others, is an !.,thieal.idea, the spirit of the 

people having become visible, and its only true and full realisation .is uni

versal history.l) It follows that the moral act consists in man's aubordi-

nntlng his own will to tbe general flill of the J>eople ns an expression ot 

reason. The state, therefore, represents "' moral order resting on the f;e-

neral will of the people. Man is free only by the renaonable act of blen

ding bis own wlll int,Q the general trill', thereby tuai.ng wttti tbe moral ord~r 

of the state, which we saw, represented a,n ethical idea. Through rcoson;1 

whi.ch, as an ethical. idea,, l:lerges tdtb the Spi.rit. 

As it is. man uho becomes conscious ot tho process of the self-rcaltsati.on 

of the absolute through the act of extt~maliention and return to itself, .it 

folloml that, t.brougli his mind, ma.n becomes God, for God, or the Spirit, 

inbabi ts in his mt,nd, and by the rational act of blending himself into the, 

Spirit, i.e., comprehending tbe antithetical nature of the concepts by ttle 

Pure or Universal Concept, nmn virtw:tlly elevates himself to the deity• 

Through man's ability to arrive at the pure Conceet by abstraction, the 

coincidentia opp9si'torum. is roaliacd and reality and truth ( which before 

had been separated. in . .that the rcol world represented the selt'-estrangcoent 

of truth in the form of antithetical concepts ) fall together; But as this 

wns the cos~., nature had been subordinated to reos,on from. the very start, 

and the more r~ltionnl a no·tion or concept was, the· more renl it was. It 

followA that the J»ure Concept, which is the most rational, must c.lso be the 

most real, and hence constitutes nbsolut,e lmowlcdge. 

By tbis deductive r.tetbod, i.e .• , the·· deduction of actuality from reason, 

liegcl has caused .man to tr.onsccnd hinsclf and. actuality. By molting reason 

the reill!·• ground of ·the uni verac in its 4iynamic form, nl.l worldly processes 

nnd events were reasonable processes and events representing knowledge: for 

reason had to be everywhere and everyt:imc .identical \Vi th itself. It followed 

that ..................... 
1) Cf. '\": .Wind,elbnnd. A n:tatory of PhilOGOlihy, pp.613-614 

A therefore, man's individual self is :blended into the general self the state 
(\ - 35 ·~ • t 
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that man •s mind, being of a rational character, was likewise .identical with 

reason, and, as the reasonable was the real, with natureo 

From the above discussion is becomes clear that speculative metaphysics 

was founded on the law of identity or the immanence in the human mind of 
.· ... 

the absolute .Principle. It was in this way that, by self ... realisation, man 

was able to fuse with the absolute, but as this ab~olute was an absolute 

constituted by man's mind, it follows that this fusion represented a circle 

of the selfo We also observed that, if the absolute is identical with the 

Christian God, religion, too, is .rationa.lisedo Itt too, becomes ortlty one 

o.f the cultural goods constituted by the human mind 9 and becomes level with 
'· ~ ' ' • • t 

the. othe.r aspects of the absolute; science (Truth), history (Reality ) , 

arts (Beauty). In this way; the Christian faith is converted into a Chris-

tian culture. 

-' .· 

.. 

. . 

c. Truth qua Self .•••••.•• o o ••••••• 
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c. 1'ruth gua Self ... Creation in the Face of the Existential 
Situation 

Accordin.g to the Philosophy of Existence, Da.sein or existence is a mode of 

being. It is therefore of ontological significance from the very start, 

even there wmre, as in the case of Jaspers and Sartre, it does not repre-

sent a fundamental ontol,ogy t as in the case of Beidekger -, but could be 

desc.ribed as phenomenological. For in both cases, the analysis and elnci-

dation of the phenomenon of Dasein or being-there, which· is called by 

Jaspers Existenzerhellung, reveals the real structure of human existence. 

We may thus say with impunity1that, in this real structure of existence, 

trut.h'and reality, subject and object fall together. It does not matter 

that in each casewe do not understand or comprehend the absolute, but that 

it encounters us in the failure we experience in the Grenzsituation or 

border-situation (Jaspers >; in the Seinsgeschick4; ot our ek•sistence or 

that which is imposed upon man by being as his destiny, namely, to be the 

Huter des Seins or the guard.ian of being, whlcb is the raison d' etre o.f 

our ek-sistence,. which latter is therefore the Lichtung des Seine or 

clearance of being (Heidegger); or in the failure of the Pour...Soi, i.e. 

human mind or con.sciousness (natura nattirans ) to become an En-Soi:.._ i •. e • • 

thing (natura naturata), by whic~ failure the mind is condemned to be 

nothing, i.e., free from' the hauseating obtrusiveness of the mater.ia.l 

object or dull, solid; uncons-cious nature in general, so that the nothin& 

becomes identidal_with truth (Sartre). 

In all three cases, the existing individual is a bridge to the absolute, 

no mattei' whether this existence is regarded as an orientation of the in.-

dividual towards the absolute by the rational acceptance of the irratfo..o 

nal occuring in the real world and. regarding it as the source of a better 

reasonableness, by which the S_prung zur Transzendenz. or jump to the. trans•· 

~endent takes place (Jaspers); as ~k--siste.nce 1 i •e•, ·human ·existence as -

the clearance of being or ,the standing-out of the self towards the abso ..... 

·-lute (Heidegger ) ; or as the. turning away of the individual from the world 

of things; the En-so~ as a result of nausea, i.e.; the continual failure. 

of the ••••• ~.~ •••• ~~···~·~·• 
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of the mind to gain a foothold in the world of things and so to overcome its 

nothingness and become something, only to experience its condemnation to 

freedom and nothingsness, so that, in order to obtain peace t the mind. plun-

ges into the nothing·,·~thereby bringing the Pour-Soi of the mind to its na-

tural fulfilment (Sartre). 

In all three cases, therefore, actuality consists in man's decision in fa .. 

vour of freedom, i.e., in favour of his true self as a bridge to the abso-

lute. Man has been thrown into a situation in which he must wrest himself 

free from what Heidegger has called the ~fan or the anonymous ~. (i.e., the 

objective world of the intelle,ct, the sciences, logic, and idealist metaphy

s.ics ) , and must come to face himself as real self ( Selbstsein ) , as that 

which he really is in his peculiar situation, namely, perishable, periodic, 

becoming, i.e., being and nothing, existing and non-existing at the same 

time. Hence the self is a relative i.ntended toward:e; the absolute, a bridge 

between the finite and the infinite, even though the absolute might be death 

as the natural fulfilment of man's life (Beidegger ) or infinite nothin.g 

( Sartre ). 

It is true that the realisation by man of being thrown into the nothing, 

das Hineingeworfensein in. das Nichts, will result in the experience ot Angst 

or anxiety, but at the same time this anxiety, which lea.ds to Sorge or £.!!:.! 

( Heidegger ), has a purging effect. The resolution of being oneself in 

the above sense_, Entschlossenheit, i.e., being determined to keep oneself 

· open to one's rea.l self, would constitute Treue or fidelity to real exis-
' 

tence or the true nature of the self. It leads to freedom from the fetters 

and chains of the intellect and the material world, and allows us to per-

form our true function, namely, to enter into communication with the abso-

lute through our very being-there; in which the absolute in some form or 

other reveals itself. 

By the existential choice of freedom in the above sense, however (i.e., 

the turning away from the outside world towards some absolute, the existence 

of which can be lcnown only through a ~' i.e., the very limitedness, perio

dicity, and perishability of man's existence and accordingly can only be 

described •••••••••••••••••••••• 
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described in negative terms in compliance with man's respective experience, 

e.g., Kierkegaard 1s " objective uncertainty Held fast in an appropriation 

process of the passionate inwardness u; Marcel's " ontological mystery n; 

Heidegger's " being-to-death "; Jasper}s"trutJ\ or being evidenced through 

failure"<Das Scheitern ist das Letzte :>; Sartre's " Nothing qua Truth " ), 

actuality has been overcome. The act of turning away from the outside world, 

seeking real existence in man's very being-there, has thrown man entirely 

upon himself. The objective world no longer represents for man a pole of 

communication, but is merely instrumental to his world orientation (Jaspers ), 

i.e., to finding his own essence or meaning in the real structure of his 

Dasein or being-there. Instead of cosJunication with other existents (natural 

objects ), man experiences the latter only as Zeug or stuff. They are no 

longer vorhanden (existing in themselves ), but they become zuhanden (man's 

instruments of orientation ). In other words, they are merely instrumental 

in revealing the subject's real structure of existence. As now this real 

structure of existence forms the bridge to the absolute, so that, through 

it, the latter's existence is revealed, we are justified in saying that, in 

it, truth anti reality, subject and object tall together. As we know nothing 

about the absolute, except its No ( which at the same time is a Yes in that - -
through our limitcdaess, finiteness, perishability, etc., we are conscious 

not only of that which ligits and terminates USt but also of ourselves as 

a self ) as revealed to us in the real structure of our existence, it stands 

to reason that man ( or the subject ) really communicates only with himself, 

thereby arriving eventually at the nothing as it manifests itself in parti-

cular in Sartre 1s philosophy. Without outside communication, however, man 

is really nothing, so that Sartre's thought may be regarded as the consi&ent 

outcome of the Philosophy of Existence. As Heinmann puts it in his book 

Existentialism and the lfodern Predicament, the Existo, ergo sum, which re

presented a protest against the Cogito, ergo sum, from man-with-the-wo~ld• 

himself, bas changed into man-against-the-world and man~against-himsolf. 

Again, as in all previous cases, man bas been led not only to alienation 

from tho world, but to self-estrangement as well. Whether, to come back to 

C.A.van Peursen •••••••••••• 
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C.A. van Peursen's division we oentioned previously, we take man in the 

mythological that period, the rationalistic what period, or the contemporary - -
functional ~period makes no difference at all, in all th•se cases man 

keeps moving within the circle of the self, thus missing real experience. 

In Existential thought, now, man may be said to have become mere function 

without a real content. Or, as Heinemann puts it in Existentialism and the 

Modern Predicament, tho attempt has been made to systematise the principle 

of life itself, which defies systematisation. Existentialism makes the mis-

take of assuming that natura naturans ( mind ) can exist without natura 

naturata ( thing ·), thereby reducing mind to nothingness in the sense of 

being orientated to something which it cannot think. It follows that the 

relation to the absolute is not a relation to a really existing absolute 

either; for all the so-called existentials, ( which are according to Hei• 

dogger: anxiety, being-in-the-world, care, understanding, mood, the being-

thrown-into-the-world, according to Jaspers: existence as self, comouni-

cation with others, love, anxiety, loneliness, tbe border-situation, the 

possibility to push through to the absolute, self-deification, play, shame, 

awareness of historicity, and according to Sartre: anxiety and the meaning-

lessness of life ) are really immenent, i.e., modes of human existence 

through the absolute reveals itself as the unknown or the nothing. It follows 

that the absolute in this form, too, is one constituted by man, but on 

account of its negative character, man's relation to it really turns out to 

be an immanent relation of man's contradictorin&ss, i.e., a relation of 

man's own fluctuation between being and nothing, existence and non-existence, 

wanting-to-know and not-knowing, wanting-to-have and not-having. It ia this 

idea of man's broken nature causing him to suffer that has greatly iinfluen-

ced Grisebach's critical writings; but realising the danger of side-stepping 

the emanent again if it were conceived as a dialectical principle in which 

the absolute was reflected, he ultimately sought real experience in the very 

moment of man's bearing in passion the contradiction on the part of his 

fellowman, through which his self would be terminated, and he would exper-

ience peace. 

The relation •••••••••••••••••••••• 
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The relation between man and the absolute in Existentialist thought having 

been exposed as an immanent principle resulting from man's inner broken 

and contradictory nature, it stands to reason that this relation is really 

void of all content in the sense that it does not really connect man's 

mind with an object that is .not constituted by the mind itself and exists 

independently of it. CDn the ·contrary, man becomes his own. object in the 

sense that the principle of human existence .is systematised and transcended. 

This systematisation, no less than the syste.lllAtisation of the self in 

Kant's and fl.egel's philosophy, represents an act of self-transcendence, in 

which truth and reality, essence and existence are again merged, and actua ... 

lity has been overstepped. 

In Search •..•................ 

... 41 -
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Chapter II 

IN SEARCH OF .A PHILOSOPHY OF ACTION 

In the preoeding historical survey, it became clearer that man's activity, 

in the search for truth and reality, was always in the end transcended by the 

constitution of some real grounds on which truth and reality fell together. 

In the age of primitive man, the deity was brought into man's reach by 

means ot magic. In ancient Greek philosophy, the real ground or the absolute 

was constituted by rational, .speculative thought. In the Middle Ages, it 

was rationalised faith by which the real ground ( the Christian God ) \Yas 

embraced. During the period of Enlightenment, the rationalistic school of 

thought discovered the real ground in the a priori character of man 1s mind, 

while the empirical school found .it in human experience, which it was the 

task of reason to analyse, thus arriving at knowledge or truth. 

We observe further that it was Kant, who, by his transcendental method, 

combined the two truths of the rational and empirical school. By the pre-

scription to nature of the laws of the understanding, it becomes transcen-

dental reality, which at the same time constitutes the limit of man's know-

ledge and understanding. It represents the real world. Unfortunately, Kant 

does not include in it the .moral world. The latter is relegated to the 

sphere of reason, so that it is deprived of any material content-, merely 

representing a rational formal principle-, the categorical imperative. Through 

a free act of the will, man can live up to the moral law. Through the act 

of subordinating'his will to reason, thus freeing it from material bonds 

and so becoming autonomous, man links up with the absolute. This act, there-

fore, constitutes man's self-transcendence in which truth and reality fall 

together. 

The separation of the world of knowledge or understanding from the world of 
WOJ:ld 

reason and the relegation to the latter of the moral/induced Kant's succes-

sore to reintegrate into the sphere of human knowledge the absolute, so 

that the real world and the world of truth ftlain formed one inseparable 

whole in the sense that both could be.known. This could, however, be the 

ease only if the real ground or the absolute was in some form or other 

immanent in man's mind. Not that it was less immanent in Kant's case, but 

there •..•••...•........ , ... 
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there it was actually rationalised faith and not knowledge that caused man 

to merge with it. Kant's successors, no less than Kant, kept moving within 

the circle of the self. They have that in common with Kant that they use 

the outside world as a stepping stone for the constitution of a rational 

self in which the absolute is mirrored. 

Fichte uses the world ( non-ego) as gymnasium or moral training ground for 

the constitution of his rational ought, through which the individual self 

links up with the Pure Ego. Schelling makes the world or nature struggle 

through to man's consciousness, which, as a product of nature, is in a po

sition to grasp the purpose of tho natural process as consisting in returning 

to its real ground. Thereby man's purpose has also been disclosed. It con

sists in being free, i.e., in overcocing his selfish interests, which sepa

rate him from the \mole. In this rational act, the self merges with the na

tural process and through it with the absolute. llegel constitutes the self 

through recognising in the mind the abode of absolute reason. The will is 

subordinated to reason, so that reality is constituted by antithetical ra• 

tional concepts, which, in the mind, are dialectically merged in the Pure 

Concept or reason as such. It is this dialectical process which, by Hegel, 

is called the self-creation of man, by which nature, in the sense of the 

irrational, has been entirely overcome, and man is free, or one with truth 

and reality.-

In Existentialist thought, the self is constituted from man's very existence 

as an existence towards the transcendent. This transcendent itself is how

ever constituted from man's very being-there, which, as an existence to the 

nothing, rfelects the negative character of the absolute. Man's existence 

as being intended towards the absoluto, therefore, represents an act of self

transcendence, in which truth and reality fall together. 

It is thus easy to see that all these processes of man's merging with a self

constituted absolute estrange man from himself and from the world. They re

present nothing but man's self-transcendence or the absolutisation of the 

human self. They turn man into a god, which causes him to become dogmatic 

and self •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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and self-righteous. By starting from the law of identity, thus making the 

world conformant with man's mind, which, as we saw, estranges man from the 

actual world and thereby also from himself, philosophy has led man into 

isolation, in which he is completely inactive. By overcoming all resistance, 

conflict, and contradiction, man is levelled with and absorbed by some im• 

personal something, a material or ideal !!• so that he is really nothing 

any more. 

In the light of this result, it becomes clear that man can never overcome 

the world, nor is this desirable. Man's very existence depends on his in-

cessant activity in a world of everlasting change and becoming; and this 

world is no homogeneous world of reason, but one of conflict and contradic-

tion. This conflict and contradiction man experiences in all spheres of lite, 

in his leelin~s, his reasoning, his judgments, and his concepts. There is not 

a single field of human activity where this state of affairs does not pre• 

vail, where the irrational does not play a part, no matter whether it con-

cerns man's private outlook, the arts or the sciences - mathematics and 

logic included. 

It follows that reality cannot be deduced from a presumed real ground of a 

priori nature. The question arises: Is the truth or the real ground access--
ible at all to the human mind, or must it be sought in the human constitu-

tive activity itself ? For are not the rational and irrational combined in 

man's very activity of constantly moulding the raw material as given in his 

experience, and do not the various historical forms of culture come into 

being through this activity ? 

To enquire into this problem was the first task the young disciple of philo-

sophy, Eberhard Grisebach, set himself. The results of this research are re-

corded in the form ot his Doctor's dissertation entitled: Kultur als Form-

bilduns. This piece of work shows us that he was wide awake to the hollow

ness and emptiness of the prevailing cultural values of the Bourgeois so• 

ciety during the last decade before the outbreak of the First \\orld \iar. To

gether with the younger generation of his time, he felt the urgen~ need for 

a change ••••••••••••••• 
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a change. This generation nas no lon.ger conte.nt wi tb the discussion of ... 

theoretical and methodological questions llnd problema tbnt wore still ifl· 

full thd.ng uitbin. the school ot .neo•!tantianism. It clamoured tor action. In 

Rudolf Ettcken's Tatphi;I.osophie, be recognised the possibility of identifying 

hilosopby with the creative cultural a.et, without having to discard a.ltogethor 

the ra.tionalisn1 ,of the oeo-Kantinns. It furnished him with a method for his 

own first 1ttdepondent enquiry, tho reoults of which, -in the form of .his 

doctor·al dls.e0rtntion, were published in 1910. 

In this dissertation all. ot Gri.eebacb.'s previous philosophical impressions 

are eornbincd. In it arc reflected tbo i-dea of tbc neo-Kan.t.ians (Uickert, 

\findelbnnd ) , of the ,2.te.rnal logos tbat reveals itself in history., tho doc

trine of the pragmatists that truth must harmonise with the prevailing so-

cial condit.ions, and Euekcn•s philosophy of t.be spirit, according to which 

the tael( of man • in whose consciousness the natural and historical process 

realises itself, is clearly outlined. This taslt is to pnrticipate in the 

construct.ion of the specific eu~tural structure of his time, by which cul

tural oct mnn blends birnselt lnt~ the ever-changing-and becooing-spirit. This 

pbilosoptty could be said to constitute a synthesis between \'11lliam Jrunes's-

personalism, the- doetrino of the multiver,sum as a e).ash of wills, and the 

idealism ot the neo-K.antians, i.e., their doctrine ot the ete~nal logos. But 

perhaps the moet remarkable feature that we encounter in this worft is Grise

bach's constructivist and creative disposition, bis urge to build, which 

never gets lost, not even later, uhen his philosophy has turned radically 
,;} 

· criU.cal. Doubtlessly, Griacbnch 's arehi tectual and artistic inclination is 

one ot his most pronounced characteristics. It is porho.pa because of this 

strong urge in him that he realised so keenly .its temptations and that, in 

the course of .his untiring search tor the trutlt, as we shall .see lateJ", lle 

eventually came to react so sharply against man•s constitutive activity. T.bat 

the urge to build ts traceable throughout all hle works and never entirely 

lett him is proved by the part o·f his book: Die Schiek.salsfragc des Abend-

.!nndcSl,· entitled: Aufbnugedankcn. 

It is , tb:ua not surpr.ising that Grisehaeh · finds, ln the- ereati ve neti vi ty 

o t tho .................. · .•.•.• 
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of the artist, n model for a Philosophy ot .Action, \Yh.tch, though rooted in 

in-dividual experien.co, t .o~, the ,constant creative and forming activity 

of .man in a pccuilar situa~ion, novertbeless expresses and interminable 

timeless aeries of possibilities for man to mould now cultural forms, there

by U>.ideni.ng his coseiousness more and more. Thi·s shows tbat, besides the 

intluenee of the nco•Ka.ntians, tho Pragmatists, nnd Rudolf Eucken, there 

is dofini tel7 also tbe influence on this tirst work .of Grisebncb •s ot \Ul-

bclm Diltbcy•s LebenspbilosophiR, to Which he devotes a considerable part 

in his thesis of habilitation DG a university lecturer, entitled: .. Kultur-

2hilosoR)11sche Arbeit der Gcg.enwnrt~ 

In Kultur als Formbildunltt. Grisebach'a search tor a Philosophy of Action 

is clenrl.y shown by the forr.lulation ot his aim, Whi.ch reads as follows: 

Ee iat uns4r Zlel, zu e:iner treischwebende.n, eeit.losen Philo
sophie zu gclangen, wolche ala llJntergrund rin.gendes .Leben 
verrat. Die Jugend -gebort zum Gettiilmel des Scbatfons. namit 
gcaellen eir uns den Pbilonopben .zu, die don Lebcnsprozess 
im Auge hnben, cUe einen Elnfluss anstreben aut ihro Zci t. 
Mit einor bcwusston Riiekkehr zu den Problemen des scbaffenden 
Lebcns bat d1c Philosopbio den Weg threr Ernouerung be-
schri ttcn. l) . 

Grisebncb, referring to the mural paintings of Ferdinand IIodler ( which in 

their monumentality are accessible not only to tbe conoisseur, but to every-

one} links up with tbe creative act an.cl seeks to demonotrnte the .meaning 

of pbilosopbyfl)l" the common activo L1nt~e ln. order to have mea.ntng tor every-

one, philosophy must make the attempt to extract .from .man's cultural acti

vity the tundamentol elements, ge·neral features and units. For this reason·: 

u Die Philosophic strebt naeh NonUI'liCntali-tat, die obne Vcreinfachung nicht 

.. li' b .. 't 2 ' mog c :us • 

By tbc identification of philosophy with the cultural act of man, i.e., the 

act of giving form to some raw material ·Of whatever nature, Orisebaeb turns 

froa the r2cre •••••••••••••• 

1) P• 8 
2) Kultur als Formbi.ldung, P• 9 
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frol!l. the more theoreticians, tb~ u tbiolcers ot thinlting «t l) ( who sharpen 

the tool and instruct us in their use,· but who easily lose contact \\!itb lite 

and keep on shnrpeaing their tools • wl tbout ever appearing on the building 

site ) to praticnl productive man. Ph:i.losopi.1y thua means the re-thinking 

.of the eul tural act as such. In this forming a eli vi t.y of man, tb.crefore, 

nature is no longer subordinated to the spirit• but is equivalent to it. 

Wi-th the German poet and tb:tnker Goethe we could eay that spirit is nature 

and rmture;is spi.rtt. :From this it follows that the real around is no longer 
. ' 

regarded as existing outside man's mind in the sense tbat .man strives to-

wards it by trying to overcome nature and. his individuality, but it is tound 

.i?n tbc very cultural nctivity ot man himself. In oon. nature contemplates it

self • Tbt.s self..;eontemplation is ;t ts real nim. T.b.o:t is why from our contem• 

plo:tion of nature we are nble to construct its evolution. Nature, nh·eady, 

contains a spiri:tual element, nam.ely, the orgnnis.m, which constitutes .a 
these·· 

conceptual unit. The spirit now seems to stwrpass slia organic forms becomes 

evident .tor instance, in 'the work of art. The artistic tom bas no immediate 

conncctiob. \Vitb. the natural form~ I& is the continuation of the phenomenal 

.form in the spirit. The artte:tlc f~rm .repre~Jents the infinite: that is why 

the arU.st, iri his creative worlt, experiences such bliss, wbicb has nothing 

to do with pr.aamatic :happiness as it -.occurs in .English phi losopby • 

From: tho above description ·we observe that Gri.scbach distinguishes three 

stages in the evolution ·Of artistic and. elora! for.ms as the picture of outer 

and inner perecJ_-.tion: Chaos, the possession of form,, and the oriq:inal torm. 

The latter .is the living ele11,1ent, the dyria,.;ie factor, which ke~ps\going the 

creative Jlrocess, !._e., tbe em-ergence of new _cultural forms. The original 

fort2, which separates ·the :deE:td from the living, the genuine, or.lgilllll new 

creation .from mere tmltnt1on, carries us away.frotrJ tbe ~t and causes us to 

strive beyond the present •. thus turning ·tot¥nrds the future. 

In the f.ield of outer perception, it ia what Grisebacb calls Sichtoorkeit 

or vJ.slb1litX that con.'iltitutcs n coflttrton element in the enormO\IS number ot 

.fotL'1S· Sicl\tbadto.it Grisebnch calls t.bo object of seeing. lt. ie a mod.ality 

of reAlit,J and conatitu.tos the l)rocess of mou.l.d.ing the v.arious points ot 

represontntion into one coherent int.elligi.ble whole: 

Die •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Die Sich.tbaa·kcit also wird im Goiste geformt, dru:t Auge 
ist nur das vermittelndc O.r,gan, dns nacb det:a geistigen 
Vorbi.ld. einc Verkniiptung von punktuellen Vor.stellnngen 
zu c:i.ner Form vollzieht. lt) 

'The spirit, now; has the unlimited ca.pabilit.V of erenting such forms, but 

as tbe conc~pt of v.isibilitJ $.$ ~pplicable only to a finite historical 

dcvelopm.cnt, each new stulpi.ng ot term means .a widening o.f form and of con

sciousness :i.n tbc direction of the infinite. It is this expansion that is 

the action or the spirit, and it is especially tho analysis and synthesis 

·Ol visibility by art tbat ho.s produced a concreto picture of intensive 

infinity .• In other words, v.isibil1ty is the procoss 6f converting the chao ... 

tic content of consciousness into general forms of port:eption; fo.rms of 

space and time, undorthe samo cbnractcrtstics ot position and. light as 

tbey hav·e t1hen they·· become the common possession or men. This second a togo 

is followed up by the historical 'norms .of visibility, which constitute tho 

transition stage to the tim· third one, nam.oly, tbat of the ru~wly created 

original forms , · .Eigeu! ormen. 

It is in connection wit'b the bistoric:al stage of visibility that we observe 
. . 

how, etach year, the crown ·Of each' tree (new creations of the spirit}, 

.from tho atmosphere ( the spirit as such ) carries fresh vital f'~rc~s to 

the trunk of the tree ( visibility "i th all historical vnriat~ons of form ) , 

thus nidco.ing its girth ( man •a consciousness ) , whleh in turn supplios 

the leaves wttb the stuff that the stem with its roots draws from the earth. 

By this picture it becomes obvious that thore exists on organic connoction 

between the new creations of the spirit (. Eigenformen ) with th~ older forms. 

The former are unthinkable without tbt~ latter. [t .follows that the evolution 

of .nature becomes .real in .:man's .tnind, and that tbe \Jidening of man's eon

seiousbess or the growth ot man's mtnd'occurs through tbo evolution of na-
. . 

ture. This reciprocal process becomes porceptib.le by the succession of 

various cultural .forms and ef)ochs. 

It is thus obvious that Grisebach r~jects Kant's tl'"ansccndontal realism as 

well as his transcendental idealism. For the thirtg-in-.itsolf lies in the 

. v·cry •.••.••• :• ••••••••.••••••••• 

1) Op.ci.t., p. 25 
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very ~ovome4t of the spirit from chaos to form and from form to form. Form, 

therefore, cannot be something static, but is something that has become and 

is in turn superceded, by something new. This now original form (Eigenform ) 

will be created by a few outstanding minds, whereas the more average minds 

will have to content themselves with the limitation of a foreign form, that 

is, a form that was not created by themselves, but by someone else in the 

past. 

At this stage already the meaning of Grisebach's organic philosophy becomes 

clear to us. By his demand for a new form, he betrays the strong need for 

creative action and change by the young generation at the open:l.ng of the 

20th century. This demand implies that there was too much imitation of older 

forms. Perhaps this was a dig against the still powerful Hegelianism, which, 

at the beginning of the 20th century had received a new impetus in the form 

of neo-Begelianism ( Freyer, Glockner, Haering, Litt, Bosanquet, Bradley, 

Croce, Royce, Bolland, Me Taggart ), and, certainly, it was also directed 

against the one-sided rationalism of the neo-Kantians. Nevertheless, even 

1) though Grisebach knows no thor transcendent than infinity, the infinite 

action of the spirit of producing the intelligible form shows that Grise-

bach's now original form has grown upon the forms of the past, namely, those 

of both Hegel and the neo-Kantians combined. Even though he absolute is re-

garded as outside man's reach, it is inherent in man's cultural activity, 

thus causing him to move in its direction. In other words, in man's cultural 

activity the eternal intelligent activity of the spirit is reflected, so that , 

again, the absolute is really imaanent and, again, man, as an agent of the 

spirit, creates himself. He lends form to his chaotic sensations, distingui-

shes forms in their historialiorder and develops a new form of visibility, 

which sets him apart from all other forms and gives him the impression of 

pro;_,Tess. 

There is no doubt that Grisebach 1s first philosophical work joins thinkers 

such as Rudolf Eucken and Wilhelm Dilthey in their attempt to bring philo-

sophy down •••••••••• 

1) Kultur ale Formbildung, P• 28 
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sophy ~own to earth from its metaphysical and rationalistic sublimity. It, 

above all, gains value by giving expression to the need for action of a 

generation, which keenly felt the hollowness and emptiness of the prevalent 

cultural values.of the time, which no longer coincided with the interests 

of the. new age. Seen in this light, Grisebach proves a typical representa-

tive of a generation that was soon to go to war with lofty ideals and was 

to die on the battle-fields of Poland, Flanders, and northern France. Gri-

sebach's first philosophical work may thus be called a typical example of 

the spirit of the new age, the dawning 20th century, which was alive with 

bustling activity. The young German Emperoi' himself seemed to have taken up 

a new, more realistic course, his highest amibition being to win over the 

working class from the Marxist doctrine. In the reform of German education, 

too, the Emperor took a lively interest. At the celebrated'.Berlin.~School 

Conference of 1890, the reigning emperor stated th.e new view admirably. 

" First of all, a national basis is wanting in the Gymnasien. Their founda• 

tion must be German. It ia our duty to educate men to become young Germans 

and not young Greeks and Roma.ns. 1 ) The young Empire provided innumerable 

opportunities for man's creative action. In science, industry, commeree, 

but in the various fields of art, too, the new creative spirit seeme(l to 

break through everywhere. It is not surprising, therefore, that the young 

generation glowed with enthusiasm and that the cry for creative action was 

heard throughout the land. The identification of philosop~y with man's crea-

tive cultural activity was thus in full agreement with the needs and in-

terests of the new age. Only such a Philosophz of Action could restore the 

lowered prestige ot philosophy, which had been largely superceded by the 

sciences. And yet there were dangerous pitfalls and delusion in this new 

philosophy as well. 

In the first place, in spite of the attempt to restrict lShilosophy to man's 

crea~ive act, it was still far too idealistic. It was still, as we have 

shown, based on the law of identity, i.e., on. the identity of nature and 

spirit. And though allowance was made for a struggle of forms, in which the 

most •••••••••••••••••• 

1) Quoted from S.P. Duggan, A Student's Textbook in the History 
of Education 1 P• 376 
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,most orginial forms \"'ould prove vistorious, yet, in the end,· the spirit, at 

ieast for a while, overcame the conflict, and, always, this process took 

place in man •s mind. On.ly through _the creative process or through v.isibi· 

lity did nature become real, i.eo, only through the mind did it receive 

its for.m, and only through the mind were new forms crea.tcdo The spir.it, 

therefore, manifested itself .in an everchanglng and becoming consciousness, 

which was continually widening, i.e., li'lOVing .in the direction of the abso-

lute. That this must be so, becomes evident by the uncritical assumption 

of a productive or creative spir.it, which causes the whole process .of the 

evolution of new forms to go on infinitely: 

Die Entwicklung derAns{:hauungsweise 1st l&~gleich die 
_Ji"ormbildung lm Geist. lJ . 

or 

Erst \Venn eine junge Generation einen neuen Lebensquell im Geiste 
erschliesst und aus der Unendlichkeit eine neue Erkenntnis der 
Sichtbarkei t aufbaut, erst dann ver.mag sich die Kultur zu er
neuern und den Reichtum des Lcbendigen zu nutzeno 2) 

It is evident that such a philosophy contains in itself great dangers. 

The doctrine that only a few minds will keep in step with the spirit 

(•hich J,s .a. modification of Plato•s idea .of natural selection, i.e., the 

natural capability of gaining rational insight into the Good of only a 

few sages ) inevitably will produce an elite that will considc!r itself the 

messengers and torchbearers of the spirit. There is the danger that it 

transcends actuality, which ( as we shall yet'see ) consists in conflict 
. , . 

and contradiction, thereby transcending itselfo This ne~. elite, which 

hearkens to something that .is a bare assumption, i.e., the spirit, may, in 

keeping its .gaze fixed upon the absolute, ignore the interests and needs 

of the majority, that is, of the more aver.age ones, and it may, therefore, 

fail to understand and completely .misjudge the actual situationo And was 

this not what happened to German academic youth ? Doubtlessly .spurred on 

by high ideals and the most noble intentions, it nevertheless increasing-

ly lost contact with actual lif·eo Not only did the gulf between the aca-

demicians and the working men become wider and wider, so that the plain 

man ···············••ooo• 
1) Kultur als Formbildung, P• 19 

2) ap.cit., po 33 
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form through it. It follows that the absolute is inherent in can's creative 

activity, so that, through it, .an is drawn to the whole. 1 ) The absolute 

always directs beyond the existing form and leads to the creation of new 

forms, whereby the creation of nature takes place before our very eyes. The 

universe is thus in us, and we are in the universe. As, however, the crea• 

tion of new forms in brought about by only a few and the average majority 

is left behind, it follows that, strictly speaking, only these few are in 

step with the spirit and therefore with truth and reality. And does it not 

also follow that, strictly speaking, only the really creative minds are free 

and virtuous ? For if the cultural form is synonymous with the ethical form 

in that both are developed by the creative act, the only difference being 

that the'former is outer perception, ( i.e., the concretion of the spirit 

in the cultural system ), while the latter is inner perception ( i.e., 

self-contemplation of the spirit in the form of man's consciousness or same

ness ), it follows that the authentic creative act of producing new origi

na~orms at the saae time is a moral act. It must therefore be concluded 

that only original minds possess true insight and virtue. For even though 

their new creations depend upon the forms of the past and constitute only 

a widening of the whole, the past is dead; and only in the creative activity 

of the present, which directs our attention to the future, i.e., the emer

gence of new forms, the spirit manifests itself again. The imitators of the 

past handle the dead branches of the ever-growing tree of life. But they, 

according to Grisebach, represent the majority. How can there ever be har

mony between the few originators and the average imitative majority? And 

what if the original minds pursue an aim that is a phantom and that is ba• 

sed on a mere assumption, such as the creative spirit, for instance ? What 

if in reality they move only within the cycle of the self, and the creative 

act proves no more than the creation of the self by the self ? For what 

else is the creative act but the projection of the self into nature, whereby 

nature is adjusted to the self, becomes identical with it, and, finally, by 

the basic ••••••••••••••••• 

1) Kultur und Formbildung, p.62 
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the basic assumption of an infinite spirit, the self evolves into a general 

self ? Already in our discussion of external perception or the cultural 

form, we pointed out the disastrous consequences of such a philosophy. 

In terms of our chief enquiry, namely, our investigation of the problem 

of truth and reality, we are justified in stating that, in Grisebach's 

Philosophy of Actualitz or Philosophy of the Cultural Form, b•th truth and 

reality are combined in man's original creative act. This act may be regar• 

ded as the link between the chaotic material world and the purposive in-

telligible world. For through this act, the chaotic material world (which 

may be compared with non-existence ) becomes real in the sense that it re-

ceives form, thus becoming an intelligible something. And as it may be said 

to receive its intelligible character from the true or the absolute ( the 

active spirit ), it follows.that, by the creative act ( the result of which 

is the cultural and ethical form ) subject and object, reality and truth 

become one. Put forward in a formula, Grisebach's Philosophy of Action may 

be described as Actuality qua Trut~ Reality, in the sense that in actua

lity the absolute is reflected in a relative form. 

But even though Grisebach, in his first enquiry into a Philosophy of Action, 

is still v~ry idealistic, in spite of all the realistic trappings, it must 

be conceded that it is a commendable attempt to bring philosophy down to 

actuality. Unfortunately, man's activity concerning the cultural goods ist 

still seen against a rather Utopian and mythological background, which tends 

to lead man in a direction where he must needs land himself in isolation 

and estrange himself from the world again. But Grisebach did not let up in 

his praiseworthy effort of bringing philosophy down to earth and relentless-

ly continued his research into the problem of truth and reality. His whole 

life may be said to have been consecrated to the task of tracing a real that 

was not merely an assumption in the form of a self-constituted real ground, 

something of which man disposed, but something that disposed man,detormined 

his activity, and gave a steady course to his life. Again and again Grise-

bach tried. If we study his works in their chronological succession, we find 

that each •••••••••••••••••• 
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that each ot them constitutes an attempt to'come nearer to the real in the 

above sense. Thus even though in his Philosophy of the Cultural Forms the 

real definitely is still immanent in the sense that it is contained in man's 

creative act as a rational act, this work should be seen in context with his 

other works. It then becomes clear that it is the tirat stepping stone on 

the long way to a Philosophy ot Action in which the real is no longer within 

man's reach, but, on the contrary,. is that which puts in question all his 

constitutive activity, his efforts, and his striving. In short, it is then, 

that which terminates his selt. 

Truth as the Creation •••••••••••• 
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CHAPTER III 

TRUTH AS THE CREATION OF CULTURE 

Grisebach's thesis of habilitation entitled:. Kulturphilosophische Arbeit 

der Gegenwart is the continuation of his doctoral dissertation in the sense 

that it is a step forward in the direction of a Philosop~ of Action. In 

this work the irrational is definitely included in the real •. It is no longer 

regarded as merely chaotic. The psychological experience of becoming is the 

foundation of a meaningful and intelligible world. The spirit no longer 

simply manifests itself in the mere act of creating form, one rising out 

of the other, but it does much more: It weaves psychological experience 

into themeaningful web of man's cultural activity, in which the past is still 

alive in man's present experience and ·causes man to work in the d.irect.ion 

of the future. Spirit, much more clearly than in Grisebach's preceding work, 

is separated from mere intellect. 

In Kultur und Formbildung Grisebach still observed an identity between 

art and philosophy, which chiefly rested on the doctrine of visibility. \Ye 

remember that it was by visibility that the artistic form was produced, 

while the ethical rested on the sameness of consciousness. By the identi

fication of the spirit with the forming spirit, the rational element is still 

predominant in this work. 

Moreover, in the form, science and art merged; for both, scientifi·c and 

artistic form, rest on visibility, which knits the chaotic into an intelli

gible whole. But as it was the artistic form that represented the infinite, 

it was superior to the natural form. It alone reached up to the absolute. 

Thus, though visibility in both cases, i.e., in the case of the natural as 

well as the artistic .form, represents the chief instrum.ent of knowledge, 

the visibility of the artistic form is vastly superior, in that, through it, 

we gain some knowledge of the absolute. 

But now Grisebach encounters certain difficulties. It is true that, in 

the artistic f.onn, the gulf between subject and ob,ject has been overcome, 

but how do the manifold forms, which inevitably emerge, permit an expansion 

to the ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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to the general, except by abstraction ? In this connection it becomes 

clear that Grisebach w~ not satisfied with the result achieved in Kultur 

und Formbilduns: for there the artistic form was only an abstraction from 

the manifold forms of the multiple artistic creations. He thus seeks new 

ways of expanding towards the general in a less rational and more real 

manner. 

In science, whose method Grisebach conceives to be nearer to that of phi

losophy than the artistic method, the difficulty presents itself in pre

cisely the opposite way, namely, in penetrating from the general to the 

concrete individual. 

The realisation of these difficulties by Grisebach shows that he was 

aware of the still abstract nature of his form in Kultur und Formbildung 

and its laclting a link with the concrete individual. 

From the above it follows that in both attempts, to reach the general 

from concrete spiritual life ( aesthetic disposition ) or to penetrate 

from the general ( rational ) to the concrete individual ( empirical ) 

( scientific disposition ), Grisebach, together with Rudolf Eucken, sees 

only two individual processes. It is possible for philosophy to lift it

self above these processes by seeking to carve out general fundamental 

features from its own history, the becoming of a general world. In the 

History of Philosophy, therefore, the arts, science, and also religion 

represent only specific functions of an all-embracing spiritual life. They 

now furnish philosophy with tho material of spiritual moulding from which 

it works out the general, thereby overcoming the subject-object relation. 

It is in this way that Grisebach hopes to arrive at a general philosophi

cal method independent of the individual philosophical thinker, a nethod 

that comprises all individual methods. 

At this stage already, it can be seen that all these individual philo

sophical methods, in their ultimate meaning, must point to the all-em

bracing creative activity of the spirit, the cultural act as such. But 

now this ••••••••••••••••••• 
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nov this cultural act is much more than the creation of new forms. It now 

represents the Volltat, the full-blooded deed, which is valued by a taX 

timological Good, i.e., a value in terms of which the creative activity 

of the spirit is good. The cultural act, though firmly rooted in psycho

logical experience, is identical with the activity of the all-embracing 

spirit that weaves the carpet of cultural history. Its form is no longer 

an abstraction from other individual forms, but is inherent in the spirit's 

endless creative activity, which increases life and through which man re• 

ceives its everlasting but meaningful and purposive task of deploying all 

histspiritual and creative powers in building in the direction of the ab

solute. 

In order to show how all the various individual philosophical methods have 

a common ground in that they all point to one superpersonal method, where-

by philosophy loses its confusing character and attains to clarity, Grise

bach makes use of the systems of Wilhelm Dilthey, Georg Siomel, Heinrich 

Rickert, Wilhelm Windelband and Rudolf Eucken. In Dilthey and Simmel, he 

recognises the aesthetic and in Rickert and Windelband the scientific 

approach. In Eucken, he finds the synthesis of these two antith&tical approa

ches, where science and art are encompassed by the religious sphere, the 

above mentioned all-embracing activity of the spirit in which the irratio

nal and the rational are combined. 

Both Dilthey nnd Simmel start from the experience of tho concrete indivi

dual, and from there aeek to arrive at objective relations. According to 

them, the scientific method can never break through to reality. By trying 

to subject nature to self-constituted rational forms and elements, natural 

science, more and more, moves away from reality. It cannot explain the real 

character of the outside world. Nature remains foreign to the spirit. It is 

therefore by the historkalmethod that we gain access to reality. 

Accordingly, Dilthey seeks the common elements in the different perspectives 

and Weltanschauungen of man. He analyses man's consciousness and, by the 

description •••••••••••••••• 
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description of the mind's psychological processes, endeavours to carve out 

a homogeneous structural connection of all teleological systems. This atruc-

ture is called by Dilthey the Objective Spirit, which embedded in the to• 

tality of spiritual lite, gains in circumference: " In diesem objectiven 

Geiste sind die Vergangenheiten, in denen sich die grossen Totalkrafte der 

Geschichte gebildet haben, Gegenwart. u l) 

This is not the occasion of discussing Dilthey at great length and in great 

detail, but Dilthey's concept of the Objective Spirit clearly shows how the 

objective sphere separates itself from the psychological process ot indi-

vidual experience. Grisebach writes in reference to Dilthey: 

Das Ob)j.ektive kleidet sich iiberall in das Gewand der Wirklichkeit, 
offenbart sich in den Gemeinschaften, ihren Gebriiuchen, Kiinsten, 
und Sitten, ja selbst in den Geberden (Gebarden ) und Werkzeugen 
der Menschen findet es seinen Ausdruck, wie in der Totalitat des 
Lebens iiberhaupt. 2) 

In this connection, it is important to note that the Objective Spirit, 

though firmly rooted in man's psychological experience, points to the homo-

gencity of a general self or consciousness and a general truth that seem 

to be independent of reality in the sense of concrete individual experience. 

This seems to have been the result of Dilthey's genetic method, i.e., the 

analysis of the cultural systems as man•s objectivisation and self·r~ali-

sation, which at the same time afford a description of the mind's psycho• 

logical processes, which seem to have the common aim of comprehending the 

teleological value-connection of the whole. In short, the cultural systems 

of man all seemed to point to a truth ind.ependent of reality in the above 

mentioned sense. \Vhat is important for Gr.isebach is that this philosophy 

lays the founLrlation of a general world. 

Solange die Philosophic in der Wirklichkeit des historischen 
Lebens verharrt und die Totalitat dea Stoffes nachzu.erleben 
versucht, solange baut sie an den Grundlagen einer allge
meinen Welt. 3) 

Dilthey and •••••••••••••••••••••• 

1) W. Dil they, Au.fbau der geschichtlichen \Vel t in d.en 
Geisteswissenschaftqn~• 83 

2) Kulturphilosophische Arbeit der Gegenwart, P• 41 

3) Op.Cit., p.44 
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Dilthey and Si~nel both rev~l in the multicoloured variety of life, the 

multiplicity, the variegated meaning and change of the views of the world 

throughout history, and take delight in the many possibilities of their 

construction. But, according to Grisebach, with Simmel much more than with 

Dilthey, the accent lies on the understanding of concrete experience, i.e., 
-

on the subjective rather than the objective side. While in Dilthey experien-

ce and understanding were immediately connected, while science moulded as 

form the material of reality in the hist~l process, Simmel does not re-

cognise history or the spiritual science ( Geisteswissenechaft)itself.in 

these sa~ani«sxcatx.~st.m. structur.alforms, as they appear in the structural 

relations of the teleological systems ,; but the stutf of history, the 

Material der Geschichte, requires a special determination. 

By this distinction between the dynamic field of the psychological process 

and the logical comprehension of this inner experience by the historian, 

the science of history is separated from psychology. It now comprises a 

different ma~erial as the presupposition for all histork~understanding. 

This material consists in the pragmatic events, i.e., the comprehension of 

the objective condictions, the Sachverhalte. But this very transformation 

of the material presupposes the categoriee of understanding, which dis.; 

tinguish themselves from Kant•s in that they do not possess a purely logical 

chabacter, but perform a real task in as much as, through them, we become 

aware of the real structure of the histar~world. Unlike Kant's categories, 

Simmel's categories of the understanding of the historliBlworld are not 

brought to the material from the outside, but they arrange themselves from 

the world of psychological experience. From the highest or most general 

psychological propositions, as they emerge from the experience of a homo• 

ge~eous whole, we advance to the category ot Personality, the homogeneous 

social soul, the Sozialseele, and the category of ~pying or the eonstructi• 

bility of psychical connection&, Nacbbildbarkeit and Konstruierbarkuit, in 

which Simmel finds the fundamental category of history as such. By this 

category as selection of the historical materi~l from pAychological processes 

in persons •••••••••••• 
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in·persons and groups, which processes as such are not part of history in 

its entirety, takes place. This selection occurs by objective standards, 

the so-called Objective Idea. 

Die Kategorie, nach der das Zusamnenhangende ausgewahlt und der 
Zusammenhang hergestellt wird, liegt jenseits seines Ursprungs 
als seelischer Wirklichkeit in einer daruber gcstellten objek
tiven Idee- so sehr jene Wirklichkeit der Trager ist, ohne 
den diese Zusa~mtenhange keine'Seschichte' ergeben wurden.l) 

It becomes thus clear that the category of constructibility forms the bridge 

between the world of experience and the world of understanding. It rises 

above the individual to the sphere of intersubjective validity. Thereby the 

gulf between subject and object is closed, though at the same time the dis-

tinction between the particular and the general is emphasised. The process 

of objective selection points to a feeling ot lnterestedness, but this 

feeling may refer to sagas and poetry as well as to the material of history. 

Hence Interestedness, as histor~ interest, presupposes the category, of 

being or reality, Sein or Wirklichkeit. The categories of Historical In-

terest and Being ( which latter finds its application not in natural but 

only in historical science ) Simm.el designates as Supertheoretical Facts 

by which theory is motivated. The whole world of categories, as it groups 

.itself into Imp6rtant, Extreme, TYpical, is subordinated to them. It is 

now the task of philosophy to prove the objectivity of all the various 

views or histor~. 

Although Si1r111el has ascended to.the category of Being by a logical process, 

he is justified in claiming the category as a supertheoretical fact, as 

the being of the cognizant subject is given as immediate and certain in 

the latter's experience. By approaching the ob,ject ( the hi,swrical material) 

through the category of Being, thus recognising it as an existing object, 

as a fact of being, the subject en.ters into the histerical material. In this 

way, through the spiritual energy of the individual soul, whose existence 

and homogeneity was given as certain in experience, the category of Being 

expands itself into a Soul of History. Through the category of Being, 

therefore ••••••••••••••••••• 

1) G.Simmel, Probleme der Geschichtsphilosophie, PP• 47-48 
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therefore, the historic material receives its living soul, and by its 

living substance the transcendent meaning of history as Eternal Truth and 

Objective Validity is revealed. It follows that these two concepts have 

been gained not by the irruption of some transcendent power, but by a 

logical analysis of real experience. Grisebach says in this connection: 

Das Ziel des Erkennens, die Idee der Geschichte uberhaupt, 
erwachst aus dem Prozess des Erkennens, wird von dem Er
kennenden geschaffen, sie ist der Gegenstand geschichts• 
wissenschaftlicher Erkenntnis, nicht die Uirklichlteit des 
objectiven Materials, das sic nachgebildet worden kann ••••• 
Der Relativismus wird damit zur absoluten Kategorie erho
ben und an Stelle des Skeftizismus tritt hier ein meta
physischer Relativismus. ) 

It is thus by the cognitive process, which reveals the real structure 

of history, its significance and meaning, that Simmel goes beyond Dilthey. 

It is by the recognition of presuppositions and aims distinct from reality 

in the sense of concrete psychological experience, ( i.e., by the cate-

gorical understanding of the historXalprocess ) that Sim~el is able to 

point to general spheres. He refers to them, Grisebach writes, in order 
Qr. 

to evade the arbit~inoss and subjectivity of the phenomenal sphere in 

which he nevertheless remains firmly anchored. 

In reference to Dilthey and Simmel we observed the difficulties that 

presented themselves to tl1ese thinkers in their attempt to advance from 

concrete individual experience to the sphere of the common logos, without 

giving up the world of experience. We noticed that in both cases the ge-

neral was in reality no more than the expansion of man's consciousness 

into a superconsciousness, which comprehended all of man's experience and 

cultural activities of the past and, by knitting them into a coherent whole, 

atte~ted to make out from them the sense and meaning of history. B.f this, 

in turn, man hoped to learn the purpose and meaning of his own life• It is 

true that Simmel distinguished himself from Dilthey in that, by shifting 

the accent on man's rational activity, he touched upon some sphere of ge-

neral validity, but he, too, like Dilthey, remained rooted in the sphere 

of relativity. Ilia category of constructibility especially is highly arti-

ficial ••••••••• 

1) Kulturphilosophische Arbeit der Gegenwart, P• 66 
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£icial and abstract. It cannot have a possible content, as construct.ibi• 

lity is a mere rational form of the various possibilities by which man 

,could construct his psychological processes. The intersubjective validity 

of the bistoni.cal views, tberefor·e, which was go.ined by the selection of 

the histari.cal material in the light ot tbe ObJective Id.ea, is. only a logi

cal chimera, l'lbich can never claim to ··lend an· a priori character of value 

to the various histcrical or cultural systems. 'l'his character of value or 

of truth ot any system constructed by man is received from elsewbero, as 

we shall ,see later on. 

In Rickert and in Windclband, Grisebach sees the represen.tatives of the 

scientific, viz., the rational approach. To them it is impossible to base 

the validity of the general on given existence. The universal sense and 

meaning of man's cultural acts-must be obtained from a ·different sphere, 

in wbich the various forms of n.a.ture find their rule or their norm• This 

sphere is between the world ·of experience and .the transcendental world. 

It is the logical transcendental world of values in the light of which 

our psychological acts are valued and normed. Nnture, for Rickert, is that 

which is 'Void of values:. culture is that which, through man's mind • is 

normed or val~ed activity. In as much as the work. ot natural :scientists, 

just as any other cultural activ.ity of man, takes place in tb.e light of 

uni\fersal truth, it .follows that the natural sciences become part and par-

eel of man's cultural work. as such. This becomes-particularly clear it 

they are studied in their his1Jriml dC\TEdopment. Tb.e natural sciences, so 
the -

to .speak 9 supply/histor.i.cal science with a method. ntstory no longer consists 

in reliving concrete reality, but in a methodology through which .reality 

is steeped in reason and moved into tbe light of the logi-cal concept. In 

this way, all human action takes place under the Eternal Logos. Rickert's 

phUosop~Yt clearly 9 is a philosophia perennis. In his thinking the bis

tGI'i;cal method is supplementa.ry to the scientific Clethod. Where seiende hAs 

subjected. everyt~ing to concepts from which all concrete contemplation 
has di.sappearcd, thereby leaving concrete life far behind and dissolving 

verything •••••••.• ·• •• ·• ·• ••• 
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cveryth.ing into relational concepts, his tflrreal science sets in. If the 

nomothetieal science ( n.atural science ) seeks the universal and subjects 

individual things to types and laws, history, as the j.deograpbic science,is 

interested in the individunl. In other words, history selects the indiVi• 

dual according to its significance tor the creation ot the components of 

culture. It draws forth $eries of evvlution, which have been deterr.tincd by 

these components. Consequently, it is not the histor.ian that values, .for 

he encounters these comJ)(ltlmt;;{state, economy, art, religion ) as already 

valued and makes them the foundation. of .his histmcal retlection. 

Science and history have that in common that they operate under determining 

values or logical norms. These values, there:fore, do not ,constitute be.ing, 

but represent the eternally and universally valid. They give p·urpose and 

value to our psJWbological. acts and state how we shall think• I~ other words, 

they do not represent a transcendent being, but a transcendent ought, an 

ideal of which we are conscious, a consciousness of norm. 

In accordance with this, it is the final task of philosophy to understand 

culture. Man is more than a natural organism. He creates culture, wbich 

according to Rickert, means thinking and acti.ng in the light of norms or 

.,challenging, determining ( not compelling .. ought iS' not must, but, rather, 

presupposes fr~edom ) universal va.lues. It is tlle most .important function 

of pbilosopl1y. to present systematically these values, which regulate an.d 

ord.~r our cultural life. The evolutionary or dynamic factor of life and 

history is provided for by the fact that the presentation of these yalues 
1 

is given.]in the. form of an open system. 
I 

We wish to make it very clear that tbese determining values, truth, beauty, 

morality, holiness, hnppi.ness , 1 ) possess an a priori cbal-acter and are out• 

·aide space nnd time • They are, however; experienced in the acts existing 

in the soul, by which we are tt'>rned. to'tlurds them. In the l.ogicf.\1 light of 

these values, we create the spiritual reality of the Cotl\ponenta of culture, 

or, to put it otheewise, .in the creation of .these components, such values 

as those ••••••••••••••• 

l)Note that, witb ftickert, bnJ?piness is not an experience, but a value. 
Happiness is not pleasure, but the spirt·tual aim towards tthich our 
erotic etri ving is intended. lt ts, for instance, realised in tnarriage 
or family lite. 
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as those of science, art, the co~nunity of free, willing men, God or 

gods, the community of love are realised independently of our doing. 

Windelband, even more than Rickert, seeks to gain the logical sphere of 

values from the historical processes. As Grisebach puts it: 

Die Geschichte der Philosophic is nicht bloss Historie, 
sondern das Organon der Philosophic, das empirische Ma
terial, welches das Auffinden geltender Normen ermoglicht, 
ohne ihre Geltung zu begrunden. D 

Windelband, by the principle of Normalbewusstsein, i.e., consciousness 

of norm, seeks to gain a homogeneous conception of his~ri~ multipli-

city. This principle Windelband formulated by means of Kant's philoso-

phy1 lle likes to compare his own time with a broad valley. Shallow waters 

flow through it, which separate us from the opposite bank on which, like 

towering cities and castles, the system of Idealism rise. The spires 

and pinnacles of the idealistic cities and strongholds rise above the 

wide mountain ranges of history situated behind them. Contemporary his-

torians, artists, and philosophers all gaze at the cities and castles 

and, in the midst of rubble and debris, seek to discover old forms which 

they can uae in building up a new city on this side of the valley. Like 

a strong fortress, guarding the entrance to this world of mountains and 

towering cities, Kan.t's philosophy is situated before them. It throws its 

bright shining light on them, so that, suddenly, order and meaning are 

established in this bewildering maze of mountains and cities. Windelband, 

says Grisebach, conceived Kant's philosophy as being directed against the 

method of Greek and Mediaeval thought, which consisted in building up a 

true and real world from either an existing world or from rational ideas, 

whereby soul and thing were always confronted with one another, the ques-

tion merely being the h2! of their connection. All these metaphysical 

concepts wero rejected by Kant. The common factor of the concepts consisted 

not in their content, but in their form. Their connection pointed to a 

universally valid rule independent of being. Universally valid and neces

sary judgments were made possible by a transcendental synthesis which is 

operative in empirical associations and appercetions. According to Windel-

band, this is thus the task of philosophy " diese hochsten Normen des nach 

1 " 2) Wahrheit trachtenden Denkens zum Bewusstsein zu br ngen • 
' 

1) Kulturphilosophische Arbeit der Gegenwart, p.88 
Truth •••••••••••• 

2) Geschichte der Philosophic, Vol. II,p.l38 _ 66 _ 
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Truth, therefore, consists in living up to these universally valid rules, 

the consciousness of norm, which determines our actions and attitude to-

wards life. And all scientific thought rests on tho constant application 

of these general principles. But not only in tho sphere of knowledge do 

we find this ought., but in ethics and aesthetics as well the spiritual 

ought,is valid. The genetic approach to history, which has to follow the 

versatile hist~cal systems of thought, can only establish facts and state 

what is valid to-day. It has no norm. to recognise the universally uill 

valid. In order to arrive at a true assessment of the evolution of the 

spirit, general norms and values, which direct our action and give them 

value, meaning, and purpose, are ~resupposed. The universal values are 

Truth in thinking, Goodness in willing, and Beauty in feeling. 

Grisebach points out that, by understanding Kant's philosophy as a phi

losophy of universal values, Windelband has transformed it into a Philo

sophy of Culture. Ho now preceeds to apply this conception of Kant's 

philosophy to the History of Philosoppy. By so doing, the spires and tall, 

slender towers we observed ori f.he opposite side of the valley are all 

bathed in the same light of highest reason as the prerequisite for all 

cultural activity. The manifold and versatile historiCal and cultural sys

tems are given a general rational principle. They are all attempts to 

live up to the Eternal Logos, manifesting itself in a consciousness of 

norm; and it is now upon this foundation that a new city can be built on 

this side of the valley. And although life according to the norm does 

not completely merge into the concept of value, Windelband sees in it the 

building organ. ".Die intellektuelle Kraft des Denkens wandelt und 

schafft bestandig am Ganzen, es scheint als ewige .Aufgabe, ale werdende 

Wa~~heit, als Streben nach dem Ideal, dessen .Saum es nur zu bertthren ver~ 

mag ", says Grisebach. 
1) 

This ideal is Objective Truth 1 the realm of which rises above the sphere 

of the systems of values. It is the ideal the concept seeks to compre

hend, the eternal goal of man's striving. Objective Truth makes it 

possible •••••••••••• 

1) Kulturphilosophische Arbeit der Gegenwart, PP• 94-95 
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.. 
possible tor Windelband to prove the validity of norms, without having 

to resort to the actual life of the soul. We are thus justified in saying 

that Windelband presupposes a logistic concept of reason determining the 

totality of life, so that, in this way, lite becomes a logical structure 

of meaning. 

If in the case of Dilthey and Simmel, we observed the difficulties thnt 

arose in their attempt to advance from concrete individual experience to 

the sphere of the general, we became aware of Ricliert 's and Windelbantl ts 

failure to base the general world on experience. In fact, both, Rickert 

and Windelband, thoroughly overcome the world of concrete experience, to 

such an extent that their logical sphere may be said to hover in the air. 

They separate truth. from reality by causing man to strive for the norms. 

It is true that they "known the norms from their psychological processes, 

the acts; but without the norms these acts could not be meaningful, nor 

would they occur; for there would be nothing to strive tor. The values, 

therefore, exist independently of man's experiencing them in his acts. It 

is for this reason that Windelband can sta.te that it is not the individual 

that creates values, but the values that create the individual. But how 

can these values exist, if they do not represent being,.but only validity? 

Is this purely logical a priori not a mere abstraction ? Bow can we "know" 
the 

their validity from the acts, if they are/presupposition tor these acts ? 

Must we then not know the universal values first, if they are supposed to 

be more than an abstraction ? But on what grounds can we know them, if they 

represent mere .form ? Moreover, being mere form, tlley also formalise our 

acts, which ha.ve no concrete content whatsoever. In this way, we move in 

an anaemic formal world of the ought, and the cultural act becomes a .mere 

process of rational selection from life by the norm, Normalleben, which 

Windelband admitted, did not merge completely into the concept of value. 

Having shown the difficulties of the aesthetic school of thought (Dilthey, 

Simmel ) and the rational school of thought (Rickert, Windelband ) as 

regard.s the relation between the particular and the general, the concrete 

and the •••••••••••••••••••••• 
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and the abstract, content and form, irrational and rational, Grisebach 

seeks to reconcile and to weld together again the loose parte by resorting 

to Rudolf Eucken's Philosophy of Action or Tatphilosophie. In so doing, 

Grisebach joins the representatives of the young generation, which, at the 

dawn of the century, ela.oured for the creative act. In the light of this 

new spirit of the epoch, it was not satisfactory to see the foundation of 

man's cultural activity exclusively in either man's concrete experience 

or based on formal axiological grounds, the rational sphere of values. In 

the first instance, it remained, so to speak, too pedestrian and too much 

rooted in those grounds, in the second case, it was drained of all lite

blood. It became normalised in the literal sense of the word • What was 

lacking in the cultural act was original inspiration and a certain reli• 

gious feeling, a sublime elation. The philosophy that seemed to satisfy 

these demands was Eucken's Tatphilosoehy. 

Here man in the cultural deed itself experienced the unfolding of his 

tullblooded self and tho deployment of all its powers, rational, aesthetic, 

ethical, and religious. ~ the identification of consciousness and cultural 

act, man experienced a rational .. irrational power at work, the spirit,which 

transformed the whole world into an interminable activity, an endless pro

cess of becoming• in which man participated with the full weight •t his 

rational-irrational personality. 

Although nature and spirit form one inextricable whole and belong together 

like body and soul, spiritual natux1o must be distinguished from physical 

nature. It is the former that constitutes the world ot action, the Tatwelt 

and as an inner experience, Innengeschohen links up with a coherent and 

meaningful constructive process, the Arbeitswelt, which rises above the 

change and the perishability of the multiple material world. By a selective 

process the valuable is separated fro~ the valueless, which, at first, 

exist side by side. 
But now •••••••••••••••••••• 
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But nou this value is no longer of a logical, formal character, but is an 

operative value of which the individual is the expression. In other words, 

by the movement from the external world of phenomena to the inner act, in

dividual life merges into general action, which, as a whole, puts forward 

its claim to the individual. It is in this way that the univeral ground of 

lite is found in the individual, and we see here how Eucken links up clo

sely with Dilthey. But he goes beyond him by trying to determine the na

ture of this inner view, which was won by an analysis of the external ma

terial world. 

By this first step, which Eucken calls reduction, all individual accomp

list~efits are, so to speak, dissolved in a huge crucible, and, just as in 

Dilthey•s case, are reduced to their process of becoming, so that the spi

ritual powers must eventually emerge. But the life won by the method of 

reduction is still connected with concrete psychological becoming, bey-

ond which Eueken strives. In order to carve out the pure meaningfulness of 

the cultural act, its lasting value, Eucken goes beyond Dilthey and follows 

up the method of reduction by that of diremption. 

In this connection, Eucken comes very near to Windelband in that both 

seek to show a life of reason independent of psychological reality. The 

difference is, however, that Windelband recognises a logical formal sphere 

of values as regulative& of our lite, whereas Eucken's diremption signi

fies the meaningfulness and rationality of the cultural act as such. In 

other words, in the case of Eucken's ~iremption, the object of knowledge 

is combined with a function or power lending reality to it and pointing 

to the homogeneity of the constructive process, the Arbeitswelt. For this 

reason the analytical part of the method of diremption must be supplemen

ted by a synthetical part. The material of the world of spiritual activi

ty reveals various fields of action, Arbeitskreise, which are connected 

with one another. These fields of action are the beginning of coherent 

wholes, complexes of spiritual activities linking up with each other by 

a common meaning, thereby revealing the unity of the pragmatic. These 

meaningful •••••••••••••••••• 
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. 
meaningful fields of action connecting up with one anotbe.r, Eucken des.ig• 

·.nates by the fitting name of ·Syntagmas ( Syntagmen ) • If now these syn-
-

tagmas reveal the same spiritual activity, which Eucken calls Saehleben1 

i.e., objective or real life, we may draw the conclusion that such a re-

sult shows objective life·no longe~ in punctual form, but in actual con

nection. The nature of this inner idea ( which encloses object and ftmc• 

tion ) could then be determined more minutely. 

Eucken distinguishes two great syntagmas, namely, naturalism on the one 

hand and intellectualism on the other. But by the application of the .!!.22::. 

logical method, i.e., .reduction· and diremption, he shows that both syn• 

tapas are spiritual processes. The analysis of the concept of natural 

science shows that the mechanistic viewwas not there from the beginning, 

but was developed in the course.of human history. It revealed moreover 

that natural science does not copy reality and that.nature, as a product 

of science, differs from the ~Janifoldness perceived by the senses. Even 

though, as a result of mechanisation, everything spiritual has been eli-

minated from nature as an accomplished act, it nevertheless clearly re-

Veals the spirit. Any constitution and transcendentalisation of the ma-

terial of nature presu:pposes unity, d.efinite concepts and principles by 

which the multiple world of concrete nature can be ordered and arranged • 
. F . .. · 

tt Eine begritfliche RealitHt geht somit der Erkenntnis der Natur voran, 

alle Tatsachen sind schon Theod.e." l) It becomes thus clear that the 

SP,irit is not mere· appendix of nature as Pos.itivism would. have it, but 

that,. even in the .scientific process, an independent .intellectual world 

ri.:ses from the concrete world of psychological experience, as has already 

.. been shown by Rickert and Windelband. But as. t·he noological method o·f 
i 

Eucken revealed the construction of the world of natural sc:i,ence--6~ a 
,......, ... 

process or an accomplished act, it follows that the operati-on of the in-

tellect widens itself into a life of the spirit as such. 

The reduction •••••••• !. ..... 

1) E •. Grisebach, Kulturphilosophische Arbeit der Gegenwart, P• 11:3 
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The reduction of the concept of nature having led to the liberation of the 

spirit from mechanism and the reyelation of the autonomy ot the spirit, 

the universe now appears os an act of the spirit. In spiritual activity, 

all-embracing life seems to manifest itself, and logically it precedes 

psychological experience and is independent of individual existence. All 

spiritual activity thWil points beyond itself, not, as \fas the.case with 

Rickert and Windelband, to a mere form, but to some transcendent, which, 

in the form of the idea, begets art, society, and law. 

Alle geistige Tatigkeit zeigt das Wirken aus einer uberlegenen 
Einheit, sie hat das Allgemeine zur Voraussetzung und zugleich 
arbeitet sie an seiner Gestaltung und tifgt damit zur Erhohung 
des Wesensbestandes der "Menschheit bei. 

On the other hand, the application of the noological method to the con-

cepts of intellectualism and noetism reveals the inadequacy of these 

concepts as regards reality and substantiality. We saw in our discussion 

of Rickert and Windelband that they ended in a mere formalism, and that 

they could not do justice to concrete individual experience, whether psy-

chological, ethical or religious. Natural science, by means of its con-

cepts, might be able to convert the real world ot the particulars into a 

world of the general, but the partlhcular perseveres. Even in one's own 

nature, some natural element remains, which is in permanent conflict with 

the rational •. Nature retains a positive character. It, therefore, must be 

confronted with some real that is more than the concept, namely, the con-

etructive act on which the concept depends. Ir. this way the triinscenden-

!!! sphere approaches the metaphysical. It the world of concepts claims 

to be the world of reason, values, and goods, it lacks the last, the ope-

rative power of creative activity, the unity that determines not only 

thinking, but all other spiritual activity. The deed is rooted in an ought, 

and, by one's intentional attitude or Gesinnung reaches beyond the logi-

cal sphere and points to some last ground. It follows that in any spirit• 

ual act of the individual as a creative, cul~ural deed the particular and 

the general •••••••••••••••• 

l)E .• Grisebach, Kulturphilosophische Arbeit der Gegenwart, p.ll3 
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the general, the coherent and the abstract, content and form, the irra--

tiona! and the rational are conjoined·.-. 

We have ~een that the application. of the noological metho-d .. to the con-

cepts of natural science and intellectUa.iism revealed their common nature. 

Both were accomplished· acts and therefotoe ret>resented creative processes.-

As such they led us to the conception· of 'an independent spirit as the pre-· 

supposition for all our· meaningful or cultural acts, the Unifying activ'i;.. 

ty of which we discovered in all cultural structures and edi'fices .. which 

appeared to us to be woven together like a carpet. 
,. 

In view of the above, history, too, in spite of all contradictions and 

multiplicity, no longer conceals its fundamental unity. Through the noo-

logical method, the meaningful oneness of the individual historical epochs 

and forms has been clearly revealed. History, too, becomes an inner pro ... 

cess the purpose of which is comprehenaed from the individual's own life, 

and it is the individual that giv~s ~xpression to the histohcat. pro.cess in 

ever new forms. 

The origin of the contradictory and the multiple having been traced to the 

common «roundsof life, history suddenly reveals itself as·an operative 

pow.er, which; as a whole, rises above the subjective. Its objectivity, 

however, is no longer; as with Simmel, mere rational constructibility, but 

an.active creative power carrying man along. Nor is it a tyrant, which, in 

the· form of an .inexorable destiny, makes use of us as mere instruments'~ 

and then'lnereilessly discards us when we have-piayed our part as histo"rical 

dummies. On the contrary, it is now the ontological ground, which we .ex-
. us-

- ·perience in us as ~n ii)Der process, which carries/when, in our cultural 

creative activity, we expe:r'ieilce the freedom of -.self-determination• In · 

this way, 'history enables us to recognise the creative act as an inner .. ·· 

idea, by which 'the. cre'ative act becomes a cosmic experience. Although plan

t~d in psycholog'ieal experience., this -inner idea reveals a new reality. 

Here Eucken, too, approaches Windelband, with this difference, that his 

new ••••••.••••.••••••••• 
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new reality has not merely logical but also metaphysical significance, 

though not in an ontological but in a timological sense. The inner idea of 

cr~ative act as such is more than function and. more than object. It is the 

absolute subject, the super-self which as the ~represents the being• 

for-itself of the spirit. 

Ag~in we bear witness to the fact that reaiity and truth fall together in 

consciousness and thus are immanent. In Diltheys case it waB the Objective 

Spirit that, as a general idea, had separated itself from the psychologi ... 

cal process. It pointed to the homogeneity of a general self or conscious

ness, a general truth that, nevertheless, was rooted in man's psychologi

cal experience. This idea comprised the totality of spiritual life. It 

was arrived at by the genetic method, i.e., the analysis of the cultural 

systems in which the teleological nature of man.'s psychological processes 

is reflected and the description of these processes themselves as striving 

to comprehend the teleological value-connection of the whole. 

Grisebach, sees in Dilthey's attempt to work out the rational structure of 

man's psychological experience the foundation on which the edifice must be 

reared, which is to culminate in a philosophical method that comprises all 

other methods, so that all particularity, subjectivity, contradictoriness 

would disappear. He believes that if such an independent general method• 

under which all individual methods are subsumed, to which they all point, 

and in the light of which they are all meaningful, can be found, then ob• 

jective truth has been discovered. Philosophy could than no longer be accused 

of being unable to arrive at a fundamental principle of universal validityt 

from which all methods applied by philosophy could be explained and to which 

all philosophers would xdax therefore basically agree. In the event of 

the dicovery of such a principle, therefore, the scandal ofphilosophy, 

which consists in the very fact that philosophy is unable to find a common 

premise accepted by all philosophers as a starting-point, will no longer 

exist. The constitution of such a principle or method is actually the aim 

of Grisebach's thesis of habilitation, Kulturphilosophische Arbeit der 

Gegenwart. 
The second ••••••••••••••••••• 
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The second step in the direction of the above aim, Grisebach recognised 

in Simmel's process of cognition, which revealed the real structure of 

history as well as the significance of the hist<ri.all process. Bj' the lo

gical categorical conception of this process, which separated the science 

of history from psychology, Simmel arrived at the sphere of the general. 

We remember that, through the category of Being, the histari.ml material 

was entered by the individual subject. In this way, the individual homo• 

geneous soul, through its spiritual energy, imbues the hist~calma~erial 

( pragmatic events ) with a living soul, thus giving history a transcendent 

meaning as eternal truth and objective validity. 

If Simmel had already laid emphasis on the cognitive nature of man's mind, 

Rickert definitely proceeded to work out a logical region above the psy

chological acts. By the applieation of the logical method to our inner 

acts, he saw them all in the light of a transcendental ought. All acts 

were meaningful and valid only, if committed under a norm, i.e., universal 

values. It was these that regulated and ordered our manifold cultural ac

tivities. In this way; the hisvrual process assumed a homogeneous and 

rational character of value. Reason in the sense of absolute value, there• 

fore, revealed to us the general truth of history in the form of man's 

cultural acts, scientific, ethical, aesthetical, religious, by conferring 

value upon these experiences. 

Windelband, even more than Rickert, sees the organ of philosophy in the 

history of philosophy. By the conception of Kant's philosophy as a philo

sophy of universal values, he is able to regard all systems, in fact, all 

cultural activities of man, as occuring under a consciousness of norm, in 

the light of which we are able to continue our building activity, which, 

as a growing truth, moves in the direction of objecti~·e truth. As in the 

case of Rickert, the homogeneous character of history has been logically 

established. That is why we said before that rlindelband presupposed a 

logistic concept of reason determining the totality of life, which there

by becomes a logical structure of meaning. 

In his •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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It\ his attempt to .arrive at some objective method in the light of vhich 

all other methods aeswne me&fl4ftg and purpose. Grisobaeb now recognises 
; 

tbat tbc abQYP mentioned metilods all point in one dirccti·on, nnmelyi in 

the d:irection of an objocti\i·e c-en~rnl truth. They are therefore all J)arts 

of this truth Which muSt be syntbetlcal17 COmbined. ~iS~'bach seeS in 

their inability to account equally well for concrete psychological ex

per.ience on the one ~ide, and logical fora: on the otber their failure to 
~.>'; ,:;;• ~ •• ' '!" .. _1. ~'3.;,: 

reach this genct"al truth. They all 9 more or lesa, in .moving to the rai.to• 

nal region, b.rackct irrational ,experience •. The7 a.ll seek to transcend 

man's creative act by explai,ning it in terms of objective presuppositions: 

IU.ltbeJ'S Objeetive Spirit, Simmel's Objee1.1.vo Idoa, Rickert's and Windel• 

band's Universal l<'alues. But '\"/hat about the act itself ? Are not all th,ese 

methode combined in it ? In Eucken•s synthetical method, therefore, Grlse

bneh seelta tb-e .key for his universal method into which all tbe other me-

thods merge in the light of wllieb their ptlrpose and meaning is tmder-

stood. lf' the aet itself is taken as an object ot enqtd.ry, with\lut any 

bracketing and without any " objeetlve n presuppositions, then, al.l pro-

viously mentioned methods are suddenly realised to take their place in it. 

They bow·become the material or organs of a method through wbtcb they are 

all united,· the noological method of Rudolf Eucken. 11lis method, by re-

duet'lon e.nd redemption, revealed to us that in all processes o1 human 

ercativ!ty the spiritual basis manifested itself and it, as a t:tmolog1cal 

ground, was the presupposition for o.ur, cultural nets. In. this way, hie~ _ 

tory became a.n opernti ve Jlower ~ which, as a whole, rose above t.he sub-

. acetivc. I.t beenme the SUJ>J)Orting ground on which we stood, while deter

mining our.selvcs afresh through our cultural activity. As an :inner ide~, 

now, tbis ereative activity widens itse.lf into a .cosrnie e:xperience. ln 

the cultural act, tb.erefore,the wbole cosmos wna reflected as the c,o~ · 

·crete expression of the spirit. Hero particular experience was merged 

with the totality ot life,. the dark urge towards Gelt-determinati.on was 

coupled with pt,1rposetul activity, p~ooueing culturol forms in which ge-

. neral truth .... ·,. ... , " • 
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ueral truth was rcf.locted. In short, each lncUvtdual act in which man gave 

hico.t~clf as a whole living organiam and not 111orcly as a mind, simultaneous

ly represented a universal act,in the scnee that each individual act uas 

an expression of the spirit. Mnn, through hi,a act, was tbue blended into 

the \Yhole; ·and as this act .represented a cosmic experience., it filled man 

w.itb rel!.gious avo and .o feeling of exal-tation. 

The conception of an in<lependent spirit permeating the wbo.le cosmos Wl\6 

pos.sible only by the inner id.ea of the .creative a.ct as such. Sy this lden, 

in. wbich the methods of Dil.they, Simmel, tU.ekert, and lllndelband nre com

b.i.ncd, reality .i.e therefore o.gain eon.Bigncd to tho region. ot the immanent. 

In this respect nothin.g has changed. 'This time i.t is by the .inner creative 

aet as a ,cosmic experience tbat truth and reality are one. For this act 

does .not only show the :r9a1 .. SfOl.mq as the source ot U.fe or the source of 

the .spirit, but it also represents the mct}'od. ot ;m~tbods,, in wb.icb all 

other methods are merged, and in V¥bicb, tbereforo, nll differences and 

contradictions have been removed. 

lt ia .thus by tho creative aet thnt Grlschach seeks to tmswer tho question 

about t.he possibility of absolute truth ·or un.iversnlity and tbe qu~sU.on 

nbout t,he purpnse and t:'ieanlng of hiet_ory. The .er~lltive act in Euclt,en 's 

sense, accord.ing t<:t GrieelH\ch, reveals tbrco lny~~: .r:eaBy (com::~ete psy~ 

chological oxpc:rien.co ) , ·totality of U.fe ·( the totality of all concrete 

psychological. experiences), and universality. It ie o.t course cusy to see 

how this tr.iad :represents tho methods ot Diltbcy, Simmel,. Rickert and Win

t'!elband. These layers stand to ea~b other in a double relation. The con•. 

ercte psychological ex_peri,enecs poi,nt to th~ totality of lif,e and vice 

versa; totality, in turn, poi.nts to univcrsalit)' and vice versa. Uere we 

already observe the p1Jlthctlcal.cbarnctcr ot Grieebaeh's ergument. Bach 

la~er is interwoven with th~ other. 'They~ :there.fore, must not be separated 

by means of discursice thinking. If the totality of lift! is transformed 

into unive.rsality by mere logicnl thour.;ht, eonere,t~ extJerienee, o.t ~"i.e~ .. · 

after all tbe "otality of' lito .is the expresaeion, has been conveniontlg 

excluded ••••.•• o ......... . 
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exclud~d. Untvcrsnl.l ty rnuet thus aot be the logical presupposition from . 

ver&.ality must he concluttod .from U.to 1 e totality, which, in turn, poiuts 

to concrete htdlvidcal experiences. Seen in this way, universaUty becomes 

a trntb infinitely remote, towards wbich we n~vcr cease strivi.ng, and 

which cnuses us to car.ry on our constructive, cultural activity. ln otber 

words, by its relation to tb.e .id~a of universality, the general world par-

tieipa.tes. i:n tl"'l~tb, so that its incessant activity and continual develop

ment ropre~enta a becoming trut~b or a life in truth, Wahrheit.sleben. 

In other woras, Grisebach, as regards the 1nterprctati.on of history, re-

jects all absolute truth. -t\11 hiBter.ical systems remain. relat.ive, .absolute 

truth cannot be reached. It t•emainP tbu constituent factor that is .i.n

tinitely remote .froc us. Nev.arthc-lesa., by striving for it, all systems 
,, 

Gn<1 methods tornt part of the lito in truth, the Wabrheltsleben. The pur-

pose and ·meaning of history have tbus bcocn explained: 'They consist in 
. . . 

workbag tomurda absolute ~ruth or universality, which as a living unit 

( th~ net as such ) constitutes tbe .r;cnoral world afl;d precludes all tU"Id

trar.in.ess ln .its construction. tlniveraolity thus brings nbout the ·Unity 

ot life,· wbicb ts m<tre than logicnl presupposition and lese than meta

t.~bys.i,eal substance, as i:t reveal$' .itself us a· real unf.t·in t'he synthesis 

of' inte.rpretation. In other words, tt ropro..<;cnta the· universal method, 

wbich constitutes tbe synthesis of all bistor.ical loothods. ·· 

The eyste1:u'1.tic 13.igniti.canee ot the History of ft\ilosophy has tilereby been 

clearly ,demonstrtrted. Ita task i~ to show the general signi.:tieancc ·Of the 

various .. systems and methods in the light of pure unity, independent ot a 

temporal content. The co.ncept of JJbiUosophy is tbe rca.U.sation of the .idea 

in one's ·oun e:d.at·onee. We con also say philosophy is the idea of the cul-

tural·a.ct as EJ:uch, whicb, as essential life, c:ofl)blnes concrete experience 

nitb the general \'l'orld and int'in.ity. In this, the .self, tbrotagh its con

structive activity., ts .baraoniously bl.cndcd into the uuit;r o.f' life: 

Dar\UA·· •• .••.••••••••••••••••••• 
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»arum i;st die Anlelturig zum wesentlichen Leben als Padagogik 
und Etbik 1m weitesten Sinn die vornebmste Au.fga.be der Philo
sophie, sic wtJist uns · das Ziel: Die Vcrwirklichung e1nes voll
standigen und vollkommenen Mensehen gemiss der Idee der Uni
versalitat. 1) 

A~ the begli;nning or this ebapter, we have already pointed out that Kultur

Rhilosopbische Arbcit der.Gegenwart was. supposed to give a more satis

,taetory account of tbe real nature of philosophy in terms of man •s crea

tive and cultural .activiiy. ·We saw that in itultur Ulld Formbildung man's 

constitutive activ.i.ty was still regarded as consisting chiefly in bestowing 

form on chaotic nature by outer and .inner perception ( natural and ethical 

form ). We observed furth.e.r that torm really represented· on ~betraction 

from the world of multiple artistic creat·ion, so that emphasis lay too 

much on the reati.onalistic side. We bore witness to the difficulties that 

arose from such .a view, the problem of breaking through,to the general. On 

the other handt if we ,established the general through discursive thinking 

( viz., rational abstraction >, then .the difficulty ot including concrete 

experience presentee itself. To regard the spirit as bestowing form, there-

fore, meant to include all these difficulties. The question arises~ What 

then.is tlie spirit, pure form 1 Bttt form is something that ham become, at 

least in -the "WOrld of objects. But it the pure form has not become, where 

does it come from 1 Is it only a logical eonstruction 1 ~t this cannot be; 

tor it confers form upon nature. It seeas then that it does so by its mere 

existence, i.e., similnr to Aristotle's Unmoved ~1over it draws natural 

. and ethical t~oms in its direction. ~In any case by these few questions we 

bec0111e aware of the d.itficulty of .imagining how pure fo_.m can be active 

creative spirit; for is it not rather an end than a cause 1 Pure' form, 

however, must be both cause "nd purpose. We realise tbus the cUtticulU.es 

ot establisb.ing a concrete :relation between t·he spirit ( pure forming ac-

tivity ) and the relative world ot torms. This relntion really rests on f 
the princ.iple of identity; in this· case on the act ot abstract'J.on from the 

multiple forms of !!!!, form which gives Grisebach •s Kulttlr und Formbildg 

a .rather th'lot·etical look. 
t·t may •••••••••.•••••••• • 

1) E.Grisebaeh, Kultltt'philosonhtsche Arbelt derGegenwart, P• 133 
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It may now be said that Ku}turphilosopbische Arheit der Gegenwart is an 

attempt to overcome the raticu.'lal.i.sm in the previous work an~ to plant 

philosophy more firn~.ly in the real world of man's creative acti\rity. Hence 

the principle of identity no longer consists in tbe act of abstracting the 

pure form f'roui the relative forms, 'but in the .full-blooded cultural act 

.itself. The .irmer idea of this act, which converts it into a cosmic ex• 

perience, is nothing else but the absolutisation or this act. Granted tbe 

act includes irrational as well as rati·onal elements, it ,lleverthcless, re-

·presents an in.fiuite super-self• corupr.ising all of man's ·creative acts, 

scientific, artistic, ethical, ·roU .. gi.ous, of tho ·past, the present, and 

the future. It is by regarding man's creative activ.ity in ter1ns of cosmic 

life that discursive thinking ( rational abstraction ) bas been superceded 

by coherent organic thinking and that thought and action, truth an~ reality· 

become one. It is through the view of eternal becoming in the sense of an 

eternal 111ovement in tbe direction of the absolute that life is being ele.• 

vated to an even higher :level, viz., that lts potency and value increase• 

and that man, by takinc up an app~opriate intentional attitude (Gesinnung) . . . 
beco1nes more moral in the $Emse of heeor.ting more cultured. If in Kultur 

und Formbildung the ~-an-sich manifested its.elf in tile act of bestowing 

form, i~ now finds expression· in man·~ toll-blooded· etiltural acts in which 

he determines . himself as· a. cultural being and in wbi·ch ·truth discloses it-

sel.f as the Creation of Culttire. 

Again Kulturphilosophieehe Arbei t der Geacnuart...L just as Kultur als li'orm- t 

bildung, reveals the s)>ir.it of the time, the ZeitSeist. ltere, too, the 

yearning' of tbe yoWlg generation ~f the young·German Empire· for' the crea.:. 

tive aet 'reveals itself., with this· difference that Grisebnch, even tnore 

than in his doc~oral d.iss'ertation, appealed· to the creative impulse an.d 
f'1 I 

energy of the whole man. But here, too; the same C:angers prevail that we 

have already pointed out in connection with Kultur uhd .Formbildtmrt~. ile 

observe the same high-spirited, ioealist.ic optimit'lm of a man that contri

butes his share to the building up -of a better world and that, takes pari 

i;n the 
\. 

~· "-
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in the ·march into a hctppi:er future. tn· addition, there is this dit'fcr,ence . 

that now tbe -cultural act, as the expression of the spirit or the absolute. 

rouses man's religious sentiment.·The sublime feeling that he experiences 

in the creation of eulturetllls him with glowing enthusiasm, unbounded 

confidence, and ardent faith. It now appear.s, contrary to Kultur und Form• 

bildung, as though the creativ~ act .is no longer the prerogative o£ a few 

original minds selected by nature. The .impression is now created, as though, 

by the right moral attitude or. C'"tesinnung 1 any ,creative individual blends 

itselt harmoniously into the whole. In this waf, a community of creative 

incUviduals is established by man•s cultural activity, each individual 

mem~or contributing its share to the eonstructi\:m of a better wori<l. 

But we must not be overhasty and too gullible in accepting a view that 

appears to be promising ·l!s the cn.d ·of our .diffi.culties by purporti.ng to 

,show us the way to absolute truth. Too much is at stake, our task nnd 

purpose in life, our very existence. \Vbat if Griseb&.ch•s teleological View 

proves an illusion ? What if, again, he has by-pnseH~d the real ? Is Grise

bach not still n1ov.ing w~tb.in the· cy.cle .of the self when he seeks the real 

in man•s creati\7e activity, in spite ot including the irrational ? Is the 

real· not still immanent .if ue consider that, wi tt1out the inner idea of the 

cultural act, man•s erea~ive a~U.vitflof the spirit~. which gives· reality 

a hon1ogeneous structure, would not be comprehended ? From the conscious-
.. 

ness .of our own self~ therefore, we conclude the spirit•s creative .. activity, 

in the light .Qf \Vhich we determine the meaning of OUr O\\n .lite t Our OWil 

existence. It is thus by the proijection into un absolute dime'n.eion of our 

own self that we make the .attempt to determine our oWn. nature. It~-is ·true 
~ -,;· 

that the irrational and the contradictor-Y are incJ.uded, bl.tt by the synthe-

tical method everything-converges in the act as such, uhich,-neYertbclcss, · 

remains an abstraction ot the particular acts. Only by discursive thinking, 

therefore' whichhe has rejected,•could Grisebach·aeclnre universalityto 

be/·'the Constituent factor of the actual \Vor.ld, i.e. t the historic World Of 

the cultural .systems; and ,only in this way could be procl~im the identity 

of the pure act, or the act as such, with the 

;1 wou.l d be .me. ani ngl ess "'n·. ~. · th. t ~ u w~ ou purpose, and 
the creative activity ••• 
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\'lords, the act a.s such is e mere construction .whose real existence. simi• 

le.r to the existence of tbe torming act in Griseboch's previous work, 

could never be eml)ir:i.cnlly veritiod •. And it .is this very impossibility 

that constitutes the gap between the particular and the general act; but 

just because of this gap Griscbach was able to restrict us ·to the sphere 

of actuality, i.-e., to our contingent cultural systems, which, though 

relative, nevertheless reflect the absolute. 'l'his means, therefore·, that 

they gain the qualities of, truth and r~!ity on the groundsof an assump

tion or presupposition that defies etnpir.ical vcJif.ica.tion. All that remains 

empririeally verifiable is the contingent cultural act. Grisebaeh is not 

yet prepared to draw this conclusion. Be is still too much imbued with 

idealistic thinking in oroer to he able to find the rtlal indepeJ:fltently 

of rational constitution by the mind, even though the r.1erc static intel

lect, the mere concept, has been changed .into the dynamtc activity of the 

spirit, which reveals the meaning a.nd purpose of the ~ultural act'. But 

the question arises whether the inner idea of this act is nothing but a 

concept as well ? 

It can, however, bot be denied tbat, in Kulturphilosophl.scltc Arbeit der 

Gcger.nva.rtJ Grisebach bas already realised the importance of the contingent 

and tho irrational. lie has already become aware ot·. the ilmtability, rela

tivity, and .contradictoriness ot our own. methods, .systems, and construc

tions, which, all too often., lay claim to absoluteness. Their ci»ntingent, 

relative, anel contradictory n.ature is overcome by declaring them parts of 

a uni versa! method and, as cui tural acts, by regar'ding thern as the pe

culiar and particular expression ot the absolute .spirit, i.e~ 1 a cosmic 

lite or act that comprises them all. But let us not forget that this uni• 

versal truth is not an ontological but a timological ground, which truth~ 

as we saw, ia pointed out by the totality of·ltfe and towards which man 

keeps striving. De is thus restricted to the actual region in which the 

cultural goods are constantly being improved. As,·bowever, each indivi• 

dual cultural act reflects the cultural act as such, we are justified in 

saying that, in Kul.turphi.losophiscbe A..nbeit der Gegenwart, Grisebach 

rehards •••••••••••••••• 
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resords truth as consisting in the creation of culture, which, as an act, 

is also the roal. The cultural act aH an immanent idea thus still means 

the constitution of the absolute in our mind. Just as in the case ot 

Kultur ala Form!Jildung therefore, Griscbach's philosophy expressed in the 

form of a formula would still read,: Actuality qun Trltth+R~ality. 

Philosophy ••••••• , •••••• , •••••• 
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CHAPTER IV 

PHILOSOPHY (REALITY) AS THE REPLY TO THE THEOLOGICAL 

QUESTION ABOUT TRUTH 

Eight eventful years bad elapsed before Grisebach published his next major 

work: Die Schule des Geistes. The First World War had been fought, which 

Although this was not universally recognised at tbe time really denoted 

the end of an age. The lofty ideals of German youth burst like soap bubbles 

in the vast battles of materialism on the western front. The Empire collap-

sed and gave way to a Republic stained with defeat. The creative enthusiasm, 

the aptdmism of building a better world and the belief of conque~ing the 

cosmos by the full~blooded deed had suffered a severe set~back. ,Naturally, 

one could not just sit back in despair bemoaning one's fate, but one had 

to get on one's feet again reconstructing a war-battered Germany. It was 

however impossible to overlook the question mark that had appeared behind 

all our constructive activity. The uncertainty of our existence could no 

longer be ignored; this was the lesson ot the war. 

It is thus not surprising that Grisebach was driven to make new delibera-

tions about the problem of truth and reality and to arrive at a new philo-

sophical position. As in his previous works, the real remains the actual 

or becoming, but for the first time this actual is clearly separated from 

truth or the absolute. The real, now, stands in a dialectical relation to 

the absolute. The absolute is no longer the constitutive real ground, but 

causes the becoming of the real world, i.e., the actual world, by con-

stantly cont~adicting it and putting it in question. In this way, the real 

or rather the actual, already here, assumes a distinct existential charac-

ter in as much as, in its permanent quest for truth or the absolute, it 

inevitably experiencesfailure and therefore determines and orientates it-

self over and over again. The real actual ( viz.7the cultural) world of 

man, as becomin~ 1 includcs, both exiatonce.~~J.. non-existence. Man becomes 

a split being, ruled no longer by the law of identity, but by the law of 

contradiction. Apart from the influence ot dialectical theology, which in 

his later ••••••••••••••• 
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.bis later works: Erkenntnis und Glaube und Die Grenzen des. Erziehera, be-

col'J1ca elea.rer still. we cannot help noticing in Die Schule des Geistes an 

influence of .Jaspers 'o work: Psyc:hologie der Weltanschauungen,. In the 

third cb.npt~r, section Il enU.tled: ~rcnzsituation, we read for im.:;tance: 

Der Mensch lebt wescntlich in ocr .Form der Sub.jeJ.it-Objekt 
.Spaltung und hier nie in ei.ncm Huhezustand, sondern .imm.er 
in einem Streben auf irgemiwe lche Zicle, Zweeke, Werte, 
Gutcr hin .••••• Vic ll'rnge des· Endz\feekes (des absoluten 
• Telos •) ist d..'l, ·und wic der t>Jenscb. auch Reihen der \Yerte 
bi ldet, immer geriit er an eine Gnmze, iiber die die Heibe 
noch weitcr gehcn mag ••••••• In den Uedingungen des Wertent-
stehcna ist nichts garanticrt und o.otwendig fur sein· Augo, 
sontlern das Letzte, der Zufall, und allem Dasein der Werte 
folg~ fiir •• sein empirischcs Auge die volls~andige Zers:lyrung •••••• 
Die Zerstorung heiset im Rationalen der WJ.derspruch. 

Admittedly, Grisebach is still too much under the spell of Eucken's 

!atphilosophic and the Eternal t.ogos .o£ the neo-Kantians in order to 

experien.ce the negation as lltlked annihilation and axa as an ~mnipresent 

limit experienced ·as contingency, death, or guilt. Despite the relativ,ity 

and inconstancy of our cultural structures, reason is still the homo-

geneous, constitutive law of man's cultural activity. The historicity and 
. . 

.periodicity ot manbave not y~t assumed the radical character as in the 

Philosophy of Existence, where tho individual, so to speak, .is an event, 

but reason in. l)ic Schule des GeiRtes.still constitutes the uniting bond 

between the historic:al cultural ,systems and institutions of man. 

In the above mentioned work, Gri.sebnch applies the critical analytic 

method. De starts from exper,ience and inch1d.es experience of ratilonal 

thought. In connection with our eonstructi.v~ or constitutive ~etivity 

three fields or layers t'.e"lY be. dis~inguished. There is in the f:l.r19t place 

passive, receptive experience. :t'his is uncritical exper;i.encc nnd refers 

to non-existence, i.e•~ matter as the accidental multiplicity of exparien-

cing. This first layer. ,can the..r~tore be compared wi. th ch~os or unformed . . , 

. matter •. It g~ins reality through rational. a,ctualisation in the fo.rm u.f 

the concept. This brings us to the seeond tay(:tr, tl\e real .worl(1 of concepts 

as concepts of experience. In the concept,of expcrienee t~e.active element 

,or .being '!' • • • • . • • .••••••••• 

1) .Pp. 230.231 
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or bein.s_ is added to that of passivity or non-being. From this it follows 

that the concept represents a rational act, whereby the real world is un

folded. The concept, therefore, is dialectical and always includes its 

opposite. As it represents an act, becoming and not being is the !!!! 

ground of philosophy. The !:!!.!. world of man is thus the world of man's 

constitutive activity, which by necessity, ie relative and contradictory, 

man's cu.ltur.ul and rational structures always being put in question again. 

The contradictoriness and dialectical quality of the concept, therefore, 

reveals as dialectical man's nature as well. It clearly indicates the 

limit of man's knowledge, which is restricted to the region of actuality, 

i.e., the sphere of becoming in the form of man's conceptual activity. 

Knowledge being restricted to the province of experience in the above sense 

of the word, it follows that philosophy is confined to the same sphere as 

well. Yet man's infinite cultural activity, which results from the per-

manent question of theology about the absolute, points to some universal 

principle in which philosophy recognises the universal activity of the 

spirit. From the creative cultural activity of man as human experience, 

it comes to the conclusion that spirit must be more than the manifesta-

tion of a highest natural power. Otherwise spirit would not be free, i.e., 

would not be creative activity, and tllus would be mere fiction. The world, 

however, becomes real only by reason. Reason is the law by w)ich things 

receive form and are known to exist. Thus reason can only be thought of as 

• a creative subject, as selfhood. The reality of nature ~iB&«Hi~ lies only 

in the active form of the idea. The ideal universal principle, therefore, 

is identical with the archetype of the creative subject. Frecdoru consists 

in the comprehension of an the subordination to this principle. 

From the above it follows that, in the creative subject or principle,na

ture and spirit or nature and history ar~ one. Dy concepts, relations, 

and judgments we seek to determine the reality of nature; state and right 

are forms of order ot history. The nature of the spirit is nothing ~l*e 

but the succession of rational ideas that are clearly understood and syste

ma~ically arranged, so that these ideas represent a succession of know-

able realities. The interminable and infinite activity of man in the con-

struction •••••••••••• 
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struction of these various concepts of nature points beyond space and 

time: 
Diese -Vernunft als System aller Begriffe der Natur steht 
ausserhalb der Geschichte, nur die Derailliungen urn diese 
Vernunft zeigen einen Wechsel, je nach der Klarheit und 
der Intensitat des Dcgreifens in dcr Geschichte, sic 

sind Begriffe des Lebens im Bewusstsein der Menschen ale 
Gesch:ichte des Geistos. 1) 

We see thus that, at this stage, Grisebach conceives actuality as con-

sisting in man's permanent effort about the absolute, which he never 

reaches, but which, nevel'theless, regulates and determines his whole 

activity. It remains hidden and contradicts man's attempt at building 

in its direction by terminating and destroying man's systems of culture. 

It is in this way that man is restricted to actualit:L. i.e., becoming, 

which on account of the !!! and ~ of the spirit makes man participate 

in the spirit in its broken form, i.e., in the endless succession of 

cultural activity, which is the result of man's incessant questioning· 

abou.t t:1e absolute. On the other hand, by bidding ll halt to man's acti

vity, the absolute puts an end to him and erects a barr.ler that cannot 

be overcome by dialectical means. Man may thus be said to exist in the 

cultural act. He, so to speak, is a cultural animal, and it is this cri• 

terion that most clearly distinguishes him from the animal and lifts him 

infinitely above it; for we have seen that man's cultural activity is of 

tbe spirit. In this full-blooded act knowledge and !!..!! are one. 

From the above, it becomes obvious that philosophy is clearly restricted 

to the finite world of actuality. This limit reminds us of Kant, with this 

uiffcrence, that Kant's scientific world is constituted by the functional, 

mechanistic categories; this scientif.ic world is transcended by man's 

desire for the absolute, the noumena. Grisebach's world of knowledge is 
the cultural act, in which the dynamic and the rational, will and intel• 

lect, acting and thinking, living and knowing are one. It is the duty of 

philosophy to observe and accept its limitation to the region of actuali ... 

ty as well as its role as the dialectical science of becoming. By this 

self-restraint, it at the same time manifests the virtue of humility. 

Philosophy no longer deals with the metaphysical. It has turned critical 

as well •••••••••••••• 

1) E.Grisebach, Die Schule des Geistes, p.l3 
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as well as self-critical; and altbough .it bas this in conunon with the 

individual sciences the~t its efforts are directed towards universality 1 

u· must, in being aware of its own limits, also point out the limitations 

of the various meth.od.s of the sc:i.en.ces. · 

The metaphysical field 1st left to theology, which, on th.e basis of faith 

and not of knowledGe, keeps asking about the absolute ( God). Theology 

is not the science.of God (there is no knowledge of God, but only faith' 

in God ) , but the science of the various forms of faith. It is conce.ived 

by Grisebach as education for belief. Theologyand philosophy have this 

in common that they both deal with a thing that lies at the root of all 

individual sciences, but they differ in that philosophy seeks the immanent 

idea that unfolds itse,lf in the direction of this absolute ground, where

as theology experiences the living relation to this transcendent ground 

in faith. But just because the absolute cannot be known, but only believed, 

theology is more intportant than t.he science. It, together with philosophy, 

sees to it that the sciences do not unduly inflate themselves, and its 

.subscription to faith i..s at the ~mme time a subH'scription to humility. 

As theology deals with faith only, it is the taslt of philosophy to estab ... 

lish the scientific baais for a relation with the divine.· Since this· re

lation is one of contradiction"' it follows that faith and knowledge are 

also contradictions and afe supplementary to eacll other. Faith puts the 

question about the absolute, and ph:i.losophy gives the answer in the form 

of knowledge, which, however, $-s only patchwork. and, as such, betrays 

man's limitedness, imperfection, and contradictoriness. Religion is thus 

the prerequisite for all cultural activity. It is the substance of philo

sophy. 

On the basis of the above world-view, Grisebach has put forward. a concept 

of the un.ivcrsity .that is firmly rooted in actuality and yet is conscious 

of receiving its task. from the spirit. In contrast to the existing univer

sities, wh:ich, often, are not much more than higher vocatlonal schools 

training skilled specialis~in the various methoas and techniques of their 

respective field of research, Grisebach designs the picture of a university 

·that aims •••••••••.•••• 
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tliat ai.~ at fullwblooded cultural educa.tion, in German, Bildung. Within 
i 
l 

its walls, the young student is to acquire the ability ·of hearkening to 
' 

the message ·Of the spirit as well as living and experiencing the richneSS 

of the creative cultural act. But this can only happen, if the university 

itself becomes the universal instrument of the spirit and mediates between 

the opposites, e.g., the sciencesand the humanities (history) (i.e., 

intellect and spirit ), experience and reason, knowledge and faith, the 

finite and.the infinite. And it can fulfil this task only, if it subordi-

nates itself to the law of the spirit or the metaphysical, instead of 

offering to the hopeful and expectant student a host of confusing methods 

and techniques competing with each other for domination and apparently 

having no connection with each other 1~~& at all. If the university subor-

dinated itself to the law ot the spirit, then faith would become the pre

supposition for all scientific and cultural work. It would constitute a 
·~ 

uniting bond, for it would .tire the scientific and cultural worker with 

the enthusiasm he needs for his activity as an activity of the spirit. The 

realisation that his work is in the end based on faith would also estab-

lish in the scholar's or the scientist's mind a right sense of porportion 

as to the importance of his subject. It would prevent him from assuming 

an overbearing or condescending attitude towards his colleague, and. would 

cultivate in him the virtues of self-control and humility. At this stage, 

philosophy may step in and point out the direction in which to work, the 

direction of uni,rersalitl,_• 

l!rora the above it follows that Griscbach's universality as an institution 

of culture and universal education, i.e., a Bildungsinstitut that is placed 

right within the dialectical relationship existing bet•een theology and 

philosophy, faith and knowledge, receiv~s its cultural task from the spi

rit which as a universal world of action, die universelle Tatwelt, is the 

true school of man, so that ·· .. 

ln der Schule des Geistes sind beide, Universitat 
. und Kultur, aufgeho~en und zttsammengefasst. Ihre 
Aufgaben und Ziele sind ein und dieselben, beide 
sollen realisieren un.d dem Werdcnden Raum geben. 1) 

As it is ••••••••••••••••• 

l)E.Grisebach, Die Schule des Geistes, P• 151 
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As it ism however,, philosophy,, which :in the spirit recognises tht:~ universal 

law of cul tura.l ed:ucation ( Bildung ) ( theology being restricted to the 

sphere of faith ) Gr:i sebach starts bis discussion with tl10 task ot philo

sophy at the univer,sity, alter he has sketched.' out tbe .toundatio~ of cultural 

education. In the five aspects or the concept of culture: The idea of cul

tu.t"e as the object· of philosophy, the realisation of this idea in cultural 

activity, the objectivisation e..nd the accomplisb.ment of this activity in 

the world of forms as real culture, its reflection .in the works of culture 

and, finally, th~ evolution ot the cosmic forms of the history ot culture, 

we realise tbe c()l'!'ltfton. ground that the sciences, the fine arts, and the state 

possess i.n -the ct•ltural act as an act of the spirit. They are all guided 

by pbilo.aophy in tb.oir struggle towards the universal, wh:i.cb striving each 

ot the above mentioned fields of human action betra~s·in its own peculiar 

way; science by overcoming the chaotic multitudeAa:n essenti~l order ot be-
JI \\ 

autitul forms as a system of culture, each .form representin~, th.e harmonious 

fusion between subje-ct and object; jurisprudence by regardin~\:the positive 
\ 

act of law as a se_~f-imposed curtailing ot freedom ( selt-rest~\ction-in-

freedom) inorder to make possible as a common task the w~rk on ~e goods 
- . '\ 

of mankind.; the philosophy of state. by r.ecognis1Ag the state as an"~ ,ethical 

phenomerion_of the real world, owing its existence to an act' :1ot -freedom on 
' . . ~\ 

the par~ ot the individual ( i.e., ·the voluntar;y renunciaiiorl\of absolute 
. \ 

freedom in. the interest ot the wl~;ole ) , and as a bistorictjhen~~enon the 

evolutionary character of which must be understood as a dial~ctt~t faith 
~ 

and action. 

From the above, the task of philosophy c.:lear.ly ·outlines itself: it seeks 

truth. Idea and reality are one in that philosophy., on the ground ot the 

experience of willing, strives f,or a uni.versal school with reference to 

ct1lture. Such' a. w-.iversity, therefore, .is real, even if .desired by only n 

few, simply because it is reosonable to desire it. The object ot philosophy 

is universalit>:;. In propa.doutics Griscbach proposes to pro~e@d from ex• 

perict1ced reality ( -the experience of reality as a problem ) to critical 

exper.iencc, i.e., reason. lJe ·thus anchors philosophy .in reality and by 

SelbntbesinnYn& ••••••••• 

ot things or ra\-v facts through the concept; 
aesthetics by contcmpla.t1ng • 90 _ 
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Selbstbesinnung ( critical-self-reflection ) believes it possible to push 

through to the creative act of the spirit. Freedom and self-education 

consist in this act. Propadcutics has thus the purpose ot making man con

scious of the Bildungsgesetz { law of cultural education>. which is 

equivalent to introducing him to philosophy and its history. 

The History of Philosophy is the presentation of the history of thinking. 

It must show how man advances from stage to stage in, the recognition ot 

pure truth as creative reason in himself and the world. Systems of the 

past determine only temporal existence, They make sense only as a mirror. 

of one's own soul striving for truth. History is thus the realisation of 

one's self in the act of st..-iving for truth. Absolute. unity means the 

overcoming of. the object by the subject ( the spirit or the absolute ). 

Each historual epoch must develop from its own. life the concept that de-

termines its. own being. Philosophy is always reality. There is• however• 

.only one truth, which remains the aim of all times. and reason is inde ... 

pendent of time. 

The !S'lstematic.tas~ of philasophy consists .in comprehending the whole at 

one glance. This dialectical system is reason externalisilliJ itself as a 

result of critical self-reflection. The experience of a homogeneous ground 

of the world is only an intention that should not be mentioned. Its con-

cepts must change the \\'orld. Systematic 9hilosophy reflects the individu ... 

al sciences.· ·tt is, however, ·more than they, in that it looks beyond their 

theoreticar foundation. The aim of all methods mllst be clea'rly recognised. 

Systematic' Philosophy must thus fight any presumption ·on the part of the 

individual sciences and warn against the absolutisation of their theoreti

cal grounds. Systematic Philosophy treats the function of reason in its 

pure form, and then again, in its realisation or objectivisation, .it shows 

what understanding, sensation, and will are. By so doing, it puts a limit 

and a purpose to these spiritual functions as they appear-in cultural 

activity. 

After phi.losophy, Grisebach discusses theology as the science ctf the forms~ 

and education for faith. Theology puts the question about th"" ... 1 t "" f:I.L•SO t}, -~· , 

~ of fo.i th, the dcnominationol forms which ........ ·• ...... ~ 
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which ph~los,ophy seel~s to answer, thereby recognising the rolation between 

the real· world and the absolute. Thr·ough critical self-analysis, it ex• 

perionces its limitation and .i t..s boin:g restricted to the world ot becoming 

in the :fol'!'J of the cultural act. As this act is, h.owevc.r, a reasonable 

act, it :follows that pnre reason, i.e., the law of the spirit as it mani-

£este itself in man's variP.us cultural aetivitios, is outside spnec and 

titne. It can, so to apeak, be only intuitively comprehended from man's 

striving for the absolute 31ld fro;n tho rational Zorm tvh:i.ch he gives to 

this striving by his cultural structures and thei:t" components. ~1\s man's 

cultural forms reveal both reason and will, or, mor.o accuratel)', a will 

that is controlled and directed by reason or eri tical insight, g.iving pUr• 

pose and meaning to man's cultural acts, it follows that the absolute 

must be rationalised will and therefore dynamic tromthe st.art. It is thus 

the spirit that imposes its law on man's cultural activ.iti.es, restricts 

him to becoming· o1~ actuality, and gives man's cultural acts purpose and 

rnca.ning. 
the absolute~ 

Ii', howeve!t'.,, philosophy intui tilrely comt;;rebenctsl from man•s cultural ac~ 

ti.vi ty, this does not me au tllat it lmo\'JS it. We · ha\"e seen ·that it is 

outt-:ddc actual.i. ty, th.e impos i. tion ·Of its .low representing a clear !!2 to · 

man.~ which prevents hitn from comprehending, posscE>sing, or c:UtJpo.sing of 

it •. on the cofltrory, it controls ~nd directs him, because it is regaa:,dcd 

not as immanent., bt.tt os en:nnent, thus negating and terminating all his 

efforts of ,grasping it thr·ougb his undcrstanc~ing. lt. f'ollows that it 

eta11de in contracHct!on to the real wo:r·l<l ot actuality, and this coutra• 

dicti.on ts retlecteC! in man • s oscilln tin.g rno,rcmcnt between not-knowing 

and wanting-to-know, not having aud nanting-to-have, th.c nothing and 

being, non-existence and oxt1::1tence. It is thus obv·ious that faith in the 

absolute becomes an indispensnblc .;n'erequisite lor philosophy, kno•ledge, 

the cultural goods, being~ and existence; for without faith there would 

be nothing,. and man would be unable to go on living, because in fa.i.th 

living, willing, a.cting, thi.nl;:in.g and knol'li.ng are ~1}. at::tpects of one and 

the same baslc desire, the desire f·or the absolute. Fil:f.th, theref'ot~e, can . 

never •••••••••••••••• ~·~· •• 
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never be replaced by knowledge, and philosophy can never become a sub• 

a:;titutc for theology, For this very reason, it iA only sensible if phi-

losophy practises self-restraint and humility. At the s~me time, it is 

only rea~onable to believe, because the absolute cannot be known. The 

reasonableness of belief thus follows from the contradictory relations-

ship between the absolute and the world of becoming, which contradiction 

cannot be bridged by the dialectical method because of the unknowability 

of the absolute. 

In this way, Grieebach has supplied rational proof of the necessity for 

belief. The importance of theology has thereby been demonstrated, and 

' 
the necessity of the church's existence has been clearly shown: 

~ie Philosophic kann die Erscheinung dcr Kirche und der 
Religion innerhalb der Kulturentwicklung als denknotwendig 
begrunden. Sie gibt uns ihren Degriff, dcr una sagt, wie die 
Erscheinung sein sollte. Die Kirche ist danach die Vereinigung 
aller derjenigen, welche in ihrcr lebcndigen Arbeit durch den 
Glauben eine Beziehung besitzen zum Absoluten und in diesem 
gemeinsamen Glauben tntig sein wollen. In' ihr sind alle Ulau• 
bigen geeint, die durch den gleichen Vorantz vernunftigen 
Strehens ihrer Arbeit b1standig Ansporn gcbcn, sich der VoU,
kommenheit anzunahern. 1 

~his shows the relationship between religion and culture as a relationship 

between faith and acting, Glaube und Tun. Seen in this way, faith becomes 

the substance of the world, of philosophy, and of culture. The virtue of 

humility ( which is shared by philosophy and theology together and which 

flows from the restriction of each of the two disciplines to its own pecu-

liar region, philosophy to that of actuality and theology to that of 

faith ) becomes the chief pillar of the universe. 

Grisebach's Schule des Geistes, therefore, breathes a distant ethical 

atn•osphere. By presenting the rational, aesthetic, ethical, and divine 

aspects of the cultural act, Griaebach aims at educating a man of uni-

versal culture rather than a skilled specialist. Just as in the cultural 

act, truth, beauty, goodness, and God are all present, so an educated 

person cultivates the scicnee~,the fine arts, the humanities, and reli• 

gion. And aa, according to Gri~ebach, this kind of education means the 
subordination of the individunl to the cultural law of the S?irit as a 

reasonable ••••••••••••••• 

l)E.Grisebach, Die Schule des Geistes, P• 61 
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reasonable act and an act of freedom, it follows that such a perso~ must 

be virtuous by practising self-restraint and lly manifesting humility. The 

truly educated person will thus be wise, just, selt•controlled, and ba

-lanced. Bts faith will give him the courage of throwing in his ful1. weight 

with his fello\1man .in building up a n.ew culture at the time when old values 

have been destroyed and new ones have to be .found. Such wn.s exactly the 

time immediately after World War I~ so that Die Sebule des Geistes must 

be regarded as Grisebach's contribution to the reconstruction ot a culture, 

after the old had been devalued by current events •. 

After G:risebach, in this work, has discussed the task of. philosophy and 

theology in terms of their contradictory ·relationship, he proceeds to 

diseuse, in the light of this relationship, the other faculties, the so

ciological and juridical faculty, the moral faculty., the faculty ot tbe 

sciences and tnedicine, and the taculty of fine arts. Naturally, we cannot 

go kaa into detail here, our object of discussion being the problem of 

truth and reality. We shall, therefore, content ourselves with taking a 

blrd ~-eYe view of the more s.pecialised activities in the above mentioned 

faculties, endeavouring thereby to show that the cultural work of the uni

versity as an actual task is both real action and action within the .real, 

the real meaning becomins or the actual. 

On account of the contradictory relationship between the absolute and the 

real; the task imposed upon the university by the spirit is that of media

tion between opposites. The university is thus the mediator between ehurch 

and state. The cburch knows the concept of absolute equality of all human 

beings before God. In God, they.are infinitely tree. In the state, ·on the 

other hand, there ar~ differences and diatinction.s. Each individual, in 

the place assigned to him, must serve the whole. Be must sacrif.ice part of 

his "freedom in the interest of the community. Therein consists risht or 

the J:!!:. It, too, is subordinated to an idea. Freedom of the individual, 

therefore, consists in the voluntary renunciation of absolute freedom in 

the interest ot the whole. The state is thus an ethical as well as a 

bistwcal phenomenon of reality. Its historical development must be under-

stood •••••••••• ~ ••••••• 
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stood as the dialectical process of faith and acting, Glaube und Tun. 

th 1 Of fa1.th throuhh the deed. This renewal of It represents e ~r~e~n~e~w~a~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~--

faith is the substance of the historical world. Religion, personality, 

e.g., Jesus Christ, Martin Luther, and the community determine the inner 

life of history. It moves in the direction of the absolute, without ever 

reaching it. For this reason the historian in his description of the po

litical struggles of the past must not seek to increase oar knowledge, 

but rather to strengthen our rational will by merging it with the past, 

whereby we experiencft history. 

In connection with his discussion of the moral faculty, Grisebach stresses 

the education of the student for true freedom by which the conflict of 

individual versus community loses its damaging character. This education 

for true freedom is to grow from academic freedom and consists in the 

responsible and free act on the part of the student of subordinating him-

self to the community, which act is at the time a reasonable act. 

As regards the faculty of the sciences and medicine, Grisebach shows the 

dialectical relation between the absolute and nature, which lifts the 

scientist above a shallow positivism and scientism. It did happen, Grise-

bach points out, that new discoveries of science forced religion out of 

its complacency and isolation into fresh lively arguutent and debate, re• 

sulting in the review and revision of its concept of God. But we must 

clearly realise that by such discoveries faith in God could never be 

destroyed. The scientist .._*~•• faces nature as an object and enquires 

into its laws as natural laws. As soon as he starts thinlting, however, 

about the nature of his concepts and methods, he discovers the grounds 

for the general validity of its laws and therefore for reality in his own 

mind, in the law of his own being. Thereby the grounds for reality have 

been shifted from the outside world to transcendental consciousness and 

these transcendental facts, as living concepts of reason, reveal to the 

scientist - he may oppose it as much as he likes - a transcendent region 

of absolute being as a theoretical postulate. 1 > 

In the ••••••••••••••••••••• 

1) Cf.E.Grisebach,Die Schule des Geistes, p.ll4 
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In the chapter on the success of the sciences, Grisebach distinguishes 

between those scientists that emphasise the art of the understanding and 

those that aim at knowledge. The former are in a hurry to develop techni-

ques, skills, and methods in order to dominate nature and use it for ma-

terial gain. 'Jhey strive .for utility, instead of true culture. They are 

loud and overbearing, competing with other scientists of their own calibre 

in offering to the world. their newly invented skills, techniques, and 

methods. The latter kind are the quiet and humble scientists that en.quire 

into nature tor the sake of_ finding its universal law. True natural science, 

says Grisebach, will not train slaves of success and material advantage, 

but free research workers of truth. 

Die Naturwisaenschatt sucht gemass dem Gesetz der Universalitat 
die Natur in Beatehung zum Absoluten als seiend zu erkennen und. 
so die Welt ins klare Licht der Vernuntt zu stellen, damit jeder 
an solcher Aufklarung teilnehmen kann.l) 

The genuine scientist, therefore, realises his limitations as well as the 

common ground the sciences share with the humanities. 'l'he importance of 

this discussion for our own time, when truth and reality are only too 

often confused with utilitJ•t' and when we have become' the victim of an 

empty technical functionalism, cannot be emphasised enough. 

There is an equally great danger in the isolation of the medical student. 

To be a great scientist is not to be a great doctor. Even a skilled sur-

geon is a bad doctor, unless he also takes into consideration the spiritual 

form, i.e., the life of the soul inhabiting the human body. But not only 

the spiritual life of the individual needs the attention of the good doc-

tor, but the spirit of the community, family relationshi~ and the econo-

mic condictions of the family, for instance, are equally his concern. This 

goes to show that the doctor, too, should be a man of universal education. 

As far as the fine arts are concerned, Grisebach sees their educational 

value in overcoming the contradiction between subject and object by the 

artist's free and reasonable act of restricting himself to an artistic form 

in which understanding and will are porportionally distributed. The reality 

resulting ••••••••••••·· 

1) E.Grisebach, Die Schule des Geistes, P• 117 
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resulting from this synthesis is neither subjectivenor objective. It is 

a new way of intuitively comprehending the absolute, and its aim is to 

realise another aspect of it, namely, that of beauty. In it, free will in 

free self-restraint is to be in harmony with the principle of nature. It 

is obvious that the limitation of the aesthetic view to the individual 

work of art just like the limitation and self-restraint in any real cul

tural activity of man, whether scientific, historiml or otherwise, occurs 

on the groundSof faith in the absolute. 

The self-control and self-restriction at which scientists, historians, 

artists, and art-students arrive by critical self-reflection, which causes 

them to realise the limitation and the limit of their methods and acts, 

lead them to the virtue of humility as the chief criterion of the univer

sally educated man. Grisebach nowhere in his works has propounded a dis

tinct systematic doctrine of ethics. All his works are at bottom ethical. 

A real existence and an ethical existence areqrpnzmous for Grisebach. 

Man's moral attitude arises from his very life, in this case from the con

sciousness of his limits and his being restricted to actuality, by which 

experience he realises that he cannot hope to embrace the absolute by know

ledge but only in faith. The act of self-limitation, which frees him from 

false idols, e.g., the dream of gaining absolute mastery over the absolute 

thus disposing of it and the world to his own advantage, leads him to an 

attitude o£ modesty and humility both towards God and his fellowman, and 

maltes room for faith. 

We see thus all cultural and creative activity of man is grounded in the 

metaphysical world, but alsways ends up in the becoming and passing away 

of the finite. The positing subject, viz., the not-yet-existent, or the 

absolute , gives itself as the as-yet-unposited-rational, i.e., as the task 

of the as-yet-unposited-rational to be set. The second step is the Entschluss 

des Geistes 1 which means the spirit unlocks or reveals itself by imposing 

itself as a task. The will overcomes it by the finite concept, which means 

the realisation of the chaotic world of matter ( the nothing ) by reason 

in form ••••••••••••• 
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in form of the concept. This nothing or chaos, therefore, is no.lllusion, 
. . 

but the .!:!!! presnpposi tion tor,. the ,mind to overcome it. 

In a similar way and in a genuine Augustinian spirit, Grisebach conceives 

the process of education. ·Education has its own concrete field, which 

cannot be o"O.eupied. by philosophy or theology. Wbi.le philosophy can only 

present universality as an ill'lllanent concept and while theology can only 

e~brace tbe.absolute in the :abaoluie in-faith, education guides the pupil 

in the direction of universality and the absolute by· letting him struggle 

right through the mill in tho concrete situation of becoming. By the ex-

:perienee of conflict and. contradiction, he becomes critical as well as· 

.self-critical, and he himself fi.nds the way to reason. Education does thus 

.not impose an absolute· goal on the pupil but makes him strive fo.r it. It 

is passive rather than active and guides the pupil by letting :h.im parti~ 

cipate in the process of becoming. He has to go through the quagmire ot· 

the sensual, be has· to indulge in physical a.nd material pleasure, be has 

to experience tcmpta.tion; for has not even Christ had to do the same ? . . 

Only in this way, he tJill also experience sin, doubt, despair, and f.rustra-

tion, and through suffering will be led in the direction of the spirit .• 

Sat.."Ul and death, says GrisebQch, are as neces~ary as God. · 

Dteser absolute Tod verdient niebt wcniger Verehrung als 
die G0tth'~it, wenn auch dicse Vereh.rung niebt Liebe, 
Etter und :Bewunderung zeigt, sondern Scheu, Furcbt und 
Trotz •••••• Dte Lissigkeit, Sinnliehkeit sind ebenso not
wendig wie die Tugenden des Fleisses und der Enthaltsam
keit. Sie sind Momente der Erziehung in der Schule des 
Gcistes. Sie ~ritiach ertahrenheisst ihre .Bedeutung mit 
Bezug au£ die Position des Geistes zu erkennen. Das Nicbts 
.hat denselben Bedeutungswert wie das ilbsolute in der Spbire 
des Widersprucbs. Das Nichts und das Sein, das Bose und 
Gute, das !Jassliehe und die Schonheit .sind fundamentale 
Ansebauungsweisen derjenifen Pole, die die Sphere des 
Widerspruches ausmach"n• · ) .. 

It becomes thus cJ.ear that, although ma.n•s constitutive and cultural ac-

tivity, his untir.ing effort to overcotae the -sensual and to litt 11imself.' 

up to the .rational have their. ground in the metaphysical, the latte.r is 

the :realm of faith and .religion, which cannot be overcome dialectically~ 

Der .ldealismus. • •••••••• • ••••• 

i> E. Grisebaeh, Die Schuie·des Geistes, P• 148 
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Der Idealismus ist somit zu einem metaphysischen, relativen 
Realismus geworden, denn alle Wirklichkeit ist real begrif
fen nur auf dem Wege zur absoluten Realitat, welche den 
Vrsprung ausmacht. 1) 

The sciences and philosophy must bow to faith. The metaphysical WeltanN 

schauung needs the idea of serving. Its very humility will be its eleva• 

tion. Religion and philosphy are distinctly separated. The latter knows 

no irrational. In the realisation of its limits, it keeps a modest si-

lence about that which it receives as a task in passion. In this way, 

the will is subordinated to reason. The rational will is called humility, 

which makes us hearken to the inner law. Reason guides us to faith as the 

only way to the absolute, so that our will is directed towards the deed 

and not towards the attempt to grasp the absolute. Truth can be embraced 

in faith only, reality can be comprehended by reason. 

From the above, it follows that the formula we constituted in connection 

with Gr1sebach's two previous works, Kultur als Formbildung and Kultur

fhilosophische Arbeit der Gegenwart: Actuality qua Truth+Reality has 

been broken asunder. In these two works the creative act as universal act,. 

into which all of man's creative activities were merged, was the spirit as 

absolute rational willing, which was reflected in the infinite number of 

man's cultural acts, all these acts being modifications of the spirit as 

the act. Hence each cultural act of man was true and real in as much as - --
it participated in !h! truth and !h! reality of the universal act. !2! 

cultural act, therefore, in which the universe was embedded, constituted 

the real and rational ground of the world. In this way, man's cultural 

acts were brought to coincide with the absolute, which, of course, amoun-

ted to not much more than the absolutisation of man's creative act. But 

in this fashion the law of idendity had been observed, and truth and rea

lity were both known and possessed by man. God could also be known and could 

be reached through the creative act. The idea of God sprang from the fee

ling of exaltation and awe as a religious experience, which is closely lin~ 

ked with our cultural and creative activity. To carry our point we quote 

Rudolf Eucken under whose philosophical influence Grisebach wrote his Kultur 

als Formbilduns und Kulturphilosophische Arbeit der Gegenwart. In Der Wahr

heitsgehalt der Religion Eucken writes that the idea of God 

bedeutet ............. 
l)E.Grisebach,Die Schule des Geistes, p.l60 
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bcdeutet uns nicbts anderes als absolutes Geistesleben in 
seiner Erhabenhei t iiber alle Beachriinkung durch den r:en
schen und die Erfahrungswelt, das Geistesleben, das zu 
vollem Beisichselbstsein und zugleich zur Umspannung aller 
Wirklichkeit gelangt. 1) 

In Die Schule des Geistes, however, not identity but contradiction becomes 

the very principle of the world. Thereby truth is clearly separated from 

reality and is opposed to it. It, therefore, can no longer be known or 

possessed by man, but it is regarded as the emanent law that puts a stop 

to man's effort and striving, thus limiting him to the sphere of the real, 

viz., the region of becoming or acuality. In this way, absolute truth is 

opposed to the real, i.e., the actual. This does not mean, however, that 

there is no truth ia the real world, or that absolute truth is not real. 

It means that the truth of the real world is revealed by its very cultural 

forms as rational forms. In other words, the rational form, as a necessa-

ry form, constitutes the very limit of human truth. On the other l~nd, the 

reality of absolute truth can be experienced by the very limitation im-

posed upon tho truths or the logoi of man. By its contradiction the abso

lute represents both the yes and the !! to man. The yes confirms him as 

an individual separate from other individuals and the ~ flowing from this 

very separatedness refers him to his fellowman. It prevents him from over-

shooting his mark, from positing as absolute himself and his truth, and 

causes him to practise self-restraint, therebyexbibiting modesty and humi

lity. The absolute's ~explains the nothing, viz., the historicity and 

perishability of man's truths as well as his oscillation between not-

knowing and wanting-to-know, not-having and wanting-to-have, in ~rief, 

between eKistence and non-existence. 

For the first time we notice in Grisebach's thinking an existential prob-

lem in the sense of Existentialist Philosophy, which results from the un

certain and doubtful position of his truth. But Grisebach, under the in

fluence of dialectical theology, has still a solution for this problem. 

Be still provides a firm anchor, not in the form of reason, but in the 

form of faith. The very contradiction of the absolute, its very no, which 

compels ••••••••••••••••••• 
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compels man to restrict himself to the region of actuality, proves a grace 

to him; for the modesty and humility to which he now subscribes as regards 

his own rational labour direct him to faith, the reasonableness of which 

follows from •he very limi.tation of .his own understanding. In this way, 

the necessity of faith .is demonstrated by reason, and theology and reli• 

gion are.founded upon a rational basis, namely, upon the reasonableness 

of faith as a result of the limitat~on of man's understanding. It may thus 

be argues that, by the dialectical meth•d., faith, the6logy and religion 

have been brought within the grasp of.human reason, even though this has 

occured in a negative way, namely, by .the realisation of the limitedness 

of the human understanding and the. conclusion drawn therefrom .tha.t the 

absolute cannot be known but must be believed. It is at this juncture 

that we have arrived at .what Karl Barth .has termed the sacrificium intel~ 

lectus. But Karl Barth, at least in. his earlier writings, stressed too 

much the otherworldliness of God or His no, which Grisebach does in par-

ticular in his Die Grenzen des Erziehers, .as we shall see later. It was 

Rudolf Bultmann and. Friedrich Gogarten who also pointed to.the l!!.a. i.e., 

God's revelation in the world and in history. We observe thus that by 

recognising the spirit in man's cultural activities, Grisebach, in Die. 

Schule des Geistee, comes nearer to the thought of Bultmann and Gogarten 

than tbat of Barth, ·at least the Barth in his earlier phase. But in this·· 

work ·the influence of Hegel, the neo-Kantians,·Eucken (and perhaps even 

Jaspers ) is still strong, so that here Grisebach's thought still rev.eals 

ideaiist features. 

. ' . . . 

Because of the dialectical relation'between the world and God, philosophy 

and religion, knowledge and faith, which relation is understood, it can 

still be &agaxa••·argued that God is reached by human· reason. Grisebach 

himself will later argue, as we shall yet see, that as long as a contra .. 

dictory relation is conceived as a dialectical principle, instead of being 

experien.ced as a contingent event, there is no real contradiction, but 
only a theoretical one; for by comprehending or rationalising it, human 

reason has reconciled it with the law of identity. The dialectical method 

applied •••.•••••••••••• 
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applied by theology and philosophy might thus give the impression as though 

man no longer disposes of God or the absolute, but that God or the abso

lute disposes of him. This is however an illusion. By the rational con

ception of the relation between the absolute and the world as a dialecti

cal principle, there is no longer a real contradiction of the two. The 

absolute by being brought in this way within reach of reason has become 

immanent, and man hns again completed his movement within the cycle of 

the self. Be again disposes of the absolute; all that has changed is his 

method. The moment Grisebach became aware of this state of affairs and 

with might and main sought to break through all human methods and con

structions and to push through to contingent reality, the breach with ~ 

dialectical theology was inevitable. For the time being, however, he seems 

to be under its spell and is himself the captive of the dialectical me

thod, so that on account of his rationalisation of the contradictory re

lation between the absolute and the world, we are still in a position to 

provide a formula tor the relation between truth and reality. If the 

formula we constituted in connection with his two previous works read: 

Actuality qua Truth~Reality, the new dialectical formula we can set up 

in reference to Die Schule des Geistes reads: Actuality qua polarity 

between Truth and Reality, Faith and Knowledge, Religion and Philosophy. 

Truth as ••••••••••••••••• 
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CHAPTER V 

tRUTH AS REFLECTION IN REALITY 

In the preface to Erkenntnis und Glaube Grisebacb writes: 

Diose Arbeit schliesst unmittelbar an f Die Schule des Geistes' 
(Niemeyer 1921 ) ~n und sucbt die dort gewonnene Spbare des 
Widersprucbs auszubauen. 

The chaotic condictions in Germany after the First World War did not per• 

mit a serious and responsible thinker like Eberhard Grisebach to rest on 

his laurels. Dis genuine concern tor human existence, his dilligent search 

tor truth, and his anxious questions about reality are revealed in the 

tact that be did not hesitate to revoke his own writings if circumstances 

compelled him to give an answer different from that given in. his previous 

works. It mDy be said that it was the actualfircumstanccs that led Grise

bach to the eventual dismantling and scrapping of his constructive ratio-

nal apparatus. Step by step his philosophical .structure was broken down, 

until he stood on the real ground ot everyday life and activity. At first, 

the form as a principle of culture had to give way to tho universal cul-

tural act. But already in Die Schule des Geistos, this act was a b~ act, 

an answer to tho permanent question of religion about the absolute, which 

answer, by its failure to reach the absolute, made clear the inaccessibi-

lity ot the latter to the human mind. Thereby man was restricted to the 

sphere of becoming or actuality, while the absolute remained transcendent 

and could only be embraced in faith. Nevertheless, in Die Schule des Geis-

tea 1 can, in spite of constant f~.il\•.re, was still idealistic enough to 

believe that the world gained reality through the actualisation of matter 

by reason in form of the concept. He still in his continued cultural ac-

tivlty saw the universal law of reason, and again, it was reason that, be-

cause of man's failure to comprehend the absolute, demonstrated to hira the 

rationality of faith. The dialectical relation between the abs~lnte and the 

world was thus understood as a rational principle. Dy the rationalisation 
ot the contradictory relation between the absolute and the world, however, 

this contradiction became something immanent in man's mind, thue being no 

longer !!!! contradiction but, as a rational principle, corresponding again 

with the law of identity. 
But was ••••••••••••••••••• 
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.But was there still room for an indealistic rationalism as expounded in 

Die Schule des Geistes ? Had not the actual situation considerably changed 

in the Germany of the early nineteen-twenties ? Did not the various ideo

logies clash with each other by the full impact of their respective claim 

to absoluteness ? There was still the unbridgeable contrast between a 

shallow positivistic scientism on the one hand and an unreal idealistic 

metaphysics on the other, which had already cleft the Germany of the 19th 

century and which the young generation attempted to overcome by Selbst-

besinnung, that is, a reflection upon one's own self which led to a new 

Innerlichkeit 1 viz., the evolution of the universe from t.he experience ot 

one's own spiritual l.ife as it manifests itself in the creative act. Grise• 

bach's Kulturphilesopbische &rbeit der Gegenwart in part~cular was an ex

ample of this. There was further the head-on collision between the materia• 

list world-view of the socialists o'f all shades and the more or less idea• 

listic in some cases idealistic-biologistic Weltanschauung, of the nationa

of all shades, while the parties in the centre subscribed to a rationalist 

or Christian world-view. It was obvious that in such chaotic circumstances, 

when parties no longer merely differed in views, but were definitely bent 

on each other's destruction, it was no longer possible to find behind man's 

activities a universal principle of reason. Thus Grisebach was forced to 

put afresh the question about the real. In many discussions with his friend, 

the theologian Friedrich Gogarten, the distinction between theology and 

philosophy was aga.in thoroughly investigated and a clear limit was to be 

drawn between knowledge and faith. In Erkenntnis und Glaube the province 

of knowledge is outlined to the point where the theologian must take over. 

Friedrich Gogarten has dealt with the realm of faith in his treatise !22 

Glaube und Offenbarung ( Eugen Diedrichs, 1922 ) and in his essay!!:!!:. 

scheidung in the quarterly Zwischen den Zeiten (Kayser in Munich). 

Grisebach's whole philosophjcal career may be conceived as the gradual de

~QYthologisat:f.on of philosophy, by which is meant his gradual -turning away 

from the constructive cultural task of philosophy and his eventual concen

tration on its purely critical and finally mere warning function. In other 

words ••••••••••••. 
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words, Grisebach makes use of philosophy as a critical instrument in order 

to abolish philosophy itself, by which reduction man rests on the actual 

foundation of contingent experience, that is, the real conflict and con-

tradiction of everyday life. Unlike Marx, Grisebach, by the nullification 

.of philosophy, does not merely mean that the having ... become-philosophical 

of the world requires an as complete becoming-worldly of philosophy, which 

would. only amount to turning away from idealism and reading a philosophi-

cal or rational structure into the real, i.e., the material world. Grise• 

bach wants to push through to the real contradictory situation in which 

I find myself w:lth.my fellowman now and then. He wants to end all indivi• 

dualism, viz. allmegoistic unilateral positing and postualtes, on the part 

of the individual, who offers his self-constituted projects, methods, sys ... 

tems to the world as a means for solving man's conflicts, problems, and 

difficulties, who pretends to know the truth and the real, thus posing - -
as a leader. Instead,Grisebach points to the actual contradiction existing 

between ma.n and his fellowman, and shows that it is by this very contra-

diction, that they are referred to one another. Man is thus a communal 

being and cannot afford to be an individualist, which inevitably-means 

living in isolation, away from his fellowman, and, therefore, away from 

real;ity. ~tan lives not in oneness but in twoness; and only in reference 

to his fellowman and by a common effort in a situation of conflict and 

contradiction!!!! work is being done. All projects, systems, plans, me• 

thods, constructions by scientists, philosophers, educationists, artists, 

politicians, or any other individuals that lay claim to lead man into rea-

lity or ethical existence, are thus rejected by Grisebach. It is not sur

prising, then, that philosopft.J must stop pretending that it derives reality 

and ethical existence from *presupposed real grounds of whatever nature, 

whether material or ideal, constituted by ·itself. This, Grisebach argues, 

is just to keep moving within the circle of the self. No real question is 

asked, because nothing is really in question or uncertain. The question is 

answered by the presupposed rea;l grounds of philosophy, which as grounds 

that are either understood, comprehended intuitively, or embraced in faith, 

are always immanent, even though they are often declared to be emanent.By 

the comprehension ••• ~ •• ~.~-~ •• ~ •• 

.. 
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the comprehension of tbc dialectical process in a S)'Stem like that of 

Hegel or Marx, for inetnnce, contradtction bns lost its ,real character~ 

It baa been. dissolved into a rational la\v and as such corresponds to the 

latv ot identity. The m>:ths of philosophy, i.e., its self-constituted and 

presumed "real" crounds of whatever nature, mat.erial or idea.l, empirical, 

or rational must be destroyed. Only by this demythologisation ·can we hope 

to penetrate to the real, i.e., the really emanent. This .really emanent, 

however, is uot something that is understood to be emanent, tor in that 

ease it would, as we have observed, really be immanent, but something that 

is experienced as that tvhich puts in question the truth posited by rne1 ot 

whatever nature this truth may be, private, scientific, ethical, philoso

phical, or aesthctical. It is that trhich puts me in question as a selt, 

which restricts me to the communal relationship with my fellowmart •. In 

sbort, it .is that which cries halt to .me by contradicting me, tcaohing 

me .modesty and humility, and perhaps.cven teaching me to bear thiils cantra• 

diction in silent suffering, at which moment I. should be leading an ethi• 

cal existence. It is clear from the very start that that something affor-

ding me realuexpcrienee can onlybc .my fellomnan. 

Small wonder,then, that Grisebacb consistently demythologises his own 

philosophy and destroys his own real grounds one after the other, no mat

ter whethe.r they are called cultural· form, cultural act, or principle of 

reason, etc. Grisehach's work Erkenntnis ond Glaube is a first attempt to 

establish the .!:!!.! eroancnce ot the real ground ill the above mentioned sen• 

se ot the word. lt no longer is understood, even as standing in a·dialec

tical rellltion to the world, nor can. it 'be er.1braced by faith any longer, 

as was .still 'the ,case in Die Sehule des Qcistes. In Erl{enntnis und Glaube, 

the real ground is mel'ely reflected in the Besiehungsg~setzlichkeit, i.e., 

in· the law of relatedness which consists in the indis.solublc and irre

nJ.ovable contrast and contradiction between subject and object. 

Accordingly, Brisebach, at first, shows that tbe sub,1ect can never be 

identical w.ith the object. 'lhe law of identity is inapplicable, and we 

experience the tension or conflict betwee.n subject and object. The will, 

too •-·• .••.•...•.•.••..• • 
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too, belongs to self-conscious existeatce. It is constituted by subjective 

and objective factors as well as by purpose. From this it follows that the 

will cannot be traced to some rational or irrational origin • It manifests 

itself in the permanence of man's fluctuating movement between not-knowing 

and wanting-to-know, not-having and wanting-to-have. The real ground of 

distinction cannot be included in the law of relatedness, i.e., the law 

of contradiction, by which the relation between subject and object is gover-

ned. It no longer is in any way at man's disposal, neither through reason 

nor through faith, and it does not contradict man directly either. In 

fact, Grisebach points out, man could not bear direct contradiction by the 

absolute. It is thus completely emanent. From this it becomes clear that 

the absolute, in contrast to Die Schule des Geistes, does not set itself 

as a task either. My willing has its cause in the polarity between subject 

and object, and it is this polarity that sets my self-consciousness its 

task. It is in the oscillation between wanting-to-know and not-knowing, 

wanting-to-have and not-having that the law of action consists. In other 

words, man moves between the law of contradiction as his real ground and 

the concealed absolute. The latter is reflected in the rapture between 

subject and object. As a fourth factor or principle it causes the tension 

between the elements which we call the will, without being the ground. of 

our willing. 

Das vierte Prinzip begriindet eine Sp•nung zwischen den 
Elementen, die wir als Willen ansprechen, ohne dass wir im 
Wollen diesen Grund besitzen. So macht sich das vierte 
Moment im Willen geltend ••••• Die Haltung des wollenden 
Menschen wird durch ein Gesetz bestimmt, _das uns in Spannung 
hiilt, wei! wir von jed.er Identitat ausgeschlossen sind. Wir 
gewinnen so im Reflex, oder wir konnen aueh sagen spekulativ 
im Spiegel unseres denkbaren Sinngefuges das Ergebnis der 
Spannung.l) 

The law of contradiction, in the first place, refers us to the real goods 

and values, i.e., to a content that manifests itself as becoming. Every

thing is constantly being put in question, and history moves between ques

tion and relative reality. The difference from Positivism is the real 

ground, the relationship of which we do not know. It is only m!Lrrored in 

our reflection as docta ignorantia. 
The most ..................... 

1) E. Grisebach, Erkenntnis und Glaube, P• 17 
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The most intesifi.ed reality or the law of relatedness in its most acute 
~is 

form is e:Kperienced in the relation between man and/fellowman. lf it can 

still be sait1 in. tbe case of man 'a relation to nature that, through the 

application of his technological methods, man ( the subject ) roaster.s na• 

ture ( object ) , at least to a certain extent,~ his fellowman can.not be 

subjected to such a treatment. He opposes, contradicts, and bids man halt. 

His oppos.ition is experienced as man's limit. It is thus not a kn.own oppo• 

sition in a rational sense, an opposition that is comprehen.ded and there-

fore immanent, but it is ,an encounter with the emnnent, viz., real con-

tr~diction that causes confU.ct and creates a crisis between man and bis 

fellowmt:ut. From the epistemological poin.t ·or view it could only be stated 

that the broken nature of our own self a:nd the crisis-situation between 

man and hi.s fellowman lead to a not-knowing of the absolute. 'l'h.s doeta 

. ignorantia, in tur.n, restricts us to the situDtion .of conflict existing 

between man and his fellowman. It, therefore, points to·an ought, i.e., 

the duty of accepting one's fellowman's contradiction and the obligation 

to boar it. It is by this encounter with the real or the emanent, that is,. 

on:c•s fell.Otman., that man's existence becomes ethical existeace, and tbis 

ethical existence is one in faith. But, now, in accordance with docta ig-

norantia, which concept we gained from the experience of the brokeness of 

our own self and the contradictory relation between tflaD and his fellow-

man, faith .is no longer founded upo.n reason or philosophy. It no::•longer 

embraces anything. On the cot'ltrary, fnitb now means: delivering oneself 

up to the actual er.isis itself and bearing one's suffering. obediently and 

in silence. ln order to realise clearly the importance of the change that 

has taken place in Grisebach's philosophy that sets tiJe pattern for all 

his future thought, we deem it necessary to quote him here in full: 

Ich biite mi ch nun wohl, uber den Glauben als Erkennender etwas 
Direktes .zu sagen. Die Philosophie bat ja nur die Autgabe, der 
Erkenntnis die Grenzen zu weisen, kri tischer noch als der Kr.i• 
tizismus den Glauben, d.h., die Verleibung des Ursprungscharak• 
ters und seines nbsoluten Akzents, fur eich abzulehnen ••••••••• 
Die Philosophie ala Erkenntnis aller das Sein konstituierenden 
Pri.nzipion endet mit absoluter Ohnmabhtigkeit •. Die dialektische 
8eziehungsgeeotzl1cllJteit ist ohne die absolute Macht des Ur
aprungs, ohne Einheit tm.d ldentitat. Sie ist ein mit Bezug aut 
jedes Moment zwiespaltigee System von Beziehungen, das fur den 
Widerspruch off en blelbt tmd somi t weder Glauben beanspruchen 

dart •••••••••••••••••• 
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dart. noeh irgend eine Beziebung zu einem absoluten Ursprung; 
aber sio lebnt den Glauben auch nicht ab. Nur ist das, was 
jctzt Glaube bedeutet, etwas a.naeres als Erkenntnis. Die Er• 
k:enntn1s lasst den Glauben im Widarspruch geltcn. Die Erk.ennt.;. 
nis kann nur diesen Glauben widerspiegeln, nur die Treue und· 
Permanenz des .Fra.gens bewabrcn; sie muss .auf jede absolute 
Antwort vcrzicbten und 1m Wi<lerspruch die .Krisis auszubalten 
sttcben. l) · 

Here the limit of philosophy is clearly indicated. It is confined to the 

broken world of man, to his cultural goods., which, whether scientific .or 

aesthetic, result from man's contrad.i.ctory a~~ivity. Where everytJ1ing is 

in question, philosophy can only continue cultivating the loyalty of ques

tioning. Tb.ere is no answer in the sense of a solution, but only the per.;.; 

man.eney of the crisis, which philosoplty must learn to avcept as inevitable. 

In· the common task ot creating the goods, therefore, in which the teilow~ 

man's claim .and challenge .are keenly experienced, lies·the seouree.of 

.faith, der Ort des Glaubens. Faith no longer represents n human effort, 

but .is the share of the origin, which confers upon the goods of the commtt• 

nity possible concrete value. 

Alle Gcgenstandlichkeittm .sind nur .1m Werden, sie sind als 
Ganzes unserer Welt zu fassen. An dem verdichte·~sten Punkte 
dieser werdenden Wirklicbkeiten, dort, wo der Ring der Gu• 
ter in der Gemeinschaft sich scblicsst ••• ~ • •••• dort, wo d.ie 
Frage zusammenfassend n&eh einem Anderen gcstellt wird und. 
der Widerspru.eh taut wird als Widerspruch·und Anspruch des 
Anderen, in dieser Gemelnschatt ist der ort des Glaubens • ~ ••• 
Die Erkcnntnis kann mit ihrer Dialektik diese Beziehung des 
absoluten Ursprungs zu uns nieht begrunden; sie kMn nur 
aut .. ihrS~kfialektik hinweisen, 1ro die Bezogenheit des neal
grundes in der Spannung der realen Gemeinscbatt sicht off.en• 
bart. 2) · ·. · ·. 

F:rom this it follows that philosophy has no concept of tbe revelation of 

the real ground as it occurs in the very conflict and contradiction, uhen 

all human knowledge is ques~ionable and on.ly our ignorance .1s real. It is 

thus absolutely incompetent to taUt :about faith, grace, redemption, res~-

reetion, and the kingdom of God. This io the exclusive business of the 

theologian. Philosophy can only participate in the prime process of real 

'dialectic, the Orgeschehen del' realen Dialektik; it has no concept of it. 

This real dialectic1-; a.lways remains a miracle, in the sense ot always 

tieing ••• ~••••••••••••••• 

1) Erkenntnis und Glaube, ppe38-39 

2) E. Grisebach, (ffl.c1t. 1 P• 40 
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being problcmntic. The tbeologian, now, values t)le real ground dlfteren.tly 

from the philosopher, who is confined to the problematic occurence of the 

actual world. To him it is the absolute no, which puts and end to our logic 

and to our historical knowledge, causing us to question again, only 1lo rea

lise once more our ignorauce because of the problematic character of reali-

ty, i.e., the contradictoriness and brokeaness of all our principles, me• 

thode, systems, views - in brief, our constitutive activity. 

We are thus aware that ,the truth is no longer found by the constitution on 

our part of logical or ra.tional systems of knowledge pointing towards some 

intelligible universal principle or· ·rational ground- which is idefitical with 

our own rational nature. Truth is now the very opposite~ It is no longer 

accessible to our reason nor embraceable by rational faith. It is, on the 

contrary, the totally incomprehensible, which is only reflect~d in the bro

ken nature. of our self, the contra4ictiori between subject and ,object, the 

crisi~,between man and his .fellowman, and the rupture of the cofrJtnm.ity. 

Truth, paradoxi¢ally enough, as the reflection in the cr.isis, i.e., as the 

law of contradiction, leads ua to true .reality, which is no longer derived 

from a self-consti toted real ground and therefore is no longer .homoge.neous, 

but it has become he.terogeneous qnd problematic. It is eXperienced. by the 

contral'U.etion on the part of the fellomnan. The real situation, therefore, 

is the actucal crisis in which I :f'ind myself with my fellowman, which it is 

my duty to a~cept,and which I .am obliged to bear. This crisis Grisebach 

.himself acutely experienced in a. war-battered Ger.many. It manifested it

self in the field of human knowledge, in th.e tine arts, but above all ns c. 

a crisis of man's very existence in a world whose accepted values, standards, 

and traditions .had become highly questionable. Their universal an.d absolute 

claim. caused man to overreach and overestimate himself. His immense pride 

in his culture and civilisation and the vainglory he exhibited i.n connec

tion with his scientific and technological success boosted his ego to such 

an extent that he lost all sense of porportion and deemed himself infallible 

and capable of anything. Tho catastrophe that in the form of the First World 

War followed as the inevitable anti-climax b.a~ exposed as an illusion the 

claim of science, philosophy, the htiilanities, and th.o fine arts to being 

able ~ ••••••••••••••••••• 
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able to find the truth, to lead man to a better life, and to enable him 

to lead an ethical existence. Smn.ll wonder, then, tbP.t Grisebach caet a 

vote of no confidence in ht.mlt\n reason and that he made it one of his prin• 

clpal tasks to expose the futility of a reality based on the self-reali-

sation of man, a reality tttat wna self-constructed and immanent, and there-

tore, no true reality. 

But the question wil.l immediately be asked: \That about Gris ebach? Has he 
succeeded in penetrating to tho real '? If he draws our attention to tbe 

·contradictoririess ot man's truths, ·i.e., man.•s culturai goods, is he justi• 

ficd in declaring this contradictoriness to be the.very structure ·Of rea-

lity, a.nd has he thereby not himself constituted another principle, espe• 

cially when he insists 'that in contradictoriness the real ground is re• 

fleeted ? Does, ·in fact, Grisebo.ch's argument not show some logical syste-

matic procedure, .a certain method based on concepts ? We are afraid that 

these questions point to· a very serious d.eficiency., and that Grisebach 

would find it hard to answer then satisfactorily. 

first 
In the/place, Grisebach t~rould point out that the problematic nature ~of ren• 

lity is not so much a matter ot cognition as of contln.gent exper.ienee. Con• 

tradiction on' the part o.f my fellowman is something I experience in actua• 

lity now and then. Only when I am directly participating in the prime pro-

cess of real dialectics, viz., directly experiencing the conflict between 

subject and object and the inner brokeRncss of my nature as a result of my 

oscillation between contradiction and the real ground of contradict.ton, am 

.I in the real situation, but I am not when I merely reflect upon it. Re-

flection merely makes me realise the problematic .nature ot all cognition 

and knowledge. It causes me to become conscious of the law ot relatedness· 

as the law of contradiction, which governs the relation between subject 

and object as well .as between the world and the absolute. For this reason 

the latter cannot be included, but remnins emanent. Nevertheless, Grisebach 

still epeaks·about the ·Am! ot contradiction, wbi.ch is applicable everywhere, 
to the real cultural components ot mnn, to man as an individual, to .man and 

his fellowman, and to the world and the absolute. The law of contradiction 

is tbus still conceived as a universal law, which logically and systematl• 

cally •••••···~······~ 
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to the concept of docta ignorantia or absolute not-knowing, it becomes 

immanent. It this were not so, one could not talk about an absolute at all, 

not even about its absolute transcendence or emanence. 

From the above, it follows that faith, too, is not really separated from 

reason, as it would appear at first sight, and as Grisebach would want it 

to be. On closer analysis, we find that it depends on the law of contra-

diction as a universal law. It is by being conscious of absolute not• 

knowing or by the docta ignorantia that man becomes aware of and thus 

understandsthe ought, i.e., the obligation to his fellowman with whom he 

stands in a contradictory relation. It is by the docta ignorantia, there• 

fore, that I am led to an ethical existence, i.e., to being enabled to 

suffer my fellowman's contradiction,thus being in faith. 

It becomes clear that Grisebach has not escaped systematic construction. 

By the systematic application of the law of contradiction, he has merged 

with contradictory real~~y, which is true because it rests on the rational 

concept ot docta ignorantia. Grisebach's method is simply the inversion 

of the " constructive method "• Instead of building up the werld by man's 

will and reason and thus arriving at the absolute by his own effort, he 

permits man's striving and knowledge to be contradicted, so that, by total 

ignorance, he falls in line with the universal law of contradiction. By 
be 

allowing his ego to be shrunk by contradiction, Grisebach hopes to/led to 

true ethical existence, i.e., true faith, by which, however indirectly, a 

relation is established to the absolute. Thus by the inverted or indirect 

method, man has again been fused with the absolute. The difference between 

Grisebach's previous works and Erkenntnis und Glaube is that in the former 

this fusion constitutes the transcendence of actuality, i.e., the finite 

world of man's activity, whereas in Erkenntnis und Glaube ·~ft~pal~~l. fs, 

rather ,. subscended " or sidestepped in a negative manner, instead of trans

cended or ove~stepped. Communication with the real ground no longer occurs 

through man's own effort, but through the opposite, namely, man's delivering 

himself up to the actual situation, by bearing in passion the contradiction 

on the part or his fellowman, in which contingent experience man encounters 

the real and his existence becomes an ethical existence, i.e., an existence 

in faith. 
It, in ••••••••••••••••••• 
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If, in Erke.nntnis und G)aube, sought to lay down the limits of philosophy 

and knowledge and to effect its clear separation from theology, religion, 
-.... / .•. ' ·. 

and faith, he, in Die Grenzen des Erzieher.s und seine Verantwortung., in a 

more detailed manner, attempts to stake out the limits of man's activities, 

and above all .investigates the educational problems resulting. from. themo 

He subjects to_, a critical examination the pedagogical and educational~ claim 

of man's constitu-tive a~tiv!ty, puts the question about the possibility .of· 

edu6ation, and seeks to define the limits of the educationist .. 'lhe" dis

cussion revolv~s around th.e constant danger of individualism and histori-

_- eism, ioee, the_ evolution of a Weltanschauung from the individual sel:f, 

respectively_ the un~versal subject, vizo, ·~ WeltansehauurtS based. on the 

scientifi~ examination of man's activity in the plist, .wbich activity is· 

known precisely because it,is a product .of the pa~t, something that has be ... 

come, instead of is b~comingo SU:cii a Weltanschautmg; .. therefore, has its 

starting-point .in the past and·· not .the present •. It thus ·stan~s to reason 

.that the constitution of that which has become and which .represents that 

which we call knowledge, no matter whethel' scientific, ethical, aesthetical, 

or d.i vi~e knowledge . is concerned, misses the real' and keeps mov.ing within 

the circle of the self. The reE~.l,aecording to Grisebach,. ._s not that which 

has become; but tl:lat whi·ch is 'becoming •. It is_, however, precisely that which 
· · in· ... 

defies a~l .;.constitution and. puts/ question our knowledge, viz., the _consti ... 

tution Of the past in ~he above sense, bu~ it,can only be received .as a 

' 
gif:~, if we Coropletel~. ~bandon ourselves to cont_ingent experiene:eo 

In.the above mentfoned discussion, Grisebach may now be said in some sense 

to apply the method.of Socrates, whom he regards in any case as the con-

science of-man. He sees in him a disturbing and alarming element, which 

shakes man from his apathy, l~thrirgy, complacency, 'and selt ... contentment, 
. ' 

which ruthlessly and inexorably destroys his self ... constitaited· dream-world, 

.and in which he experiences an illusol:y feeling of security and imagines 

hi.ms.elf to be. o~e with nature or ~ality, and plun.ges him into true reality, 

name;J.;r,.the contratilictory, actual 'World of practical lifeo Die Grenzen des 

Erziehers constit~te~ a collection of addresses to philosophical friends 
·-
-~ ... -
in Ziirich and Wiesbaden as well as lectures delivered to the students of the 

University of Jenao Each of these addresses is a rounded of:f piece in itself, 

in that••••••••••o•••••• 
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the real, wi'lieh is always actual event or occurence, because they deal with 

something that has happened, something that oceured in ~he past. And only· 

because tbe material dealt with by the sc.iences and by history .is dead mn-

terial in the sense that, as tllat ·which bas become it does not eontradict, 

it .is possible to make it comply with the applied method •. It is in this 

I 

way that ~an gain.s mastery over the ·n objective ".world• 

No such mastery-is possible, however, in connection with one's fellowman: 

Here .1 encounter someo.ne who defies my method, my opinion, and my Weltan• 

schauung. Jle puts them in question·, criticises them, disagrees, and puts 

another method, opinion, and \leltanscbauung against .my own. Which ot us is 

r.ight ? Whose method, system., concept represents reality ? Neither, Grise-

bach answers, represents reality as such; for both are mere segments of it. 

In other words, the real is the actual enco~ter taking place between my• 

self and my .fellowman. 1bis en.coun·ter brings about the Entsche.id 1 b; which 

Grisebach illcans that mart never lives in oneness, which tem,Pts him to abso• 

lCltise .his own self, but is intented to live in twonessj ,t;e~, in the con-
. 

tradietory relation 1Yitb his fellowman. 'l'be equality of all men is an :i:llu• 

sion that rests on the prev.iously men.tioned self-constituted general pre• 

mises or real grounds. In reality., we experience the inequality of r!len, that 
' ., 

is, their differences, conflicts, contradictions, which- cause a great deal 

of suffering and gri.ef. In other words, .reality is never found in the rati-

.nal structure of a scientific method of l"'lbatever nature; it is never found 

io .. the past; but only in Gegenwart, i.e., .in the actual contradiction bet

ween .man anti his fellomnan. This contradiction is revealed in all wnllts of 

life, in m.:tn 's cul turnl goods and values, as the manifestitation of tbe con• . ' 

tradietory nature ot human. ·existence. lt follows that it is this very con• 
) 

-tradic:tion, the Entscheid, that leads man to .Bescheidung, whlcb could be 

translated by self-contro1 or self-restraint~ and lastly_to Bescheidenhcit, ·-..... 

J..e., humility_. A"~ i~ peradventure we learn to liv-e with the contradictio~ 

on the p~t of our fel~omnan, instead of trying to conquer and repress J?,im, 

we might eventually come to be blessed by being enabled to suffer and bear 

this contradiction. In so doing, we s~ould then~lead an ethical existence 

and should have found peaee in taith. 

Just like ••••••••• · ••••••• 
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Jus.t like in Erkonntnis ·und Gtaube lh; ili.e Gronzen d.es Er~ieners, too, 
F -R 

11 Der Riss in der Gern:einschaft ist der Reflex des Realgrundes "·l) The 

brokeness of our nature als6 determines the brokeness ot the real goods• 

• 
1'lle law of contradiction ;i.s a clearly formulated. On .cloeer observation, we 

migbt even say thnt its forcefulness has been.incrcased by stripping it· of 

any b.istorW:ru colouring it might s~ill have possesses in Erke.nntnt.s und 

Glaut;>e 1 where the real goods still represented the relative anslfer to the 

continual qu.estion about the absolute, so that history moved between. ques• 

tion and relative reality. In Gr.enzen des Er?.iehcrs, now, it may be said 

that Grisebach proceeds further ir1 the dirdction ot a dualism, namely, the 

se~ration of ·truth and reality, truth being ot a theoretical, systematic, 

and scientific nature dealing with tlle :past, and reality being ot a prac-

tical, contingent, _problematic, and .incomprehensible nature ,occurring and 

being experienced in the present. However, in Grenze~ des Erzi.ehera man'.s 

theoretical perspecti,ves are still rccogniGe.d as representing segments of. 

the real in their contradictoriness, so t~at any scienti f.ic or .scholarly 

work and any k.ind of constitutive or cultural '\York for that matter re• 

present a common task. Hence the cultural goods are not a product of some 

real, ground, some universal. values constituted t>y one or the otller thinh:er, 

but they are the fruit of the community. Their contrac.Uctory nature keeps 

man questio.nilig. 'l'he comn-ton task concerning the goods is thus set by the 
1.• • 

permanent crisis. But here .in .Grenzen des Erzicbers, Gri.sebacb makes it very 

clear that this actual work concerni'n,g the goods, which is occuring the the 

present., must be clearly distinguished from the sei·entific and scholarly 

work about the goods ot the ·past, which goods possessed practical or real 

meaning only in their time, '"hen being produced and. used in a particul.ar 

situation. From this it follows that history is alive only in as much as we 

have to-day determined its law by the brokeness of our nature, i~e., the 

antagonism existing between the " I '' and the n Thou ". By Grisebaeh • s 

law of h.isto~y, a clear setJarntion has thus beeil established between the 

remembered past und experleneed actuality. This separation seems to be the 

new development since Erkenntnis und G),aube 1 where history stil.l a,ppears to 

have been ••••••••••.•••••• 

l) P• 28 
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h~wo been conceived as the contradictory and broken series ot man's cul-
., 

tural syst~ms. In ?rep~~n des Erzie~;ers, Griscbach makes· it clear that 

history is being experienced in tb0 present by the law •• ~£. the, coMI"T!unitz 

( contr-adiction between him and his fJOllomnan. ) • .In this. way I by the law 

of history, whi.ch is synonymous tYitb the laVJ of the community, man from 

the present :ls referr-ed to the :tuture, thnt is, to his eventually being 

enabled to bear the .ante.gonism on the _par~t- of his fellowman. The experience 

_of histot•y in this conti.ngcnt manner strips it of historicism, viz., being 

the mere science ot past_ e·\rEmts and occ:iurcnces, and, therefore, of that 

which hae become, which cl)n never h.ope to touch the real. The exper.ience 

ot history as contingent experience causes it, so to speak, to become anti•. 

histo.tic.ltl and merges it with the actual event. This event being the ant:ago-

nistic relation between man aitd 'hie fellowman, by which everything becomes 

questionable and uncertain. The .law o.t history, too, points to faitJ:!.a and 

as in the contradictory relation betwcnn man and his felloWf!lan the real. 

Mound is reflected., and l~ctera man to the absolute tn the aame indirect 

way and by· the same inverted mctbod that we observed in Erlcenntnis un<l 

Glaube. 

Before ~:~~P.Jt. ad absurdUil'l mnn •s attempt to arr.ive at real or ethical 

existence by so~r;e self-constituted real grounds, whether material or ideal, 

empJ.r.ical or rational, Grisebach discusses the position in respect to the 

real of the Danish thinker Soren Kierkegaard. He argues that Kicrkegaard's 

tbinldng can be called concrete only r.here he actually contradicts Hegel's 

philosophy, i.e., where he really enters the. historical world of contl:l.ct 

and limitation and directly pa.rticipates in it by denying tl:lat Hegel has 

reached absolute truth. By raising the problem of religious existence in 

contr~diction to Hegel •.s rational theology, Kierkegaard has entered into 

an actual relation with hta felloWman., a condit·ion he postulated himself 

in his book I::ither I. Or. The moment, how\nler, that Kierkegaard begins to 

reflect upon·this problem as an indi'Vioual religious thinker, he leaves 

real dialeeti.c,i.e •. , actual:_ contradiction, behind again in .favour of theo• 

retical dialectic, i.e., tbe.rational comprehension of the paradoxical re• 

lat.ionship between God and birnaelt. By- the rational conati-tutfron of this 

relation, th~efore, he move.s from the practi·cal world o:t communal lite or 

reality to the individualistic, :i.solated world, of theory ·Or truth. 

I 
\ 
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.In the first address conta.ined in (_}l"enzen de~. Erz~ebcrs t which bears the 

salle title as the book, .Grisel)acb at first lashes.out against the gene~a.l 
• • • . ! ' 

/ 

mania and obsession to eduacte. It is not surprising th.at the Sl"ime theme 

occurs twelve years later, .nttcr the second dcf,eat of Germany •. in a ser.ie.s 

of yet unpublished lectures delivered to .stud.ente ot education at the· Uni

versity of Zurich, shortly before hie death; tor in both cases th.is rf.lania 

tor education is the reeult. ot a feeling of decadence of the Bour.geois .col-

ture, values, and way of. U.fe •. )ta.n· appears sick and has lost hie balance. 
' r:· . . . . . . . . - . . 

Already Strindberg, Niettsche, .and Dostoevsky·,. Grisebach poi-C)'ts out, had . . . . . . . 

treated. the .. theiJle ot.decadence and disintegration • .Renee. th~ tmperious de• 

! mana to.r more and better. educatio~, to.r_ new leaders to point the way out 

ot our dilemma. But in connection with the demand for new ways in education, 

the question of i,ts possibilities has also. ·been ra.scd. According . to what 

principle a,nd for what go.al. should man be educated·' In tbe existing crisis,' 

therefore, education had become quite. proble~tic and had .. touched the prac

tical sph~re of the real: but as .soon as the question is asked about the 

goal of education, it is shoved back into the sphere otthe theoretiea.l, tor 

now history ll and the sciences resume their competition ot pointing out 

to man the goal of education. Thus Grisebach dedicates a length": discusaio·n 

to the attempt of history to 1mderstand the nature or essenee ot man and 

reality from the past with the aid of the positivistic method, as it was 

also applied by the sciences. Thus Grisebach s.a.ys about Dilthey: 

Aucb Diltheys Leben war cUeser Aut'gabe gewidmet, ·Vergangenheit 
zu verstehen.: in der Asche der Toten die Seele lebendig zu 
lnllchen •. Ich mochte das Problem des .historischen Verstehens 

· ciazu be~utz-en, nacl1 .Ablehnung der individtt4alistischen Ge• 
slichichtsnuttassung in·eine dialektischo Geschichtsphilo
·sophie einzufiihren. 2) 

Thus Grisebaeh,.rejeets as tutile any attempt to'revive the past. It cannot 

show us the. way 'to' troth and reality, becaus.e it. is irrevocably dead. it 

· onl7 lends itself to theore·tical and academic discussion., ~nd, as· ,;,uch, 

affords us theoretical knowledge. Oilly when we question tbe'philosophical 

systems.' •••••••••••••• 

1) History a·nd histollari are used by Grisebach in a wide. sense. Often by 
history he means more the,history of cultu.re or the philosophy of 
history than history proper which seeks to arrange and interpret the 
mass of historiCllda.ta. · 

2). Die Grenzen _des, Jb:zicbers 1 p.20. 
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systen1s of tho past, e-.g., that of Spinoza, Leibniz, or Kant, sball we 

reaU.se their unilateral and cont.radictory character, shall we conceive 

their attempts as relative-errors,anu only at this mom-ent ot qneetj,9ning, 

the past beCOittc.!s the present, because, -nor.;, we ourselves d.irectly p.arti-

eipate in the real work about tbe.trutb. Tbus history ie real only in so 

tar as i·t is questioned by us to-day. 

Durch die Auseinandersetzung mit der Verge.ngenbeit, im
Widerspruche zu ibren Leistungen wird allein cite • Kon• 
- tinuitat• ·getvabrt. 1) 

To be real, history must merge with the actual, the common struggle and 
- . . . '. ( 

work concerned with. the components o.f culture. Instead of bein.g something 

that is remembered, something that bas happened or bec01ne 1 it is now some• 

thing that is hltppening or becoming. It, ·too, jusi like the sciences, is 

subject to the law of the community, the permanent crisis. For this reason, 

no single person, no individual thinker is abl~ .to rcter us to the origin 

or ground of the world, only the commun'ity .is referred to the real ground, 

i.e., the real is reflected in its rupture·: 

\Yir suchen nach der Gesetzlik'ist:Jigkeit d.cr hirstorischen Welt, 
der auch die NattJrkenntnis, als historische Arbei t gofasst, 
untersteht. Diese Gcset~massigkeit als dialektischer Deg.ritf 
ist das Gesetz _unser-e.r wid.ersprechenden, ursprungsbezogenen. 
Gemeinscb.aft, an der wir teilnehmen ••••••••••• In der dia-

. lcktischen Gesetalicb.keit nller Pr.in.zipien ist das transzen
dentale Subjckt und daB in einer ganz andcren Spharc liegen• 
de Objekt als mater.ieller -Grund mitgef"asst • .Aber wedor d.as 
eine noch das andere hat einen direkten A~teil oder cine De· 
zieb.ung .zum Realgrunde., der nur dadurcb ale atsgeecblossener 
Grund berucksichtigt wird, das.s wir .innerhalb der Bindung 
bleiben und unsere Gronze nicbt d.urch \ihergehurtg dos Wider~ 
sprechenden ubersehf'oiten. 2) 

Deing, chal-"ttcter, an.d personality are thus 110 longer tounded upon one prin

ciple, t:hether ltlateri.alistic or idealisU.c, emJ)f.rical or rational._ To pos-

sess being, now, means to_ break through the wall ot isolation \Yittl wh.ich 

the indiwidual has surrounded himself'. It means to be in actual traffic 

with his tello~lllan, by which man takes part directly in the real dialectics 

of life. Being in actual traffic with his tellowman, however, means an 

encottnter in contradiction, whereby man eXperiences his U.rnitation by his 

fellowman •••••••••••••••••• 

1) Die Grenzen des ErziehersL..p. 22 

2) Qp,cit., pp.24•25 
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felloWman, who thus to.rewarns man not to exeee4 his limits 'by escaping 

into the world of theory and rationalisation, i.e., the world of tbe self. 

Man'.s personality "thus remains split. lt retlec_ts the rupture or the law 

ot the communi"ty. It follows that neither the idealistic nor materialistic 

or soci.alist.ic goal of education is acceptable to Grisebacb. In both the 
, .. 

individualistic aJld the collect.ivistic world-view man tMnscends himself 

an(l l>ro.jects bis own ·Cofiseiousness into the idea or society 1 SO that in 

both cases be becomes Greater:nan, t.e., an ideal universal self or a mo.-

terial eollect.tve .selfe· Jacob Hommes ·in comparing Hegel with Marx says . 

for·. ins·tance: 

,. . ~ 'l 

- Gegeniibor dem burgerl:ichen • Gott • steigt nun. der,; 
proletariscbe . aut: . 4ie Gesell.schaf't in ibrer unbe• 
dingt gesellschaftlichen .. oder- kommunietisch·en Ver• 
f assn.ft.r 1,:) · · · . · · ' --o• . . . . . :· ' . . ' ·. 

Both views .are ·equally theoretical and egocentric, .-and irr :this sense 
l '' ~ 

individualistic, i.e., their dialectics bas been understood as a logical· . . . 

principle blending man rationally "into the histQl'.i~l prneess whose goal is 
. } -

known and comprehended, because it is a sclf•constituted goal. In both 
. - ' . 

ca:ses, in spite'of opposite st(lrtinga.potnts, the circle of the self has 

been completed. Man no longer exis:ts :in histgti®.·causallty in Grisebacb's 

sense of the word, viz., in the actual work, tra.f'fie, and exchange with 

his tellowmatf concerning the components of culture, but bas given up the 

world of real dial(Jct.ic toto a th~oretical d.rerun-worlC. Reality, ·however, 

consists in the . pei:+.mnen:t crisis between man and b.J.s tellomnan concerning 

these components. ·tt ie by tb~ eommoll effort to create these goods in the 

midst of the crisis' that man is referred to ·his felloWman iP contradiction, 

which· he oupt ·to bear in p~sion;. and it .is in this contradiction. that 

the real ground is reflected., ~taking care that man does not transcend his 

limit, ~t r·emaine· restricted to. the actual task ot the community. lt 

follows that man. can never achieve roal .or ethical. existence by pursuing 

absolute values, .but will ex.perience it only by taking an active part in 

the work eoneerni.ng the components of culture. 

' ' . ·~ By- the •.••.••.••••• •. •;• ••••• 

1) Kommunistiachc ldeologie un.d christliche Philoeopllie, p.25 
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By the identi.f'ica·tion ot history and actuality in the ·sense -of an actual 

common task between man and his fellowman c{'ncorning the material nndspiritual 

components of culture, individualistie;education in tho above .sense has 

become an impossibility. Such educat.ion is bound to mislead the pupil, no 

matter \Yhet.her it. takes .its starting-point from. ttatitre or t.-om the idea. 

i'b.ere is no orig.inal.ity in such a self•eonstructed method, because, as bas 

been abundantly shown before, no individual .is referred to the origin, but 

only the community is , in whose rupture the absolute is reflected .• 

There can time be .no enlightened leader carr1ing tile torch ot culture in 

front of us. The. Ulasory and fallacious character ol. these egocentric and 

· presumptbo~· claims _must. be .clearly and mercilessly exposed, and the cdu-

cator must enter the actual ~ork concerning· the,. components of culture to

gether withhis' pupil. Instead of imagining that he knows the aims ( thus 

being condes.cending and intolerant of contradt ction ·on the part of hi& 

pupil), he should confess to his ignorance, whici1 would cause him to be 

mod.est'andhumble. He sbould set a living example by accepting his natural 
I· 

limitation by-his fell~wman and. enter into an actual mutual traffic with 

his pupil consisting ot question and answer. It is in this way 'that the 

pupil aull!ticU:big is introduced to active participation itf the comm.on task 

concerning the .components of culture and that it is in this way that the 

problematic nature of all our knowledge becomes evident. Critical educa• 

tion thus discusses the real dialectics ot even.ts ,in history and in the 

community~ It is its task ·n demUcne:Chen im allgemeincn und dem Erzieher 

im besonderen se.ine Grenze zu weisen. Sie hat ihm zu eagen, was die Teil• 
I ., 1) 

nahme am wirklichen ~~-in bedeutet "., 

The oth~r addresses and ess~ys conta_ined in the book Die Grenzen des Erzie• 

!!!£! have all tb.e, same .. aim, name~y, to expose the unrealistic and tbeore-. 

tical·natur~.·or man's rational constructions, systems, methods, prin.ciples, 

and ideologies as well-as t~eir contradictions and to show that, because 
~ 

they are ,constituted in an absolute manner, all ·claiming· to know the truth 

and :r:_eaiity, it is inevitable that they 3;re 'boot upon destroying each otbe.r. 

As long as man constitutes his troth in an absolute manner ·and .in an incUvi-

dialistic ••••••••••••••• 

1) E.Grisebach, Die Grenzen des Erziehers, p.37 
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dua~~stic way,· therefore, it is impossible for him to work tDgether with 

his . fellowman. tor the common weal •. On the contrary, he is th.en. inclined. 

t{) be selt'..;righteoils, dogMatic, and: l*;ltolerant. Instead. of making a common 
. . . 

ettort flitth .his fellowman 1t1 the interea't .of the community ~s a whole,· he 
' . . . 

endeavours 'to annihila·te :his .t:ival. The result is not tpe .struggle about 

the goods by·whlch man .is referred to his fellowman, but the ·desire to 

wipe. out the other .. ,. torce. Insteac:l ot humility, tbere is pride• instead 

of love, hatred 1 instead of peace,,. war and total destruction • . As Grise bach 
. . . . .. 

' . 
had s~.en. too. much ot this, he .devoted his lite to showing-man the problema• 

tic nature of the real and the questionability of allourkno\vledge. He 

makes the attempt to .re.f'c.r · him to the practical region of the actual event,, 

to tb.e task he has in common with his fellowman. namely, to work on the 

goods ·in a~c.ordance with the brokeneo$ ~f his nature Ullder the law of c~m· 
~ - • • w • • 

. . 

tradiction and the coamun.i.ty~ in whose :rupture only _the real. gro_und is re.;. 

fleeted. Tii~- absolute ·is tber.efore emanentc and its· relation. to the world 
. . . ·- . 

·cannot be comprehended., Again it is thus by tbe permanency of the ques• 

tion, the docta ignorantia, that we are led to an ethical existf.mce and to 

faith. Like in Erkenntnls und Gtaube 1 the.refore. philos~phy is .restricted 

to the field of ~xpericnee as an experience of contradiction, which. puts ·; 

in question all our cognlti.on and renders problematic all· our knowledge. 

11\gain the·doctaignorantia 1$ the result of tho total rupture between the 

world and.· the_absolute. the -result, th-erefore, of the absol~·te Bntecheid •. 

It follow.s. that _religion is no· ~onger ·a system or doctrine that is· founded . 

upon. philosoph>" or rational lnsigbt, but· it~ too, is the result ·of the 

.Entscheid. Religion thus 

bedeutetdas Endo ,;Ieder ins Unendliche 
·schweifendtm Erklarung und Erkenntnis~ sie ent.zieht sieh 
j~u:lem Begritt Ond joder Deutung ais cU.e Jtrisis der Er
kenntnis, als Anlass ibres .· imautheb_baren Widersprucbs ••••• ·• 
Nu:r in der tiirklichkeit des historischcn Geschehens ktmn 
der Gegenstand der Religion geglaubt und der Bezug ange-
nolnmon worden. 1) · 

Again we witness bow, by the scrapping of al_l tbeoret~cal methods, the 

field of actual events merges with the region ot faith, in ·that religion,~ 

" allcr wtssenscbaftlichen Arbei t erst il:l'"e Su»s·tanz un,d FragesteU.un.g 

gibt." 2 ) -And this also holds true of theology as the science ot the 

religious ••• • ••• ">: .•••••.• 

l)E.GriAebach, l)ie Grenzen des Er*hers.&. pp.221-223 

2) Op.cit., p.227 ~ 123 • 
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religious good. As such it is also part ofth.e actual world, the world of 

the sciences and buman.ities ~Jld ·ope17ates by th~ question, i.e., in obedien

ce to tbe Entscheld or .in titith .. · 
' . ' ' 

As in Erkenntnis. und Glaube..a. the in.ver-ted · method is so ob\l'ious in. 
; 

Die Gronzen des Erzieher~ as· we.:U.; Again the docta 'porantia as absolute 

not-knowing consistent!~ leads man to faith. Therefore he can no longer 

be said to ha.ve faith ih (nothing, but· in the absolute. What .rema.i.ns a 

puzzle to us is how Grisebach, as a pbilosopher, and he speaks to us as 

such, can know that the a.bsolute is reflected in the rupture of tbe com-·-
munlty, if it is supposed to be emanent or completely transeendent.Bbw c!oes 

he !2:!.2! that it exists at all ? From the last. chapter entitled Verantwort• 
:. ' 

ung, it bocoaes·ev!dent that Grisebach does not like sueb questions of · 

doubt. 'I'hey flins us back~ be arguee 11 into the reflective an.d theoretical 

sphere. In questions sueb as: Warum 1st es gerade das Verbattnis zum Nachs• 

ten., daa die Ursprungsbezogenheitreflektiert und urisere Grenze bezeichnet?1 ) 

we are, according to Grisebach, no longer really responsible to our fellow• . 

man as we are in real dialectic ( the actual relation of ,contradiction 

between man and his fell-owmann ) , as doubt seeks to remove this dU\lectic. 

Is it not Gri sebach who by this argument evades ·the issue ? Can it be .regar• 

ded as a welcome excuse to dismiss an7 reflection by declaring t.hat there• 

by we have relapsed into mere theory 'l Is this really so ? Does tb~ above 

question not constitute a real problem, especially if the q,ues·'tion read: 
<. ' , 

\'Jh.y should anything at all be reflected in the relation betfieen man and his 

fellowman ? lf Grisebach answers, as he does in Erk.enntnis und Glaube_, which 

answer still appears in Die Grenzen des Er.ziehers :"J .. iesse die fragende Er-

kenntnis den lflderspruch d.es Realgritndes nicht gel ten, so ware aie nur 

· Schein, ohne Widerschein zu ~ein n
2 ! this means then that, without the real -

grou~d~ rxu:tn'a activity concerning the components of culture and the real 

dialectic bet\veen man and· his fellowman' arising from this common task, ' 

would not be real. As this reality is extremely problematic, so that the 

absolute cannot. be known, .it follows that the reality of the world depends 

on fai~h in the absolute• 
It is ............. ·• .... 

1) E.Grisebaeh, Die Grenzen des ~rziebers 1 P• 275 
2) Erkenntnis und Gtaubc,, P• 38 
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It is to faith, then, that we are referred by the philosopher Grisebach. 

Is this still philosophy or is it theology ? Faith as the result of our 

absolute ignorance ( docta ignorantia ) becomes the substance of the world 

and constitutes it. Grisebach 1s inverted method, which we have already re

cognised in ~kenntnis und Glaube, is again fully revealed to us. Grise

bach has thus failed to escape the system. The only difference from other 

systematic thinkers is that, whereas the latter start from the law of 

identity, Grisebach starts from the law of contradiction, which causes him 

to operate with inverted signs. All that is positive in other systems, 

striving, effort, homogeneity, identity, essentiality, kno~ledge, becomes 

negative, and what is negative in other systems, surrender, suffering, 

heterogeneity, contradiction, contingency and ignorance, becomes positive 

in Grisebach's system. lle has also failed to separate knowledge and faith 

in ao much as faith is still founded upon knowledge as the knot<ledge of 

not-knowing. In this way, knowledge and faith, the sciences and religion, 

philosophy and theology are really one. The whole world is steeped in faith. 

And as in faith we, according to Grisebach, experience peace, it stands to 

reason that, in faith, the crisis has been mastered. In this way actuality 

has been transcended by a negative method, and we have been fused with the 

absolute. 

What Grisebach intended to avoid~ namely, man's absoluti•ation by fusing 

with the absolute has taken place in a negative form by his inverted method 

based on the law of contradiction. Naturally, we realise that in Die Gren

zen des Erziehers, Grisebach might still argue that his philosophy was not 

directed against man's communication with the absolute, but merely sought 

to show that such communication could not be brought about by man's con

structive effort, but solely and exclusively by the absolute itself, which 

by shrinking man's ego to the sphere of contradiction and conflict causes 

man to suffer iB and experience pain. Through pain and suffering, then, 

man might be led to faith, at which stage he would experience peace. But 

does not the efperience of peace, which Grisebach Bas designated as trans-

cending . .................... . 
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cend.ing reason, signify the termination. of conflict and being one with 

the absolte ? In our opini·on, this is the way Griaebach should argue, .for 

certainly the existence of the absolute as an opus externum is the very 

prerequisite .for man's ethical existence in faith. But whether man trans• 

-cends himself by hi,s own striving or le transcended by the contradiction 
.. 

of his fellowman it .does in the end result in the same tt\ing, namely, the 

transgression of man's lirllits, the movem~nt ·from the actual world of ex• 

perience to the metaphysical region ot faith. And as faith is still founded 

upon rea~on !tJ. the sense that it ie tho result of the realisation by man 

of his absol.uteuot-knowing, sothat it is only reasonable to believe, it 

could still be argued tl1at the absolute ·is embraced by rational faith, and, 

therefore, is immanent. 

As to Grisebach's view of history,· we agree that no .goal or structure should 

be rend into the histatal process, but we disagree with the dualism Grise-

bach carries .into history when he argues that any attempt to understand 

man's nature from history leads awayfrom actuality and that history is only 

real the n1oment we question the systems of the pas~ are no longer actual 1 

but they c.ertainly are exercising an influence on the actual. 'l'bey are de• 

· £initely real in that they exist, and they are facts ev,en though they 

might have been errors. They have nrisen. in" anfHver or con tradi. ctio~ to 

other systems existing befo.re them, and they were in turn contradicted. 

Although they represent a real in their own .rigbt, tbe7 determine our posi• 

tion in the present. Who would deny, for insttlnce, that, in spite of ell 

modifications, the western way of life has bee.n fundamentally shaped by 

the ideas of Enlightenment or that Russian Jla:rxism, in w.hatever form, Len~ 

1st., Stalin.ist, neo-StaU.niat, has married ttselt to the Russian Messianism 

of tbe past ? Nothing is more obvious than the oetermination of conteillporary 

French life by the F'rencb Revolution or of contemporary English lite by 

the Glorious Revolution in 1688, etc •• Without the systems and·events of 

the past, our position to-day would not be what it is; and even when oppo-

sing these systems, we thereby acknowledge our own dependence upon them. 

/\and expose them as "relative errors". Naturally~ Grisebacb ............ . 
/ /the systems of the past ••. 
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Grisebaeh would _never have written his books, it he had not eXperienced 

acutely a crisis which was,· as he acknowledged himsel.f• the tr-d.t of human 

error .in the form: ot unilateral philosophical .or ,cultural .systems of the 

1) . . . ' 
past. Is not his own philosophy an answer to these systems ? ls his 

polemic against the egocentrism and isolationism of individual thinkers 

in !_ie Cirenzen des Ere-i..,eb.ere not a warning against another catastro~be, 

perhaps even greater than the one just experienced, which was to overtake 

the world 15 years after tbe publication of this work ? ·xn other words• 

Griscebneh •s position tron1 which he opcrnted was determined by the systems 

of the past .• It was their absolute and dogmatic nature that gave him the 

sensation of an acute cr.isis and that aroused in him the feeling that man's 

very existence was at stake., .He understood their menacing_. character and the 

precar.lous pos.ition. into which man had been manoeuvred by them. Reflection 

thus played a tremendous part, it Griscbnch wished to answer and contra• 

dtct tb.e systems of the pns_t intelligibly and convincingly: .tor only in 

tbis way could he hope to show man the way out of his predicam~nt. 

This sho-ws that. if we refrain from organising the historical material. but 
.. . 

.accept it as we find. .it, tte sha~l-then ralise that lite bas always been a 

crisis, \Vhich was at times perha.ps felt in a more or less acute degree, but 

which has alway:s been there,·and will probably continue to exist as long 

as there are thintdng and acting beings in this world. Again and again, 

man will want to built up a .meaningful world, only to encounter fresh eon• 

t:radiction on the )'art ot h.is fellowman. In believ.ing that man is capable 

of hav.ing his self v1rtua.ll7 destroyed, Grisebach is himself unrealistic. 

lt is man's very nature to posit bimselt as a self' in hie own particular 

situation, i.e., to-arrange his surroundings in such a way that they are 

meaningful .and familiar to b.im, a.nd only if he continues to do so, will be 

continue to ·exist. It is true that, io. so doing, he is referred· to his 

fellowman in eontra.d1ction, but contradiction is not only that which limits 

man, negates hie, and terminates his ,striving and his self., but also that 

which affirms bim as an individual, ~s a ,self .separate from the other. A 

trt;te community is not one that terminates all individuality. If it _did, 

there •••••••••••••••••••• 

l)In this connection, cf. Was ist Wabrbeit in W:lrltliehkeit ? 
and .Die Scbicksalstrase des Abe.ndlandes. 
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there would be no community left, for it consists of individuals. It, on 

the contrary, supports the individual, because it realises that it is by 

his individuality that he is referred to hi.s fellowman. In other words t the 

crisis is not only Entscheid, as Grisebach argues, but it is much more 

mutual reference of the individual parts. These individuals, because of 

the crisis that refers them to each other, cooperate by considering each 

other's needs and interests. These, however, have their roots in the past, 

e.g., the system of education by •hir.h a person or group of persons havei~M~ 

the social habits, values, and traditions by which a man or a group of 

people have been brought up. To understand one 1's fellowman's position, 

therefore, means to understand the past, but once that position is clearly 

understood, it will also be realised that the inevitable contradiction 

between my own position and that of my fellowman is the very moral founda

tion on which man and his fellowman are obliged to work together in their 

common interest, instead of seeking to destroy each other. It is the crisis 

that will mnlte them realise that they constitute each other1 e limits, but 

also that they are a self, each in its own right. It r:Jan·•s self as the 

very bridge to the fellowman is preserved, it is impossible to ei.ther over

step or sidestap the actual world of experience. 

We shall not say more about the importance of the self in actual life at 

this stage, for this topic will have to be resumed at a later stage. In 

this brief discussion, it was our purpose only to show that man is by na

ture hisfu~. in the sense that he cannot exist apart from the past. His 

understanding, memory, and power of reflection cannot be separated from 

experience, as without them, he would. not experience anything, for to ex ... 

perience something means to be conscious of sow.ething. Any attempt, there

fore, to pin man down to pure contingency is unrealistic and even fantastic. 

Perhaps this attempt has not yet been made in Die Grenzen des Erziehers in 

its radical consistency: the splitting of the real and the true by dis

tinguishing the practical world of actuality from the theoretical world of 

truth, yet the beAinninga are these as is proved by Grisebach's dualism. 

In Grisebach's main work Gcgenwart 1 however, the dt~lism between the world 

of contingent experience and the \VOrld .of essential knowledge is complete. 

As our ••••• ·• ••..•••••.•. 
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As our rcritical discussion of Iiie Grenzen.dea Erziehers revolved about 

Griscbaeb •s ·central thesis. propounded in this work, a. detailed discussion 

at th.e i.ndividual chapters would be a needlese repetition. We shall there• 

tore content ourselves with sta.ttng the theme of each chapter.· 

In Fiil1rung un4 Erziehuns Grisebach, in terms of his philosO])b.y, seeks to 

show the impossibility of any leadership .in education. After having turned 

critical, education eneo~:r.~ges the pupil to take nn active part in the 
.. ' . . . . 

common task concerning components ot culture. 

In Charakter und Personliehkeit.a Grisebach re1jeets the vie,v that the man 

who orientates his life and conduct by some goal, no matter whether his 

goal is of an empirical or rational nature, possesses character, or that · 

personalitF is ·the real man. In accordance with his philosophy, Grieebacb 

leads ad .absurdum the categorical conception of character and per.sonali ty 

( thereby critieis.ing soC8ioloQ } , and subordinates both. to his law o.t 

contradiction. 

In Lehrer und Erzieher, Grisebaeh attempts to show that no teacher is able 

to ·educate in t.he sense of leading his pupil to truth or reality~ No theo··· 

ry can really educate any:one, tor it misses the.: real dlalectlcri between 

man and his fellowman in everyday lite·. The strictly scientific or metbo• 

dieal teacher, as ooe type ·of teacher, more than the less pedantic ~nd 

therefore more .inspiring type of teacher, is in. danger· ot · over.rating his_ 

kDowlcdge and regarding it as being foUnded upon some scientific or,rntio

nal ground that lends certainty. The very pedagogical claim to knowledge, 

which results frOm the very crisis of this knowledse, indicates the limi~ 
' ' . ' . 

tations of education, and l~s down its task as introducing the pupil to 

the traffic within the ·Commtmi ty. 

In Staatsburserliche Er:?i.ehttng., . the contradictory concepts· of etat·e and 

party ideologies are; sh!»WD, from whicb the cone lusion is c7rawn that the 

state cannot ed'*t:e._ .. In accordance with Grisebach's philosophy, a pic• 

ture of the real eornmtmity is outlined. 

·ocr w.ert ••••• ·- .••.•••••.•••••• •·. ~ • 
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Der Wert der Geechiehte fur die Erzicbung, which constitutes the 6th 

ehaptor of Die Grcnzen des Erziobcrs, becomes obvious from our discussion 

of Griscbacb's view of history. 

In Kunst und Gemeinschaft, Grisebach exposfs the egoism and idiosyncracies 

of the artist as a result of pampering on the part of the aesthetic, wh6 

believes the artist to be directly inspire~ by tbe absolute or the divine, 

so that, as a genius, he is above the moral standards of tho ordinary man. 

Grisebach seeks to place the artist within tho real community, ~hich he is 

supposed to serve. Only in this way can he create real and genuine art. The 

ideas of tho last three chapters, Phllosopbie und Relision, Philosonhie 

und,Ltben, and Verantwortung have been abundantly debated in our discus

sions of Die Grenzen des Erziebers as a whole. 

The Untruth •••••••••••••••••• 
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CHAPTER VI 

One would think that by having discovered the utterly problematic nature 

ot knoviledge ·and the real, whS.ch points to tho. total emanence or trnnscen

dcncc of the .real ground or the absolute, Griaebach would have rounded oft 

his work with Di.e_ Grenzen des. Erzieher.s .• For in this work Grisebach's 

attempt to overcome the purely academic and theoretical <:haracte.r ·Of phi

losophy ancl to merge with the real and the practical, which .attempt we tra-

ced throughout the preceding wo!"ks,_ appears to bave come to its logical· 

conclusion. The emanence of all real experience ( i.e., tb.e restriction .of 

man to the field of real dialectic .by his fellowman's contradiction .), 

whJ,eb pointed ·to the !!.2 of the absolute ( that is, to its being in no way 

at man's disposal, neither .in the form of knowle~ge nor of rational or em-

bracing faith, but which, on the contrary., di.spos~d of man by causing his 

oscill.at1on between .not-ltnowing and warrting-to-know, not-having and wanting

to-have ),·led him to ~n ethical existence and to faith in the midst of 

e•ntlict., suffering, and pain. 

The <!octa isno_rRnti~~., ¥tilich as tho knowledge or absolute pot-knowing sepa

rated; ·~hilosophy. from .theology, . referred .man to the practical field of the . 

components of culture. It was there that his task, .which .he had to perform 

.in conjunet.ion n:ith hj.s t'ellot'llnM, lay. Here., on the grounds of tile. ve.ry . . ' ' . 

brokenees ot their nattu-e, the ver.y ~onflict and contradiction, they were 

uni.teth Accordingly,. wheNtas philosophy recorded the problematic character 
· the _ 

ot all lnunan knowledge and all butiltln activity, theology became/practi,cal . . . ,. . . ' . 

guardian o.t faith., which, as we observed, was_ the result of ~ur not-knowing. 

It did ~ot Utercforc possess lts ground. in kn.owledge., i.e., it could not be 

constituted by philosophy and was not founded upon it, nor dld it iteelt 

· · constitute t:aith, but .it it.self performed its practical ta~k of ~ncourag;iag 

. faith in man throuah fll;itb, and in this way, just .li~e phi,losoplly, con

stituted one or the,((ultural goode. However, as faith uas the substance. of 

man's entire prl\ctical activity, it .follows that, as we have already shown, 

theology could be seen as be.ing grounded in man. • s knowledge, namely, in the 

ltnowledge of his not•knowing; and as philosophy may now be deseti>bed as the 
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knowledge of our not-knowing, theology may be,said to be founded upon phi

losophy. Thereby faith would also assume a rational cba·racter again; tor 

from the knowledge of our not-knowing it is reasonable ·to believe. 

Seen in this oay, .it becomes doubtful ~whether Grisebach has accomplished n 

,separation between philosophy and_ theol:ogy, science and religion, since 

·faith, as Grisebach says himself• is_·the substance o£ the world. We are 

thus not surprised that such a world-view was acceptable to dialectical 

th.eologians such as Brunner,. Gogarten, and. Bultmann, \'Jbo supplemented 

Barth's unilateral emphasis of God•s otberworldliness by Hie omnipresence 

in the world. The moment, however, that Grisebach omitted the reflection 

of the absolute in the rupture of the f?ommunity ( which lent to it the 

status of a dialectical law, designated by Grisebach as the law of rela-

tedness, contradiction, history, or the community ) the breach with dia

lectical theology was inevitable. Dialectical theology cannot give·up the 
I • ~, 

omnipresence of God in the world if it wished to describe God's.relation 

.. to the wo~ld, howeve.r paradoxically this relationship may be conceived, 

and Barth, too, in his later years, had to make concessions.in this re-

speet. If, however, the relation between ,God and the world is understood, 

even as a paradox, the const~tutiofi by theology of a theologoumenonJs. 

~evitable, and God's emanenee or transcendence .has really been converted 

again into an .Jmmanent c,oncept. It doos not mat tor whether this theolo-

goumenon is based on a theologia naturalis, i.e., a natural psychical open-

mindedness on the part of man to make it possible for God to communicate 

with him (Emil Brunner >;a theologia verbalis, i.e., that the word of 

the gospel reaches us as the word of God, and as such may not be questioned 

(Rudolf Bultmann >; a theology of the anatosia spiritus, i.e., man is 

related to God by the spir.itual ~nd the m~aningtul, which gives substance 

to the word. This intelligible and meaningful word does not originate in 

man, but comes to him from the transcendent as grace ( Karl Barth ) ; a 

theology of ana.logla entis, .1 .e., the .floating tension throughout history 

existing between the cause of the ·whole and its multiple effects, between 

creator and creature, in which the str1.ieture of the man-God relation: 

transcendent immanence and immanent transcendence ( i.e., man's orien-

tation .• •..•••..•.....•. , 
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tat·ion towards Gcd and. God's vol~ntary revelation. ) establishes. room once. 

and· for all to:r one catholic church ( Ericb Przywara ) • ,fo:r in all t~es.e 

ca.ses·ttte absolute· is in.reality constituted byb'tbe theologtcan and there-

for-e imman.ent. . • 

.In zwei Vorkimpfer KirchU.cher ~.eplcgie, contained in Freiheit tmd Zucbt 1 

( Ziiric.h.,l936 )., Grisebach contrasts Karl .Barth's analogin eeiritus witb 

Erich Przywara's analogia entia. Be .finds that" der.Unterschied liegt.nur 

in der systema.tischen Fassung der Tradition, in c1er pri;nzip.iellen Grum~

frage der Attalogie ul>, and comes to the conclusion.tbat, in spite of the 

different principles or theologoumena and in spite of all paradoxy as :re• 

gards the relation between mari and. God, they have this in comm.on that they 

structural;i.se this relation. By giving it an. essential structure, the tbeo• 

logian compr-ehends it, it becomes tht:H'Jey, and the r,eal relation between 

God and m.a.n no -longer exists. ~This, ot course., also applies to tho theist 

theologoumena of Emil Brunner, Rudolf Bultmann 1 and Friedrich Gogarten.2 ) 

The .absolute tbeologoumena of the t~eologians, Grisebaeb points out, vir• 

tually tl'\ansform their .struggle against each other into a struggle for 

power. He also liltcms it to tbe st:t•uggle .of various g:ods against each other, 

'vhereby we have reverted to polytheism. 

Da die Rechtfert .. igung in allen FnllEm einem transzendenten 
Gott' iiberlassen blciberi soJ.lte, -.,was lm Paradox. au,sgedruek.t 
wurde, und da die Weise des Tr.anszendierens, eben der rtlaube, 
in jedem Fall cin anderer war., so wird derStreit scbliesslieh 
zu einem Kar:tpt der Gotter. Und wenn oic.ce Glitter nachweislich 
aus dem mcnschlichen Wes6n, eben .aus der Verntmtt, entsprangen, 
so kehren wir zu cinem Polytheismus, .zu einem Kampf der C'.Otzen 
und Gi.santen zuriick. 3) . 

In the ligbt o.t the above, it becomes understandable wby Grisebach could 

not end hi's search tor the real wi. th ·Die <ir·enzen des Ereiebers. The very 

fact. that he continued this quest proves that he was not yet satisfied 

·with the .result achieved, that be realised the still rational and systematic 

character •••.••• •*• •••••• 

l)P. 333 
2) In this connect.ion, cf .Grisebach • s articles ,Brunners · Verteidigung der 

. Tbeologie, in: Zwischen d.en Zeiteri,Vol.?,No.l,l929, and Religion
Theologie-Kirche: Erieh Przrara S. J., "~as Geheirnnis. Kier.kegaard 's", 
in: Deutsche Literaturzeitung, No.29, Leipzig.1930. 

3) $.Griaebach,Zwei Vorklimpfer Kirchlieher Tbeologie, .in: 
Freiheit und Zuebt,, PP• 333-334 
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ot -his real. ·The inclusion of the absolute, even in an indirect way, as ,a 

reflection in the ·contlict betw~en man and his fellowman, con.'\'ltituted this 

con't:radi.etinn as a. _uni·versal·. principle from which the emanence, tra.nscen

d~ce; ·,and: eontrndiction to· the. TcQrld ot tt1e absolute were concluded •. In · 

order to save experience as -contingent experience, in the sense ot experien-

ce in. actual contradiction, Grise bach had to rule out the absolute alto-

gether, even as a .r.ef'lection in tbe rift of the community. He bad to go 

even furth~r, and bad to deprive of any .eemblmJee of reality any kind of 

sy.stem constituted by man, any construction, reflection, law, pr.in.ciple, 

attitude, emotion, which means all these' factors tliat ass:tsted in the crea• 

tion ot tbe components of culture, nay, h~ .bad to eliminate these eompt)• 

nents themselves from the re[Iion of real experience, tvhereas in llie Grenzen 

des Erziehers tbe components ot culture had still represented segments of 

the real .• Any relapse into .hiatoriai: ti~e, continuity, or the past, which 

were ind.lspensabl.e for the construction of the components, was a detection 

from reality. No rmtter how br.ief a relapse it was, it pr.evcnted man from 

experiencing the real as .real contrac.Uction or real ·enccmnter •. By this is 

meant the very moment ( real time ) at which e1fcrything, even the most 

bumble attitude of philosophy resulting from its not-knowing, tbe se.lf• 

restraint and humility of man as ttoll as ·his willingness to bear his fel-

lowman 1& contradiction is at stake. All these virtues, which depend on .in-

sight nnd attitude, a.re no• declared by Gr.isebach as still_belonging to the 

world ot tbe components ot cnltttre, i.e., the world ,of· the self, the tech-

nical world of the sciences and the humanities, the fine arts, .and tb~ 

theologoumc-na. But at the moment of actuality experiencing contradiet.ion 

in passion.; all these buman constituents arc put in question, and historical 

time and continuity htwe ceased to be and have been piet"ced by real time; 
-\ 

i.e., i:b.e very dimensionless and contingent experience, in Yihich alone man 

enjoys an etbi·cal existence and experiences faith. In ,other words, ~Y tbis 

experience all human aspirations and the effort on which our human worl4 

depends have been terminated. l can therefore not strive for such an ex

perience, but 1 t comes to r11e as a gift·. I can. never dispose of it, but it 

disposes of mo. By the termination o.f all human truths in the above sense, 

I experience perfect peace that trt::nscends all r~aeon. 

It is ............... "· ·• • • • • 
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It is evirlent that the tluali.sm between rnan•s knonledgc and experience con• 

struct.ive activity and passive suf.!'ering, theo1·y and practice, essentiality 

nnd contlncency is now complete. 1bis8plitting ~r the world into a theore• 

tical, technical ~orld of truth or knowledge and a prncticRl, ethical world 

of reality or experience was of course unacceptable to dialectical thcolo• 

CY• The appearance, therefore, in 1927 of Gri~ebach's main-~ork Gegenwart 7 

in which the new view is tully expounded, meant the broach bot..:·een Grise

bach and dialectical theology, and ended his trieneship with Friedrich 

Gogarten. 

But even Gegen~art was not Grisebach•s last word. It was followed by 

Freiheit ~nd Zucht in \936, which,for the most part, contains a collection 

of essnys or articles pubeli~hcd in •nrioua ne~spapors or periodicals on 

I'IJJCb subjects as; The Dattle•Field of the Mi11ds, Lc~turer and Student, 

The Pl'oblem of Generation, Tbe Spell of lanegc 1 War and Peace., COIUiunity 

and Responsib111ty, Tho Objlltct of Cducntion, P~ilnsophf ae a Profession, 

and others. 

This work was followed by Das Moderne an der Kunst ( ZUrich 1941 ), which 

represents a lecture delivered to the univeraity study group for contem

porary arts, which Grisebach gives a k9en analysie of the word modern, 

tracing it to the Latin word modus, which may be trab8l~ted by fashion, 

manner, habit, custom. In this way, he is able to point to the technical, 

individualistic, and histJ;>rical nature of modern art, which stands outside 

the community in Grisebacb'• sense of the word, and accords to the artist 

a special position, placing him outside the community as well. Grisobach 

draws our attention to the dangers of this state of affairs and postulates 

the inclusion of the arts and tho artist in thli community. They auat serve 

it by presenting in their respective field of the arts the situation of 

conflict in which man finds himself with ~s fellowman. In performing 

this function, the arts l~ave the mere technical world of the modern be

bind and enter the prRttical world of the real. In this way, the artist 

also contributes his share to tho actunl situation. 

In\1941,, •••••••••••••• 
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In 1941, another lecture was published, \Yhich Grisebach had given to the 

Swiss Philosophical Association in Bern on' 23nd. October 1939, entitled 

Was ist Wahrheit in Wirklichkeit ? This lecture appears to be the founda• 

tion of hls book .Die Schicksalsfrage des Abendlandes (liern,l942 ). In both 

works Grisebach discusses the crisis of the contemporary concept of truth, 

which at the time, when the bead-on ... collisioa. of certain powerful ideolo ... 

gies had brought about the conflagration of the Second World \Yar, could 

no longer be concealed or patched up by any philosophy. By a keen critical 

analysis, Grisebach shows how the individualistic and historical character 

of self-constituted human truth had presented itself as an untruth or lie, 

and we can only adtnire his courage and outspokeness when he admonishes his 

colleagues and fellow~philosophcrs in Dern as follows: 

\Vir haben uns an (len Enthiillungen der Unwahrheiten mutig zu 
beteiligen und dabei tnpfer bei uns selbst zu beginn.en. Alle 
grossen und schonen Lugen sind aufzuzeigen und, soweit wir 
dn.ran l!litschuldi~ sind, zu beaeitigen: Der Mythos vom Uber
menschen, der Mythos vom absoluten Geist, ein rnythisch ge
staltetea historisches Bewusstscin und der Kult der 'gott
lichen' Vernuuft. Aile iibersehatzten Sehulmeinungen sind beiseite 
zu legen. Dae Gewissen meldet den radikalen Protest an gegen 
alle • wahren Liigen '• die wir aus dem Mittelalter ererbt 
oder innerhalb der Protestantismus neu gedichtet und wieder 
belebt haben.l) 

Both the sciences and the humanities, in brief, the whole western Bourgeois 

culture and civilisation, had revealed themselves as a mere technical and 

individualistic world of the human self, \Thich had completely misguided 

man. They had given him the idea of one universal logos, manifesting itself 

throughout world history, gradually lifting man up to itself, causing him 

to become more_rational, humanised, and civilised, thus overcoming in an 

increasing measure his difficulties, conflicts, and problems. Some day, 

man would be thoroughly rational and act only reasoijably, i.e., in the in• 

terest of the rational \Vhole. When this day came, perfect harmony would 

reign; man. would be perfect, in the sense of absolutely rational; he would 
the 

be highly cultured; in sbort,/Golden Age, for which he has ever been year-

ning, would have returned. The Christian religion, too, was integrated in 

this histQriQill process as Christian theology at about the time St. Augustine 

sta~t~d ••••••• ~ •••• ~~·· 

1) Was ist Wahrheit in Wirklichkeit ?,p.30 
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started to use Greek philosophy as a rational foundation and buttress of 

faith. This rationalisution of faith became very clear in our brief dis

cussion of truth and reality in connection with mediaeval philosophy. B,y 

this rationalisation by the aid of Greek philosophy, Christianity was con

verted into a Christian culture. This Christian humanism may be said to 

reach its culminating point in Hegel's rationalised theology or christian

ised philosophy. 

Grisebach, not from an idea if knowing better, but from genuine concern 

about the destiny of the West, now unmasks the ~antaetic nature of man's 

self-constituted truth, his naive acceptance of reason as the panacea tor 

all his problems, and his gullible and sometimes even fanatical scientism 

and historicism. Not only does Grisehach show that, by ch&sing after a 

self-constituted rational or real ground, man is led away from reality and 

practical life and keeps moving in the circle of the self, but he does not 

hestitate to call man's self-constituted truth evil ( ct. his chapter on 

·· Satanism in Gegenwar~ PP• 461-487 ) for the simple reason that he sees in 

it nothing but can's egoiAm and lust for power. And if we look at the re

sult of man's intiring effort to reestablish on earth the lost paradise by 

the same means by which be l•st it, namely, thd inflation into an absolute 

or God of hia own self, then we cannot alto~ether blame Grisebach if he 

draws our attention to the evil nature of human truth. We may not agree 

with Grisebach's version of reality and the splitting asunder of the theo

retical world of truth and the practical world of reality, but in the light 

of the catastrophe into which human truth plunged us, it is not surprising 

that, to Grisehach, all constitutive •••• and constructive efforts of man 

became suspect. If it appeared impossible to grasp reality by the human 

mind, and if all efforts to that effect invariably failed and even ended 

in disaster, was it not plausible to look for the real elsewhere, outside 

man's reach ? Was it not se~ible to scrap all human aspirations to under• 

stand and comprehend and to focus one's attention on that which one really 

experiences, namely,the contradiction of one's fellowman and his challenge 

to look reality in the face, instead of trying to evade it by the consti-

tution •••••••••••••••. 
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tution bf a unilateral truth ? One could try to fool oneself for a while 
·i 

by plung.ing head over heals into one's own world and being so busy and 

preoccupied with one•s work that one would take one's own world for the 

only reali.ty, but one could not deceive oneself forever. There are moments 

in the life of the family, for instance, or even at work, when the other, 

the wife, the child, the friend, or the colleague, encroaches upon one's 

world, claims his due, the consideration on one's part of his needs and 

interests, and reminds one that one is not alone in this world, but that 

one's needs, interests, a~tiona, etc. always •tfect those of others and 

vice versa. In reality., therefore, on9'\s always referred to one's fellow

man and vice versa. 1 ) 

What man readily realises, when he looks at the world of hi.s tl"uth, is the 

fact that there is not one truth, but a multitude of truths, principles, 

stand-points, each contradicting the other. The reflection on this state 

of affairs Grisebach, in his book Die Schicksalsfrage des Abendlandes, 

calls Grundlage~besinn\1-n&, the re.flection upon the foundations of the human 

. truths or logoi' of' the West. Already their contradictoriness points towards 
~·.;:. - .. ·~·.-

the crisis of human truth. This crisis, therefore, leads us away from a 

homogeneous to a multiple logose Through this multiple logos we realise 

the questionability of our truths. We have now turned critical and accept 

the crisis as a radical one, which can no longer be overcome by some dia~ 

lectical Kxtris principle. The crisis refers man to his fellowman. It is 

what they experience together as their common distress. It is the very 

field inwhich they must work together, without hoping or expecting to over-

come ito Only on the basis of criticism, therefore, is a new spiritual 

reconstruction in Europe possible, Grisebach argues in the third ~rt of 

Die Schicksalsfrage des Abendlandes, entitled Aufbaugedo.nken. But this re-

construction no longer rests on human effort to overcome the crisis. It is, 

on the contrary, a new critical orientation, resulting in self-restraint 

on the part .of man to prevent himself from overstepping the boundary and 

to remain on the soil of real experience, the crisis in. which he finds him-

self with his fello\man and the endurance of which might bringt him peace. 

1) In this connection, ct.E.Grisebach, Gegenwart, 
PP• 256·257 
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Accordingly, the pE?rmanont task of man and his fellowman consists in re-

taining thei.- critical orientation, eo as not by any eve!'•so-slight reas-

sertion of the self to 4lef'ect from the .£(mndation of tbe :real, tbe crisis. 

That is why Grisebaeh rema.rks " Krittk unt1 Anfbau bleU .. en fur uns mite~.n-

d. . ~ A n 1) an er VeruUDuell • 

1'be sciences, the humanities, the fine arts, jurisprudence, and theology 

all have their nntural sour eo in the field of crisis , . eollf1.1ct, nnd. contra

~iction. Only if we realise their questionable character, live llp 1~his na-

•tural state, and rostri_et ourselves to eetuality in the above sense, witb-
. . 

out havlng at the naek. of our mind some universal, homogeneous law, norm, 

or value, some ,t(~leologieal goal or principle, do they serve the community. 

Fot· Grisebach, tbe cultural goods sbould. ~ot be objcetivtsed in the sense 

of being regarded as separate .trom man. and pointing to"ards some universal 

truth or real ground, but th.ey are pa.rt and parcel of man's .contrRdietory 
. ' 

activity through which he is referred to .bis fellowman, and man, too, is 

en ir;,tegra). part of them, i.n that, through them, he contradicts. It is thus 

the functio·n of philosophy to refer man to aetuali'ty or the common taGk 

of the community being performed tn the present and. to warn against any 

transgression or transcendence of it. 

When Grisebacb rings the death-lmell for the .eontempJJrary culture of the 

West, this is n.ot d<me in tbe spirit ot Oswa.ld Spengler•.s Decline of the 

West. It does not mean that western culture has exhausted itself and bas 

deteriorated into a mere technical civilisation. Griseba~tt•s :philosophy 

does not represent a bistcr.i~ destiny which can be traced throughout the 

various cultural epochs of the past. It is no e;y<:lic theory of his;tory, 

according to which some other notion o-r people gathers up the loose threads 

again and again an<'f carries on the destiny or spirit of history. On the 

contrary 9 it is a cr.i tical analysis of the human logoi. It puts in question 

aih~ all selt'-constituted views andhistori.callaws and refers us to 

the prob·d:ematic nature of reaU.t;y. It is absolutely anti•historical. 

:r '7 ·•• ·• ~ •. • 

It~ b.tts ••• .................... ~ •• 

l)l>i·e Schicksalsfrage des ,AbendlaQCies 1 P• 200 
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It .has merged with the region ot oetual ·becoming and taf£.es part di.reetly 

in tlHJ real dialccti.c, of cver·,yday lite. Any reflection ot the past as nell 

ne hietorirol continu:i.ty le J:"cgnrdcd by ·tt as ~ J)Urely neademic m4\tter, which 

has nothing to do With tt\e actual ~xporie~ce of the ·OXisting crisis .. On

fortunately, .these acadcUli<: truths uro often offered to man as the real 

trut•h \"lbich he blindly tallows , but as they are defections f'.rom the .renl, 

; they are the very cause ot the cr_isis <tcv~loping into a cate;;etropbe • Tltey 

mielcad man, tomptinghim to ..-egud hir.lSel:f' as (:lbsolute and infallible. The 

result is tho.t ·he J.s self-righteo·us, dogmntie, and. intolerant ot his fellow~ 

man, and is prepared to rep.l'es.s and even destroy anybody diaugreeia,g ll'itb 

him. 

thtus a keen analysis of the acute crisis -si tut-tt.ion in wbieb the We.o·t found 

itself i\.t the tiG.o and the cota2tr.cphe b7 tthieb. it bad been overtaken as a 

result of the trntru'Ut. of i_ts t.ruUh Th:i.s state of ,nffairs. was the result o.t 

tbe unilateral at tempts. on, th:c pn,rt ot western ec:hmtists, plti losopbcrs, 

theologio.na, po-liticians, nud statesman to solve the crisis. nut Griaehuch 

sho~-s that t'be crisis cannot be .solved. It is inev-itable and perrllancn.t; it 

ler, w~o is overpowered_ by tbe feeling ot inevitable cU.sast.er. To hirll. t.be 

crisls ef..l .~ucb does not represent decadcn.ee. Uis pbiloaopby must thus be 

clearly distinguished from the ma.ny prophecies of inevitable disaster, which 

we get to beQrvc\teryriay. nc does rto:t practise a cult.ct crisis because to 

do iSO seems to, be fashionable, but by the lJ.IJPl ieation of an exact acienti.

fie meth;,d, investigates the fact of.the ·crisis and seeks to -establish in 

an unbiased Ymy, for ,which h~ deserves onlj' praise, tho enuae of the cris:f,S'

of truth, 'which hn<!. exploded into disnster. Do finds this eause i.n tho 

erroneous belief of eertatn. scholars and statesmen that the truth expouJlded 

by them was tbe re«tl f~ruth and could solve the crisis. This does not mean 

.that the catastrophe atld the downtnll of the West are lnevltnblc.All that 

is 'i.ncvitablo i.s the crisis, whi'Ch .in nothing nmt, but hna. e.lways existed 

: and f-Ul. alwayB c~ist, .as long as men live tagctber in tbia world. Grisebach 

is thus a pessimist only as regnrds tbe ela:i.m of the human logoi to const.i
a 

tute reality and to lead us to /real existence. Otherwise he is not pesaiinistic 
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at all. On the contrary, by referring us to the crisis as our natural 

field of e::!d,stcnce and by urging us to accept it, we are freed t'rom the 

apocalyptic fccli.ng of imJlcnding disastci"'• The conf!fct. l.oses ita menacln,IJ 

ch<U'acter and 1•ocorues .the most untural thing in the wc.rld. It. is now tbe 

very field i.n which the real encounter tokes place with one's fellowman, 

in which ti1an and his fcllollman ca11 nork calmly a.nd silently, not driven 

on by time, r;i thout uneasiness and f'N\'r. 

ny pointing out. the artiti-eiality of. our civilized ruut cuJ·t;ural activi

ties, .which ut;ua.lly seem so impoJ>tant to us, but do :not toovh the real at 

all ('e.g. • .our fev.erish hunting after materi.al success, our ambltious 

scientific and technological p~ojects, our mania for high speect·and the 

breaking of records in sports, our 19uperfici.al and hasty kind. of enter-

tain:ment and amusement, our ens-lavement to U.me ( in the connection, ef. 

Grisebacb's admirable pnragra,ph on Zeit _und Zeitun~ in the 12th chapter 

ot Gaijcnwart, PP• 534-547) >, Grlsebacb.rcfers us to the field of crisis 

as the real field of man•s nctivity, which contains the promise of true 

r,ccuperation, quietness and peace. It is this field., t,herefore, ~n.d not 
. 

the loud and boisterous places ·Of en.tertldmnent, that represent-s the true 

field of recovery and reconstitution in this sense of a convalescent wes-

tern spirit which has been siclt. The field o! crisis t.s the very ground on 

which the w~stcrn nations must find caeh other in tile JH:!rf'oa,mt1nce of a 

com:non task,. lf the crisis were accepted by them in this spirit, a quiEt 

peaceful coopc1ration wouJ.d become possihl~. On the foundation of the crisis 

a discussion of the western nations v·oulo be real nnd ill t.he interest of 

,everyone concerned. 

We see thus tllat if we ·tur.n .a~ay £rom our dream-worlds, in the name of 

which We.? Lies troy each ·other, to our actual common task \mi.ch is ir:qioSed 

upon us by the very confli.ct,, there is no need to tullt oboud; the deca-

dcnce, disintegration, and degeneration of tho Wt!st. Again .it hecomes ob-

vious that not kno\7lcdgc but faith, ·1 .e., confidence in our fellow-nation 

and ·trust ••••••••••••••• 
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and trust in our fellowman in the midst of tbe very crisis, is the .substance 

of the world. It is fa.ith that brings peace to the \vorkmnn as hls reward. 

The question about the destiny of tbc West, " Die Scbicltsalsfrage des Abend

landes ", which bas moved and prooecllpied so many statesmen, historians, 

and philosophers, .is answered by Grisebaeb in a very simple way: Accept 

the crisis as your native element, which joins you in a common task. The 

performance of this common task is your destiny which. .you cannot escape. 

lt. requi.res j'ou to make sacrifices, but pea·ee is the reward for the work• 

mali, who conscientiously and responsiblY' undertakes his share of the task 

impc,;sed by the ·Crisis, i .,e., the contradiction of the fellowman: 

Frieden ist der wirkliche profane Lobn des Arboiters, der scin 
Work nut gewissenhafter unci verant\lortlicber Arbeit autbaut ••••• 
Frieden wird im Abendlnnde durch Dcreitscbaft zum Opfer vorbe
reitet. Er ist im .Sehwange. Ills gilt die Schicksalstrage des 
Abcndlandes recht zu · ·vernehmen und die in ibr horbaren Anepriiehe 
ale Fragon zu beantworten dureh ein handelndes Denken, daa alle 
GruncU~riifto: das Gewissen, den Glt:uiben und daa Gehor fur zu
kUnftige Autgabon wacb.rutt.· 1) 

Judging by the third part of J»e .Scbicksa.lsfrnge des·Abendlandes, entitled 

Aufbauged.anken, i.e., thought of recollStruction, we are under the impres-

sion that Grisebacb's phllosopby ends in a perfectly profane or secular 

note. Any metaphysical or religious vestiges, which we still en.countered 

in Die C,renzen des _!r.zihers, appear to have been excluded. The absolute(.as 

the real .sround o.f distinction ) is no longer reflected: in the eonf11·et 

between man and fello\111Jan, the rupture of the community. The conflict is no 

longer in any sense a law o.r pri.neiple, such as the law ot contradiction, 

tbe law of history, or the la\'f of the community. Conf11ct_is now tbe actual 

contingent crisis and no .more, for we remember that any reflection on it 

or attitude towards it is put in question again, so that only contingent 

experience is lett. This contingent experience Grisebaeh, in his moin-work 

Gegenwart, designates as real time, i.e. the very contradiction of histori

.eal or continuous time, pure contingency if one so wills;. Faith, therefore, 

now means trust in one•s fellowman and confidence in one's task imposed by 

the very conflict, and no more. 
Yet ue ••••••.• , ........................ . 

1) E.Griisebach, Die Schicksalsfrage des Abendlandes, P• 332 
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·Yet we must ask the question wbetber ,the metaphysical. bas really been eli-
' 

minnted and whether in pure contingent experience we can still be said to 

be within the bounds of the actual ? We i.ntend discussing these probleJl'lS 

more fully later, after ha\ring treated Grisebach • s concepts of truth and 

roali ty in retere.nce to his main•work, Gegenoort • But we, cannot • in con

nection with our discussion of pie Sehicltsalsfrage des Abendlandes, :pass 

over the postittion ·Grisebaeh, in this work~, accords to the evcintof.the 

Cross 1 as this is of the ut~ost b1J)ortance to his philosophy, which, if 

it \'lcro regarded in the light of this event, would assume a definite. escba-

tological character. Tho word ·eschatological must b.ere be understood to 

mean man's passage trout the suffering of eonflict, agony, o.nd )lain to an 

experie,nce of perfect peace of mind, which
1
as Grisebaeh states repeatedly, 

transcends all reason. Tbis definition ill necessa~y, as Grisebach himself 

seeks \to strip the event ot the Cross of all eschatological meaning, which 

.is of course unacceptable to most· theologians. No theory and myths that 

gratify the human :self must be rea4 into this event, as the Cross is the 

. absolute contradiction of all human _str-iving, lmow.iedge, and ·activity. 'l'he 

event of the Cross .is not matter -of reflection or theory. By reflection 

upon it, l ts ,practical significance is always missed. According t .• ·Grise-

bach, the event of the Cross represents the eternal situation ot man, his 

conflict, suffering, and paiu. It means absolute contradiction to man, and 

;pu!ts a stop to his ·ego. The crucified Jesus is a living example of perfect 

obedience and faith in the midst of total suffering and agony. The practi

cal character of the event of the Cross is emphasised byGri$ebach in the 

following: 

Wir haben. deshnlb bier alle psycbologischen Taktlosigkei ten, 
alle escha.tologiscben Jleutungen des Gottessohnes oder Gottes
knechtes zu unterlassen. $ie verltebren die Situation. Keine 
Idee vom Mensehensohn und Gottessobo, die wir a.tl.S d.er Philoso
phi.e oder einem mythiscben Denken mitbringen, ist biel' zu
standig. Wil' bringen allein die Erfahrung unsercr Notlagen. mit, 
an de.r wir durch u~sere Hcrrschsucbt mitschuld. · sind. Desbalb 
widerspricht uns Cbristus am Kreuz. Tbeoretische Kontemplatio-
.nen ·und GesJ>raehe haben die Stun~en in Getbsemane nieht ausge• 
ti.illt, sondern das einsame Ringen. urn die Erhnltung derjenigen 
Kraft, die sieh bisl1er •••••••• ale Glnubenskra£t und Leid
fiib.igk:eit bewahrt hatte. Es gilt am Ende den Leidenskelch aus
zutrinken •••••• ·Der Opfertod war kein theoretischer·vorsatz, kein 

Mysterium ••••••••••••• 
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t-1ystorium der Versohnung, kei.ne ebarismatiscbe Sehopftmg 
einer neuen Welt, sondern das Erdulden einer Passion, die 
Tei.lnabme an der alltaglichen Region des Leidcns, in weleher 
das Ende einer Welt dcr Ichsuc:ht am Krcuz oft'enbar wurde ••••• 
An diesem Zcichen scheiterten alle listigen Auslegungen, 
versagten alle historischen Erklarungen. Die Freunde des 
Altertums werdon unwi.llig •. Alle gcraten in radikale Ver
legenheit. Hter wird eine w.irkli,che ewige t.agc des .Menscben 
otfenbar. 1) 

it becomes thus obvious that Grisebnch secularises the Cross. It is merged 

with the crisis-situation of ,man, and nu:m is !'used with it in 1-;is situa-

tion of conflict. As tbe Cross reveals man•s eternal situation, the ques-

tion about the metaphysical significance of man's existence is n.ot amiss 

here. In tbe ligbt ot the Cross man's suffering as well as his obedience 

in bearing his cross, i.e., bisfelloVIIItan•s contradiction, now gain an 

absolute dimension, so does man•s ethical existence as an existence in 

faith. Through Christ •s absolute obedien.ce on tbe Cross, His unbounded 

love, His total .sacrifice, and iUs unconditional faith ,in bitter agony, 

' where everything was at stake, God's promise was fulfilled. The rea.lity 

ot Christ's taith conquered death. Io this last trial God's will was re• 

vcaled. 

Der Opfcrtod war die letztmogliche Steigerung des durch 
das ganze Leben. hindureh gcubten GeborsatllS gegen Gott, 
das hocbste Mass der erprobtcn Geduld gogenu.ber den Men
schcn, cue letzte Bewahrung eincr uncrsehutterlichen Hoff_. 
nung und. e.iner praktischen Liebe im bitteren Leid. flier 
geschieht ein.e Off'enbnrtmg: Got.t entaeheidet am Kreuz, er 
er.fullt dem Gekreuzigten ~ie Ditte um Vergebung •••• Jesus 
gehorehte der Entscbeidung bis · zwn .Letzt·en und maebte da
durcb Gottes Willen offenbar. Offenbarung ist Bcwahrun.g 
eines gehorsalilen Glaubens und Vertrauens bis .zum Ende. 
Offenbarung als fmtsebeidung kann nur durcb Glauben i.m 
Leide vernommen weraen. Das ist die Wirklichkeit diescr 
einmaligen tmd doch ewig gleichzeitigcn Passion. 2} 

From the above the practical meaning of the Cross fo.r· human exi,stenc:e 

becomes quite .. clear. It man is able to accept the Cross in faith, i.e., 

as the absolut·e contradiction of all his efforts, desires, activities, 

in short, as the absolute contradiction of his self., he will .bave been 

merged liith the real ground, in which all suffering and pain is overcome, 

and in 

lJ Die Sehicksnlstragc des Abendlandcs, pp.l09•ll,O 

2) E.Grisebach, op.cit., pp.ll4·115 
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and in perfect peace reigns. It is in this sense, in the expectation ot 

an existence in peace through faith, which comes to man not through his 

own effort, but through God's grace, that we spoke ot Gri$ebach'S escha

tological pbilosopby, in that man.from a world at ·conflict has been carried 

over into a world o.£ peace. 

11' we .consider Grisebach's philosophy in the l..igbt of the Gross \Ve, again, 

must ask the question: Has he not n subcentle·d " or transcended in a nega• 

· tive way the ·actual world of suffering and confli·Ct byi allowing his self 

to be shrunk to such an extent that it .is merged with tbe Cross ? Does he 

still speak as a philosopher or as a thcolog.ian ? Guido s·cbmidt, for lin• 

stance; in Der Ausgans neuprotestantischcr Tbeologie aus der kritiechen 

Pbilosophie EbcrbardGrisebachssees in Grisebach's thought a. tbe()logia 

crucis. This intcrpr.ctation, which is the result. of. the specific task 

Schmidt set hi~nSelf, namely, to enquir.e in.to· the theological implications 

ot Grisebacb's thought, does, hO\'YCVer, not do justice to Orisebacb's phi• 

losophy. Grisebacb, it must be emphasised again, ls interested in man's 

active partici.J.)Iiltion in the permanent common task of men to listen to each 

other, to heed each other's · cbollenge with a. v.iew towards ·being enabled 

to suffer the crisis in silent passion, t-hereby exper.icncing peace; tor it 

is the crisis in the community that imposes upon man his permanent task. 

Grisebach. 's philosophy, therefore, is of. a purely practical 11ature. 'Thinking 

has lost all theoretical .meaning., but is now silent action in the comn1on 

exJ)eri.ence of the crisis • which brings peace. If Griaebach •.s philosophy is 

seen as a philosophi.a crucis, ·then, we must. no.t forget that he regards the 

event ot the Cross from the pnrely practical point of view, i.e., the sig• 

nU'icance it hae for everyday human relations. It i.s in this. sense tluit we 
1 

spoke of its secu.larisation. 

In. spite o£ all. this, the question remains: Does Griseba.eh, by accepting 

as real only contingent experience, i.e., the moment .of tn~m•s self being 

terminated by his fellowman's contradiction, rc~in O"ithtn the sphere of 

·conflict, suffering. a.nd contradiction:. in sbort, w.i thin the actual, or does 

he 1 eave •••••••••••.•••••• 
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be leave it behind again ? Even if.' Grisebach would answer ( we are not 

sure whether he would ) . that. aa l·ong as we live, our self, on account 

of the sinfulness of our nature, could not be absolutely shrunk a'\\'Dy, 

so th.at we would be capable of absolute faith, but would always relaJ)Se 

into cJoubt, would not the very fact of orientating ourselves by the 

Griseb.acbean event ot the Cross direct tm towards an absolute, and should 

we not i.n tl'le moments, however brief, of actually bearing the .conflict be 

linked with it in faith, even though we might relapse into the world of 

the human self ? For there can be no doubt, for Gt .. i.sebach the CX)lcrience 

of faith constitutes the experience of the real, but surely thereby the 

problematic nature of the real, i.e., our questionable human truths, have 

been overcome beeause tait.h is not questton.able but certain, t.e., both 

true and real. We can a lao formulate it in this way: tlle Jlloment conflict 

or contradiction ie being borne, it ceases to be conflict ar contradiction, 

man is no longer in doubt, he is no longer broken , but he exists in peace. 

Thus, ,in spite of the ruling out of the absolute as a reflection . in the 

conflict of the community, Grieebach, even without the Cross, does not 

seem to get away from some l\1CtBJ>blsical, s._round into which man is being 

merged through tbe contradiction o.f hia fcllovmtan. It is true that this 

ground is no.t known but ~"Ec.!..icnccd ,..thr_ough,J!U:th, but this hnrdly saves 

Gr·iscbuch from transcending, even though :i.t"t a negative manner, the actual 

world ot suffering an.d contradiction• Tbe difference between the positive 

method of constituting the real grotu1d, as we described it ,tn our hi.emrical 

discussion of truth and reality from Greek tbC\ught to contem!Jorary l~j.s

tcntialist Philosophy in the first chapter of t;bis work, and Grisebacll's 

negative or inverted method of g1•nou~ 1 ~ mc-rgi.ng our thougl:tt with practi• 

cal or contingent experience is that by the former tuan ad.,justs b.imself to 

bis self-constituted real ground while by the latter m~n. i.n hc;i.ng adjusted 

to it. StateCl in t!leologieQl terms, therefore, Grisebach's philoAophy does 

1~e1llind us of J:..uther's doctrine ot justification by faith; and althou~h 

the interpretation of Grisebach •s philosophy as a philosoy>hia crucis would 

nould certainly not do justice to its true purpose, it must be admitted 

that by ••••••••••••••••• 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE PROBLEM OF GEGEN~ART ( ACTUALITY ) 

From our discussion in the previous chapter, it becomes clear that Grise-

bach's critical search for the real ended in pure contingent experience. 

The real was ·in no way reached, app.roached, or contained in man's own 

effort, reflection, or attitude, nor was it even reflected further in man's 

relation with his feD.o\llllan. It had now become the very in.comprehensible, 

irretrievable, dimensionless experience of bearing in passion his fellowman's 

contradiction by which all historical duration and. continuity were terminated. 

Gegemvart or the actual situation in the above sense was all-important. It 

was in this situation that man led an ethical existence. Hence the past 

was dead. Only the common task with his fellowman on the basis of the actual 

crisis was a real task directing man towards the future,in the sense of a 

possible experience of peace. To live in Gegenwart, therefore, i.e., to 

give oneself completely to the actual situation of crisis between man and 

his fellowman, was Grisebach's principal postulate. His whole main-work 

Gegemvart may be conceived as an urgen.d appeal to man to e&change living in 

a self-constituted historical dream-world, or the past, for living in the 

present in the above sense. Although Grisebach's main ... work was not his 

last work, we deal with it last, because in it the problem of "Gegenwartn 

has been formulated best and because the works following it did not add 

anything new, but applied the problem to various fields of life. In Gegen-

!!!! the movement of Grisebach's thought from immanence to emanence, from 

••aBBa~ essentiality to pure contingency has been completed. It is there-

fore neceasary to discuss the problem of Gegenwart, as it is stated in 

Grisebach 1s main-work, in greater detail, before we attempt to make a posi

tive reply of our own to Grisebach's conception of truth and reality. We 

shall do so by referring chiefly to Gegemrart, but also, if necessary, to 
\ 

the works succeeding it, as they do not fundamentally di,ffer from it. 
I 

It is no mere coincidence that we translated Grisebach's 1 terms of Gegenwart 

by actuality. This at ones moves it into a sphere of its own, merely, the 

region •••• ; ••••.••.••• 

• 
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'. ' 

·region of actual occurrence, where man happens to encounter his fellowman ' 

and through li.int experiences· contradiction and his -limit;ation·, which .cause 

bim to suffer •. In other words, by Gegenwart Grisebach means· the now _and 
f ' •• • \ 

then experiEmce of ·the termination of his self,, his knowledge, h_is views, 

· his principles, etc.·, in which e:ltperience all continuity,. histor.i<;~ time, 

reflection as well as all human efforts and attitudes, in short, any reas"" 

sertion of the self in whatever form, are contradicted by .real time, i.e., 

actual contingent experience. By Gesenwart 1 therefore, .Gr.isebach means the 

c~ntingent world of everyday co_nfli_ct, w:here no .self-c.onsti tuted law or 

principle or ·real grounds· exist-. but where, on. the contral'y,· all ·1aws· . 
' . . . ~ . . . ~ . . . 

principles or metaphysical grounds are· questioned· and nega:ted .in the ex-

perience of one's fellowman's contradiction. 

It follows that ·the field of contingent :experien.c_e must be clearly sepa.-· 

rated from the techn.ical,.scientific, or historical world, which is but 

. a:n .illusory ·dream world of. the pas.t, i.e. t that which has been understood 

and therefore has become, instead of· being subject· to. quest-io~l"'knd there
. is 

fore/becoming. ·It can thus never claim to lead man to real ·existence •. 
- . 

It becomes so obvious that ,Gri~eba·ch makes a sharp dist·inct_ion 'between -the 
. - . 

real world, which as the actual· (problema'tic) world of experience is the 

only lB~ma:te. legitimate field ot ethics and the .theoretical {essential) 

world ot truth or knowledge, which is constituted in man's :mind from t·l ~ome 

self-constituted real gro~nd or universal principle. It, therefore, by• 

passes Gegenwart or actuality, avoids all real conflict in t})e sense ot 

actually experi(!nced confl~et, and represents nothing but man's self-reali

sation or the circle of the self (Wesenszirkel ) • We shall now discuss 

these two regions separately, beginning with the world of truth and then 

considering the .various .aspects or· the world of Gegenwart or. actualitY; • 
. · 

A. The World o.£ Truth 

In the beginning of his chief-work, Gegenwart, ·:Gi•isebach argues tha't' 'o~ 

usual conception of Gegenwart or \Virklichkeit ·(the two may be said to :be· 

identical.~~~-~ •••••••• ~~.~ ••• 
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identical as is evident from the word actuality ) rests on the confusion-

of the essential world of truth with the contingent \Tor ld of experience. 

In other words, the taking as real of a self-constructed world &s the 

fundamental error, not only of philosophy but of theology, the humanities, 

the sciences, and technology as-well• All these fields of human activity 

can, according to Grisebach, never attain to reality, for the simple rea-

son that they constitute their own fundamental premises, which they de-

velop methodologically. ln. other words, the answers or results arrived at 

are already implicit in the way in which the question is asked and depend 

upon the premise or hypothesis adopted and its methodological development • 

. In this way, the world is humanised in the sense that it is adjusted to 
is 

man•s rational disposition or perspective and in this way//brought under 

the control of his mind. In the scientific, humanistic, artistic and theo• 

logical world, therefore, man keeps moving within the cycle of his own 

self. 

If this be granted, however, then the world of truth, as the essential 

world of man, i.e., the unfolding of his self, cannot be real in the sense 

of existing outside himself, for the real groun.ds, from ebich such reality 

is borrowed, are themselves self-constituted grounds. It follows that all 

human truths, .scientific perspectives, humanistic systems, aesthetic views 

and sentiments as well as all theological doctrines are immanent and in a 

certain sense.dogmatic. This applies of course no less to all philosophi-

cal systems, no matter whether they have been constructed from a material 

or ideal premise, whethe.r their starting-point is empirical or rational 

and their method inductive or deductive, synthetical or analytical. In 

each case, their real ground is a self-constituted ground, so that their 

epistemological, ethical and metaphysical doctrines are of mere theoreti-

cal value and possess no practical significance whatsoever. The world of 

human truth is thus for Griscbach a mere academic or technical world from 

which man's ethical existence can never be derived. It is known in the 

sense of having been constructed by man himself and )lis thus controlled 

and possessed by him. It is a \forld which always answers to the principle 

of identity ••••••••••••• 
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of identity, in which the subject is merged with the object or the subject-

object relation is comprehended as a dialectical principle, in which the 

real crisis or conflict is reflected upon, instead of being actually ex-

perienced. It thus becomes a remembered object of the past, and because it 

is grasped by the subject through a rational act of understanding no longer 

represents an actually experienced conflict. 

For this reason Grisebach, in Gegenwart 1 wishes to bring about a clear sepa-

ration between the internal world of man's truth and the external world of 

real contingency!) as represented by one's fellowman. As the foreign other 

he cannot be brought under man's methodological control, but remains in 

contradiction to man, which the latter experiences as the limitation of his 

own truth or his own self. Man's fellowman is the real, existing outside 

man's grasp and disposition, he is the emanent which man experiences as a 

stumbling block. 

As Grisebach, in the human world of truth, sees only a dreac-world, which 

leads man away from the actual world of experience into a self•constructed 

world, it is not surprising that be does not see an essential difference 

between myth and science.ioth are the heritage of Greek thinking. Both re-

present a cycle of the self, the former in symbolic, the latter in rational 

form; both ways of human thinking constitute worlds of reflection ( and 

therefore of the past ) and historical continuity. 2 ) 

In connection with the separation of the immanent world of human truth from 

the emanent world of actual contingent experience, Grisebach, in the second 

paragraph of the oecond chapter in Gegenwart, discusses the pure method. 

If,he says, the hur.Jan world is to constitute a world of truth in the sense 

of the essential world of human reason, then it must be purged of all sem-

blance to the real world. It must not falsely claim to have anything to do 

with reality in the sense of the actual experience of an emanent. Once we 

have, through the pure oethod, recognize~ the self-constitutive nature of 

all our scientific systems, viz., scientific principles or formulae 

philosopboumena •••••••••••••••• 

1) Cf. Gegenwart, chapter I 

2) Op.cit.,chapter III,section I,entitled: Wissenschaft oder Mythos 
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philosophoumena and theologoumena, even there where they claim to be trans-

cendent, which, according to Grisebach, means nothing but self-transcen• 

dence or the absolutisation of the self, we shall come to realise the ab• -
selute were ( the absolute emptiness ) of our self-constituted systems. 

Through self-reflection the pttte method leads to an attack upon one's own 

self and to a critical defense against any unjustifiable.:application ot 

the systema. 

In its critical stage, therefore, the pure method makes man realise that 

what he values the most,. originality, autonomy, good will, spirit of enter• 

prise and reason, is being put in question, and the crisis into which these 

highest values have now entered,as a result of self-reflection
1
Grisebach 

calls the Schwere (heavy impact ) of the pure method. 

·Die Schwere liegt nun darin, dass ·diese reine Methode 
zunachst das eigene Selbst hart trifft. Alles was bis• 
her die Grosse des menschlichen Gcistes ausmachte: die 
Ursprunglichkeit, die Autonomic, der gute Wille, der 
Unternehmungsgeist, die alles klarendc Vernunftgabe, 
alles das wird mit Bezug auf die ethische Welt bier in 
Frage gestcllt. 1) 

In order to arrive at this ethical world, therefore, the pure method is 

a necessary presupposition. When, _through it, the systems of the humanis-

tic world have been exposed as those which they really are, namely, so 

many cycles of the self, it induces man to start breaking down the systems, 

or, what amounts to the same thing, it guides the self in eventually 

allowing itself to be shrunk to the point where it becomes open to and 

ready for the actual encounter with the emanent, i.e., the actual experien-

cc of the termination of the self by one•s fellowman. 

In reference to the world of truth, therefore, the moral act consists in 

man's decision for the world of actual experience. It is by this uncom-

promising call for an Either-Or that Grisebach links up with Kierkegaard 

and, like the latter, attempts to break through the anonymous, theoretical 

world of human reason to the practical world of the contingent encounter, 

except that ( as we have already pointed out in chapter V ) Grisebach, 

in Kierkegaards paradoxical relation with God, sees another reflective 

dialectical •••••••••••••••• 

1) Gegenwart, p.62 
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· dialectical _principle or theologoumenon. 

l.f, however, the ·systems of human truth represent nothing but the unfolding 

and even the-transcendence oftbe individual self, ·tt is understandable 

that Grl.sebach regards them as basically evil, ·as is shown in the chapter. 

. 1) 
on .Satanism .in Gegenwart. Their -egocentric origin reveals man •s ·dogmatic 

inclination and his desire for power and authority. Hence· Grisebach's un-

compromising stand aga:lnst man's tendency to admire genius, originality, 

.spirit of enterprise·, etc•- What is commonly called gr·eat by man is to Gri-

sebach great vice.- It follows that what are.commonly called cardinal vir-

tues, such as wisdomi s:trength of mind, temperance and' justice., are to him 

splendid .vices, Which by their sublime look deceive -man and' .make him be ... 

lieve that,·in their light, he is leading an ethical existence. Grisebach 

says: 

Die Natur des Mensct).en ist nicht gut, sie ist bose .-•• •-•. 
In der Welt, in der die. menschliche Natur herrscht, 
geht .es bos_e zu. Die unbeherrschte Bosheit is vorherr
schende<Jeder fll.ndere, der sich der .Ausweitung cines Ieh• 
ltreises widersetzt wird verneint und vern1ehtet • Diese 
Vernic:htung.geschieht mit Fleies 'und Besonnenheit, d.h., 
mit aller . 'l'ugend. Das .Ich betatigt sich in einem absolut 
negativen Urteil, ~ess es .sich entfaltet. 2) · 

It stands to reason that Griiaebach*s .conception of human truth as basically 

evil .is the result of the experience o.f hie own time, when the crisis of· 

western civilization, whi~h had alre~dy been aptly descrcibed by K ierke:

gaard, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche., had exploded into two devastating world 
·-

wars, and when after these wars, ideological warfare continued with unaba-

ted vehemence. Is .it surprising, then, that Grisebach, as we pointed out 
', ,; . 
in the previous chapter, saw the untruth in human truth, that he declared 

· · .the ba~ruptcy .of the Bourgeois world and that tle was suspicious ·Of all 
.. 

human reflection, of all historical continuity and. teleological aims in 

' ' 
·history constituted by man, because they misled man and prevented him from 

eXJ>ericmcing the actual ·encounter with his fellowman in r6al time, .by which 
. ~. t : 

all historical time -is terminated ?. We. believe that he went too far ,,.hen . . . 

he j'udged th~ systems of human truth as evii ( as .we hope' we shall be able 

to Show ·later), but in vie\1 of the situation from which he philosophised 

s~eh judgment is understandable. In Was ist Wa~rheit in \'lirklichkeit ~!.!~ .· 

Die S chi cksals_frage •••• ~ •'• .-; •• ~ • , 

1) Pp. 467-412 
2) Qp.cit •, PP• 469-470 ... 153--· 
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Die Schicksalsfrage des Abendlandes 1 Grisebach's main-purpose is to show 

that the prevailing crisis of truth in the western world has its origin 

in the egocentric and dogmatic nature of this truth, which must neeus lead 

to mutual destruction, and that peace can only be achieved by man's turning 

from himself, from his own truth, system, doctrine, principle, etc., to his 

fellowman and accepting the natural crisis, which man and fellowman experien-

ce in common, and on the grounds of which they must actually work t·ogether, 

as permanent and inevitable, instead of trying to overcome it by systematic 

reflection. The following are a few statements on the part of Grisebach 

concerning the crisis of truth in the Bourgeois world: 

Die Weltkrise als Folge der Wahrheitskriee offenbart sich 
in der Gegenwart als wirkliche lnfragestellung unserer 
ideologisch gefassten Welt, die wir als ' biirgerliche Welt ' 
zu bezeichnen pflegen ••••• Die neue Lage ist tatsachlich 
erschreckend. Die Geborgenheit und Sicherheit enthullt sich 
als Selbsttauschung, die Herrschaft des Gcistes als eitler 
Anspruch .• Der Charakter der neuen wirklichen Situation ist 
kritisch. Ihr Kennzeichen, ihre neue Wahrhcit, ist der kri
tische Zustand sclbst, die ewig durchbrechende Zwietracht 
der Vernunft. Die Weltkrise als Folge der Wahrheitskrise 
offenbart sich in der Gegenwart als wirkliche Bedrohung und 
lnfragoatellung, als Schicksals!'rage des europaischen 
BUrgers, als europaischer Krieg.l) 

B. The World Gegenwart ( Actuality ) 

( i ) Epistemological View 

The knowledge of the world of Gegenwart or actuality means the cognition 

of the questionability and uncertainty of our own knowledge and the prob-

lematic and contingent character of the real or ethical world. As knowledge, 

such cognition is, however, reflective and belongs to the theoretical, im-

manent-and not to the practical, emanent and contingent world of exp~ricn-

ce. Such a world can no longer be known, but is the end of all one's know-

ledge and expectations. From the critical nature of the pure method, by 

which through self-reflection, man became conscious of the inner emptiness 

of the self-constituted systems, the task of philosophy follows. It is no 

longer constitutive, but critical and consists in the gradual abolition or 

rejection of itself. By self-restraint and critical insight, philosophy 

becomes conscious of its own crisis and questionability. By exposing the 

emptiness .•. ................... 

1) Was ist Wahrheit in Wirklichkeit, PP• 18-19 
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empt·iness, doginatism, eontradi~toriness of the. human: truths and systems, 
whether· 

which, in spite of their different startirig-points, no matter/material 
• <. • . ~ ~-

or ideal, empirical 'or rational, represent nothing but so manyeycles of 

the self containing ill themselves their own respective logos, it arrives 

at a multiple logos. This is howev.er no longer a systematic unfolding of 

a universally valid logos, as is the ease in dialectical metaphysics, but, 

as Griseba.ch. puts ~t ·in .Die Schicksals·frage des Abendlandes, it is the 

·actual struggle of man against man, word. against word, speech against 
j 

speech, reason against rationality~ ·m ottu~r words, tbe multiple logos 
. . 

reveals. the actual· crisis in which inan and his fe.ilowman find themseives. · 

It is the task. of. critical· philosophy to· make .these various modes 'of spe.ech 

intelligibleto each ot~er. What this actual, broken logos reveals is 

the. common distress wher-eby, we are all linked and in the ac_tual eXperience 

of which we mUst work together in-the interest of the,common good. 

l>er Grund und B~den, aur· demwir Europaer miteinander reden, 
.ist •• ~ •••••• die geineinsame Heimat, die gemeinsame Not. Sie 
ist die menschliche Wirklichkeit auf unserem Kontinent, die 
wir tins nfcht ausdenken, sondern die· sieh .in der ·konit.reten 
Gespraehslage geistig als Wort\velt entwickelt. Es ist .unser 
Beruf,· der sozialen Not zu dienen und vor allem Missver-

,. standnisse und .VerwechSlungen der Sachraume. nach MOglichlteit 
zu beseitigen. Wir fr:agen daher nach dem Grund des Missver
stehens. ·Dieseri Grund :testzustellen heisst scbon den geisti-· 
gen. Aufbau positiv befordern, die Arbeiter am Bau einander 
naher~bringen. Das setzt·eine Sprachk.enntnls, das Werk einer 
Logoslehre vpraus. 1) · 

In other words, the multiple· logos, dis"C?overe~ by.philosoptiy.through cr~-· 

tical insight .into .itself and its ()Wn .systems; ·iS. to serve as_ a .foundation 

.for ·a pos_itive ta~k, which springs ,from the. very. e~erience of the co~on 
-

distress as a, res.ult of the crisis between man ancl hi_s. fellowman, .. namely'· 

the task of making man and hfs fellowman realise that the crisis is the 

very basis on which they are referred to.each other and on which th~y must 

· wurk ~o.gether in the creation of the material and .spiritual components 

of culture. In this way, the :crisis become~ ail ethical-ground for man and 

his fellomnan ·and th.e contradictory relation tn· which they stand to one 

another -an ethical relation~· 
. We !mllS t. e' • • ·• ~ .•.••.•••• -. ~ .~-••••.•• 

1) Die Schicltsalsfrase des Abendlandes, P• 294 · 
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W~ must however remember .. that. this reflective activity of philosophy, how

ever_self~c~itical it may be, does no;t mean that we have already arrived 

at the wo~ld of acttial experience_, which is the ethical world. As long as 

we reflect or tak~ up an a~-tftude of whatever nature,': we keep moving within 

the, cycle. of ·the self. Therefore even the most critical reflection. -an~ the 

· keenest awtircm.ess of the. questionab:llity and critical state of our truth, 

in short., even .the knowledge of our ·not-knowing or the very act of self

rejection by philo~ophy, still. belong to the. sphere of the human self_ and 

are finai:ly terminated by the actual- encounter in __ real time with the ema-

nent or really. transcendent, namely, one's fellowman, by \Yhich experience 

·( as we have repeatedly shown ) all reflectliDve. continuity in historical 

time is pierced through and we ar~~ irt the real world. 

Thus Grisebach.holds thet critical ref_lcction upon thequesti.onability of 

OUt' knowledge is only a technical, •Critical Virtue. 

Es ist mit ihr ( this.virtue ) noch nichts Entseheidendes 
fiir die ··rlxistenz gewonnen. Jede in Wahl-heit ·begriindete 
Hal tung bl.eibt fiir die ethische Wirklicbkeit ohne. ent
scheidende Bedeutung. Si.e rechnet noeh mit der Selbigkeit. 
des Wcsens, mit der Geschlossdnheit·des Bezirkes der 
Wabrheit, mit der Beherrs~hung .. des Gegenstandes durch ein 
gleiches Wesen. Der Zirkel des Selbst ist mit 'der kriti-. 
schen Erkenntnis nochnicht uberschritten. 1). -

As. long, therefore., as we move in~ the. sphere of knowledge, includi~g · 
-. . . .-

critical self•knowiedge, ~e ctmnit really speak -of an _ext.ernal. All that 

'happens is that such an. ce~ter~al is consti tttted dialectically and there- ;. 

fore understood, so that-it is reall~ an internal.-

·xnnerhalb der Erkenntn:i.s. Hisst sich nicht vom Aussen re.den, 
di~ Erkenntnis · ve.rmag ein .Aus_sen nur .zu ·erfahren; nicht 

·inner lich im. ~Gewissen, sondern wirklich von a us sen geht 
den Erkennenden in der Gegenwart jemi:md an. ~) 

In other wor(ls ~ the ·external is that._ ~vhich puts our knowledge in _question 

and. f'~nally termi_nates 1 t. It _is the ernanent which is not at our disposal, 
. . 

in.tbe sense of having been self-constituted. It is by its contradiction 

that we encounter the world of actut\1 experience and contingency. ·This 

world, however., isa totally different sphere in which reasoning,planning, 

calculation ••••• .- ...... . 

1) Gegenwart, P• 419 

2) Op.cit., P• 479 
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calculation, attitude and sentimen_t no longer lulve any meaning. By ex• 

periencing the real or cthicnl world through the contradiction of the 

foreign other, one's fellowman, so that it is no longer lfithin our ratio-

nal grasp and thus at our disposal, we can by critical insight 

nur 1ndirekt von dor lrisis der C~genwart ale Krisis 
der Erkonntnis reden und mU8son die losbaren Aufgaben 
der Erkenntnis kritieeb ale Hinweis auf das unlosbaro 
Problem dor Gegonwart entwickoln ••••••••••••• 
F.s bleibt demnach das Dcnken zwnr auf sich sel bst ge
riehtet, es bereitet sicb aber auf die .Ertf,;\hrung vor, 
die allen seinen Degriffen widerstreitet.lJ 

(ii) Practical Consequences 

In confonnance with the above it is obvious that what applies to knowledge 

and thinking likewise applies to ethics and the virtues. The inevitable 

crisis of hur.tan lmowlcdge and truth breedl!l in man a Rcite ( m~turity ot 

the thought ),. and our critical insight, which revealed the critical and 

questionable state ot our sell-constituted knowledge in whatever torm, 

scientific, humanistic, theological, leads us to the expectation ot an 

Ansprechende ( one that addresses himself to us ). In consequence of this 

expectation, man ia led to practise the virtue ot Boscheidenheit (selt-

restraint ), which, sa technical virtue, belongs to the humanistic world 

ot t.rutb and can easily become evil, when laying vlnim to ethical reality, 

with which it has nothing to do. It can only be preparatory to our ex• 

periencing it. What may happen is that Descheidung (limitation ) may occur 

and atfect it from tho outside. It this happens, it then receives a 

Bcscheid (com~unication). But it must be clearly understood that Bescheid• 

ung, unlilt.e flescheidenheit_. belongs to the external, contingent and real 

world -of actual experience and, in the last instance terminates the huma
can 

nistic virtue of Uescht~idenheit by actual contrlldiction. Bescbeidung/ihcre• 

tore not be known, but only experienced. The same ditterence exists between 

the virtue ot lforigkei t, which means keeping oneself open to the contradic

tion of one's fellowman in self-restraint, and Gehorsam (obedience ); tor 

by Gehorsam Grisebacb does not mean being true to one's own nature or 

essence ( which 'Jfould lead to an unfolding ot the self ), but endurance in 

passion•••••••••••••••••••• 
1) Gegenwart.a p.J.69 
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passion of the Bescheid (communication ), which comes to me from the 

external world and thus is beyond my disposal. 

It follows that Grisebach's technical virtues represent the border of our 

knowledge or truth, which has become critical of itself. These virtues 

are necessary in that they prepare us for the experience of an actual en-

counter with the external, i.e., the endurance in passion of one's f~IJJlow-

man's contradiction in real time through which all our truths and virtues, 

even the most self-critical ones, are terminated and we lead an ethical 

existence the peace of which transcends all understanding. 

The conclusion drawn from the above is that the virtue of self-restraint 

exercised by the individual, the sciences, the humanities, philosophy, and 

theology in recognition of the.crisis is a responsible attitude, which is 

terminated by the actual encounter with the emanent, i.e., the responsibi-

lity through the other, by which Grisebach means the obedient endurance in 

passion of the· communication from the outside. Thio also applies to the 

state and the maturation of a people or nation through the crisis. 

Das Reiten cines Volkes und der in ibm tatigen \Vissenschaft 
hangt von ihrer Zuruckhaltung ab. Denn nur das bescheidene 
und horige Volk kann in mannhaft zu ertragender Verantwortung 
seine Zukun.ft und seine Reife erwarten. Diese wird nun nicht 
mehr in einer theoretischen Lebre orier in ei.nem kirchlichen 
Dogma begr:i.indet. Sie wird nur durch die Erfahrung und das 
Leid im l~ben gewahrt. 1) 

The practical implications of Grisebach's conception of the ethical world 

as opposed to the world of huQan reason are t~at they overthrow man's 

cherished notions and ideals of creating a better world through ltis own 

analytical and creative effort. They require a total break with his custo-

toary way of thinking and the attitude he ordinarily takes up ;towards life: 

Grisebach's conception of the ethical world means a radical turning away 

from the world of memory and yesterday towards the world of actuality or 

to-day in expectation of a Zukommcnde ( a future coming ), namely, an 

ethical existence. This has decisive consequences for all_fields of human 

activities, private doalings and negotiations between individual and indi

vidual, the sciences, the humanities, politics, education, the fine arts 

and theology. All these activities, according to Grisebach, take place on 

the false •••••••••••••••••••• 
l)Gegem•art, p. 510 
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the false presumption of an eternally valid logos. They all betray man's 

boundless ambition to reach the promised land where milk and honey flow, 

where there is a minimum of conflict and a maximum of peace and harmony. 

They all bear witness to man's egocentricity and his desire for power. Small 

wonder,then, that man has been travelling the wrong way and has landed him-

self in deeper conflicts and con-tradictions, that he bas become ever more 

dogmatic and intransigent in his outlook on life and the world, so that 

the catastrophe became inevitable, and it is from this experience that 

Grisebach philosophiees. It is from this experience that he polemicises 

against man's mania for education, which can only mean educating the y~ung 

for a self-constituted goal or logos which opposes other such goals or 

logoi, constituted by a different method. This, to Grisebach, means eree-

ting walls of separation and misunderstanding, causing a war of the logoi, 

in which one system is bent at the total destruction of the other. In a 

yet unpublished series of lectures on education ~ntitled Introduction to 

Ec:lucation, which he delivered while yet in the shadow of the Second World 

War and shortly before his death, namely, during the summer semester of 

1945 at the University .of Zurich, he says: 

Alle Erzieher wollen ihre Volker zur Freiheit fuhren. 
D.iese Freiheit enthUllt sich im Verlaufe des Experiments 
in jedem Falle als Unfreiheit der-Volker, denn alle er
warten die Entscheidung iihcr die wahre Freiheit von deru 
mechanisehen Erfolg, von der Vorherrschaft eincr ~hcht 
Uber cine andere, die als human vorgeste 11 t wi rd, abet' 
an sicb sataniseh ist ••••• 
Man wird Miihe haben, heute zu verstehen, wie diese klassi
sche Elementarbildungsmethode sich so verhangnisvoll ent
wickeln und in der Praxis zu solchcn katastrophalen Folgen 
fiihrcn konntc. 1) 

In this way, frrisebach unmasks the classical humanistic ideal of cduca-

tion as actually inhuman, in the sense that it prevehts man from experien-

eing the actual encounter with his fellowman and thus from partaking of 

an ethical existence and causing him to be egocentric to such a degree 

that be aims at the Annihilation .of his fellowman. 

In Was ist •••••••••••••••••• 

1) Lecture on Dio J.1cnschlichkcit 
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In Was ist ·wahrheit tind lVirklichkeit, Die ;schiclcsalsfrage de,s Al)endlandes, 
'f j I 

Ja.cob Burckhardt. als Denker ~s well as in,,other works, Gris,bach takes a 
. ./ - / '. - - " - f J' 

stand against the false presumption of an iunfoldin.g .spirit pr a continuum 
I. 1' 

of the spirit- in history. It i·s tl'\is under, lying assumpti-on .. of an. eternal 
. •'· . 

legos/J,n history, which misguides man and makes -him believe/ 'that by re-
,. 

membering the _past he is one with the spirit··.and thus wit~):' the real. ·By 
~ '! 

' ! .. 
remembering the ever pres~rit as :the· continuum in the rise '.and de,.Cay of the 

Ji. . -
. I 

cultural systems,. the historian believes that man takes patrt ,i1:i _t~e. pro;.. 

cess of fr-esh creationth~ough the.spi~it. He forgets 'that i;t is man him-

self, who constitutes the logos of .history of. whatever nat~re, arid l t is 

by this very assumption that he finds it i~ t~e process Q.f historical events. 
i 

By comprehending the process of histo:r·y in :this'. way, h~/~eally disposes 
',/ 

of it. Be feels that he is the torchbearer of the spillit. ·.Especially the 

young generation feels that it-must be in step-with it, which leads to-con-

flict with the older generation, which is regarded a,s being out of step• 

Through the self•fttlfilment of tbe logos man J!opes to .reach his ideals 

- human perfection, h~rJ!lony, :~apv1ness, etc. - whether _the- projection of 

th~ self intohistory takes place on an ideal premise~as is the case with. 

llegel, or a materi~l premise, as· 1s the.case with Marx, makes no differen ... 
. ' 

- . 
ce. IP. both eases, as· in all such cases, th~ cycle of-the self has· been· 

.completed. At the end of his book on Burelthardt's historical thinking, 

Grisebaeh comes to-the following general- conclusion withregard to the 

historical. logos 

Da:s kiinftige Europa Uisst sich nicht theoretiscb -entwerfen 
oder stiften; es ist im Aufbau begriffen9 aber nieht _ent
sprecherid dem ~anon dest l(iassik, nicht nach Massgabe \eines 

· kanoniscl1en Rechts, nicht nach dem Beiapiel irgend~iner 
programmatischen Renaissance ode:r Aufklarung, niebt .im 
Sinne der erneuerte~- goethisch.en Welt oder im VoU.zug eines 
roinantischen Logos, -·es ist viel mehrdort zu erwarten, 
wo _nacbfreier Fcst~~ellung der klassisehe~ Irrtiimer- die. l) 
Korrektur des europa1.schen Selbstbewusatse1.ns begonnen hat. 

In this connection we wish to make only brief mention of Grbrebach's argu

ment that the Christian religion,too, has been buttressed by the-cCinon of 

the classical . . ......... ·• ...... . 
1) Jacob Burckhardt als Denker, P• 344 
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the classical logos, wber~by _it lost its practical and anti-bistori.cal 

character. :Both philosophy and Christian theology rationalised and histori-

Cised Christianity, converting it into a Christian l)umauism and a Christian 

eul ture. · This J~roecss ~y be said t:o ,have begun with A.ugustine and to have--_ 

found its- consistent conclusion in tlegcl 's philosophy, where the ·spirit had: 

returned to i taelf and th~tS was .fully emancipated, so that philosophy and 

-tbeologj had been merged. ,As thl.s process takes place in mAn's conscious• 

noaa, it_ folloWs that the self-emancipation of tbe spirit is at the same 

time the self-creation of man in freedom.l), 

l~ cannot be denied that this reading by man of an ever present logos into 

historical eYents and· the rise and decay of the cultural systems has .led to -

dire consequences. Not so long a.go, as a re1$inlt of the inflation -o.f the 

human self into absolute dimensions,- which led to a. growing and a more and. 

more tmyiel<ling ideological dogmatism and which erected insurmountable 

walla between men and nations, we e:Kperi.cnced the horrors of Ute world wars 

as well as their dreadful -~fte~mnth •. But man se~ms to- have learned nothing,_ 

for again he seeks to patch Up the crisis '•wi'th va.rious ideo.logies, each 

one ben.t._upon the otber'e; destructi-on. The clash o_f w.ills, as a result of 

man !,s continued self-transcendence -has_ spread tbe conflict all over the 

world (over Europe, As~a and Africa) and, in the shadow of nuclear wea

pons, takes .on a particularly sinister look. Thus we see that the situation· 

-has not changed r.tuch s1nce Grisebach's time, b~t that it 'has grown \VOr8e. 

We can tbus appreciate his_ distrust in human reason and any sel:t-conatitu-

ted human truth. f.te understand his warning against a conceited pedagogism 

·.and hi,s urgen(t appeal to teachers to guide the pupils with .regard to the 

. actual problems of the day, so that, on the -basis of .. the actual crisis, they 

will be. able ·to pnrticipnte in the discussi()ll ari.sing from the crisis _ex-

pcrien,ed by all, instead of making them tollow .som~ self-constituted edu-

cational ide<ll, princ'iple or. goai. We may n.ot agree with G.risebach in his 

·judgment of the nature of human truth, ·bu·t we _can understand why he put 

sucb distrust in human nature and why he look.ed for a rear· or _et~iQa.l.w~~ld .. 

that was outside man 1 s control and pisposition. This ethical world ot 

Grisebacb •s ...................... . 

1) G.A.Nauchc, :rhe Philosophy of Actuality, p.l55 
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Grisebach•s is transcendent in the real sense of the word, in as much as, 

through the 'contradiction of our fellowman, it controls us by putting a 

stop to the expansion of our ego and questions our worlds constructed 

from nature· or mind in time and memory as well as our historiC@;] continua. 

We learn thus that the crisis between man and his fellowman is something 

natural or something given, which sets man a permanent task. It cannot be 

overcome by new ideologies, theories or systems, but only by the acknow

the actually exi.sting permanent crisis. 1) The virtues of De-ledgment of 
. -

scheidenheit ( self-restraint) and Horigkeit ( keeping oneself open to 

the contradiction'of the fellowman in self-restraint ) may prepare me for 

the real encounter, i.e., the complete negation of my self by my fellow• 

man, which Zukornmende ( future coming ) I might be enabled to bear .in 

passion. 

Auf dieser Grenzscheide der Entscheidung (the decision, which 
is not taken by me, but comes to me from outside ) wird das 

2
) 

Unerwartete vielleicht Ereignis , was wir Zultunft nennen. 

It is in this real encounter, which takes place in real time and terminates 

all reflection, a.ttitude and historical time, that I lead an ethical exis-

tence. 

Es ist eine ganz neue Situation geschaffen, in welcher 
das lch nicht mehr im Mittelpunkt steht. Der Wesenszirkel 
niitzt .uns nichts mehr, das Wesen kann sich deshalb nicht 
dieser kritischen Situation entziehen, indem es wieder 
fiber dieses Heute reflektiert. Im Heute ist alle Reflexion 
selbst in Anspruch genommen und allem Wiesen von Zeit und 
Zeiten widersprochen. 3) 

( iii ) Metaphysical Conclusions 

Is there a metaphysical aspect to Grisebach 's ethical \vorld, which is the 

worl4 of contingent experience ? l'ie believe that there is. The metaphysical 

regio~,in Grisebach's approach, is no longer reached by self-transcendence 

or the absolutisation of the self,as happens in the philosophical systems, 

but,by the self allowing itself to be shrunk to the point that it is ready 
( 

for the real encounter with the transcendent, i.e., man's fellowman. Hence 

the metaphysical ••••••••••• 

1)/Die Schicksalsfrage des Atlendlandes, P• :517 

2) Gegenwart, P• 579 

3) Op.cit.! p.572 
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t~e metaphysical world as the real world that terminates my self is no 

longer known in that it is constructed by the dialectical method, but is 

experienced in the very crisis, as the emanent which keeps contradicting 

me, my truth and my knowledge. Critical pl1ilosophy, by becoming conscious 

of its questionable character, makes us become aware of the problematic 

nature of the real, the contingent character of which does not enable us 

to form a concept of it and so grasp it by a rational act of understanding, 

which would have swept it back into the world of memory and the past. In 

fact, this was what was done by dialectical philosophy and theology. In 

Grisebueh's case, however, the transcendent, so to speak, takes the ini-

tiativc. It terminates man's self, his self-constituted truths, even the 

knonledgc of his not-knowing, as well as his sentiments and attitudes, even 

his expectation through sclf-rontraint of a future coming. Thereby the 
re 

})roblcm of .the transcendent has been\lmoved from the grasp of cognition, but 

at the same time has only now come absolutely close to it. 1 ) 

It follows that neither philosophp nor theology can constitute reality and 

therefore metaphysics. Both disciplines have to exe~eise self-restraint. 

With the description of the crisis between man and his fcllowman 1philoso• 

plly has exhausted ~tsel.t. From now on the philosopher leaves the field 

to the theologian. Theology, in its turn, must see to it that it does not 

make the mistake of evolving the real world from faith, because it opera ... 

tes itself under faith and can only report what happened in the field of 

experience through the transcendent ( man's fellowman ) by reference to 

the philosopher. The field of the theologian lies there where suffering 

( experience ),inflicted by the transcendent, is being borne in faith. In 

other words, theology has to.do with the Entscheidung ( decision ), which, 

we noticed, is not man's, hut comes to him from the outside as the Zukom-

mcnde ( the future corning ). This decision can only come to man in the 

Scheidung ( separation ) of unequal men, i.e., the crisis between n1an and 

his fellowman. Tbis Scheiduns ( separation ),therefore, is the ground on 

which the transccnuent is experienced. It is at the same time an ethical 

ground on which suffering is being endured in faith. As, through it, all 

human •••••••••••••••••••• 

1) Cf. Gegenwart, P• 482 
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human k.uowledge, attitudes and sentiments are put in question, it, at the 

same time 1 separates the theoretical and technical world of human lmowledge 

from the real, practical and contingent world of iaith, which can never 

be known or disposed of, but which rather disposes of man. That is why 

Grisebach repeatedly states that the peace of ethical existence transcends 

all reason. 1 ) 

and theology ' 
Uoth philosophy/exercise the function of guardians. They wage a defensive 

struggle against metaphysical pres~ptions in order to keep the path clear 

for the actual experience of the real in the encounter between man and his 

fellowman. The technical virtue of the theologian, displayed in this de-

f'ensive struggle in faith, i.e., in the field of suffering, Grisebach calls 

Mannhaftigkeit ( manliness or manly fortitude ). 

Again, as in the previous chapter, where we discussed in the max main 

Die Schicksalsfrage des Abendlandes, we are driven to the conclusion that 

faith is the real substance of the world. It is no longer a belief in the 

self, the system, method, principle or dogma. It is not an attitude that 

one takes up in the crisis either, but it comes to man in the event of his 

being enabled to bear his fellowman's contradiction in passion, whereby 

man is being transcended in that he is in touch with the real emanent and 

thus is moved from the world of the self to the world ot' ethical existence. 

It is by this termination of man's world and the advent of another that we 

described Griscbuch's critical philosophy as .!,Schatological; and we have 

already shown in t.he previous chaptc.r that this is particularly true, if we 

regard it in the light of the event of the Cross, which, in Die Schicksals-

fragc cJes Ahendlandcs, Grisehach has described as the absolute contradiction 

and termination of the esAential world of the human sel£.2 ) Again the ques-

tion arises: Does man in this experience of his self being terminated by 

the transcendent remain in the actual \Yorld or has ·he been. merged with the 

absolute, thus having been made to transcend again the actual world of 

suffering and conflict, even though in a negative manner? 

Truth and •••••••••••...••••••••• 

1) Cf.ucgenwart, p.482 

2) Cf. Die Schicksalsfragc des Abendlandes, p.llO 
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CHAPTER VIII 

TRUTH AND REALITY - ONE OR TWO '2 

In the preceding chapters, we followed Grisebach's untiring search and 

struggle for the real. We tested each answer he gave us as to what real 

experience was against his own ultimate postulate, namely, that real exis-

tence must not be derived from self-constituted real grounds, but meant 

sollething that man accidentally encountered, something that was transcen• 

dent. We ha.ve already observed the difficulties that presented themselves 

from such a view, and ne have already asked the question: Is Grisebach's 

thesis, that man leads a real or ethical existence in pure contingent ex-

perience only, tenable ? Is such experience possible or has the practical 

world of man •.s actual experience thereby been transcended again, even though 

this transcendence took place in ~u opposite direction to that in which 

it took place in other philosophical ,systems ? We observed that Grisebach 

arrived at the field of reality or actuality by the eventual dismantling 
man 

of truth or theory in the sense of self-constitution. Butlean exist at all 

without,oonstituting himself? Can he exist in utter contingency? In other 
" 

words, do I in fact arrive at reality only at the expense of truth ? In 

short, it is now the time to put the central question raised by Grisebach's 

inverted method, which we said in our Introduction we would eventually ask, 

namely: Is it justifiable to ·say that the !:!!!. is only the emanent or 

transcendent, i.e., that which accidentally encounters us from the outside, 

thereby putting in question all our constructed truths, ending our egocen-

tricity, and leading us to real existence ? Or must we include in the real 

the immanent, i.e., even these self-constructed truths ? We have already 

ppinted out that the part philosophy, the sciences, and theology are going 

to play as well as their value and importance for man's real existence de-

pend upon. how this question is answered. To give a clear answer to this 

is ;-
problem is of vital :i.nterest as man's fate thereby decided, because upon 

the attitude he is going to take up towards life and his fellowman in the 

future, may depend the destiny of all mankind. 

A.Epistemological ••••••••••••••• 
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A. Epistemological Considerations 

"e observed that, according to Grisebach, the world of knowledge must be 

clearly separated from the world of experience. The former ist the world 

ot the past, an unrealistic dream ... world of pUJ'ely academic and technical 

significance. In fact, it is the world of the self, which in the form of 

scientific formulae an.d concepts, ethical and aesthctical values as well as 

religious dogmas keeps moving within the circle of the self, thereby by

passing and missing the real world of conflict, contradiction, and passion, 

which, as the practical world of contingency, will alone enable man to 

lead an ethical existence. As ethical existence is Grisebach's aim, the 

world of knowledge as tnan's essential world, i.e., the field of self•reali• 

sation, must be overcome; for only by overcoming it, contingent experience, 

i.e., the experience of the antagonistic relation between man and his fel• 

lowman, is possible. Tbe paradox now is that Grisebacb, in order to over

come the world of knowledge or the world cf the self, has to apply a strict

ly scientific method, which he calls the critical method. Step by step, 

from the keen analysis of his. truth and knowledge and the exposure of their 

contradictory naturee, man is led to the understanding and consciousness 

of his not-knowing. His attitude to life is thereby changed. Instead of 

continuing-to realise himself in the direction of hi~ self-constituted 

ideals, man now is orientated t9wards his fellowman. He practises humility 

and self-restraint, which philosophy recognises as the last bulrrark of the 

technical world in the form or man's vil·tues on the border of real experien

ce, in expectation of which man now lives and which, when it comes, hega

tes even this ~irtuous attitude, putting a stop to all philosophy, even 

self-restrained critical philosophy, i.e., manfs realisation of his not

knowing. The paradox thus arises that Grisebach proceeds systematically 

to end all systems, and in his epistemolcgical turn trom knowl@dge to ex• 

perience, essentiality to contingency coneeptualises the latter by calling 

it real time, i.e., the time to terminate all time or pure contingency. 

By his inverted method, therefore, be bas transcended in a negative manner 

the problematic nature of the real world and by so doin.g has a.gain merged. 

reality •••••••••••••••• 
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reality with truth. But in accordance with Grie:ebach's inverted method, 

truth and reality have a completely negative character. As absolute not-

knowil}g or pure contingency they can only be represented in thought as the 

absolute nothing, if the thought of nothing can be said to be possible 

at all. 

'!'his suffices to show that, if we wish to remain in the world of actuality 

as the world of becoming, the positing of ourselves a.s a self or, to put 

it otherwise, the constitution of knowledge is to a certain extent a neces-

sity. This inevitable act of constitution occurs from man's existential 

situation, i.e., the feeling of uncertainty and insecurity which man ex-

periences in relation to the outside world and in relation to his fellow-

man. The immediate experience of the stream of life in the form of the 

changing opposites impels man to order and systematise his sense-impressions 

and feelings in such a way that the chaotic nature of his surroundings is 

Changed into a meaningful \Yhole, which not only lends meaning to his exis-

tence, but at the same time gives it reality and substance,in the sense of 

man being theratiOcLnat.!!:. of his surroundings. It is by the constitution of 

his environment into a rational field of existence that man knows himself, 

because it now reflects himself, i.e., his stand-point, his needs, his in-

terests, and his aspirations. This rationally ordered field at the same time 

offers him a certain measure of certainty and security. It is his abode or 

his house , so to speak, with which he is familiar because he has made it 

himself. 

But as philosophe,rs we must refrain from jumping to any metaphysical con-

elusions in connection with this house. Many such houses or perspectives are 

built, but we object to certain philosophers who behind these perspectives 

or fields of order see " something " which they call the truth. If the theo--
logian does so on the bas.is of faith that is a different thing, but the 

philosopher must refrain from talking about a vague thing called "something u 

which he then decides to call .!!!.2, truth. The \Vord u something " betrays his 

em,barassment and his ignorance. It is a concept that causes him to transcend 

the boundari e.s of philosophy, the ought which arises from its very res tric-

tion ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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tion to actuality by. the contradictor·y tlatul'c ot' tho variegated fields of 

order man builds. In this \WY; philosophy become£ absolute a~;;>ain, anrl man, 

in imagining himself able to col:'lmunicate with. the absolute directly, over-

steps his boundaries aud abandons hio p.osition of humility ano self-re-

straint. Phillosophy and Theology mergE', and man again disposes of the deity. 

We make those remarks and sound this warning because the."'failure" on 

our part to recognise the truth or the absolute in the multiple human logoi 

( except the truth of our not-knowing ) is one criticism which has been 

brought forward against our philosophy, which air.tS at restraining man from 

going beyond empirical knowledge, thereby keeping him within the real prao-

tical field of the actual. This field is, however, one of confli.ct and con• 

tradiction. To say that the human perspectives mean communication with ~ 

truth " 'n sig inlaat met ill:,! waarhoid n l) is thus pure speculation. We 

never denied that these perspectives are built from the same fundamental 

experience and in this sense are rooted in a u something 11 , but this " some-

thing tt is a finite and contingent world verified by our experience. It is 

the world of becoming and change, namely, the evercbanging concrete objects, 

which represent man's environment, causing him to feel uncertain and in-

secure, so that he is impelled to order it rationally. It is thus not a 

vague abstract 11 something n towards which we <lirect .our intent, but it is 

a concrete situntion that causes us to b1Jil.d our world, which in its stage 

of constitution must needs be peculi.ar, different, and in this sense eon-

tradictory to the constituted world of our fellowman. Communication .. ong 

men is not possible because of a vngue 11 something " arrived at by abstrac-

tion on tho part of certain philosophers, but by the very contradiction of 

their perspecti.ves. In the very crisis, which they all e!9>erienee in conunona 

they are referred to each other, and it is because ot this concrete eaperien-

ce, therefore, and not because of a vague " something " abstracted from 

the real by certain philosophers that they communicate with ea,ch other. The 

crisis is thus not only an epistemological ground, but also an ethical 

ground. The accusation made against us that, according to our philosophy, 

man 1 s •••••••••.•••••••••..•• 

1) H.W. Rossouvm Review of our book The Philosophy of Actuality, 
in: The South African. Journal _of Philosophy, June 1964, PP• 102•107 
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man's highest ethical vocation lay in mutual toleration and that there was 

' 1) 
no ethical truth which can be realised was therefore absolutely un.justi-

fied. My fellowman and his truth in the above sense constitute my ought 1 

which lea& me to !2!!!. ( in the sense of sacrifice ) of my fellowman, !.!:: 

.spect ( for my fellowman's interests, needs, views, etc.) self-control 

and humility. If this is not an ethical truth which we gain on the grounds 

of experience, i.e., our limitation on the part of our fellowman, and not 

on the groundsof speculation as to the truth, which we can never know or 

experience, then we do not know what is. 

These few explanatory remarks as regards the constitution of man's surroun-

dings in reference to his own peculiar situation were necessary lest the 

empirical and practical character of our philosophy again be misunderstood. 

once more we wish to state .it unambiguously and unequivocally: We do not 

deny the existence of an absolute, but we do deny its comprehensibility 

by and accessibility to man, in whatever way, direct or indirect. It can 

only be reached through pure faith,completely independent of knowledge,· 

whether direct or indirect. We hold, therefore, that, as philosophers, we 

shoDld not even assume its existence, but restrict ourselves completely to 

the world of experience. It is of course a fact that man again an<l again 

has sought to transcend the act of constituting his own meaningful field 

by searching; for the general factors which these constituted fields have 

in common, because he has always felt that these particular outlooks were 

not certain enough, but this is where he has always blundered. By artifi• 

cial abstraction, he has constituted an essential region of general :fu 

features in which all conflict and contradiction are overcome. But he has 

thereby lost sight of the really real, namely, the very conflict itself 

as the common concrete experience of all men by which they are referred 

to each other, as we shall yet see. It is in man's urge for absolute cer-

tainty and security cpncerning his existence that we see the driving factor 

for man's continual effort to know absolute truth and reality. It is the 

natural drive for self-assertion that causes tmn to strive for absolute 

truth •• ~~··••••••••••••••••• 
Ct. II.W.Rol4ssouw's Review of our book 'l'he Philosophy of Actuali,:!?.l, 

1) in: South African Journal of Philosophy, June,l964, pp.l02-107 
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truth and reality, \Yhich stri vin.g is revealed in all human disciplines, 

the sciences·, the humanities, the arts as well as religion. All these dis-

ciplines search for general laws, functions and principles; and it stands 

to reason that, if I know the natur&l bm, then, I understand man •s actions 
I . 

throughout hist·ory, and that then X&i»» know the Good, the Beautiful, and 
i 

even perhaps the Divine as well. 

The fact is, however, that scientists, historians, aestheticians, and theo-

logians do not agree about their general principles, but contradict each 

other. This again must be explained in the light of the existential nature 

of all truths constituted by man. lie cannot and does not really overcome 

his particularistic and individualistic startingwpoint, which is existen-

tial and situation-bound, but is generalised by abstraction. What happens 

is tbat man universalises or absolutises his own view, perspective, or theo-

ry, which he has developed under particular circumstances, i.e., under the 

influence of his particular teachers, his social environment and cnnven-

tions, or from the specific stage of research at v1hich a field of scholarly 

or scientific enquiry has arrived, etc •• But the most important fact is 

that be develops it in contradiction to other existing theories, doctrines, 

and views on the same subject. Thus wherever we look, man's cultural acti-

vity as a whole seems to have its origin in man's contradictory nature, i.e., 

the very fact that !h.! truth and reality as such are inaccessible to him, 

so that his self-constituted truths are all related to the peculiar situa-

tion in which he finds himself. It is the observation of man's positing 

his truth in contradiction to others and his own truth being in turn a 

challenge to others that causes us to say that all human logoi are rooted 

in man's exv.Stential situation. 
I 

I 

If we wisb' to understand man, we.mu~t study the philosophical systems man 
' 

has been' busy constructing throughout history. In them man's wants, needs, 
I 

/ 
aspirations, and failures are reflected. It is in this sense that they are 

/' I -

re~i. They have not dropped from the blue sky nor do they hover in the air, 

but each of them reflects a particular situation, in which man has found 
' '·\ 

\ 
·' himself ••••••••••••••••• 
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himself at a certain stage, or a particular form of conflict existing at 

a certain time. They may all be said to deal with this conflict, or they 

may even be regarded as an attempt to overcome it. To give a few examples: 

Homer's epic poems reflect the struggle in which the emigrant Greeks were 

engaged against other Greeks, so that the hero, at that particular period, 

was of the greatest significance, and one •hose greatest virtue was arete 

in the sense of bravery or excellence in battle. Hesiod's didactic poems 

were directed against Homer, because the situation had changed. It now re

flected the acute crisis between the lower classes and the aristocrat in 

the J!Olis. This conflict had resulted from the changed character of the 

polis. From a more rural and agricultural centre it had changed into a tra-

ding or commercial community, in•1which the newly rich and economically 

powerful middle-class threatened the old position of power of the aristo~rat&. 

They reacted by sharper <Ppression and especially by exploiting the peasants 

to secure a livelihood for themselves. As a result, llesiod called for 

dike or justice in the sense ot balance or harmony,just as he observed it 

to be brought about by time, viz., the regular rise and decay in nature. 

Time would therefore remove all injustice which lay in redundance and re-

store the balance, when dike would rule. -
When the Sophists in the 5th century, the heyday of Athenian Democracy, 

had declared that there was no truth but merely opinion, Socrates reacted 

sharply by pointing out that truth could be found in man himself, it only 

he knew himself. 

, When Thomas Aquinas by the aid of Aristotle's philosophy rationalised 

faith by recognising the real JJround of the world in God's wisdom, he was 

countered by Duns Scotus and \'Jilliam Occam's polemic that God's will must 

be regarded as the real ground of the world. This argument, by which theo

logy was restricted to the practical sphere of faith and which helped to 

free the sciences from the predominance of theology, contributed a great 

deal towards the changing of the situation and the deveJ.opment of a more 

scientific conception of the world. 

As a rcsult •••••••• o••••••••• 
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As a result of the initial undermining of. scholastic philosophy, Descartes 

felt no longer certain and secure in the syllogistic thinki.ng of scholasti• 

cism. He began to doubt everything, only to find truth or his own self in 

the very act of doubting. This 9ogito, ergo sum 1 which later was to cul ... 

minate in Hegel's absolute philosophy and which gave rise to a splendid 

humanistic culture that had even transformed Christian faith into ~ ratio

nal Christian humanism, was vehemently contradicted by Realists and Exis

tentialists, such as Feuerbach, Marx, Herbart, Schopenhaucr, ICierkcgaard, 

Nietzsche. Especially after the two World VIars had virtually destroyed the 

cultural values based on the Cogity, ergo sum philosophy, Existentialists 

such as Jaspers, Heidegger, and Sartre posited their Existo, ergo sum 

argument. Unfortunately, these critics and opponents ot· Hegel were often as 

absolute in their pronouncements as Hegel himself, but nevertheless led -

man away from the real situation of conflict by seek,ing to overcome it by 

some theoretical assumption, premise, or principle. 

This brief historical sketch indicates that,if we wish to remain based on 

the foundation of the real, we must not absolutise our man-made systems 

and self-coonstituted truths, but we must realise that these systems are 

built from a situation of conflict,which they reflect. They are the answer 

to some other system and provoke in turn contradiction. Man's systems or 

truths are therefore determined by a situation, and in turn determine the 

situation afresh. They are the result of conflict, reflect conflict, and 

are the cause of new conflict by lfhich.actuality is carried on. From this 

it follows that the human logoi are part and parcel ot the actual·situation 

and, therefore, an integral part of the real; without them all activity of 

man, i.e., all actuality would cease. They cannot, therefore, as Grisebach 

would have it, be separated from it. It is on account of their very contra

dictory nature, which results from the actual situation from which they · 

have emerged, that we realise the inaccessibility to man. of absolute truth 

and reality.· It is because of their being rooted in man's actual situation 

and particular circumstances that we are conscious of their relative charac

ter. But this relative human knowledge is'absolutely necessary, if we wish 

not onlY••••••••••••••••••••• 
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not only to !2!-.2!! the real but also to experience it. lf it was not for 

these human truths, there would be no human action, and, therefore, no 

real experience would be possible. This experience is the experience or 

contradiction, which always puts our knowledge in question through further 

knowledge. Thereby the limitation of our knowledge is clearly indicated 

and the restriction of it to the field of actuality is clearly shown. 

In the light of the above, it becomes clear that kn.owledge docs not exist 

without experience, nor would experience be possible without knowledge. 

Grisebach's separation of the two cannot be upheld. Both are intrinsically 

interwoven. and thus inseparable. We can, therefore, know nothing about the 

absolute, not even that it is absolutely transcendent,.for this would 

imply knowledge of its existence. Such knowledge would, however, now mean 

that we have transcended the bounds of knowledge, which, as we have just 
the 

seen, is based on conflict and is/fruit of the crisis-situation between 

man and his .fellowman, for in the absolute the conflict is resolved. We 

must thus come to the conclusion that either the self-constituted abso-

lutes of man are no absolutes, or that knowledge of them is no knowledge. 

Consequently, the absolute cannot be within man's reach. Science and the 

humanities should therefore restrict themselves to the sphere of actual.ity. 

They are no longer in any way concerned with faith, for they know nothing 

at all about the absolute. They do not have it in mind at all, as Grise-

bach seems to have had; and even though he regarded it as transcendent, it 

virtually becomes the presupposition for the world because or its trans-

cendence. By not having it in mind at all, not even as transcendent, we do 

not make faith the substance of the world. The world as we know it ( i.e., 

consisting of the components of culture ) is the result of man's pecul.iar 

existential situation, in which he must realise himself as an act of self-

assertion in the face of the challenge, the negation, and the contradiction 

on the part of his fello,flman. 

From the above epistemological considerations, it follows that \"/e cannot 

subscribe to Grisebach's teaching that the!.!!!. is only the emanent, i.e., 

that which •••••••••••••••••• 
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' ' ' 

that which accide11ticJ4lly encounters us from outside, thus terminating all 

our constructed truths. We observed that this pure contingency appeared to 

have ended all actuality and was strongly reminiscent of the nothing. We, 

therefore, hold the view that the immanent cannot be excluded from actuali-

ty. Both are'equallly constituCmts of actuality, i.e., man's existential 

situation. All contradiction coming from an emanent becomes immanent when 

experienced., and such immanent experience in turn impels man to react by 

positing himself afresh., thus incurring the contradiction of another ema-

' < 

nent,, etc. It may thus be stated that there would be no kno\Yledge without 

experience and there would be no experience wi. thout knowledge ( conscious-

ness ). Truth and reality or knowledge and experience, therefore, cannot 

be s'eparated. ).1an 's constitutive nature is an indispensable part of reality, 

and only if this fact is acknowle~ged do we stay within the bounds of actu• 

a.lity, so clearly staked out by the conflict and contradiction or' the human 

logoi. Only then do we avoid a transgression of the real in the direction 

of the nothing, which Grisebach's abstract concept of real time, i.e., 

pure contingency, appears to us to be. 

B. Practical Reflections 

We observed that, for Grise:t>ach,morality consisted in man's ethical exis ... 

tence. Dy this was meant an aci.:six existence in faith, \vhich would bring 

peace. By ethical existence Gt'isebach did not mean moral conduct; for this 

would imply a moral effort on the p~·rt of man. Any such effort or attitude, 

ever}1Grisebach, were· still technical manifest&.tions of the self and as 

such were outside the sphere of real experience. Their value consisted in 

man•s turning away from himself towards his fellowman and living in pre-

paredness and expectation of a future coming that would address itself to 

him, namely, the experience of passion, which might bring about an exis-

tence in peace in the event of bearing the fellowman's contradiction with 

equanimity, in which experience any ever so slight assertion of the self in 

historical time' would have been terminated• As this contingent experience, 

which Grisebach called real time, was .an experience of faith,bringing peace. 

to man, i.t may be said that peace constitutes the practical aim of Grise-

;1fhe effort of self-restraint and the 
attitude of humility, according to~ •• 
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bach's ethics. But once more we wish to emphasise that it was not a peace 
. . 

that was achieved by man'·s own effort, but one. that came to him after man's 

expectation was terminated in self-restraint (Beseheidenpeit) by the ex-

perienee of limitation (Bescheid~ng ) 1 through which our self ... restraint 

· (Bescheidenheit) receives a ~omliiunication from outside (Beseheidf~ The:{ de

c.ision (Entscheidung) is thus not mine,· but occurs thr·ough the separation 

and inequality of men, or through the contradiction between man fino his 

felloWman (Entscheidung ) • In . this e.risis, l might be enabled to bear the 

contradiction by my fellowman in passion, and, as a reward of this real 

obedience (Gehorsam), the experience of peace might befall me. It is thus 

obvious that the ethical sphere,· ,just like the ep_istemological province, 

is halved. While self-restraint belongs to the immanent es~ential world, 

limitation, as a communication from the outside, belongs to the emauent, 

.. contingent wor.~d. While aep~r~tion ( Scheidung ) r~presents ·the clash of 

theoretical se~ves, decision ( ·Entscheidung ) shrinks tbe selves. to the 

point where they experience peace through passion, i.e.-, bearing .the pain~ 

of the conflict with ·equanimity. 

We now hold. that by the. experience of peace. in Grisebach's sense of the 

word f!!!ll suffering has virtually been ended. Once suffer.ing is being bornet 

there is really no more suffer.ing,.because there ~s no longer conflict or 

c()n~·t radiction. As long as I still smart under the contradiction of my 
.·:. 

fell.ot;man, tny sel.f cannot yet have been shrunk to naught, and as long as 

this. is not.thc case, I, according to Grisebaeh, am.not yet in the world_ 

of practical-experience. The moment, however,.the experienc~ of peace comes 

to me, my self ceases to -~xist. This. does not mean that I am dea~. Death, 

according to ·Gr.isebach., l:i.es outside the precincts of actual experien.ce. 

The encounte~ with death is no genuine or real encounter but n thought of " 

in advance. " D;i.e Begegnung mit dem T(>«Je i.st • • • • keine Begegn.ung in · Wirk-

. . . . . 1)· 
lichkeit, sond.ern eine sHindig voreilende, gedachte Begegnung "· Never-

theless, Gris~baeh's existence in peace must mean that I am no longer my-

self, hut have been entirely claimed and am completely possessed by the 

emanent or transcendent. In this way, actuality again has been side,:::::stepped, 

because •• ~.~ •••••••••••••••• ~ •• 

l)E.Grisebach, Gegenwart, P• 556 
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because at this moment I could no longer possibly experience conflict and 

thus the conclusion forces itself upon us that the experience of peace, 

in Grisebach's sense of the wcrd, t"s really no 1· • t 11 rea exper1.ence a a any 

longer and therefore is nothing. 

We thus venture to point out that if the selves of man and his fellowman 

are the very presupposition for conflict and suffering, the bearing of the 

conflict in Grisebach's·sense, i.e., the shrinking of the self to naught 

and the pin-pointing of experience to real time or pure contingency, re

move this very presupposition and thus the cri.sis. We would argue, however, 

that conflict or crisis,in the sense of conflicting selves,be accepted, 

instead of either merging the selves into an absolute self by the dialecti-

cal method, as did for instance Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel, but also 

Comte and ~1arx, or of sidestepping it by having your self virtually shrunk 

to nothing through the experience of real time or pure contingency, which 

experience looks rather like an abstract concept and is thus really empty 

or no experience at all. The conflict bro~gb.t abourJthe contradicting sel-

ves is regarded by us as the very .!!,lOral foundation on which man and his 

fellowman ought to work together. It is through the very conflict that 

they are ref·erred to each other. The conflict, contradiction, or the crisis-

situation existing between man and his fellowman are all too often seen as 

barriers that separate men and prevent them from living together in har-

mony. The conflict between man and his fellowman, however, does not only 

separate, it also unites. By contradiction his fellowman. limits and ex-

panda man's self,affirms and negates him, makes him feel an individual, 

and just in so doing refers him to himself. Without his fellowman man would 

not know and experience himself as a self. His fellowman, therefore, con-

stitutes man's limit, which man ou&ht to heed. He cries out halt to him, 
to 

and/this cry he should listen. It is thus through his fellowman that man 
lead 

shouldjan ethical existence, that he should have an open ear and mind for 

his fellowman's truth, i.e., his view-point, needs, and.vital interest, 

arising from his peculiar situation. This situation must needs differ bet• 

ween man and his fellowman, but it is this very difference that should 

bring ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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bring man and his fellowman together. In mutual self-restraint
1

one having 

the other's interest at heart, they ought to cooperate in contradiction. 

This is the ethical command or categorical imperative of the actual crisis

situation existing between man and his fellowman. The common task of working 

together in the situation, of constantly adjusting each other's views and 

interests in the creation of the components of culture may thus be said to 

be set by actuality. )~n and his fellowman together determine their lot 

and destiny by the way they shape actuality, i.e., the situation which they 

create together, and they are in turn determined by that situation. Any 

attempt, therefore, to overstep or sidestep the constantly changing situa

tion between man and his fellowman, one group of interest an.d the other, 

nation and nation is an attempt to over- or sidestep actuality. No absolute 

ideology, scientific system, philosophical theory, or theological dogma 

will over solve the crisis. On the eontrary
1
any such absolute will only 

sharpen it. It transcends the boundary of actuality and seeks to make the 

other conform. The other is then tempted to react in such a radical manner 

or by such an extreme counter-truth, because he feels his own individuality 

threatened and his identity in peril, that no understanding and cooperation 

are possible any longer. We should, therefore, heed tbe real limit set to 

us by our fellowman, this limit being one of experience, namely, the ex

perience of the limitation of our knowledge by the contradiction of our 

fellowman. It is this very limit drawn to me by my fellowman's existential 

truth that constitutes the moral ought by which I am judged. It is thus not 

for man to judge, for to do so presupposes the knowledge of right and \Yrong, 

good and evil, i.e., absolute truth, which is exactly what we do not know. 

The only way in \Yhich we might be said to know right and wrong, good and 

evil, is in terms of our constituted truth, system, or ideology, i.e., in 

a relative way, because our truth, systems, ideologies, etc. are, as we have 

observed, relative or situation-bound. We should not, therefore., judge 

others and stick labels of good or evil on them, but we sould realise that 

we are judged by the limit. It we transcend it, we shall inevitably incur 

punishment by arousing such contradiction that we fly at each other's 

throats •••••••••••••• 
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throats, seeking to destroy each other. The positing of ourselves as abso

lute, therefore, invites catastrophe, which we could have avoided, had we 

heeded the limit and allowed ourselves to be restricted to actuality. 

positing 
Again we observe that man's/himself and the constitution of the human truths 

as an act of man's self-realisation in the existential situation are ana-

tural ~ and the very presupposition for the ethical existence of man, 

i.e., an existence of self-restraint or self-control in terms of the limit, 

the contradiction on the part of one's fellowman. The self is not merely 

selfish,it is also communal, tor it is the very gateway to one's fellowman. 

If we curb the self and recognise in it the bridge to our fellowman, it 

can no longer be evil, as Grisebach sees the self. ~e then have no need, 

as had Grisebach, to regard the self only as that which prevents us from 

leading an ethical existence and having the experience of peace. Then we 

do not have to wait for an experience from outside to terminate it, thereby 

terminating all actuality. We do not have to estrange man from his natural 

need to posit himself as a self and make him live in utter cintingency, 

a condition he could never bear, because it is unnatural. Or is it no con• 

dition at all, but simply nothing ? If we stay within the world of man, 

which is the world of the permanent conflict and the constant struggle 

about the components of culture, and neither overstep nor sidestep our 

bpundari~•rawn to man by his fellowman's truth that enables him to lead 

an ethical existence. 

In the ethical or practical field, too, therefore, the emanent cannot do 

without the immanent and vice versa. If no truth were built, no challenge 

would exist to induce one's fellowman to contradict it. If no truth were 

contradicted, no new truth would be built. There would thus be no conflict, 

which, as the result of man's contradictory actions ( the latter being in 

turn determined by even this conflict ) represents actuality, the native 

soil or workshop of man. 

Only by voluntarily restricting himself to actuality, is man ~; for only 

in this event is he safe from becoming the slave of his own truth, which 

happens as soon as he absolutises it and proclaims it to be the only truth. 

There are ••••••••••••••• 
\ ,the ~elf can_fulfil its na~ural function of forming 

a br~dge to 1ts fellowman ~n all walk@ of life. It 
is thus the boundary •.•••• _ 
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There are at present examp!es in abundance to demonstrate man's enslave

ment to certain ideologies and dogmas, and the absolutisation of any human 

truth always represents a threat to man•s very existence; and le~ us mark 

well: the kind of human truth that is absolutised does not matter. \~hether 

man worships science or history, or whatever ideology or philosophy he 

makes his god and fetish, any absolutisation of any truth enslaves man, es

stranges him from himself, and deprives him of the opportunity of leading 

a real ethical existence. 

In Grisebach's ethics, too, man is not free. He can take no real choice, as 

the decision ( Entscheidung ) is not his, but comes from the transcendent• 

so that he is determined by the latter. In our opinion, man's freedom eon-

sists in the acceptance of the conflict or the crisis as a natural premise , 

as the very ground on which he should work together with his fellowman in 

the common interest. lie should enter the field of actual occurrence with 

an open heart and mind, without being bothered and burdened by any absolute 

for which he has to strive or to which he has to listen. It is thus only 

within the field of actuality that man acts responsibly in the sense of 

responding to his fellowman within the limits set by the latter's contra-

diction. Respensible action consists in man's considering, heeding, and. 

respecting the views, needs, and interests of his fellowman by putting 

forward his own views and interests in a moderate way, always taking into 

account possible contradiction, and being willing to modify and sometimes 

even abandon his own views and wishes if this lies in the common interest. 

Never ought man simply to ignore and override the view-point and interest 

of his fellowman .• 

It becomes thus evident that,. contrary to Grisebacb's view, human truth is 
• • 

no ... bogey that must be kept at bay at all cost, but the very presupposition 

for reality, i.e., actuality within the limits of which alone man is free 

and responsible and leads a ~ ethical existence. 

c. •etaphysical •••••••••••·••••• 
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c. ;Metaphysical Implications 

We have borne witness to the fact that, in the positive philosophical sys-:-

telllS, the metaphysical grounds were _sel.f-consti tuted grounds., from which 

in turn man's real and ethical existence was derived. As these real grounds 

were not based on experience in Grisebach 1s sense of the word, i.e., the 

experien_ce of an emanent, but were> an immanent construction on the part of 

man,.Grisebach releg~ted the metaphysical grounds-of all philosophical 

systems to ttt'e mythological sphere. 0 It did not matter, whether, in. consti .. 

tuting himself,man started from matter or from mind; in both cases :the 

real grounds were posited by man as a logical or ontological premise, from 

which the world could be constituted and in the light of which man's posi ... 

tion in the world could be determined. The imaginary and arbitrary character 

of the man-made worlds and man-shaped reality as well as-the contradicto-

riness of the various metaphysiscal points of view revealed· to Grisebach 

the vanity ·of all human .striv.ing and constitutive ef.forts. Tb.ese self-con-

stituted immanent truths led us aw~y from reality in the sense of a really 

transcendent or emanent. Even .the.re where the absolute was supposed to be 

emanent, it was .really immanent, in that the dialectical relation in which 

it stood to the world was clearly comprehended~ Whether we take the abso• 

lute of Cusanus, Desc·artes, Regel or Heidegger, in each case it is the dia-

lectical other of human subjectivity with which· this other .is reconciled 

through thinking, because thinking possesses an object or is directed to• 

h . f . k. 2 ) Th . 1 wards a something that is always t e other o th1n ing. · e same d1a ec• 

tical relationship between man and God, Grisebach observed .in the method_of 
I .. ' 

the paradox of Kierkegaards theology and modern dialectical theology (Go• 

garten., Brunner, Barth, Przywara ) , so that God was again included in the 

human sphere, thus being at man's disposal. 

-Grisebacb, in order to penetrate t·o real eJ(perience, s~rapped all systematic, 

dialect.ical, and paradoxical .coristi tut'ions on the par_t ·of man, which to him 

meant nothing else but the constitution of the human self. in an absolute 

manner, and sought to keep himself open for the experience o.f the emanent 

by allowing his knowledge a~d his .self to. be terminated ·through the contra-

diction •••• ~ •• ~~ ••• ~~~ 
1) Cf.E.Grisebach,Gegenwart, 3rd chapter,pp •. 88 .... 126 
2) In connection with theproble!'fl of t~e relationship between man and the 

absolute, cf.W.~chulz·,Der Gott der ,neuzeitlichen Metaphysik
1 

1957 
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diction of his fellowman. To Gr.isebach our self-constituted knowledge, in 

whatever form, represented an obstacle to real experience., i.e. , the ea ... 

perience of the emanent in the form of contradiction on the part of one's 

fellowman. This contradiction ended all our knowledge of the transcendent, 

so that theoretical metaphysics had become an impossibility, But by the 

removal of the transcendent from the sphere of human knowledge, the proble

matic nature of the transcendent and its inaccessibility to human knowledge 

has become so obvious that, in this way,the transcendent has moved into the 

absolute proximity of our knowledge. In the last resort, however, the ema• 

nence of the transcendent tor Grisebach means that it can no longer be 

known but only experienced in the form of one's fellowman's contradiction, 

which terminates my knowledge, my virtue, and a)Kilkf my self. If this con

tradiction is being borne in passion, I am enabled to lead an ethical exis

tence, i.e., an existence of obedience or faith that might bring me peace. 

Human effort ends with the defensive act of self-restraint, i.e., of re

fraining from positing one's self fn the form of some self-constituted 

truth or other and instead keeping oneself open to the real experience of 

bearing in passion one's fellowman's contradiction, which, as we have ob

served, would come to us as the decision ( Entscheidung ), resulting from 

the inequality of men ( Scheidung ), i.e., man as separate from the foreign 

other. 

With the description of actual experience, viz., the limitation of the self 

in passion, philosophy has exhausted itself. From now on the theologian 

takes over, but he can only warn and report what has happened to the philo

sopher. His true field of care is human passion as a result of contradic

tion, which experience ends all human striving and knowledge. He is con~ 

cerned about faith that comes to us in the decision (Entscheidung ), in 

which man is completely delivered up to the contingent actual experience 

of suffering, by which alone the experience of peace may come to us, 

a peace which transcends all reason. In man's being delivered up to the 

contradiction of his fellowman, by which man~ self-constituted world col

lapses and his self is terminated, the theologian resorts to the last 

virtue ••••••••••••••••••• 
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virtue as a self-defense against man's understandable tendency to relapse 

into the certainty and security of his own truth, namely, the virtue of 

Mannhaftigkeit or manliness. Otherwise the theologian, too, stands in the 

expectation of the coming, the Entscheidung or decision, thereby living by 

faith. Consequently, philosophy and theology have this in common that they 

are both terminated in the event of man's bearing in passion the contradic• 

tion of the transcendent ( his fellowman ), which, as we have seen, is an 

experience in real time, which means the termination of all historical 

time and continuity. 

It is now in this contingent experience that man might be said to experien-

ce the absolute; for this experience brings to man peace transcending all 

reason. It is thus clear that absolute ignorance and transcendence of the 

absolute~ the very presupposition for its experience by man; and it is 

by this very ignorance and transcendence that we are led onto the terrain 

of faith. Faith is, however, no longer founded in our knowledge or our rea-

son, as is the case with Kant or Fichte, for instance, but it is on the 

contrary that which comes to us through the transcendent after all our know-

ledge and efforts have been terminated. Faith is no longer the result of 

systematic knowledge, but comes to Man as an experience that contradicts all 

knowledge. 

The question now is: Can it •~xiX be said that by the termination of all 

human knowledge and efforts man still moves in the sphere of the real or is 

he again outside it ? Naturally, Grisebach would reply that the absolute 

contradiction of man's self-constituted world and efforts by the transcen• 

dent is a real contradiction in real time, but, by this absolute contradic-- -
tion is man not dehumanised or absorbed into the absolute, thereby " sub-

scending " or sidestepping the real world ? Is not man thereby estranged 

from himself again ? Could he bear the utter contingency in which he would 

have to be living, and does this contingency not come close to living in 

the nothing, if man is capable of living in that at all ? It is true that 

Grisebach talks about peace that transcends all reason, but what kind of 

experience ist that ? It cannot be recorded, for at the moment of being 

recorded •••••••••••••••••• 
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recorded it is· no longer real, but belongs to the past, to the world of 

historical time and continuity .. But surely Grisebach· would not de11y that 

~~wing an experience ,means being conscious of something: . but does being 

conscious of something not mean that l realise and therefore know it ? It 

is thus, difticult to see how Grisebaeh can do without under.standing and 

memory, which at once moves an event or experience into .historical time, 

continuity, and, therefore, into· the past. If, however, the hunu1n mind or 

consciousness is. deleted, then, everything si.nks into the nothing. 

Although. it is Grisebnch's intention to lead·us to the. contingent experien• 

ce ot the realby whi~b all-ot .man's systematic efforts have come to an 

end, .it cannot be. denied that he does so as a philosopher in a most syste-

matie way, namely, by what we have called tb.e inverted method; wb~ch may 

be regarded ae tho method to end all methods. This method causes himto 
; 

" ' 4 • ~ 

break down all man-made absolutes based on hu.man reason or human effort: 

but this does not prevent him' from making a trimscendent absolute tp~ pre • 
.. 

supposition for .~n•s experience of the real. For wtthout the existence or 

the contradiet.ion of an absolute, it is bard to see bow man's world is 
·' . . 

broke.n down and how man is eventually led thereby .into o.n ethical existen-

ce
1
as an.existence of faitb in which he experiences peace. The difference· 

between Grisebaeh's method and that of the n positive " metaphysical sys

tems ( \llhere the absolute depends on man •s reason or effort, or stands in . 

a dialectical relation with tna.n ) is that, f.or Gri~ebach, man no longer 

fuses . with the transeenden.t through thinkinG it as the other, but through 

expcrienc.ing it as the ()ther, nbkx:tlmxx::,: anc;J this experience •:fxn:k&ll 

might eventually brin.g peace transcending all reason. Transcendent now 

means that which cannot be thought a.t l'.tll, but, on the contrary, embarrll_s-. ... .. . 

ses all thinking and finall)' termi.nates i·t. But this does .not remove the 

fact that an absolute is a.asumcd by GriAebaeh, and it is bard to see hou 

an absolutely transcendent that ie beyond man's reach can.· be assumed. Does 

this not imply knowledge o.t its existence ? Gri trobaeh would· probably reply 

that it can be assumed on the ground of faith, so that again faith must 

be rcgai'd.ed ., •••••••••••• 
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be regarded as the substance of the world. If this interpretation is cor• 

rect, however, then no real separation has taken place between knowledge 

and faith, philosophy and theology, as Grisebach purports to bring about. 

Seen in the light of the transcendent or in the light of faith, knowledge 

points- to faith by becoming the kno\7lcdge of not-knowing ( docta ign•rantia } , 

·and philosophy merges with theology on the common ground ·of warning not 

to relapse into self-made human truth, but to live in expectation of that 

which may be coming, namely, the suffering of contradiction in passion, 

which would bring peace. 

Our thesis that faith becomes the substance of the world is borne out by 

the position Grisebach assign.s to the Cross. In Die Schicksalsfrage des 

Abendlandes, he seeks to sho\"1 the practical significance of the Cross by 

conceiving the Cross as th·e absolute contradiction of the humanistic world. 

Here, where all human hope and wisdom had been shattered, in the midst of 

utter darkness and despair, in the greatest suffering or passion, Christ 

lived the perfect example of obedience. His total sacrifice represented 

consummate love and occurred in absolute faith. The absolute passion of 

Crhlst brought about perfect peace1 in which God's word and promise were 

fulfilled. It is obvious that ~an's bearing the conflict with his f-ellow

man in passion dovetails with the event of the Cross and in its shadow 

assumes an abso.lute dimension. 

Even though Grisebach does not conclude Gegemvart with the event of the 

Cross• but with the accidental or contingent encounter between man and his 

fell()Jmlan 1in which the conflict or the crisis might be borne• and even 

though in Die Schicksalsfrage desAbendlandes he ends with the reconsti ... 

tution of a bankrupt world in the ne" spirit of cooperation with one's 

fellowman on the actual basis of the crisis, both endings ring a distinct 

Christian note and merge into the event of the Cross, which Grisebach has 

included in •is thinking. In Gegcnwart, he writes: 

Liebe ist •••••••••.••••••••• 
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Li.cbe ist die Tragharkeit des LcideJ!s in der Gebundenheit 
der unausweichlichen Gemeinschaft• Die Liebe, welche die 
Haltung derGegenwartigcn ist, beschreibt ein Verhaltnis 
verschiedener Personen in einer Gemeinschaft, das den An• 
spruch des f'remden Mensehen 1m Konfliktsfall ertragt. Diese 
Liebe ist keine Forderung, als solche ware sie in Wahrheit 
unerfullbar, sie ist kein Ideal, kein Gedanke, sondern sie 
enthiilt eine wirkliche Leidenschaft in der erfahrenen zu
falligen Begegnun.g. 1) 

In Die Schicksalsfrage des Abendlandes 1 Grisebach ends \Vi th the problem 

of peace. Peace, he holds, cannot be achieved by some lofty, liberating 

idea or noble attitude of man, but it is,. just as truth and freedom, a 

modality of reality, i.e., it comes to man in the actual experience and 

suffering of the crisis, as a re\Vard, as we have already observed, for 

the untiring labour of man together with his fellowman on the common 

ground of the permanent crisis. 

Frieden, says 'Grisebach, '" ist eine Modalitat der · 
Wirkliehkeit, wie die Wahrheit und die Freiheit: 
er ist der Gegenstand der Hoffnung in Erkenntnis 
und Glauben. 2) 

In fairness to Grisebach, it must be emphasised that in both Gegenwart 

and Die Schick.salsfrage d.es .A.bendlandes he intends to stop in the sphere 

of contingent, actual experience, as is shown by the above two quotations. 

The fact., however, that this experience represents pure contingency, or, 

to put it differently, absolute contradiction on the part of the trans ... 

cendent, when humanly speaking no experience is possible any lo.nger, 

forces us to the conclusion that Grisebach has transcended actuality and 

has again merged man with the absolute, which now does not represent a 

truth of reason, but a truth of faith based on. the problematic nature and 

our very ignorance of the absolute. Moreover, in the light of the event of 

the Cross, as stated by Grisebach, the above two quotations assume a defi-

nite Christian colouring, so that Grisebach's real ground may be seen to 

consist in the event of the Cross. 

In the light of the above, it must be stated that Grisebach's attempt 

to separate the human world of truth from the contingent world of reality 

bas failed •••.••••••••••••• 

1) Gegcnwart, P• 594 

2) Die Schicksalsfrage des Abendlandes, p.331 
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has failed. By presupposing a transcendent absolute as the absolute con-

tradiction of the world of human truth, man, instead of transcending him-

self, has now been transcended. He no longer fuses with the absolute 

throu,:;h his own effort, but is fused with it by the absolute's contradic-

tion. It is true that this contradiction occurs indirectly, through man's 

fellowman, so that, indeed, Grisebach moves for a time within the precincts 

of actuality, i.e., the contradiction between rnan and his fellowman. 

The moment, howev2r, this conflict.is being borne in passion and san has 

been.moved into real time, i.e., pure contingency, it is difficult to see 

how man still moves within the sphere of actual experience. He now seems 

to have been absorbed by truth again, which,as we have already stated, is 

a truth of faith and no longer a tru·th of knowledge. The conclusion cannot 

be avoided, therefore, that the transceudence of man by the contradiction 

of th.e absolute mea11s the termination of· all actuality. The assumption ot 
it 

any absolute in whatever way, t1s the dialectical other as je111erges from 

man's thought, causes man somehow to fuse with it, whether directly or in-

dircctly,~y reason or by faith, whereby the actual world is either over-

stepped or sidestepped, depending on how the absolute is posited by man. 

In other words, it becomes clear to us that Grisebach•s transcendent ab-

solute is no less nwu1-made than the absolutes of other philosophical sars-

tems; for only by making absolute contradiction the presupposition for the 

world, was he able to put man in the position of allowing his truth and 

the world.of his self to be terminated and to bear the contradiction, in 

silence and in passion, in order.to experience peace. But whether this aim 

is in accordance with human nature, whether man is capable of such an 

experience in pure contingency and whether such an experience is an ex-

perience at all,are all important questions from the stand-point of truth 

and reality as well as that of practicality. 

The event .of the Cross, too, as the absolute contradiction of man's hopes, 

efforts, and aspirations, is man-made in the sense that it l'epresentg 

Grisebach's interpretation of this event. There are definitely passages 

in Holy Scripture that justity different interpretations of Christ's 

passion ••••••••••••..••••• 
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passion. Be that as it may, it should be taken into account that this event 

is after all so unique that it defies man's interpretation and thus cannot 

be exhausted by human reflection. The interpretation Grisebach gives of the 

event of the Cross sees the world in its very shadow, and its absolute ~ 

creates a distinct eschatological atmosphere. 

Again it is borne home to us that the splitting of the world by Grisebach 

into a dimension of theoretical truth and practical reality, kno\Yledge and 

experience, immanence and emanence is impossible, if the aim is an existen• 

ce in the sphere of contingent experience. Both these dimensions are really 

one: but in order to realise this, we must regard the world without any 

presupposition.s and aims on our part. If we refrain from looking at it as 

an aspect of any absolute in whatever form, man's constitutive activity 
that 

does not assume the sinister character aa is ascribed to it by Grisebach. 

It we look at the world of man's constructive activity without any pre• 

suppositions, assumptions·, or prejudice, we shall not, as does Grisebach, 

regard it as evil or as an obstacle to real experience, which man must allow 

to be destroyed or terminated by his fellowman, but we shall find that it 

is the ~ery pftf'equisite tor such real experience. Without man's truths, 

which, as we have already observed, he must needs posit from his own parti-

cular situation, there would be no actuality; nay, there would be no human 

life possible at all. It is these very contradictory truths that determine 
are 

his situation and they/in turn determined by the pecularity of this situ-

ation. By being contradicted, man is ·in tu.rn challenged to contradict, as 

he is only himself by being contradicted and he in turn represents his 

fellowman's yes and ~ 

It follows that man's constitutive truths form an inextricable part of the 

crisis-situation between man and his fellowman and that through them man 

and his fell.o\'llltan together shape the situation, wh.ich,for this reason,is 

their common situation,in which they are referred to each other and in 

which they live and work together. Truth and reality, knowledge and ex• 

perience, the immanent and the emanent, the essential and the existential, 

the general •••••. • •••••.••••••••• 
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the general and the particular are therefore inseparable. They are linked 

not by a theoret.ical self-constituted dialectic, but by a real, practical 

one, in that the one is impossible without the other. They can be separated 

only by a theoretical analysis of actuality. Human truth, therefore, as it 

has sprung up from man's actual situation, can never be absolute. It con

stitutes the positing of man's self in the face of the truth of his fellow

man. This truth is known to man because he has built it himself. It is con

stituted by arranging his environmental impressions into a meaningful field 

ot order, an outlook on life, a world-view, a philosophical system, a scien• 

tific theory, an ethical doctrine, or a religious view. These meaningful 

fields of man's constitutive activity, on account of their familiarity to 

man, simultaneously represent to him an abode or shelter in which he finds 

a measure of peace and security. At the same time, however, they are con

stantly threatened by the contradiction of his fellowman, which experience 

compels man to reassert his truth or posit it afresh in a modified form. 

In this way,the world of the components of culture is in a state of perma

nent becoming and represents the actual field of man's permanent cultural 

activity,taking place on the basis of the permanent crisis as the common 

experience of all. That is the reason why the sciences, the humanities, 

ethics, and the fine arts are in constant motion and change, and that their 

attempt to know the unconditional and embrace the absolute is inevitably 

doomed to failure and to end in contradiction. We regard it therefore as a 

categorical imperative that man ought to observe his limit as he experien

ces~it by his limitation on the part of his fellowman, instead of vainly 

trying to transcend himself or of allowing himself to be transcended. If 

he heeds his limit, which he is constantly experiencing in the person of 

his fellowman, he will then restrict himself to the sphere of actuality 

as his natural sphere. He will then no longer run the risk of being the 

slave of his own truth, of estranging-himself from reality or from himself, 

but he will then be free in the sense that he can now wholeheartedly work 

in the actual crisis-situation together with his fellowman for a better 

mutual understanding and relationship. In Grisebach's case such fruitful 

cooperation •••••••••••••• 
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coperation _is made impossible, for .th,e simple· reason. that ,by the shrinking 

of _the sell' to-virtually nil or th~ _complete deatruction of the human. 

logoi,the·crisis has disappeared and actuality_ceases. By presupposing an 
··. .... ' 

absolute, not· aa an _a_bsolute .knowledge but of faith, Grisebach, like other 

metaphysical thinkers, causes man to merge with the abs-olute, the only 

difference beiD:g that. man does not transcend bimself but is being trans-

cended. 

·From the above it follows that, as philosophers, we -should not speak about 

the absolute in whatever form, neither as the foundation on·whi'ch'the world, 

'is based rior as :the grounds _of its· terminatioi), ·because· iii bo:th cases the 

actual field of the' i-'eal lias been aband~ned. -~e cannot t th'erero~e' agree 

withGrisebach, much as we respect_his ~ttempt·to show m~n that byabso_. 

lutising himself he invites h.is own destruction, and to make him be'come con-· 

Scious Of iii'S natur~l lii:nitat~on referred 'him to his felloWman as -the real 

emanent• Had be-done so ~by leaving .out ·the absolute altogether, instead of 

inelu_di;ng it in a neq;ative fQrrn, _namely, 'as_absolute negation, termiriation 1 

and cont'ra_d:i:'etion, he ·might have arrive,d'at a differ-ent apprecia.tion of 
. ' 

man's constructive· and coneititut·ive aetiyity! As. it is', he failed·-to see 

that man's seif is not only a barrieJ!. 'to his fellowman ( although:it ean 

be that 'of course ) , but rather th~ very gateway to his· fellowman. The in ... 
.. . 

elusion of t~e absolute by. Gri_sebaeh in this negative -form(w:~~ch,: as we 

have seen-, s~·eeped the. ~orld iri. an' atmosphere of--faith) and the identifi-
.. 

' cation of this ,a-bsolute contradiction to the world. with the event of the 

·crossas interpreted by Grisebach, cause it to assume an eschatological 

colouring, .and change;' his whole thinking into a: religion. As pllilosophers, 

therefore, we can;not accept ._the r~sul t of_ Grisebach' s thinking, for as 

such we hav~ .in our opinion," to restrict ourselves to the. world of actual 

experience, which BXJnuamu: Grisebacb purpo_rts to do, but, on account of 

his-metaphysical presupposition and one-sided interpretation of man's 

constitutive activity, fails to do. Aud'should the argument be raised 

against'US that we see Grisebach's philosophy too much .as a system, which 

it is his very- purpose to _over.come in order to push through to practical 

contingent ••••••••••••••• 
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contingent e·xperienee, our an£nver is that we are Well aware o.t his .inten

tion, but that we are compelled to do so, as he speaks to us as an 'ana

lytical thinker, in philos<>phica.l_ terms and concepts,gtvin,; a highly sys~ 

tema.tic account of the process of t:errn:i.nating the system. In tact, Grise

bach's whole systematic procedure implies that the syetem_istbe very pre

supposition for arriving at the sphere of actual, contingent experience. 

This in turn suggests that man cannot r&ally do without the system and_that 

after its termination he is no longer within the precincts ot 1:-eal experien• 

ce, but h£~s understepped it. 

In order to keep within the bourtds ot aetual.ity ( i.e., the field. ot crisis 

brought about by man •.s contradictory constiiut\tve aeU.vities and. conflic

ting truths ) as any thinker ought to do, the ph~\lOEWJJher should study ac• 
- - ' < •• 

tualitywith.out any reference to any Absolute, \"ibether this reference be a 

· direct or indirect one. "';o avo_id the danger of making it the presupposition 

for the wor.ltl in whatever 'indirect ~ay, the philosopher should ban it from 

. his mind altogether •. It is ~hen that phU.oso:pby confines. itself to its 

proper field, namely, the .field of possible_ human knowledge arld ellperience. 

wllich ,a~ change and becomintf,1 ~eprcse~""s. tt,fe field of actuality.· If philo• 
~ . 

. ) . 
sophy confines itself to this sphere, it may then be called the science of 

actuality. By that is meant that i.ts task .is ·twofold: In the first. pla.ce, 

it bas to make an analytical study ot the actual situation in which men 

find themselVeS in Connection with their COJllr.lOR task ·Of producing tlle Com• 

ponents of culture. Secondly, it has to act as the guardian ot freedom, i.e., 

by a -critl.calanalysis of _man's activities, it has to sec to it that he 

observes the bounds as drawn for him by his fellowman. This means .that phil,o• 

s·ophy leaves the absol~te ent1rel)r in the hands of the theologian. It is he 

who~ on the basis .of faith and on the basis of faith alone 1 refers man to 

it. ·In this way.n clear-cut separation has been effected between philosophy 

and theology. The t\'llo cUsciplines are no longer dialectically referred to 
.. 

·each other, nor are they· .any more dependent upon &acb ,other. Pbilosophy1 by 
. . - '· . 

an. aet of treedom 1restriets itself .to the sphere of actuality or becoming,. 

i.e., the world of buman knowledge and experience as described abo,-e~·This 

·voluntary •••• • •••••••••••••••• 
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voluntary ~le·t of sclf-r.cstraint or self-control represents a. moral act 

corresponding to man '.s voluntary uccoptance of tbe limit set to bfm by 

his fellowmen. By· this voluntary net of philosophy ot confini.ng itself to 

the sphere of actuality or bocomint;; tho dtmgor ot .mixing faith with know• 

ledge by tb.e eclt-transcondence o.f philosophy bas been ei:b<'lina.ted • TJ~e same 

act of freedom should be pertormed by tbeologr, which should restl"ict it

self ·to the .rc'\Tcalcd truth, which .it accepts on tbc ground ot taith !\lone• 

Dy these respective act& or hmnility on tbc part of philosophy and theology, 

the:t~c:tore, eaeh df.scipli·ne becomes tree eoo ind.ependent ot the other' there• 

by guaranteeing th.e p11rity of' .knowledge and of tn.ith respec.tively• 

We must, however, not be undc.r tile .impress .ion that tbcre o.re no'' two truths, 

namely, a truth of pbiloso·phy and a truth ot theology,as wlls the ease tlith 

Christian Avorroists, e.g. • S.lger .ol' J3J~nbant.· On tbe ca.ntrnry, the very· 

separation between kltowledge .and taitb by an act of .freedom and humility, 

makes the truth of knowledge and the truth of faith ono.· What ~nnn in the 
/ 

bour, n.a.mely, to bced and rCSJ"'eet the ltr.:it as he exper.iences lt by tbe 

eontradiction of his fellowman ( ttb.i'ch experience causes b.im to exercise 

self-restraint and in the common task of' working on tbc cultural goods in• 

duces him to consider the views,. needs,· and interests of his fello'Mnan t)e• 

for.e t..biru~;ing of hie, own ) ,. tbe bel. lever is cofm:'landed to do ~y God and by 

Clii::ist, whose teaching may be a:s~elt summc4 up in: IJove thz neighbour ·~ 

t.h:tse 1 f, . if· thou . does t, ·~ then . tb.ou .lovest· God ••• 

Inntead of inactively awaiting the tcnr•.ination of h.is seit :Qy his fellowman 

in order to ex)ler.icnce tai th, Which is not only unnatUl~al; · but .humanly 

SJtcaklng seems impossible, man,. !)y his very constitutive activity and hla 

very self,is referred to his fellom:m.ln in love and humility just because be 

ooes not presume an ai:usolu·te. · And just becnuec be docs not in an,y way pre-

gsu .. ..., tnl· b 1. - . · · · '" ...... o a so tu;;-e~ ~n .the ~s:phere oY kriowleli·ge·;-, but seeks it only in the 

realm of ~aith, he finds that in faith he is referred to his fellowman in 

love and humility as well. By the voluntary act of self-restraint, therefore, 

philosophy •••••••••••••••• 
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philosophy and theology have freed man from the danger of absolutising his 

own self at the expense of his fellowman, in ~hich he became the slave of 

his own truth. In other words, by freeing themselves from each pther by a 

voluntary act of self-restraint, philosophy and theology have set man free 

also. Doth disciplines are now of an equally sober and practical nature, 

as they have both been thouroughly demythologised. Philosophy is no longer 

in .qanger of being a mere academic " subject n or an ecercise in logical 

acrobatics, nor does it any longer shape reality from a self-constituted 

real ground or absolute, which, whether ma~eri<H or ideal, cannot be any-

thing else but a myth. Theology, on the other hand,would no longer run the 

risk of constituting the relationship between man and God in the form of a 

dialectical principle as the presupposition of faith, which virtually closes 

the gap between man and God and converts pistis into gnosis. From now on, 

philosophy and theology are one only in their humility manifesting itself 

in their nmtual act of self-control and in the practical nature of their 

mutual function, namely, to refer man to his fellowman. This task is under-

talten by philosophy on the strength of experience, i.e.,. the experience 

of. :the limit, while theology tackles the same task on th~ basis of faith, 

i.e., by obeying the word of God and the teachings of Christ. 

Conclusion 

From the above discussion the conclusion must be drawn that !.!!£ truth is 

inaccessible to man's understanding and reason. All principles, laws, sys-

tems, and. worlds constituted by man are relative and contradictory, no 

matter'whcther they concern the natural sciences, the humanities, or the 
/ 

var,/:i'ous cultural systems and Weltanschauungen in general. So far we agree 

w/th Grisebach, but we disagree with the value he attaches to these man-

made trutha. To Grisebach these truths arc of a merely theoretical or aca-

deu(ic nature that lead man astray and prevent him from the real encounter 

with his fellowman. In fact, man's constitutive efforts are nothing but a 
vai,~glorious realisation of the self, leading to a.n extreme indi.vidualism 

I , 
/ . . 

arid egoism. They isolate man from his fellowman and· tend to make him ele-

vate himself over and above his fellot~man, and hence they are evil. The 

humanistic ••••••••••••••••••••• 
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humanistic world of truth as a truth in historicA!time and continuity must 

therefore be destroyed by man's adopting an attitude of self-restraint 

while awaiting the real encounter to occur to him in the form of being en

abled to bear the contradiction on the part of his fellowman in passion, and 

thus experiencing peace. In this experience, man's self has been terminated 

and historical time has been replaced by real time. 

We see thus that nmn'a positing himself as a self through his constructive 

and systematic efforts is looked upon by Grisebach in a purely negative way, 

i.e., man's constitutive efforts arc merely a stumbling block and an ob

stacle in. the way to real experience. Grisehach fails to appreciate suffi

ciently the necessity to our existence of our human truths, otherwise he 

would not have declared the human world of truth to be of purely theoreti

cal or academi&ai value. How could he possibly have overlooked the practi

cal significance of the human truths, if, in order to live a meaningful 

or purposeful life,every child, every ordinary ind.i.vidual builds his own 

world, thus establishing his own field of order, even though, as in a 

child's world, this field of order is often f,~IUltastic ? But the world of 

adults is not always logical or based on facts either, and this includ.es 

C!':Cn the scientific world, and the academic woi"ld as such. No matter how 

logical or mythological an individual's self-constructed world may be, to 

hint it is meaningful and true. But what is important is that the meaningful 

arrangement and orderin.g by man of his surroundings and b1pressiens into 

a coherent whole seems to be an indispensable must for human existence. The 

field of order he establishes in accordance with his peculiar situation 

may be said to represent his home, offering him a certain measure of securi

ty and certainty. At the same time, however, he feels his world in.vaded by 

the worlds and truths of his fellowman, which contradict his own, thus 

putting it in question, thereby inducing him to reassert himself by positing 

his truth afresh in accordance with the n.ew situation. The meaningful arran

gement by man of his surroundings, therefore, occurs from a contingent exis-

tential situation, i.e., in the face of the truths put forward by his fel• 

lowman. This does not apply to the truth of the private individual only, 

but to academic truth and ideologies as well. If, however, the existential 

root ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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root of all humr."'n truths in the above sense of the word is conceded t we 

must tb.en. accept thes,e truths as parts of the renl, i.e., ,parts of the a.c-

tual sphere of·crisis brought on. by themselves on account of their contra-

dictoriness. It fellows that no human truth can ever be absolute, but is 

always relative in the sense that one field of ·order is questioned by an• 

otber. Dut it !s nevertheless real and cannot, as is done by Grisebach, be 

dismissed as sornet~ing purely thcorct.ical or something that is evil in the. 

sense thnt it blocks the, 'my for man to the leading of an ethical existence. 

From the above it follows that the opposite is true. Instead of being man's 

stumbling bl,ock in the way to. the leading of an ethical exiet2.,ncc • all bu-
. ' 

man truths, whether individual, ideological, or academic, on the very ground 

of their contradictoriness, arc the very prerequisite to the leading of o.n 

ethical existence. For it is in their ve,ry contradictoriness or else in 

the permanent crisis brought about by the eontlicting human logoi, which 

i.n turn induces man to build his truths :.o.frcsh, that man's limit lies,· 

i.e. 1 the limit of a11 that .is constituted by man, bis knowledge and his 

striving as they disclose themselves i.n the arts, the sci.ences, and techt1o

logy. 'l'his limit, therefore, is of practical or ethical significance: f.or 

.it clearly refers us to our f.cllowr.mn. It represents the opght, commanding 

us to observe the limit experienced by us in the torr:l of contradiction on 

the part of our fellowman and warning us not to trnnscend ourselves by 

positing as absolute our truths, no matter whether they are of a scientific, 

technological, ethical, o1:• aesthetic nature. Tb,c communication men receives 

through this lir.1it leads him to real self-restraint and humility. At this 

stage, the contradiction of his fellol'n:-.an proves a blessing to man. It sets 

all men a common permanent task, namely, to attune ~f..ei..r mutual needs and 

interests ~0 each other, from which task a cooperation in contradiction, 

leading to a natural real cornmtmity
1 
results. 

From the·above, it becomes clear why we cannot endorse Grisehactl's dualism 

between the immanent humaniBtic world ·of truth and the emanent problematic 

world of the real. On exis tcntial grounds we cannot rule out mf.ln 's cons d.-

tntive activity from the real world. Springing· from man''s peculiar eJclstefl1tial 

situation •••••·••••••••· 
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situation, the human logoi are part and parcel of the sphere of man's action, 

which, on account of the contradictoriness of the human truths, is the field 

of man's interminable cultural activity and therefore of becoming. In other 

words, it is through. his very self-constituted contradictory truths, through 

which he posits himself as a self, that man is inextricably interwoven with 

actuality. The contradictory relation in which man stands \lith his fellow-

man causes his immanent self-constituted truth ( knowledge ) to become an 

emancnt to his fellowman, who experiences it as a contradiction to his ot'ln 

truth; and as he feels that this contradiction constitutes a threat to his 

own existence, i.e., his opinions, needs, and interests, he reacts by modi• 

fying his own truth or positing it afresh,in accordance with the new situ-

ation. It is in this way that the immanent becomes anp emanent and the ema-

nent an immanent again. Thus knowledge and eXperience, the internal and the 

external, the necessary and the contingent, the essential and the existen-

tial are inseparable; they are integrated in the contradictory relation 

between man and his fellowman,as it manifests itself in their common task, 

the creation of the components of culture. 

If we regard actuality as consisting in the interminable activity of man, 

if follows that we cannot subscribe to Grisebach's view that the real can 

only be encountered if man allows the humanistic world, i.e•, the sciences, 

philosophy, and theology, to be terminated by his fellowman's contradiction. 

On the contrary, man's cultural activity, now, constitutes the very field 

in which man and his fellov.1nan ought to find each other: and as the contra-

dictory nature of man's cultural activity constitutes a permanent crisis, . . 
it follows that this conflict-situation repr,sents the very moral basis on. 

which man and his fellowman should work together in mutuai respect and love 

and in aclmowledgement and consideration of each other's particular vital 

needs and interests. This is the practical task set to man by the permanent 

crisis, which he cannot overcome without inviting disaster, and which, there• 

fore; hcsbould accept as his natural sphere in which a natural and real 

community with his fellowman is possible. }t"'.or by the very crisis that has 

always reigned and will continue to reign in the sciences, the humanities 

and theology, man is constantly referred to his fellowman. 1be moral ought, 

as the ,lim.i t.; •.• , •••••••• • • • • 
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as the limit laid down t;o man by his fellowman • -is thus also .the boundary 

of man's cultural activity. If heeded, theought prevents·man from trans

c~nding his natural fie~d of action and lends his life _purpose and meaning 
. . -

by directing him to his permanent task of bringing about in the very-field 

of crisis and conflict priw'ided by man's cultural activity,· a real encoun-

'· 

. ter \Vith his fellowman in the spirit of mutual love, respect, and good 

will. 

The actual cris.is between man and his· 'fellowman as .it manifests itself in 

man's cultural activity, also sets a. new task for philosophy• Instead of 

playing the part of Cinderella ( which part was allocated to it by Gr.ise ... 
~ . . . 

a 
·.bach_ ) so that, .. hidden in· tim dark recess, it unobtrusively excersises a 

mere warning function, until even this .function is terminated by man •s 
., I .· 

~ . ' ' ~ . 

being enabled to bear in passion his fellowman's contradiction, man's in-

terminable cultural activity allot~ a v~ry important part to philosophy. 

We have already mentioned that by investigating the natute of this ~ctivity, 
·' . 

philosophy becomes the scicn.ce of actuality ~{i.e., the science of the con• 

trad).ctory relationship .between man and his fellomnan,arising from their dif• 

ferent aims, . views, needs and interests .; by which man •s cultura1 an ~iv1 .. 
! • ',-

. . , 

lising activity is stimulated._ This thi!lking from. the actual crisis accords 

a new function to philosophy. It is no longer ··exclusively constitutive, 

but above all critical and _regulative, inthe sense that it exposes and 

. denounces all 'dogmatism and· any kind o.f absolutisation of man's co'nsti tu'ted 

truths and refers us to our limit· ( .the actual- relation· between me and my 

fellowman) by which·the field;of reality, i.e., human knowledge and ex-

perience, is clearly circumscrib~d. In this way, philosophy becomes the 

guardian· of a free, genuin.e community' and points out to man the way to an 
. ' 

ethical existence. By being aware of the absolute's inaccessibility to 

reason or the under~ tanding t it i_s. itself led .. to practising self-restraint t 

thus leaving the region of the meta'physical to the theologian, who, on the 

basis of faith, r·efers· us to· Revelation • 

. In other words, philosophy confines us to the world of human knowledge .and 

_experienc,e, which,as· the region of actual huinan existence,is a world of 

~eeom~ng ••••••••••••• 
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becoming and, because it is both experienced and known, is both £!!! and 

true. Truth and reality as such, that is, the absolute, cannot be known

to the philosopher in any way, neither directlyoor indirectly. For him the 

absolute does not exist. For this reason, he can make no statemen.t whatso

ever about it, not even that it is absolutely transcendent. We have obser• 

ved that the inclusion of the absolute in an absolutely negative form by 

Grisebach, as of an absolutely problematic nature or absolute not-knowing, 

nevertheless, makes the absolute ;the.presupposition for the world. Through 

rnan•s fellowman it terminates the humani.stic world, and, in this way
1
makes 

man encounter the real as an emanent, that is, man's fellowman as the for

eign other or the transcendent. Through his fellowman's contradiction, 

thert:-fore, the absolute enables man to bear the crisis in passion, thus 

leading an ethical existence, i.e., experiencing faith that brings peace 

transcending all reason. In this way, we cannot help concluding that faith 

becomes the substance of the world, whereby human existence assumes an 

eschatological meaning. The world thus lies in the shadow of the absolute 

and by its absolute contradiction, man is caused to merge with it. This is 

particularly true if the event of the Cross is conceived as an absolute 

contradiction of the world. It is thus hard to see how Grisebach has ex

cluded the absolute from the region of actual human experience. On the con

trary, it is its very prerequisite, that man would not experience faith 

without this contradiction, by which real experience he is one with the 

absolute. 

The metaphysical character of Grisebach's sphere of the real, as the sphere 

of contingent experience in real time ( a time ending all historical time 

an~ continuity ), is therefore obvious. In this connection the question 

arises: Is not the basic assumption by Grisebach of. an absolute, in however 

indirect or negative a form, as much an arbitrary act of self-constitution 

on the part of man, and for this reason as fictional and mythological, as 

are the self-constituted absolutes of the positive systems ? The only dif

ference seems to be that, in the latter, man merges with the absolute or 

the real ground through his own effort or a oclf-constituted dialectical 

process ••••••••••.•••••• 
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process rationally comprehended, whereas in Grisebach's inverted method 

m.a:n is merged with the absolute or the real ground by an act of negation 

on the part of the absolute, \Vhich consistently follows from its absolute-

ly negative character, that is,its absolute transcendence. But is the as ... 

cribing to the absolute of an absolutely negative character by Grisebach 

not as arbitrary, rational and humanistic as is the ascribing to it of an 

absolutely rational character, say, by Hegel ? 

Again we are faced with the unavpidable conclusion that Grisebach's termi-

nation of the humanistic world as the presupposition for a real experience 

of faith, transcen.ds the bounds of the world of becoming just as much as 

happens by the act of man's self-transcendence, for instance, in Hegel's 

dialectical system, except that Grisebach•s and Jlcgel's conceptions of 

truth stand diagonally opposed to each other. While Hegel's truth represents 

the making of human reason absolute in the form of the absolute spirit or 

the completion of the historical process in universal history1 Grisebaeh's 

truth represents the malting of human experience absolute ~n the form of 

pure contingency 1or the termination of all history and continuity by£!!! 

time. 

It follows that 1 if we intend to stay within the sphere of becoming as the 

true sphere of the real, the sclf-consti tuted. human truths cannot be ruled 

out, for man's cultural activity is, as we have seen, an indispens~ble ne-

-cessity for man's existence. The only thing we oust constantly keep in mind 
11Y 

is the relative and contradictory nature of these truthsfiwhich we are re• 

ferred to our fellowman as our limit, which ue ought to heed. In this way, 

the boundaries of actuality will not be transgressed in either direction, 

neither will they be overstepped by man's self-transcendence nor side
being 

stepped by man •sl transcended by some absolute, his fello\nnan, or the event 

of the Cross. Grisebach's iclea of the absolute's total contradiction to man, 

tends to regard the nature and function of the absolute, man's fellowman 

and the Cross,in a particular, in a onesided way. Why should the absolute

or the Cross only stand in contradiction to man 'l Is this not an observa-

tion· on mere logical grounds, namely, on the groumls of man's incapability 

of comprehending their nature, so that their negative and negating character 

is nothing •••••••••••••••••••. 
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is nothing but a rational conclusion on man's part on these very logical 

grounds ? By such a view, therefore, all that has been demonstrated is man's 

absolute ignorance concerning the absolute, the real ground of the world 

or the Cross. Hence, knowing nothing about the absolute, we should, as 

philoRophers, refrain from malting any statements about it at all, not even 

about its absolute transcendence which, in turn, induces us to ascribe to 

it a purely negative quality and a negating function. Concerning the event 

of the Cross, tor example, which Griscbach appeared to regard as the real -
ground of the actual world, the Dible definitely admits other interpreta-

tions than mere contradiction, e.g., absolute triumph and victory over 

pain and death, so that not despair, agaony and suffering, but boundless 

rejoicing and utoost bliss prevail in the end. And certainly his fellowman 

is not only man's contradiction terminating all individuality, but his 

fello~~an also, by this very contradiction, confirms him as a self. His in• 

dividuality or his self is not, therefore, rnerely a barrier keeping him 

apart from his fellowman, but also represents a gateway to his fellowman. 

Without the self and man's self-constituted truths, there would he no real 

world. 

It is thus obvious that, as philosophers, we must be modest and unassuming, 

exercising self-restraint by confining ourselves to human knowledge and 

experience, lest we become spurious. The philosopher can thus ~ot have any-

thing to do with faith. It is the very:· inclusion of faith in philosophy 

by Grisebach that compels him to assume an absolute an.d to make it, how-

ever negatively, the premise of his thought. By the inclusion of the abso-

lute, however, he finds himself outside the bounds of the real and on tic* 

tional ground again. In order to avoid the danger of putting himself out-

side the precincts of actuality, thus ending in a myth again, the philoso• 

pher should not even think of an absolute. Human knowledge is his only 

field of enquiry, the validity of which knowledge is tested by the experien• 

ce of its limit: the contradictory views or truths of his fellowman. The 

experience of this limit verifies all human truths as real truths, i.e., 

as ltaving ••••.........•••.•••• 
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as having sprung from an existential situation brought about by his fellow

man's contradiction. The transgression of this limit on any one's part, 

private individual, scientist, humanist, or artist :• should not be tole

rated by the philosopher, because by such transgrcsRion man is no longer 

refer1•ed to his fellowman, but has posited himself as absolute, thereby 

being set on the absolute destruction of his fellowman's truth, i.e., for• 

cing him to conform and surrender his needs and interests to his own. By 

this violation of the natural ~risis, therefore, cooperation becomes im• 

possible; thereby his fellowman is provoked to react in as absolute a man

ner, so that now both man and his fellomnan are intent on bringing about 

their own destruction, thus inviting disaster. It follows that it is on 

the grounds of the natural crisis created by man's contradictory existen

tial truths, needs, and interests, or, to put it otherwise, on the groun.d.s 

of relative h~~an knowledge and experience, and not on the basis of faith, 

that the philosopher refers man to his fello"~an. It is in the latter that 

philosophy recognises the limit of all human aspirations and hence the ~ 

ral ought which man should heed and obey. By this voluntary act of subordi

nation or self-restriction, man frees himself from the chains of a self

impos~d absolute and proceeds with his cultural activity in close consul

tation and cooperation with his fellowman. By a purely scientific analysis 

of the crisis, therefore, the philosopher guides man to his fellowman as 

the ought by which he should live and by which peace, happiness, and the 

future existence of man are best assured. 

The discussion of faith and the absolute is left entirely to the theologian. 

But.faith is no longer a vehicle through which man either fuses with the 

absolute,as in the case of Thomas Aquinas, Kant, Hegel, Kierkegaard, or the 

dialectical theologians
1
or is made to fuse with it as in the case of Grise

bach. Faith has become the result of the very act of self-ra.triction on 

the part of the theologian. B,y this act, the believer frees himself from 

the world of actuality and becoming, and obediently subordinates himself 

to the absolute, accepting its secrets and mysteries \vitbout question (with 

which he is nevertheless joined in the act of thinking ). Thus he refrains 

fr.om •••• ••••••••••••••••••• 
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from the temptations of embracing these mysteries through an illusory 

feeling of love, by which he would again pretend to possess them and thus 

fuse with the divine in ecstacy or think of them and the deity as the 

incomprehensible, or the totally other. Love of God does not mean the de-

sire to possess Him; indeed this desire is blasphemous and the possession 

of God by ecstatic feeling and thinking or by dialectical reasoning detracts 

from His holiness, but it means to obey His word and command unconditionally 

and in all humility. True love of God, therefore, can grow only on the 

bais of unconditional faith. In being capacitated for renouncing all attempts 

to know God, or become one with him by an emotional or intellectual act of 

fusion, and in being enabled to accept the revealed truth by unconditional 

trust and obedience, I am in. the state of grace, which state is not my own 

merit, but entirely that of God. Because of my human wealmess, however, I 

am not capable of such unconditional faith, but am always tempted by my 

reason to doubt the revealed truth. It is for this reason that God sent His 

Son, Who by sacrificing Himself on my behalf, interceded for me, making 

absolute faith a .reality, so that, by His vicarious love and sacrifice, man 

is already redeemed. 

In the light of the above, all attempts to embrace the absolute emotionally 

or intellectually are presumptive and really the expression of man's vain• 

gloriousness. All these attempts somehow constitute the absolute from the 

human point of view, so that, again, it is at man's disposal and the boun-

dary between faith, on the one hand, and knowledge and experience on the 

other, is again wiped out. In order to prevaricate the danger of the abso-

lute's becoming a ltnown truth again, we must seek it outside the bounds ot 

human knowledge and experience only. Absolute truth cannot be a known or 

experienced truth if we accept that human knowledge and expcrien~e aTe re-

stricted to the contradictory relationship between man and his fellowman. 

Absolute truth is solely and exclusively accessible to the believer, but 

not, as Grisebach would have it, on the groun.ds of the ignorance of man or 
at·. once 

the philosopher, for that would/place it again in a dialectical relation-

ship with man, but only on the grounds of revelation. Only on the grounds 

of revelation ••••••••••••••••• 
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of revelatio.n. tlRbx•Rxfdtttx«Jttuuuiax~fxJttXjtlAti•ll can truth be absol.ute; for 

we have seen that all self•constituted.absolutes of the scientists, phil~

sophers, ·and theologians are no real absolutes, .as is $'hown by the fact 

tbat they contradict each other. and are.· changed as soon as factual circum• 
.of'·. 

s·tances or· the conditions of life change, but constitute man's .self·~rans-

cendence, the dangers of which we hope to have pointed .out sufficiently •. · 

~aitb, as based on .. the volWltary ac.:t; of self .. restriction ~n the part of the. 

theologian and the b9liever, is theref9re the humble and .obe.dient accep

tance of the absolute truth as it has been revealed .in the Dible. The Chris.:.. 
: ~ . . ' 

t·ian believer will thus listen .to :the Word of God and the teachings of .. 

Christ and will endeavour to obey them~ and we have alreadymentioned :that 
' '· ' 

in the Old as well as in the New Testament man is r-eferred to his fellow-

man as the presupposition 'for his salWl;\tion. 

To us it seems preposterous that we.should try to come into contact·with 
or 

the abso.lute .by striving for it/by -living in expect~tion of it, i.e. • the 

ter~ination of our ·self by it. 'l'o us the Chr.istian message bas a very sober . 
' ' . 

and practical ring. As t:onflict anti suffering are factual events in this 

world, these events. being the result of the natural relation.ship between 

man and his fellotmlan, it is no use evading them in the direction of-self-

constituted havens of refuge; for man's obedience to the Word consists in. 

the acceptance of conflict and suffering in the face of which humility, 

real love of our fellowman, •and th~ sacrifice of our interests in favour 

of those of our fellowman ,become possible .• To us the life of the Christian 

believer is a trial, which he should undergo willingly and obediently. It 

is, therefore, a~ life of practical cooperation and collaboration with his 

fellowman,· which proves itself in the common task of producing the cultural 

goods• If man acquits himself well of this trial, then, on the grounds of 

faith again, he may hope fo.r the fulfilment of God's promise. But when and 

to whom redemption comes., as a. gift of grace on the part of God, remains 

God's secr·et into \Yhich it is useless to enquire, for, in so doing, we will 

inevitably hopelessly entangle ourselves in controversy and contradiction. 

God's promise to man of his salvation from suffering and conflict, in our 
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opinion, is the most important part.and the principal purpose of revealed 

truth, and it is this purpose that most clearly distinguishes it from 

known experien.ced truth, thus presenting it as absolute. 

From the above it bccor.1es clear that, if we accept man's cultural activity 

as manifested by the sciences, the humanities, the fine arts, and theology, 

as an existential must, which establishes order and meaning in man's situ-

ation, at the same time affording him a limited measure of certainty and 

security, we cannot possibly subscr~be to Grisebach's thesis that this 

activity eonstitutes a purely theoretical or technical world, which in-

duces man to miss actual experience. On the contrary, man's cultural acti-

vity of all kinds and variety now f.orms an essential and indispensable 

part of the actual world. It is through this activity that man is referred 

to his fellowman with whom, on. the soil of the natural crisis, he ought 

to cooperate in the spirit of mutual regard, respect, and good will. Phi-

losophy, as the scien.ce of actuality, clearly stakes out man •s limits and, 

by the voluntary act of restri~ting itself to the field of human experience 

and knowledge as delineated by these limits, confines him to the region of 

human action in the interest of a genuine and free human community. Throtlgh 

this voluntary act of self-restriction, it remains itself free from a 

self-constituted absolute which inevitably dcf~cts us from actuality, i.e., 

the field of true knowledge and real experience as described above. Thco-

logy, by a similar act of self-restriction to the realm of faith, by which 

faith as faith in absolute a revealed truth is protected from adultera-

tion by human knowledge and experience, cooperates with philosophy in re-

ferring man. to the region of suffering and conflict on the basis of faith, 

i.e., in. the light of God's Word and the event of the Cross, by which 

love of one's neighbour and sacrifice in th2 interest of the neighbour 

may become a reality. 

Having come to end of our enquiry into the problem of truth and reality 

as it arose from Grisebach' s worlts, \ve express the hope that we have 

succeeded in making clear where we do not agree with Grisebach and why. 

We hope to have answered the questions we put at the beginning of this 

work. and to have clearly circumscribed the position the sciences, the 
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humanities, philosophy,, and theology occupy in human life. We trust, .more• 

over., that we have shown to what extent these human activities belong to 

the fiel'd of the real, as the fi.eld of.the actual, and that we have pointed 

out their ultimately practical value and purpose. In short, we hope to have 

given a clea~ answer to the question.: What attitude ought man·to take up. 

towarqs life .and towar~s hi~ fellowman. We found that Grisebac)l's c~ntral 

thes,is, n~ely, the dualism and incompatibility between truth and reality 

is untena)?le and that, on account of the existential nature of man's cul.:.. 

turalactivity, truth and reality are one in actuality and becoming and 

therefore relative. ~bsolute truth can only be revealed tr~th, and faith 

does not mean embracing this truth emotionally or intellecttially, but 

acc;epting it obed.ie.ntly and uncondit.ionally. Yet, relative humanistic truth 

and absolute revealed truth have this in common that they both refer man 

to the region of the crisis as the moral .foundation of coopero.tion and 

• collaboration between man and his fellowman. However, whereas the for.mer 

does so exclusively on the ground.fof human experience and knowledge founded 

on such experience, the latter does so solely on the grounds of uncondi ti.onal 

obedience to and faith in God's Word and the event of the Cross • 

. -.. -.-.-·-·· 
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THE PROBLEI'I1 OF TRUTH AND REALITY IN GRISEBACH' S THOUGHT 

SUMMARY 

By tracing the development of Grisebach·•s philosophical. 

thought throughout his works., from his first philosophical. 

attempts to his later mature writing.s, this thesis seeks 

to show Grisebaeh • s relentless .struggle to achieve a finaJ. 

break through to the contingent experience of the real, i.e., 

a real transcendent or a reaJ. emanent. It thus concentrates 

on a critical. discussion of Grise bach •- s central. probl-em., 

11amely, that of truth and real.ity. It shows how Grisebach 

eventuall.y turns against himself or his former systematic 

or constitutive phil·osopl\v; and graduaJ.ly arrives at a 

critical po.sition, which is totally opposed to his former' 

position. In othe.r words, this thesis shows how the process 

of' philosophy's turning against itself in. a cri ti-caJ. manner, 

thus eventuaJ.ly cancelling .itself as a theoret.ical system 

and in this way guiding man to the practical., contingent 

experience ·of the real. transcendent in the form of his 

fellowman as the foreign other or man's permanent stumbling 

block (which process Grisebach teaches as the presupposition 

for· arriving at an ethical existence in his later more 

mature works), is actually traceable throughout Grisebach' s 

works, when they are studied in chronological. order. 

The division of the worl.d into a sphere of theoreticaJ..ly 

constructed truth of ptl.rely academic value and a sphere of 

practical experience of the real as the ethical sphere, 

which tears apart knowJ.edge and experience, is unacceptable 

to l+S•: It splits man's mind into two halves as well. By 

the el.imination of man's constructive activity and the 

humanistic world as a result ,of it, Grisebach seeks to 

penetrate into a world of pure contingent experience., 

which he sees in the pin-po.inted moment of man • s being 

ena.bl.ed/ ••••• 
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that these cxel~s_ 2! the. self represent. ;man's estrangement 

from aotu.·al oontingent .ex:penence, which prevents him f~om 

l"Sa.dtng a.·_~e@l antl thu:SJ' an -ethi!lal. extstenoe •. 

.. 
that Gr.1eebach. expla1nea. all evil .in t'h&· worl.d from the 

tot!aiN egoistic~ ne.~ .of these .absolute· e:v;cl.~G, 9J t·h!t 

sel.:f,. ana th&t 1 t was this fundamental .1n·~d.ght ·tnat · Oalleed 

him to· .set out in search ot a. real.· that was actually 

e~er1snee4 as· a ·real emanent. :inst-ea.d of being oonstitutG4 

.i\s. an· -iit-llnane:nt theoreti-cal trnth. In other words• Gnsebach 

·w·oo in search of a real·-of which men no longer· di~ose:d 

by rational const:1tution, 'bu.-t one 'that ·diepo~ea of' him,. 

I.n t".hia iavestiga'tion we -oonoentr.a:te . above all -on tb~se 

syfftema. namely, those of K~t. Hege.l end "tb.~ . Phil.osop}W 

of Existence •. whi-ch have influ.enee-d Griseba.ch•$ thought 

directlb'·• As in etacb. ·of those systems we find ·that reality 

!$ '~a.tional.ly constituted, ·t·t ·.stands to l'eason ·that ther~ 

truth and r.eal:ity are merged in t.he constiwtiv~ ·-or 

QO~re.benstve act, in sp-ite of. the <!if'ferent ·method.ological 

charae1ier of this a.ct .• , 

Subae-q'Qently ~· we deal. ~th the problem .. o_f tna.th tm.d 

:reattty as i-t presents itself tbl:'ougoout Gr:is:e'b.ae'i'l''s wo;rlts 

an4 during his l.ong 3oumew f.ro:Jn t·be f!l&tb.Q·do:Lcgic:al.. 

const.ructibn o.f :reiali:tw- at!• an imln-anent truth ·to the· 

co:rrtingent ~xperience .of the real. as a 1:,e~ em.ant¥!1 e.:nd 

its total· aepa.ratio"A from the humanisti() or h1S'tcric•al 

wa.r~·d. o.f' •memo~ ana the _past. which~ aecor.ding ·to Gr.i.sebaeh,. 

h:as. no p~a.etieal but only ,aeademi,c s1gnifieance. In this 

coDneetion e can dist:Ulguish the :fol.lowing stages; 

l•· !Ull CONSfiTtJi.f:tON_ OF REAL BIPBJill.iNOE IIif ii:IE FORM OF ~!tE 

CUJ;filRAL ACT AS AN A(:~ OF 'T_l$ SP:tRI!r 

eul.tural/ .• • .••• 
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· cul:tural ·acts, the mul.t:iple .is merged: with the :One,. the 

particlilar ·with the general., matter with to·nn,. ··experience· 

• with re&son,> ··the con-ti.J'lgent. wttb. the.· neceQ·SS!7• the 

scieatif.i.e ~11th. ·th~ • .Mstor1.¢al.,'f ·becoming with ·betngj :the · 

. ti~tte .. wit-h. tb.e ~fn.it~~ . the ~b.a.ect wit'b. the: O:bjeet.~ 

.. · .. !n l{uJ..tur ills ·._!orm'bUdlmg ithe rational. as·.' still- vetf;! 

mueh emphas:tse.tt. !rh&~ t:he cultural act .aQ· - aet' of ·the 
spirit · j.s. · seen >as the· f'ormgiving ·act o~· the :arttst .• · Form 

is ·nestowe~ on natu.t-e ·through !·isib1l:itt•· B,Y the for&-· · 

. giving act as the c:reati"e . aot• th$ '()haotic is overcome~, . 
so· ~hat form. ~s regar:tiea aa the prin.·c:lpl~ ·oft Cul:1mre e. 

·such.-. .' . 

.· 
In }Cul:tJ.trRhilo@()phiache :A:rb~i.t. d~!> Gef5enwart ·the· re.al . 

·is ·:co:u.it.ttutea. by the abstraction .of'· the ·creat·tve cultur;eJ. 
.· .. \ 

·aot ·as· stteh (:i.'.e.,, the· act of th~ spirit) f~om 'tl1e 
. · ' ' .. ' ·· .. 

tt':Ont:tngent tn41viauat ·eu:t tural · acttJ,, · wlueli marge :into ·t~ 

former~ ln · this *Bt:. · the histori·cari. · ph11osophic81 systems 
., ' 

llecome· tb:e .OrG~On O·f the i.llilosopiq.cal. met~~ .,,as .~ch as 

the· .EY:re nu~tho,4.~ In this. w~t-:k,· Grtsebach real:ii.r&es9 even. 

more 'tllall in the previous Work, the importane~ of the 
. . . 

. irrational ·ani Of· contingent experience as ·well. as the . 

rel.ative .na1111re of hnmart" truth, & though ·this Wl·attvi. ~Y 

.ie in 'the ·end overcome by a l.ast abstraetioli. ,r;~~· 

J2hilosopbiscb,e. 'Arbe;it ·.de~ .Jletsenwart t however• is ·:a. det'intte 

.at&p. · for\fard in the .•dir&etion of· .contil'lgEm-t· experience .•. 

2. !eHE ®NSTl!U~IOll QF .1'1'1£ D!.ALECT.!OJa:,. :RlttaA!rlONSBlP .llET~ 

· TR'qTH. AND ImA'Ll~t: IN •• ..t...:?DIE .. SCHli}Lif liS .G·E:fSfl!lS" 

In t.his work, truth and -reality ·ara .-£or the. first 

time sep~a.tea. 'f'l"Wth .is seen as ~he pemanent tlien1ogi,cal 

qtieati-on · about the absolu:te and reali:ty is re.(&ardad as 

phUosopby-ts·contimle:l reply <to it by the rdionaltzatton 

,of s-ense..;.'9xpertenee,, in. which conatsts the ~.atural ·aet. 
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For the first t:i.me; this .act is <a broken act•, Since menla 

cc)nstru.ot.ive ,efforts ere elw~s; put in qu-estton ·by ·tt1e 

· -theol.Oatan- again, .lt follows · that ph1los6pbi ·is no longer 

b·atJed ·,on ~iils;, bu't is lf~unaea. ~D. b~~~ Although thS 

r:ationB:t nature 'ot man*s cUltUral. .aefa~' points. t& a 'Wlivtta·§l 

2~<:ipl.e <Jf r~·as,pa,, tbG truth is no :lo·nger &t!CSStd.bl& t·o 

.~~ .. by 're~n. mit ~Uly by . f.ai:tb.~ . is~ . however,: 'the relation. 

b·etYieen. phfiOm.>PhJ'. tmti theology is cl.e&r1J' colrq)rehended as 
• ,• ' ' '• - • ' ' ' .' t ' ' I 

· 41S~pl~e:S ara :at.ill. combined il1 the ·~ O:f oCOmprebensirOli 
,' \ . . . . ; .· ' ' .. · 

ana .that faii;b ;(~der which .au human censtitut.fve activi1;v 

.. is now . subsumed) ::i:a rati~nal.lzed. 

l•: ~HI OONST.l~ION OF llEALI~Y .BY 1:Blr LAYLGF <'XlftRADICTXOB 

AS. A R;EF~fiON· oF·· ~HE $SOLli!'E 
.. ' ' .. . . 

!l1is 'step, ~h1ch Grlaebaoh takes in Br~fl:!.tll:ita un§ 
''. ' . • v 

~. . ~ .• ". ~ . ' . 
·Glml.be· ·and ·1n :Die ·G~nzenr'~es E:rztehera ·no ·l.onger pl.aces 

···,tla.tt (·l~eepetJtivel,y man's i"aticin~y constitUted WQ;ld Of 

oulttire) in a dtaJ .. ecttca.l rel.ati{)nsbip with ·the absolute" 

but finda 'l't iri' 6 negattve.' manner\. nam~J.y·. af3 :a~:refle~t:f.on 
. . . . . . ' . 

in 'the Ur&esehSJ;ten _det ;:eaten . Di.alekt:J.:.\t. (primeval ·~vent o.f 

real diale.~tio), 1.-.e •. 9 .. the 1aw of ~contratfi·nt1~!!, that .governs 

the. relationship be-tween man and Ms 'fell:cwmant thus 

constituting' :a. permanent. Oi'ttlX>e. 1n ;the . qq.m!!:!!i tz• :It ·is 

·from' tht$·1&; tl'lat all cultural. aotj:vity of ni$1 springe, 

and this causes~ all: ·our kno\Vl:edge· tc b$ .. re.nae:red probl~matic; 

:Etna i:t is by ·the observation of· this ls.w that .man ia. lett 
' . ' ' - . 

to· 1e,Qd an ethic:@. .ex:lstence.. · 

,By .re.gardtng the absolute as refle-cted.' :in the law o~ 

pontra:di·eti~!h ~which governs ·the .re'lat:i:otrship between man 

···ana hi:a :f'elloViilla.,. G,risebach arri:vea ai; a .§.q .. eta. tmorent1:a1 
. . 

by VlhiCh he hopes tO ShoW th& .J:"e.£\1. ,•t.rsns<:enden.C,e Of t.hG 

absol.ute as abso:tute trenscendeni!!~ However, by inc1udi'n,n 
;f!!oi1.1 - l!,lfo!J-•. 0. 
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it in his reflection, even though in a negative manner\, he 

·eemnot e:vo,id. placmg man again, indirectly . tbj.s time and 'by 

an !nverte;d m~~hqslt into ,a d1al;(9e:tical rel:a1ri,()n with 1t:, 

\Vh1eh is rationall.7 ~~rehendea •. In thi!l vi~, he rat1:'0nalizeS~ 

faith in the l:ight of WhiotJ. . the W'(lr1d ts: ste:epe<J, ·be<:arll3e: 

it .flews logieal.ly f:r,om. OU%" not-J:tnowmg. Re has thus :rm:t 

·only £ailea in deliheating the bound~~ be-tween philosopby 

sn4 tneologar, bUt he has moreov.er arrived at the absurd 

poS"it1qn of knoWing the .aosol.ute by hi:s not~krlow.tna it.• · 

'4~ THE.:SEPARA!lOlf Of !r:RHH. PROll.BE~tft·m ''Tim S~ARAT.IOilJ: 
OJ' .. ESSENCE. Alnl· OOliflNGmJC! . 

. . . . . . 

In this · re;(?-Brtl:, ·we fir$1> treat the works · Grlse'baeh .. 

wrote Xifter hia ·cbi-ef:-work Gegenwa;rt.•. In. ref~:r;ence to these 
. :· . ~ .. 

. . 

make us ~eal.ize t'he· .~truth p.f :o~r. eelfwco:n~tit:uted :trp.ts., 
• • -. - .X -· 

1 .• e .. • ·ott? ~elf..,.conati·tuted G(.d.en'tifi-c the.o:ries.. hiaton,eal. 

logot, philosephi.<tel. r,zy,st"ems ana · t:neologoumen:a. In his 

,opinion" thea- :n'd..sl:eaet us. and ,estrange ua ft-om actual. , . 

exper.tence. tfh.ey .are ego1stic;ail .ana: ev-u .and. '"the1.~ positing 

them as a:bsolu.te: c:ansetl the European catastrophe.~.· If Europe 
' 

is to ·re·cover1 .i't behcveei man to reorie-nta.te . him.sel.£ and to 

accept. the permanent cri.sis toot i·s ex_periencett by him ana 

hi a fell:owman . in ecu:nmon on account of -the mul.tipl~ lOSO!l£.1 

rthich eau:ses o~ lmowl·egge to be prcbl.ematie· and to dWell 

itl, a erit.i.cal. , state • Btlt ·unl:1ke in ~rmtnis . ynd . Glau.)i:, 

and ·;m;e Grenzen. des Brzieherg_,. this crisis is no l.onger 

seen as a ·diel.edtioal l.aw tn which the absolute ia re:fl.ec~ed., 

but · as a. pure:ty con:t:ingen't experience. :namely, tbe -te.rmina-
··• -. 

tion of man• s: t'ruth antl ae1% by the oontraclietion of bi;s 

· f'EllJ.owmartOi ~hie experience, when being bom' :in silent .. 

pasrdiOn, .:teads 11o ·an (j;f;ideal e·:x:tat.$nce. end to· peace that 
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. ·t'~flethe.r Grie:b&cla$ ·by his negative method (i.e& *'t 'the 

sys~em-&tiC &br'.illlting :Of phtlos()phy' :QS $ ·sy,~em.r·to Which 

corresponds the shr~ o~ a.U .~ -&r,uth ana .the ·~mman 
. .. . -· 

self • eventually eausingg .Pbilo:aophy ·to 'tum ~etas~ ·itself 

iD a er1ti,cal ,manne~) .has not ar-~v~d .at 3 tr8nscendet 

worl.d e&aif:t.~ ·which is bey(}nd· m••s. experience: and Wbidl· 

has been ooliatitU.'t"ed t)y Gil. inverted metlttUi. by Vihich t-he. 

s~lf -eventu~ly ~eel.~ itself,.. Espec~ally VJhen he su'bswnes 

the te~nation o:.t the· .self by the oont~6dtct1on of the 

· •O'th.e~ m1:der the ,:f!VeJ!.t 'Of' .·Jbe Croa.J {as he appears -to do in 

the f!Ch1Qk!alsfz:m!· det:J. ~!fl<Q,anaeal, the be·at<;UI.g .of Ms 

f&ll<Jwman.'s . eontxoa<.ii·ctt;gn .ill pasdoi~· 'by man. whiob ~PingEl 
. . 

him peace that. transeencder all tm.<!erstanding• assl»Jle-s · 
·' ., 

, 

_In ;reference to his ehi•.ef•\VO.r.k (te&!!W§£!; and se:me ·o.t 

h±s other worite, ·we show now Grisebach •. in order to arrive 

at a re.al .ethiccal en,ste.ncett sepa:rates the world of actual . ' . . - . . . 

cont:li.ngent eXpe'l_!i,tence· f~tt1 the esse:n;ttal ''crl..d: of 1?e:aso:n,, 
' ~ 

wbich J.atter ts, ·to htt:m a m$re academe tlr- tee'm1:cal dre:em

wor~a. which 1$ ind111iduali.stic and :eg.ocentrie" anti wMeb 

~if' :it .1s ·CQnfue-atl with the :re:at world) ;is evil_,., 

i'he real world:, i'or Griis&hach:t conaiets .m a.Qtusl 

eont~t experience;, which we· ,diacuss :from ·the 

episte;mo,l19aieaJ., ethical and metap.h;ysioal point of View'ti 

fhia ,aetual -~ont·:i:ngent expert-once. as. the expe:r1ea;ce of t:~ 

actual. eriais ·that .. exists be:tw:een men end bie .fe.l:tcwmsn ·on - • • . • > • • --

aeoou;nt o.t thei:r •tuai co1ttradtet·1o.n ter.rrrtnt:ttef:J the worl.d 

of the h'WltM self in. the form of hu.man attitude •· senti.ment 

and the humaniJ3tic wo;rl.tl ;of tneoret:ic:al construction .in the 

even\l ........ , 
~· •• o# "' ,• 



...... a-
.,· 

event of this ooni;radietion being borne 1n aUent paaaiott• 

,F!'om the epistemologieal pot:nt of· v:iew i;hts· expe!'len.c$ ,PUt.a 

.in qu,e.ttt!O::n. 41 human -knoWlea~ :aatd ·~de:ra it prohLematto. 

ena~ es 8,§J,.._j;tm_. :it putll an ead to al.1 Mstori:eal tim& ana 
'contfnui.t:7, whicb. .is 'hase4 on memcey .·and tbe past:.. litbiea11y 

speeking, . .it .meaz1s tha11,, at the _pin-p<)intea moment. Qf 

be·artng the_ con:tradtet1oa on ~the part Qi." ·my fellowman m · 

sil-t passion, I am enabl'e-d t;o leaa a. real etMcal 

existence~' When ·allY kind Of lt!O:!ral attitude, ·a:H¥ kind of'' 

technic:al 'Virtue bas . beell: eJ.'l:runk Gtq• Metap,hysicall:V 

.. spe&l.d.ni* this -e~~iance .laoos ma.u to - ·encounter· wtt.h · 

the :r:ef4 ·tranacendent., namely. •. hie :f;ello:wman,. by which lte 
' ' ...... ' ' . ·~ 

. . 

of! our ordi.nQt7 hwnanist1c world and .in which he -experten.ees 

a ,pe·actl that 'tl~anf]cend~ ,a1J. un.da·rst-a»din,g. 

In the 1~, chapter· of this theats. ·~~ aee:t ·to show· 

t:fiat, trom the epistemo1ogieal, ethtc:al an.d metapeyaieal. 

po,int of rtew, Gri.sebacn•s; du;alism., .t.e.•:r tis ~b'itraey 

sep.a.ratton of ~t'h and .real.1t3"• knowledge end aJtparJ.:enoe., 
. . . 

be-comes ·untenable.. There 831'e' no -two separate :sphe.re.s~ bl:at 

truth ~d re@ili:~y-, mnw:le<}g& ad $Xperienee mutuallY' . 
presuppose eaoh o.t.he.r; •. · We~~.:thue oppose.· o.~ .:Own. point o.f 

Vie\'Y aa agtd.nst. tl'tat of G.r1aebaolh VIe eontend that tltere 

can be· no ex.pe:rienoe wit:hmlt mind and vice· versa. that there 

can be :nQ e:tMeal existenae wt~hout· the ~conaeioumess ()f 

the em;p.1.nca:L limit; of one•s own trut:b ana .one'el ·ovm. :selt 

a;nd that tl1cere can be no expe;r.tenca of a re.aJ. transee:rtdent 

W'lless this tr.an~o~.ndent is actnal~7 exper1encetl .as; a re~a~ 

.eman:ent in. th~ f:orm ef another se1f'.• We eannot:, ·therefoll'G • 

.accept Gri·stfbacll"J:J 'teacbing that real and thel'9fore ethical. 

exiatenq!; co.naiats. in. the pin-pot:nt.ea momfmt of the absol.ute 
- - - - 1 • 
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in Gr.isebach's ,~al. j;ime,. Whi·Ch t~rm:inates all historical 

oontinui ty •. We believe t.ha.t ~his ~ott on is .. a. pure.· sbst:vact 

.. and m.e®.tl·l!!£e ,-®nt.ins~nC%·, whieh,, in our- o·tl~nton, cmmot 

be ·eQe-.riencea by ~an. fhi.a 1aea. denotes the a:~aolute 

termtn:atton of man and the M.oto.ri.:cal worla. of man~ a t-ruth 
~ ' - > • - • '- ' • • • • t• 

as a worl~: of becoming_,. ~o that., by their termtnatio!l·•: the 

vflrg presupposition is :rem&veit on 'th$ ground$ of which mett 

.can possibly arptve :at ~tMQal.. en:atet.'LQi-"' 'It 1·s OiUr 

contention;: the.retore., that the. l1uman1stie wor:ld o.f' truth. 

must not l!e seen sa _ucegati:ve- o~ly {as 1ihe me:re the·ore-tieaJ. 

worJ..a o:f ~an•s ~owledge:t. whic:th, beca:a.ae ,of tts epietical 

nature. is evil. :an.a ke:&ps men from the ac'tual; ·eltperi-enoe bf 

the l"'e~), ·but,.. r.ather. in ,a :pos:iti:V~ way.!6 We thus CQniH;Jnd. 

that the eontroo~·ctory hum~ Lo.goi,. w:hich sr-~· ret'erre.(i to 

,ea.eh ~ther ~Y the controversial relation-~ :Which tb.e-1 :·stand 

to each other:,. a;r;e :tie1da of. :rea11t7,, in that they a,re.· 

posited £rom a partiollla.r enstentia.l s1tua1;ion. in wbioh 

man happens to find. M;mse,lt and on the .grounds of ·whtcl:ll:le 
~ ' i ' 

is impelled to arrange hi·s environment in @. meaningful.· w.ay ~ 

as an a¢t of sel~·re.el·i.satto~.h 

In this way~ it becomes clear ·t:n~ the human 'logl):.t form 

an inte'gr.al. part o:t th,e .aotu.al. .si. tuai;ion in which man .fintis 

i'd:mse1:f . .,, rbey G:t'S determ1ned by ·t'f{ ·GnU they dete~'Sf. it il1 

tbe:ir o• tun'~.• !rom t:h& ,;1!l!,B1att:mlolo,g·icel_;eoi:nt o,t. ·v:fen·• it 
' j ' -

. ' 

maw be aai4 tha~ these relative· logo! atte the preau:ppo'Sitton 

.tor 'the reel. to be experi~need by ·the. oontro~rsia.l l::'e:J.ation 

that 'Obtains bet\"1een "these human 2ogo1., in the sense that 

this rel.·ation otttltnea the em;pinoal lin11t oi" hnman 

knowledge,.. 
\. 

From. the ·ethiSI!\ pout~ -o:t v.t·ew• this smpir1oel. l.:tmi't 
. . ~ 

implies an empirical .mo.raJ. rGUf'J'!t !"' ln crtber woJ"d.s,, by the . 

controversial relatton. obt~g betweert the human log:oi, •... 



man :and his fellowmen are referred to e-a.cb: .other under ·the 

obligation ·of mutuaL. qe1.f-r:estratn't, and ~l.i;Et~ i.e.~,. 

·this e~_uieal relation 1;a ·at 'the ~ aame t1me an- ·ethical 

"1~:ton. It ®Use$ man 'to break through the cycle {)f 'his 

self (wbi:eh. his self"'"'-consti tu<ted t·ru.th really .fQrntS) and 

taus to orientate bims~l.f-l>Y 111$ .fellowman. ~'t p~ven-te him . . 

.from post ting h1 a own trut'b ae an. act ot absolute selt'

transcen<d:ence and leads bim -to. cl,ose co-:opera.tion w:tth hia 

:fellowmtm.. ·in .regard. to -t~ir Vi~al. common t:&Sk, namely rt ·the 

constant creation &ttl ~e-creation of the IQ·O:d$! ~g' ·ou.lt~ 

.and pi:!f1l1eatiop on the grounds .. of their mtrli:Uslly 

,e~en-ence-d crisis in mu-tual selt•west-rstnt, :unieretsndin3• 

re$_pect ·and tol.~rance, , :t.e,., :in t:he ~p:irit o.f mutual. 

~.vpd.;!.! tx. 
F:rom. the m,~ta_el}y.sig8l point of view;, ·too., the existence 

of the .bUm:att l.ogci ia the presupposition f:or "the exp$rienee 

.of the real,. :not as a. ratione.ll.7 constituted rea]. or rather 

a rationally coD:ce·1ve4 .Real Gro1md.;; f'~~ _which the real 

:et:mcture of the world is ~e~ol:vea (which ·i,s .nothing wt 

.selt--t:ran:seendence·. as it is observed, for ex:ample,. 1n 

t;r,enscendent :metaphysi.cs ..•. where the_ real. .i·s an. immanen:t 

truth .end therefore known), but as ·the experience of a .z.e!l 

emanen-t·· .in the farm of ·my fellowm•-· I cannot lm-ow ·my· 

:fel.l.<>\'ilt.nM 6S· a· re.sul.t .of rational.. or me'thod~:logic:al.· 

·constitution •. as- I know: :an object in peystctt, for instanee .• 

but he escapes nw rational control and puts my truth· ana '"' 

sel.:f m. que-stion.jl ·By s-o doing he r~stri.ets me to the 

.empi:r1eal. lillli.t o:f 'l1f.'S truth,. i•-e•~• the f1e1-4 <>f the tae;'tu~ 

~xperience of the cri:s1s1 which I spare with -rq £ell-4)Wt;D;•.-· 

!ibis ft-el.d is: the reason and the na.tl.tral sour.ce of msn•·.s 
. . -. 

cree:tive activity,. and 'the· actru~ exper.1enee of .tlle crisis 

:is m.an.''a' .natural incentive fOr the ,permanent pro-ducti-on o~ 

the .tto<Jtls of ... culture and etvtlization_ in en. ever new form. 
~ ' .., . ~ .. 




